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Abstract

This thesis examines geographical publishing in mid-Victorian Britain. Focusing specifically on literatures of travel and exploration, it considers the role of publishers and the publishing industry more widely in shaping the geographical understandings of a range of mid-Victorian readers. Through a detailed examination of the production, circulation and reception of four publishing projects, this thesis provides insights into the challenges and opportunities associated with different forms of publishing whilst also drawing attention to the broader print culture which was implicated in bringing knowledge of these works (and the geographies within them) to various reading publics.

The first chapter offers a critical overview of recent work by historical geographers and historians of science concerning print culture, publishing and scientific knowledge. It also outlines the theoretical framework adopted within this thesis which emphasises the importance of considering production, circulation and reception simultaneously. The second chapter develops this discussion further by providing a rationale for a study of travel and exploration publishing specifically. It also explores the methodological implications of deploying an approach which simultaneously considers how particular works of geography were produced, replicated and consumed in the mid-Victorian period.

Chapters 3-6 offer detailed case studies of particular publishing projects. Chapter 3 examines David Livingstone's *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa* (John Murray, 1857). Chapter 4 explores Francis Galton's *The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries* (John Murray, 1855). Chapters 5 and 6 focus on multi-authored works. Chapter five considers the series *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel* (Macmillan and Co., 1861-1864). Chapter 6 investigates the periodical *Geographical Magazine* (Trübner, 1874-1878). Through these case studies, as the concluding chapter 7 highlights, this thesis offers new insights into the way that print figured in shaping particular geographical imaginations during the nineteenth century.
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Chapter 1

Historical Geographies of Science, Publishing and Print
Culture
This thesis is concerned with the relationship between print culture and the production, dissemination and consumption of particular forms of geographical knowledge associated with travel and exploration during the mid-Victorian period. It starts from the proposition that print was fundamental to the process of constructing, circulating and debating the significance of geographical 'discoveries'. It draws insights from history and geography of science, book history and book geography and other associated fields, and examines the mediating influence of publishers and the wider publishing industry at a time when the print trades were expanding rapidly to accommodate new markets for printed materials. This chapter outlines the conceptual context for the study of geographical publishing, drawing on recent work on publishing and print culture in the history and geography of science, book history, periodical studies and book geography. It provides the rationale for the emphasis in what follows on the relationships between production, circulation and consumption, the mediating role of publishers and the materiality of texts.

1.1 Scientific Knowledge and the History of the Book

Some fifteen years ago now, Thrift, Driver and Livingstone proclaimed that 'If it were necessary to choose the most vibrant and exciting areas of research in the social sciences and humanities today, then surely the study of science as a social construction would figure large'. The subsequent conversations between geographers, historians and sociologists of science have ensured that this is an area of research that continues to thrive, with scholars gathering evidence from diverse times and locales to argue that the production of scientific knowledge is a situated practice, 'a social practice earthed in concrete historical and geographical circumstances'. In so doing, such scholarship has challenged traditional understandings of scientific knowledge as untouched by the 'messiness of local circumstances'. Indeed Livingstone, Withers and other geographers have

---

convincingly argued that historical ‘geographies of science’ can complement the work of historians of science and provide meaningful insights into how and why certain claims to knowledge gather prominence in certain spaces.\textsuperscript{4} Crucial to this endeavour is an attention to the way that knowledge travels in and between different spaces at a number of scales, for transmission regularly results in transformation, facilitating the production of new forms of knowing in the process. In the wake of this work, geographers and others concerned with the historical development of scientific knowledges have explored a diverse range of knowledge-making venues, from the laboratory, lecture hall and field to the public house and ship’s deck.\textsuperscript{5} Such work tends to challenge rigid distinctions between notions of production and consumption, by considering how knowledge is made and re-made as it travels in and across different sites.

Thinking about how knowledge was produced in and moved between different sites reveals that, in the words of Livingstone,

\begin{quote}
[S]cientific knowledge is not just about how and where the worlds of natural objects or material artefacts are experienced, nor about how the rendezvous between human culture and nature is stage-managed. It is also about the encounter with scientific texts.\textsuperscript{6}
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{4} See especially, Livingstone, ‘The spaces of knowledge: contributions towards a historical geography of science’ and \textit{Putting Science in its Place}.


awareness of the need to investigate the production and mobilization of knowledge through print and print industries.

The need to consider this relationship is particularly pressing in relation to the nineteenth century. As many have recognised, only during this period did the 'physical, legal and human conditions' necessary for both mass production and mass consumption of print fall into place. For instance, increased literacy rates among the working classes, falling prices for basic goods, rising wages, the abolition of the window tax in 1851 and the repeal of other taxes on knowledge, make the mid-Victorian decades a period in which the social and physical conditions necessary for large-scale leisurely reading gradually came to coexist. As Weedon observes, 'the market could only expand when the population had a standard of living which allowed for, over and above basic needs, light to read by and the purchase and hire of books'. During the nineteenth century then, and particularly after the mid-century, patterns of production, dissemination and consumption altered significantly. However, whilst the implications of such changes have long occupied the thoughts of those studying fictional literatures, it is only relatively recently that similar questions have been directed towards non-fictional works. This is problematic for, as Eliot explains, 'print products didn’t just surround the nineteenth century, they penetrated and pervaded it, became so ubiquitous and commonplace as to be taken for granted'. The very fact that print was so commonplace means that its role and significance can be overlooked while the ubiquity of print also raises significant practical challenges for scholars attempting to negotiate a path through the vast subject matter.

However, recent work in the history of science has begun to examine connections between developments in the nineteenth-century print trades and changes in the methods of constructing and circulating claims to scientific knowledge. Such investigations though have at times been hindered by a reluctance

---

to embrace more fully methods and theories that have traditionally been the preserve of book historians. As Topham explained in 2000 for instance, despite notable inroads, 'rather than being valued as an approach which can offer major new insights within the field', book history was all too often dismissed by historians of science as 'illuminating but ultimately peripheral'. This thesis, however, adopts an approach which brings insights from book history together with complementary work in fields including history and geography of science, periodical studies and reception studies. The present chapter will offer a critical overview of this research (beginning with book history) identifying common threads which provide a rationale for the investigation of relationships between the production, dissemination and reception of knowledge and that of print. It concludes by highlighting that whilst geographers have long drawn upon textual sources in historical research, more recent scholarship has re-invigorated the geography of the book, opening up many important lines of inquiry which can help us to understand the conditions under which geographical knowledge was constructed, communicated and contested in print within particular historical contexts.

**Book History: A Changing Discipline**

The history of the book as a field of study is more accurately described as the ‘social and cultural history of communication by print’ reaching as it does far beyond the study of books alone. Indeed its concerns are so far-reaching that in an article originally published in *Daedalus* in 1982 Darnton was moved to remark that the history of the book was more akin to a ‘tropical rain forest’ than a ‘field’, having ‘become so crowded with ancillary disciplines that one can no longer see its contours’. To the uninitiated it can appear as if little has changed in subsequent years. For instance, the Society for the History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing (SHARP) notes that its journal *Book History*

---

14 R. Darnton, ‘What is the history of books?’ 110.
will publish research on the social, economic, and cultural history of authorship, editing, printing, publishing, media, the book arts, the book trade, periodicals, newspapers, ephemera, copyright, censorship, literary agents, libraries, literary criticism, canon formation, literacy, literary education, reading habits, and reader response.  

And if that is not exhaustive enough, ‘The journal is open to all disciplines and methodologies, and it will consider articles dealing with any literary culture and any historical period’. In this light, Darnton’s suggestion that book history is an example of ‘interdisciplinarity run riot’ seems fitting. For historians and geographers of science seeking to embrace the insights that such a field might offer today, the obvious question is where to begin.

It is often suggested that the intellectual roots of the history of the book as the field we would recognise today – ‘the social and cultural history of communication by print’ – largely lie within the French *Annales* school of social and economic historiography and the Anglo-American tradition of bibliography. The former turned its attentions toward book history in the late 1950s and, in characteristic style, deployed quantitative methodologies to explore the *longue durée* of print culture. One of the earliest and most influential examples of such scholarship was Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin’s *The Coming of the Book* (originally published in French in 1958), analysing the ‘impact of print, 1450-1800’. Indeed it is often held to be a founding text of modern book history. However, as Adrian Johns notes, while such an approach was apt for explorations of long-term change and quantifiable practices of large-scale production and distribution it was less appropriate for dealing with the particularities of individual printed products. Particularly problematic was the realisation that such an approach over-emphasized the fixity of meaning: rather than exploring the effects of distribution over space, such scholarship effectively assumed that as long as two works did not materially differ, they would be read in the same way, irrespective of geography. However a number of works began to

---

demonstrate that the act of reading was itself productive and subsequently, by the 1980s, the contexts of practices of reading were beginning to be subjected to the kinds of analyses traditionally developed for the contexts of production.\(^{20}\)

Over the course of the same period, the discipline of bibliography also underwent significant change. By the 1950s it had established itself as the ‘science of the material transmission of literary documents’\(^{21}\) and focused upon ‘how to recognize formats, collate signatures, detect cancels (leaves with errors or potentially offensive passages), distinguish typefaces, trace watermarks, analyze art work, and identify bindings’.\(^{22}\) Whereas the *Annalistes* were concerned with broad patterns and trends, bibliographers focused on comparatively minute details. As Finkelstein and McCleery note, the driving force behind this so-called ‘analytical’ bibliography was the desire to reconstruct texts in their original and supposedly unadulterated forms, stripping away the contaminating influence of editors, proof-readers, printers, publishers and other ‘technicians of print’ in the process.\(^{23}\) One of the leading proponents of such an approach, W.W. Greg, highlighted, however, that authorial intent would not necessarily be subjected to analysis by bibliographers: ‘what the bibliographer is concerned with is pieces of paper or parchment covered with certain written or printed signs. With these signs he is concerned merely as arbitrary marks; their meaning is no business of his’.\(^{24}\)

From the 1960s onwards, however, this analytical bibliography came under fire with D.F. McKenzie, in particular, arguing that bibliography should also investigate the importance of materiality in helping to create meaning. His call for a ‘sociology of texts’ was founded upon the belief that

any history of the book which excluded study of the social, economic, and political motivations of publishing, the reasons why texts were written and read as they were, why they were rewritten and redesigned, or allowed to die, would degenerate into a feebly degressive book list and never rise to a readable history.\(^{25}\)


McKenzie argued that scholars needed to consider processes and practices involved in the production of texts alongside readers and their modes of reading and, moreover, firmly challenged the notion that materiality and meaning could be separated. Thus, meaning was not something that could be considered inherent within a text but rather the result of complex interpretations. As Chartier insists, 'the meanings attributed to the texts rely on the capacities, conventions, and practices of reading proper to the communities that constitute, simultaneously or successively, their different publics'.

One cannot then approach the history of reading by seeking to understand how a single amorphous 'public' approached a given text but rather we need to remember that different groups could encounter even a single copy or edition of a work in very different ways. Thus, for Chartier and McKenzie, the sociology of texts, unlike analytical bibliography, is not led by a desire to uncover an imagined original or pristine edition of a text but rather to consider particular editions in their own historical and material circumstances.

Moreover, as Chartier's own work on the Bibliothèque Bleue demonstrates, it is difficult to use sweeping categorisations such as 'popular' literature on account of the fact that intended readership could in practice differ greatly from actual readership. Thus, there was no such thing as an inherently 'popular' text but rather texts became popular once they were appropriated in particular ways by particular groups.

The work of the literary historian Jerome McGann also places an emphasis upon examining different editions of a single text. To make his case, he highlights that in a number of canonical works, images added by someone other than the author are regularly crucial to the meaning that a written text comes to communicate to an audience. In so doing, McGann works with an understanding of 'text' beyond something purely linguistic and also demonstrates that seeking out a manuscript in an author's hand alone is a wholly inadequate method of reconstructing the meanings that texts could come to communicate in the hands of readers. Moreover, he

---

26 R. Chartier, 'Crossing borders in early modern Europe: sociology of texts and literature', (Translated by M. Elton), Book History 8 (2005), 39.
contains that it is also necessary to pay close attention to the format in which a manuscript is put into print - as a single volume, as a three-decker novel, as a weekly serialization and so on, for, 'These kinds of production structures can be exploited for aesthetic effects in particular and highly individuated ways'. Texts then, are not static but rather evolve in response to particular social contexts - hence McGann's call for an analysis of 'the continuous sociologization of [...] texts'. Such an undertaking which necessarily focuses upon the influence of a host of individuals in the construction of textual meaning does not, however, result in the 'death of the author' to use Barthes' famous phrase. Whereas the modes of bibliography that McGann takes issue with focus rigidly upon an 'original' edition to the extent that, in Sutherland's words, the author's voice is effectively 'quarantined' beyond that initial form, in McGann's work the author's voice is brought into conversation with a number of other competing voices.

The work of literary theorist Genette also spoke to this concern with the importance of materiality in meaning-making. Paratexts: Threshold of Interpretation (first published in French as Seuills in 1987) provided a framework for thinking about the ways in which different material forms of a single text might produce competing interpretations. According to Genette, paratexts are 'those liminal devices and conventions, both within and outside the book, that form part of the complex mediation between book, author, publisher and reader'. He argued that the arrangement of 'liminal devices' at the edges of the text such as titles, prefaces, dedications, contents pages, indexes, footnotes, etc are crucial to imbuing texts with meaning, structuring readers' encounters with a text. Whilst not wishing to overstate the extent to which readers' behaviours are determined by the physicality of a work, such an approach can be useful for thinking about how different textual devices can enable or constrain particular modes of reading. Moreover, greater attention is needed to understand how these paratextual devices come to be deployed on the

30 J. McGann, 'The socialization of texts', 73.
32 Sutherland, 'Publishing history: a hole at the centre of literary sociology', 580.
34 Genette, Paratexts, 2.
printed page in the way that they are. Seemingly banal elements such as dedications and contents pages for instance can be the result of negotiations between a number of individuals, ranging from authors, publishers, printers and proof-readers, highlighting the importance of linking Genette’s approach with one that can move both in and out of the printed page. There is scope for example to extend this thinking toward non-linguistic devices such as illustrations in order to explore the relationship between image and text within printed materials, be they books, periodicals or pamphlets, for instance. However, it is noteworthy that Genette’s analysis does not stretch into the realms of analytical biography and so the importance of paper, ink and typesetting in producing meaning continue to go unremarked in Genette’s work. And further, it is one thing to hypothesise that the physical construction of printed objects impinges upon readers’ responses and another to demonstrate how it has done so in particular historical moments.

Following interjections by McKenzie, Chartier and others associated with the so-called ‘new history of the book’, scholars have begun to consider not only what was read, where, and by whom but increasingly, how and why they did so (as Chapter 2 discusses in more detail). Moreover, whilst German reception-theorists such as Iser and Jauss emphasized the need to consider the reader as an active agent in the interactive exchange that occurred between reader and text and provided useful means of conceptualising hypothetical readers, more recently the focal point has shifted towards evidence-based studies of ‘real readers’. Whilst the history of reading remains marked by different theoretical and methodological approaches, it displays a commitment to viewing readers and texts as embodied within specific historical and geographical circumstance. However, in what must now be recognised as a familiar complaint, Hackel suggests that many historians of reading fail to connect their studies to other aspects of the publishing process, ‘thus losing the necessary sense of the relationship between authors, publishers, and readers’.

Since the 1980s, then, both analytical bibliography and neo-Annaliste historiography have been challenged by alternative approaches. Literary scholars who focused on deconstructing textual content have also been critiqued. Whilst

---

35 Finkelstein and McCleery, An Introduction to Book History, 15.
textual analysis could serve to demonstrate how wide-ranging interpretations of a
single text may be, historical and geographical specificity were, critics argued, too
often neglected. McKenzie’s influence would drive forward attempts to formulate a
‘new history of the book’ centred upon ‘readers, materiality and meaning’. Yet, it
was certainly not true that analytical bibliography entirely gave way to the sociology
of texts or that historians abandoned long-term statistical analyses once the
importance of the context of consumption began to be asserted. Nor did literary
theorists suddenly embrace studies of context and form over content. Rather from the
1950s onwards, the field of book history has been characterised by an increasing
array of competing approaches. The remainder of this chapter explores how more
recent scholarship has built upon these foundations to offer ways of approaching
book history (and book geography) which can yield significant insights into the role
of print in shaping different forms of knowledge in particular historical
circumstances.

Robert Darnton argued that what the field of book history required was a
‘general model’ for explaining the way that books and other printed media are both
produced and productive in society. To this end, he combined insights from
communications studies, his own research on eighteenth-century print and work by
sociologists of text to develop an approach to book history which centred upon what
he termed the ‘communications circuit’. This was a networked model which linked
author, publisher, printer, shipper, bookseller and reader in a feedback loop (Figure
1.1). Darnton thus rejected the assumptions of analytical bibliographers that such
‘technicians of print’ are unimportant in the history of the book and sought to replace
the traditional ‘great-man, great-book’ approach with a more inclusive histoire
total. As he suggested,

Book history concerns each phase of [the communications circuit] and
the [circuit] as a whole, in all its variations over space and time and in
all its relations with other systems, economic, social, political, and
cultural, in the surrounding environment.

---

38 Chartier, ‘Crossing borders in early modern Europe’, 180.
40 Darnton, ‘What is the history of books?’ 112.
41 Darnton, ‘What is the history of books?’ 152-153.
42 Darnton, ‘What is the history of books?’ 111.
Books, then, are only a very small part of a much larger communications system. As Rose notes, the history of the book thus conceived is actually a 'history of written information'.43 Although highlighting the importance of the 'big picture', Darnton does not advocate the production of long-term, large-scale quantitative histories like those of the *Annalistes*. On the contrary, as Sutherland puts it, 'Darnton clearly doubts that quantification ever will produce the desired answers. But given the massified nature of the modern book world, organization by category, statistics, and large unit is inevitable'.44 Darnton though remains attentive to the importance of specificities without losing sight of how they fit within a larger whole. Indeed he reasons that the latter is essential 'if book history is to avoid being fragmented into esoteric specializations cut off from each other by arcane techniques and mutual misunderstanding'.45 Thus he sees the 'communications circuit' not only as way of linking different processes associated with the lives of printed texts but also as a means of bringing those studying diverse contexts and deploying seemingly disparate techniques into conversation with one another.46

Darnton's model, however, is not without its limitations and a number of scholars have attempted to extend and rework his approach. Adams and Barker's 'new model for the study of the book', (Figure 1.2) replaces Darnton's intellectual, socio-economic and legal spheres of influence at the heart of the communications circuit with 'four separate zones, enlarging the scope of outside influences, on the periphery of the circle, each influencing two or more stages, depending on individual circumstance'.47 Furthermore, their model is centred around what they term the 'five events in the life of the book – publishing, manufacturing, distribution, reception and survival' rather than the six different groups identified by Darnton, arguing that books, not people, should dominate studies of the history of the book.48 This contrast in approach, as Darnton acknowledges, derives from his own background in social history and interest in communications as opposed to bibliography, highlighting that

---

44 Sutherland, ‘Publishing history: a hole at the centre of literary sociology’, 579.
45 Sutherland, ‘Publishing history: a hole at the centre of literary sociology’, 579.
46 Sutherland, ‘Publishing history: a hole at the centre of literary sociology’, 135.
the tensions of earlier decades still permeate more recent methodological
discussions. Nevertheless, Darnton asserts that when both models are put into
practice, the difference between investigating individuals and 'life events' of books
is minimal. Publishing, manufacturing, distribution, and so on cannot be understood,
he reasons, without studying both individual decision-makers and physical objects.49
Nonetheless, Adams and Barker's model does mark a noteworthy departure from
that of Darnton in one significant respect— the focus upon 'survival'. Whilst
Darnton's model attends to the life of a single edition of a printed text, Adams and
Barker's model draws attention to the fact that a single text can live on in different
material forms (the importance of which is demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4
especially). As the examples discussed in this thesis confirm, successive editions,
abridgements, translations, extractions and piracies are all capable of producing
meaning distinct from an original or 'authoritative' edition. Furthermore, the re-
discovery of 'lost' volumes amidst various social, economic, political and cultural
contexts also warrants attention.50

Book history, then, is not characterised by a single theoretical approach.
However, whilst there are important differences between the approaches discussed
above, they share a commitment to eschew a focus on 'the essence of the literary
work' or the 'genius of the author' towards thinking about how particular social,
cultural and historical contexts shape the meanings that texts, in various material
forms, come to communicate. This goes hand in hand with a desire to connect
studies of the practices and processes of production with those of dissemination and
consumption. Much of this awareness derives from the realisation that the process of
meaning-making involves not simply content alone but also the material forms
which texts may take. Many of the ideas discussed so far culminate in Darnton's
model of the 'communications circuit', and although this model has limitations, it
has arguably had the greatest influence beyond the field of book history.

The importance of Darnton's contribution is evinced not only by the
subsequent attempts to extend and reappraise his theoretical contribution to the field
— Haydn Mason's edited volume The Darnton Debate is one example — but also

49 Darnton, "What is the history of books?" Revisited', 504.
50 Adams and Barker, 'A new model for the study of the book', 31-38; Darnton, "What is the history
of books?" Revisited', 504.
more subtly in the kinds of empirical studies being produced. As Rose posits, 'to trace the life of books through the entire communications circuit would be a rare tour de force', yet several authors have attempted to do just that. Notable examples include Sher's *The Enlightenment and the Book* which investigates how books thrived in the world beyond their initial publication during this period. Thus, authors, publishers and booksellers located throughout the British Isles, Ireland and America are all brought into the limelight in an illuminating study which serves to illustrate the importance of histories of the book which are not afraid to follow books and other printed materials across national boundaries. In the Victorian context, Patten reappraises *Literature in the Marketplace* in nineteenth-century Britain in an edited volume with Jordan, whilst Sutherland’s *Victorian Fiction: Writers, Publishers, Readers* has been reissued with a new preface responding specifically to the kind of issues raised by Darnton and his critics. Weedon’s *Victorian Publishing: the Economics of Book Production for a Mass Market, 1835-1916* marks another important contribution to the field, exploring broad trends associated with the commercialisation of the book trade using the publishing records of twelve firms as well as providing more focused studies of particular producers and consumers of printed materials ranging from canonical fiction to educational textbooks. More generally, Feather provides an invaluable history of British publishing, illustrating in the process that in order to understand publishing practices, one must situate publishers within a broader network of communication, focusing particularly on how readers and authors also shape the publishing process in particular ways.

However, notwithstanding such attempts to view the ‘communications circuit’ as a whole, there are many more examples of narrower studies which focus closely on one particular point in the circuit. Whilst in the past such research might have produced somewhat deterministic accounts arguing that one element in the circuit was more important than all others – we might read Eisenstein’s monumental...
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The Printing Press as an Agent of Change as one such example – more recent scholarship provides detailed analyses of particular texts, practices or individuals whilst generally acknowledging the importance of broader trends and processes. Taken together, these studies can provide remarkable insights into how individual links in the ‘communications circuit’ are shaped and shape different historical and geographical circumstances. However, it is certainly true that there is a greater need for book historians themselves to consider how their own detailed studies connect with those of their colleagues. As Johns argues, ‘the majority of book historians devote themselves to far more fragmentary, isolated topics, [...] as though their accumulation alone will eventually generate a new synthesis of understanding’.

This thesis takes up the challenge of bringing questions relating to production, dissemination and consumption into the same frame. In so doing it builds upon recent scholarship emerging within the history of science, scholarship which has itself drawn significant insights from the book history research outlined above.

1.2 Nineteenth-Century Science and Publishing: Victorian Sensation

Theories and methods developed by historians of print culture are beginning to permeate the history of science as is particularly evident within the growing body of work considering the rise of ‘popular science’ during the nineteenth-century. Lightman and Topham are among those exploring the link between the development of new forms of scientific communication and developments in the print industry. They agree that ‘popular science’ is itself ‘a problematic category of analysis, not least because it has historically carried with it unsustainable assumptions about the passive diffusion of knowledge from expert scientists to inexpert lay publics’, but have shown that it nevertheless provides a useful means of considering shifting expectations as to what exactly constituted ‘science’, who was qualified to write about it and how audiences for science might be constituted within this period. Whilst acknowledging that ‘print was far from being the sole medium (nor necessarily the most important) by which the new scientists sought to make their

local knowledge into public knowledge”, this scholarship provides insights into how particular print spaces were implicated in engaging scientists and non-scientists alike in scientific discourse.61

This has involved particular attention to periodical publication in all its forms. Like book history, the analogous field of periodical studies is also characterised by a variety of theoretical approaches and methodologies cohering around a shared interest in the same subject matter, in this instance the periodical press.62 Scholars specialising in the Victorian era have paid close attention not only to the physical construction of specific titles and the texts they contain but also the different reading practices associated with this form (Chapter 6 discusses the specific characteristics of the periodical format in detail). However, until recently, the field has tended to focus on a relatively narrow section of the press (often due to issues associated with access, as Chapter 2 describes). However, with the expansion of digital media, the field has been thrown open, offering significant opportunities to reconceptualise the role of print in engaging both practitioners and non-practitioners in scientific discussion and debate.63 As the size of the reading public grew and the nature of scientific research became increasingly specialised during the nineteenth century, so the demand for non-expert authors who could communicate scientific discoveries to a wider lay public also rose. Indeed those authors that proved particularly skilled in this art could carve out careers as professional popularisers and arguably had a far greater influence over certain reading communities than many practitioners would. These popularisers invoked new ways of discussing scientific discoveries and took advantage of the fact that ‘the new medium of the mass publication press [had] radically altered the possibilities of debate and the parameters of disciplinary authority by changing the dynamics of authorship and audience’.64 These long overlooked individuals are increasingly being re-written into the history of nineteenth-century science.

Yet it was neither practitioners nor professional popularisers of science that led the trend towards catering for increasingly variegated audiences. Rather, publishers played a crucial role in re-shaping the way that scientific knowledge was communicated in the period, often driving rather than following transformation as they instigated a raft of new publications whose primary function was to engage non-scientists in scientific debate. Sheets-Pyenson and Barton have both studied the rise of popular science periodicals during the nineteenth-century, highlighting that whilst these publications began to appear in the 1820s, their numbers increased significantly during the 1850s and 1860s as the market expanded and publishers sought to target increasingly specific groups of readers. Of course, scientific writing did not only appear in dedicated periodicals. Boardman has argued that the recent expansion of the field of periodical studies has resulted in greater interdisciplinary collaboration, producing studies which are increasingly able to ‘account for the generic heterogeneity of the periodicals themselves, which comprise articles, essays, fiction, poetry, biography, reviews, letters, advertisements, and often illustrations’. This is certainly evident in recent work from the Science in the Nineteenth-Century Periodical (SciPer) project which explores the presence of scientific writing in general-interest periodicals which combined literature, politics, art and humour, for instance with scientific debate. This work emphasizes that ‘In an age when the natural sciences became increasingly demarcated from other fields of learning, and from a self-conscious ‘literary’ sphere, periodicals frequently served to re-incorporate them into a wider culture’. For this reason it is important to connect scientific writing within general periodicals both to the wider content within the same page, issue or title and the broader field of science publishing.

This work, together with previous studies of popular science periodicals, highlights that there were many avenues open to science writers in the period. Authors would have to trust that their publisher would market their writings to the most appropriate segment of the reading public. Moreover, publishers often took
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responsibility for decisions relating to issues such as pricing and format allowing them to exert considerable influence over which readers could access which works, and in what ways, albeit in response to the perceived expectations of the readers they intended to target. Without investigating what nineteenth-century readers actually consumed, however, it is difficult to gauge the extent to which individuals responded in expected ways or indeed how different forms of science writing overlapped or diverged in terms of the audiences they appealed to, again emphasizing the need to connect studies of authorship with those of circulation and consumption (although as Chapter 2 highlights it can be particularly difficult to reconstruct historical responses to periodical literature).

Authorship, Authority and Anonymity

James Secord's *Victorian Sensation*, a study of *Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation*, provides an exemplary model for the study of Victorian science publishing, especially in its focus on the relationship between the expanding print industries and new forms of scientific knowledge. The critical acclaim with which Secord's work has met and the extent to which it opens up new avenues for research relevant to the field of geographical publishing (which Secord himself does not explicitly consider) make this book worthy of substantial consideration in this context. Presented as 'an experiment in a different kind of history', *Victorian Sensation* considers the 'major historical episode' that surrounded the production and consumption of *Vestiges* by tracing the text 'in all its uses and manifestations – in conversation, solitude, authorship, learned debate, religious controversy, civic politics, and the making of knowledge', producing in the process (we are told) the most 'comprehensive analysis of the reading of any book other than the bible ever undertaken'.

Whereas many historians continue to treat texts as the means by which the insights of authors are transmitted directly to a wider reading public, Secord suggests that textual meaning is altogether more contingent. Rather than celebrating Chambers as a hero of Victorian science, he shifts focus away from authorial intent
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towards the readership of *Vestiges* in an attempt to provide new insights into the controversy it sparked. In so doing, Secord both disturbs traditional Darwinian-centred explanations of the development of nineteenth-century evolutionary science and, by treating *Vestiges* as ‘interpretable material culture’, raises fundamental questions about the historiography of reading and its relationship with the history of science.\(^\text{70}\)

Secord’s priority in *Victorian Sensation* was not to offer up a definitive explanation of Robert Chambers’ motivations in preparing his work or to cast judgment on the arguments put forth in *Vestiges*, but rather to examine how different Victorian readers interpreted particular versions of the text according to their own specific social and geographical circumstances. Whilst some critics complained that the author was effectively being ‘killed off’ in *Victorian Sensation*, Secord is open to the idea that individual readers often approach a given text mindful of what they perceive the author’s intentions to be.\(^\text{71}\) This becomes more problematic of course when authorship remains unattributed and/or contested. This brings me to Secord’s acknowledgement that ‘anonymity was a vital asset’.\(^\text{72}\) This holds true both for Robert Chambers – whose secret authorship remained unconfirmed until 1884, some forty years after *Vestiges* first appeared in print – and for Secord himself. For Chambers, it certainly contributed to the sensational status that his text acquired. Whilst many texts were published anonymously in Victorian Britain without prompting much remark, in the fields of history, biography, and science especially, anonymity, however, was increasingly problematic. Secord contends that ‘an anonymous book claiming conclusions at the highest theoretical level was a curiosity, and demanded an exceptional degree of trust from its readers’ prompting intense speculation over the character responsible for such an undertaking.\(^\text{73}\)

Anonymity is also crucial to Secord’s broader aims in undertaking this study. As he notes, many historians of science have acknowledged the importance of
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moving beyond a restricted set of canonical authors but far fewer have actually done so.74 In *Victorian Sensation*, Secord seeks to refocus attention towards a work which was widely read in its original publishing context but has since been cast into the shadow of Darwin's *Origin of the Species*. However, in the light of Secord's determination to put readers at the centre of his story, *Victorian Sensation* is not an attempt to replace one heroic man of science with yet another. Chambers’ anonymous status substantially aids this approach: if meaning is made at the point of reading and readers do not have a clear idea of authorial identity, then the agency of the reader comes more to the fore. Chambers himself is only visible in *Victorian Sensation* to the degree that he was visible to readers and to others involved in the production of its various editions. Secord seeks to deploy his archival sources in a manner that clearly 'communicate[s] very precisely who knew about the authorship, when, and by what means'.75 Further in order to retain the internal consistency of the approach, he also applies this thinking to the other texts that would become central to his argument. Instead of unmasking anonymous reviewers, for example, Secord focuses upon the role that their articles played within individual publications and amidst broader cultures of reviewing.76 Secord describes this method as 'researching the 'visual field' of readers in the past: where would they have been sitting, what other books or periodicals would be near them, would they have been reading silently or to others and so forth'.77

**Replication, Reading and Reception**

The influence of scientific texts, then, cannot be understood without considering the conditions surrounding their production, circulation and their consumption. The centrality of readers in Secord's account hinges upon the assumption that 'Books do not have a “life” of their own independent from their use'.78 Whilst Secord explicitly acknowledges Darnton's influence he also suggests that a strict reading of his model of the 'communications circuit' allows readers to feature only insofar as they are
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seen to ‘feed back’ to the author: ‘Darnton’s cycle’ he argues, ‘tends to limit attention to those elements shared among all those in the circuit, thereby making the history of reading an extension of publishing and printing history’.\(^7^9\) This is problematic for Secord as it seems to reinforce assumptions in conventional accounts of the diffusion of science from ‘highly individualized sites of production to an undifferentiated mass’.\(^8^0\) In place of Darnton’s model, therefore, he offers the notion of ‘literary replication’. As he explains,

The importance of *Vestiges*, and indeed any book, lies not just in the words on the page. The work had to be advertised, carried on trains, placed in shops, talked about, excerpted, and reviewed. This process, in an analogy with experimental practices, can be called ‘literary replication’.\(^8^1\)

For Secord, it is essential to realise that textual encounters were not uniform or stable. The history of reading in this form is underpinned by the belief that ‘The way a text is printed or bound, the scholarly apparatus of notes and commentary that accompany it, the circumstances under which we first encounter it ... all shape our initial orientation to it’.\(^8^2\) Such an approach necessitates that scholars work both within and beyond a given text, exploring how meaning is constructed in and through the printed page by different individuals but also how those meanings change and evolve as the text is repackaged and reshaped in different spaces for different audiences. Thus, Secord is drawn toward detailed examinations of ‘the composing, printing, cutting, collating, sewing, and binding of *Vestiges* and other contemporary literary forms’ which sit alongside discussions of the content of the book.\(^8^3\) Indeed, as Levine is moved to highlight,

[Secord’s] attention to the language [is] as meticulous as detailed as the attention to historical context. Secord connects the very meaning of the book with rhetorical traditions that are themselves revelatory of class and professional status.\(^8^4\)
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Readers of *Vestiges* might share similar physical encounters with particular forms of the work but Secord argues that such experiences were 'also open-ended' in that encounters of *Vestiges* in book form almost inevitably occurred concurrently with encounters of the text in advertising, reviews and conversation.\(^{85}\)

Crucially, Secord's commitment to moving beyond those heroic figures who dominate traditional histories of science applies as much to readers as it does authors. Thus, while *Victorian Sensation* has much to say about the reception of the text by influential Victorian men of science, including Adam Sedgwick, John Herschel and Thomas Huxley, it also devotes attention to non-elites, particularly the young apprentice Thomas Hirst whose journal entries become the basis of chapter ten. Secord's attempt to put 'ordinary' nineteenth-century readers' interpretations on a par with those emanating from learned elites is a major advance in the historiography of reading.\(^{86}\)

By situating this discussion of *Victorian Sensation* alongside other major approaches characterizing current scholarship in the history of the book, it should be clear that book historians will find much that is familiar in Secord's work. So much so that they may decide to view his attempt to provide for the nineteenth-century 'a full-length picture of how a substantial range of contemporary readers made meaning from a single work'\(^{87}\) as a project designed to provide empirical evidence for theoretical considerations that have gradually come to dominate the history of the book from the 1950s onwards. This would, however, do Secord a great disservice, for he has not only sought to employ insights from the history of the book but rather has made a concentrated effort to improve upon them. As Johns explains,

> The difference lies in Secord's admirable ambition to explore, demonstrate and above all cash out these arguments in a detailed historical narrative - the kind of thing that will pass muster with the most respected historians.\(^{88}\)

For historians of science, *Victorian Sensation* occupies a particular place within current debates surrounding 'Big Picture' historiography versus micro-history. Whilst fragmentation can be an unintended consequence of microhistorical
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approaches, 'In its best version, microhistory takes a singular episode from the past and makes it stand for something much bigger than the sum of its parts, without straining the meaning to be teased from the evidence'. In this instance, Secord's individual readers are the foundations of a bigger picture - without them the story falls apart, yet they are certainly not present simply so that he can highlight diversity of reading experiences for diversity's sake as many cultural studies of reader-reception appear to do. That said, some worry about the implications of Secord's suggestion that it is necessary to contextualise all the printed materials connected to published works like *Vestiges*. Levine, for instance, contends that scholars are faced with an inevitable dilemma - when to stop contextualising? - which threatens to 'make any historical moment almost giddily incoherent'. In the context of *Victorian Sensation*, for instance, he reasons that in order to overcome this problem, Secord resorts to excessive contextual detail which tends to distract from the matter at hand - namely *Vestiges* itself.

The unsettling effect that this resolutely contextualising approach has upon Levine perhaps stems from his background in literary criticism which is often charged with offering interpretation without contextualisation. For many others, it is precisely such detailed contextualisation that allows Secord to raise new questions about the role of the publishing industry in producing and circulating scientific knowledge. Moreover, Secord reasons that when the importance of materiality in reading experience is stressed, as he attempts to do in *Victorian Sensation*, 'then the resulting stories we can tell are likely to become simpler'. Thus, far from detailed contextualisation making such an approach incomprehensible, rather it is precisely what renders it knowable. Indeed as Secord explains, 'The more completely a case can be situated, the more it reveals wider patterns and structures of response - of competing representations, appropriations, and contests over authority'.

While *Victorian Sensation* can certainly be seen as an attempt to provide a microhistory of the publication and reception of *Vestiges*, Secord also draws broader conclusions about the role of texts in the formation of industrial society. Thus,
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The big picture no longer depends on the tenuous links between a series of works supposedly about evolution but is structured around a major historical transformation, the industrial revolution in communication. All the changes discussed in the book are simultaneously part of this larger history. The analytical consistency is then embedded in its narrative not in any separable 'theory'.

The work of Secord and others writing in the same field clearly has currency beyond the history of science. Within the context of this thesis, it raises a number of important questions and avenues for further research which can be explored in relation to mid-nineteenth-century geography. Attention to the theme of 'popular science', for instance, requires us to critically examine categories such as 'professional' and 'popular' and to consider how these spheres are constructed in theory and operate (and overlap) in practice. Examinations of popular science periodicals in particular prompt us to consider the extent to which this form of print was implicated in fashioning new audiences for geography and also whether changing market conditions presented significant opportunities for non-geographers (however they might be demarcated) to shape the geographical imaginations of particular readers either through the periodical or other publishing formats. Indeed, whilst the periodical may have been the 'primary means of cultural circulation in the nineteenth century', as Dawson and Topham suggest, there remain questions to be asked about how other publication formats (including books and pamphlets) were also implicated in engaging non-specialists in debates about scientific theory and practice. Secord has provided one model for examining book publishing but the extent to which the specificity of *Vestiges* (with its anonymous author and sensational reception) limits its extension to other publishing contexts, forms and genres remains an open question. Even if some aspects of Secord's argument have broader applications, it may be necessary to deploy alternative approaches, depending on the particular form of print under consideration. For, as Topham remarks, 'While science journals were clearly of considerable importance in the early nineteenth century, it is striking that with very few exceptions, the publishers responsible for the vast output of books on scientific subjects have received no

attention from historians of science'. In the case of geography, it could be suggested that almost the opposite is true. Thus the house of John Murray has attracted particular attention in relation to books of travel and exploration, while the operations of other publishers – most notably in relation to periodicals, but also in the field of serial publication – are much less well understood.

1.3 Historical Geographies of the Book

Recent work by historians of science concerned with the connections between print and knowledge production in the nineteenth-century has emphasized the importance of place and location in shaping and re-shaping knowledge as it moves through different spaces at a variety of scales. That there is a geography as well as a history of the book has long been recognised, as for example in Febvre and Martin’s 1958 work, The Coming of the Book. In this work, the geography of the book is interpreted through the diffusion of the printed press and the resulting printed materials over space. However, as Withers and Ogborn have recently suggested, this account

is, in essence, a story of the diffusion of something (or some things) already made. As a result it has little to say about how we might construct an account of the technologies of making books (printed or otherwise), of those involved in producing those books, of the books themselves and crucially, of their readers which would show how their diverse geographies can illuminate how those people and things actually come to be as they are.

Despite the evident limitations of the geography of the book as conceived by Febvre and Martin, ‘it is only recently that the discipline of book history has consciously engaged with theories and methods in support of geographies of the book’. Whilst most accept that a spatial sensitivity underlies Darnton’s and other attempts to map the ‘communications circuit’, recent work displays a more explicit engagement with geographical concepts. Nonetheless it remains true that ‘If the history of the book is now an established discipline, the geography of the book is still making up its
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rules'. Such an assertion stems from the fact that scholars have (as in the case of book history) approached book geography from different disciplinary backgrounds and with different understandings of what constitutes geography in this context.

Within the geographical discipline itself, there has been a long running interest in the relationship between space, place and text. However, research in this area has tended to develop along two parallel lines of enquiry focusing either on spaces in texts (undertaken under the banner of 'literary geography') or spaces of texts (undertaken by what might be called textual geographers). As Ogborn observes, 'On the one hand are those who use notions of cultural production and formal aesthetics to produce ever more complex readings of the meanings of texts, spaces and their conjunctions' and 'on the other hand are those whose concern with the geographies of production and dissemination, and with the embodied practices of reading and writing, serves to generate a material historical geography of texts'.

This thesis argues, across the grain of this distinction, that attention to geographies of textual production, dissemination and consumption can provide more nuanced understandings of the way that textual meaning can be constructed and contested in specific historical and geographical circumstances. Thus whilst there are differences between the approaches adopted by literary and textual geographers, these distinctions should not be overemphasized. Textual geographers need not eschew analysis of the spaces within texts and nor is imaginative and creative process the exclusive preserve of literary geographers.

Returning to those scholars who utilise book history approaches to investigate textual or book geography, we find that the relationship between text and space is examined at a variety of scales. For Mayhew, for instance, the geography of the book begins with the space of the printed page. Drawing on the work of
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McGann, Genette and McKenzie (introduced above), he argues that historians of geography ought to pay more attention to the physicality of geographical works rather than simply concentrating upon ‘the contexts and contents of geographical books’. As he explains, ‘There has been a tendency to focus on the “message” of historical texts, as if this can be meaningfully divided from the print medium in which it is expressed, and that as if that medium is not in and of itself performing expressive functions’.104 By contrast, Mayhew himself deploys what he terms a ‘materialist hermeneutics’ approach in order to investigate ‘what the history of the material forms of geography books can tell us of the social and intellectual status of geography’ in the early-modern period.105 Such work though, invariably moves outwards from the printed page itself to consider a variety of individuals and practices implicated in the shaping and re-shaping of particular printed objects. As Mayhew demonstrates elsewhere, for instance, an attention to the physical construction of the page can emphasize the role of editors and editing which in turn ‘can deepen the move from a concern with the history of the book to the historical geography of the book by showing how spatially differentiated editorial practice was, this being a contributor to the geographically differentiated production and reception of knowledge’.106

However, if we accept that materiality can also influence how a work is received, then ‘to speak of the reception of a book is problematic’.107 Keighren argues that studies of book readership should explicitly identify which editions or volume are under consideration and whenever sources allow address specific copies, study marginalia and provenance to conclude how real readers may have both responded to the materiality of a text but also how they might have physically altered it throughout its lifespan. As such, readers are repositioned effectively as authors, both consuming and producing new knowledge through the act of consumption.

Others focus less resolutely on the spatial arrangement of the page and instead consider the various networks which were implicated in the production and

circulation of printed products in and beyond the publishing and printing houses of specific locations. James Raven, for instance, has attempted to reconstruct what he calls the ‘bookscapeces’ of eighteenth-century London in order to ‘offer a multivariate historical mapping of cultural production that evaluates connections between place, personnel, and product, and tracks changing processes and perceptions of literary and artistic endeavour’. Using GIS analysis, he attempts to extend work designed to diagrammatically represent general book-trade networks (as exemplified by Darnton, for example) and that which has focused on mapping specific sites of book-trade activity. Drawing upon historical maps, land tax records, insurance documents and property records among other sources, Raven has described how we might come to appreciate London’s multiple book trades using mapping techniques and historical sources which are less familiar to book historians. Doing so, he contends, opens up further avenues for research, as well as avoiding the tendency of the new cultural history to overlook the dynamics of change in specific sites and times. However, to prove effective such site-specific histories need to be brought into conversation with other histories and geographies so that we might begin to consider not only how specific works were produced and circulated within local contexts but also how they moved outwards, across regional and national boundaries in particular material forms. When approached in this way, as Withers suggests, the geography of the book necessarily ‘addresses the spatial, to include the displacement of texts, reading, and reviewing practices in different physical and social spaces and the questions of meaning and epistemic significance that arise from such matters of geography’. Thus, as Keighren explains further,

Attending to the spaces in which texts are composed, printed, distributed, sold, read and reviewed, the geography of the book attempts to situate ideas, practices and practitioners within geographical context, and to understand how knowledge and ideas are made mobile and circulate between these spaces.
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Recent attempts to reconceptualise the geography of the book have been significantly influenced by *Victorian Sensation* and it therefore seems fitting to return momentarily to consider how Secord himself envisages the role of geography in the making of meaning through print. Spatiality is central to the way that Secord makes sense of the reading experiences of the individual readers that dominate the bulk of his book. He contends that the sensation surrounding the publication of *Vestiges* presents a route into wider considerations of what he terms 'geographies of reading'. As he explains, 'Victorian towns and cities were defined through the character of their literary life, which was in turn shaped by industrial structure, class, population size, and tradition'.112 Secord’s analysis highlights how particular social, cultural and economic factors intersect in specific spaces influencing how readers respond to given texts. Exploring geographies of reading then necessitates an understanding of not just how texts operate in particular spaces – print spaces, conversational spaces, institutional spaces or regional centres – but crucially must also seek to understand the complex relationship between these different spaces across a number of scales. As Secord acknowledges, the difficulty in developing a geographical analysis of book history 'is creating a history that keeps the virtues of the local but operates at a unit of analysis larger than a single country'.113 Such scholarship therefore needs to situate the local within national or global patterns and trends, synthesizing questions of production, dissemination and consumption.

David Livingstone has fleshed out Secord’s notion of 'geographies of reading' in order to provide a more comprehensive explanation of how scholars might provide such spatially sensitive histories of the book. He approaches the problem from four angles, considering what he terms 'spaces of textual circulation', 'sites of textual hybridity', 'cartographies of textual reception' and finally 'a cultural geography of reading'.114 The first of these concepts, spaces of textual circulation, is developed in relation to Edward Said’s work, considering how theory is transformed as it moves through space. Livingstone explains that he is interested in 'the significance of location in hermeneutic encounters by attending to the spaces where texts and readers are brought into dialogue....because science in fundamental ways,
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is about knowledge in transit, about modes of transmission, about acts of communication'. However, it is noteworthy that he pays remarkably little attention to the role of publishers and other 'technicians of print' in mediating that encounter between text and reader. While Livingstone is right to assert that we should not become caught up in distinguishing between 'correct' and 'incorrect' readings, it is nevertheless important to destabilise assumptions about authorship and recognise that a wide range of individuals shaped that textual encounter in important ways.

Livingstone does consider the extent to which readers' personal 'literary genealogies' provide a series of reference points which can be drawn upon to make sense of each new textual encounter. Spaces of reading are therefore spaces of 'textual hybridity', bringing new information into conversation with prior learning. This conception, and the associated emphasis on hermeneutic encounter, renders reading a highly individualised act but Livingstone argues that it is also possible to explore broader 'cartographies of textual reception'. He asserts that we may identify different cultures of reviewing, for instance, which highlight how particular works provoked specific responses in different locations. To make the leap from cartographies of reception to cultural geographies of reading requires, according to Livingstone, an attention not just to elite reviewing cultures but also to 'private sites and conversational spaces'. Stanley Fish's notion of interpretative communities helps to bind Livingstone's four concepts together, providing a means of explaining how readers can come to an agreement over textual meaning, transcending their own personal reading histories. Fish contends that

Interpretative communities are made up of those who share interpretative strategies not for reading (in the conventional sense) but for writing texts, for constituting their properties and assigning their intentions. In other words, these strategies exist prior to the act of reading and therefore determine the shape of what is read.

Each member of an interpretative community draws upon a repertoire of skills when faced with a new example of a text and respond in a similar ways. As Fish asserts, interpretive communities, however, should be viewed as flexible and contingent in
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that strategies are no more inherent in individuals than meaning is inherent within texts. Thus new strategies can be learned and old ones forgotten, allowing for doubts to emerge over meanings leading to situations were readers do not exactly agree nor entirely disagree with one another.120

Livingstone’s attention to interpretative communities and his wider discussion of geographies of reading is inspired directly by Secord’s work and whilst he uses terms and concepts which are not explicitly articulated in Victorian Sensation, in practice the two authors share much common ground. In his own writings on the history of geography, Livingstone is somewhat less concerned with the social and material geographies of book production: what he refers to as ‘the material spaces of book production, the distributional networks of mass print, the cultural topography of book buying and the social morphology of lending libraries’, subjects which all find a place within Victorian Sensation.121 However, these emphases are more prominent in the scholarship of other historical geographers.

Miles Ogborn’s recent work on the importance of ‘script and print in the making of the English East India Company’ stands out as a particularly well-developed example of the kind of analysis which connects local geographies with material practices and global processes of knowledge making, demonstrating in the process that these phenomena are embroiled in complex webs of power and knowledge.122 Ogborn explores varied forms of what he terms ‘Indian Ink’ ranging from royal letters to cargo labels in order to argue that ‘the politics of knowledge works right down to the most basic level of practice’ and that these politics are inscribed in print and script.123 He contends that examining the geographies of these various texts, that is ‘where and how they were produced, what journeys they took, and how and where they were consumed’ can reveal how exactly relationships of power and knowledge essential to imperial and mercantile trading were constituted in and by print.124 Both the content and form of documents such as diplomatic
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letters, for example, are shown to be vital to communicating meaning at every stage of their life, from their production in England, carriage to India and finally, upon delivery serving both to communicate and establish relations of power along the way. However, Ogborn draws attention to the fact that readers in different locations could not always be relied upon to interpret such documents in uniform ways and thus reasons that 'exchanges of documents were always active, and to a certain extent collaborative, processes of construction of meaning in which both sides participated, albeit unequally'.

Ogborn’s work highlights that the nation state is not always an adequate scale of analysis, something which is increasingly being acknowledged in projects dedicated to providing national histories of book production and circulation with colonial contexts, for instance, rendering attempts to fashion distinctly ‘national’ histories problematic. In their introduction to the first volume of the *A History of the Book in America*, which is tellingly subtitled *The Colonial Book in the Atlantic World*, Amory and Hall explain that ‘Not only must the early American book trade be located within the contexts of mercantile capitalism, an imperial state system, and religious reformation, it should also be understood as “colonial” in the sense of being structurally interrelated to the book trades of Western Europe, and especially England’. Book trades in this sense are always the product of distinctly transnational contexts although connecting these broader contexts to local differences within national boundaries remains challenging. Keighren’s work too demonstrates that national-scale studies of reception are also in danger of homogenizing what are in reality highly heterogeneous reading experiences. His examination of the reception of the 1911 edition of Ellen Churchill Semple’s *Influences of Geographic Environment* provides a more nuanced understanding of the different ways in which the text was read within Britain revealing that it was simultaneously understood ‘as a timely manifesto for a scientific approach to geographical research, and as a text which might damage the discipline’s legitimacy’ depending upon where it was read and by whom. National-scale studies are also

125 Ogborn *Indian Ink*, 63.
shown to be wanting in Withers’ examination of the Encyclopédie.\textsuperscript{128} While Withers admits that the reception of the Encyclopédie is much more difficult to assess than its production, by drawing attention to the subscription rates of different areas, it is clear that ‘The Encyclopédie may have been largely a Paris creation, but its reception, in terms of subscription sales anyway, was otherwise’.\textsuperscript{129} Withers is also keen to point out that it is not just necessary to consider the geography of such a publication but also the geography within, highlighting that in the case of the Encyclopédie the content of the volumes had a particular bearing upon its reception in specific locations, especially given that many of the geographical entries were of questionable quality.\textsuperscript{130}

The more recent collaborative research of Withers and Keighren has focused on author-publisher relations in the context of early nineteenth-century travel and exploration narratives. Concerned with the publisher John Murray, in particular, they have built upon existing work highlighting the transformations that travellers’ narratives could undergo prior to publication in order to problematize accepted categories such as author, editor and publisher as well as breaking down the traditional dichotomy between writing practices ‘in the field’ and those which take place ‘at home’ in preparation for publication. Withers and Keighren argue that it is fruitful to consider the fluid relationship between practices associated with authoring, editing and publishing rather than assigning discrete roles to different individuals. As they explain, in the context of travel and exploration narratives, ‘editing was something that geographical authors did and that the processes of geographical authoring and authorising was something publishers acting as editors did, sometimes in association with writers, on occasion not’.\textsuperscript{131} This has important consequences for how we think about authorship and consequently authority. By demonstrating that publishers, editors and others not named on title pages had an important role in shaping the content of geographical works, this work urges us look more closely at who we write in and out of the history of geography.

\textsuperscript{128} Withers, \textit{Placing the Enlightenment}, 172-174.
\textsuperscript{129} Withers, \textit{Placing the Enlightenment}, 172.
\textsuperscript{130} Withers, \textit{Placing the Enlightenment}, 172-174.
1.4 Thesis Framework and Structure

While historical geographers are increasingly concerned with the spatial dimensions of the print trade in specific contexts, it should now be clear that book historians have long engaged with aspects of the geography of the trade, without necessarily bringing the conceptual insights of geographers to bear on their subject. Spatially-sensitive histories of the book like those produced by Darnton and others have much in common with more recent work by geographers. Firstly, both book historians and book geographers widely assert that processes and practices of production, dissemination and consumption cannot be meaningfully separated (although we might critique the extent to which many studies still effectively do so). Secondly, authorial intent must be considered alongside the assumptions and actions of publishers, editors, printers and readers, amongst others, when we come to assess how meaning is made through print. Authorship in this way is understood as very much the product of collaboration rather than individual creativity alone. Thirdly, both fields are open to the possibility that materiality can shape meaning and thus encourage research which focuses not on a single ‘authoritative’ edition but considers more widely the multitude of forms by which knowledge of a given text might be gained. Secord’s concept of literary replication is particularly useful here as it reminds us that knowledge of a text could be gained without ever encountering the original text itself. Thus adverts, reviews and such like are also considered to be important tools of knowledge production. Fourthly, whilst appreciating that materiality can shape interpretation, both book historians and book geographers argue that textual meaning is fluid, being shaped by the particular circumstances of consumption. As a consequence, recent scholarship moves away from considering an amorphous ‘public’ and considers how and why different interpretations might be reached at a variety of different scales.

This scholarship, then, inspires a research framework which considers the conditions surrounding the production, circulation and consumption of print publications. It encourages us to consider the nature of authorship, the wider network of print surrounding individual works and their reception. What follows develops this approach in a specific historical and geographical context, namely mid-Victorian travel and exploration publishing. Chapter 2 introduces this context and outlines the methodological choices and challenges facing researchers in this field. That chapter
also provides a rationale for the selection of the four case studies which form the substantive core of the thesis. These focus, in turn, on David Livingstone's *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa* (Chapter 3), Francis Galton's *The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries* (Chapter 4), *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel* (a series of volumes edited by Galton and published by Macmillan between 1861 and 1864) (Chapter 5) and the *Geographical Magazine* (edited by Clements Markham and published by Trübner between 1874 and 1878) (Chapter 6). The concluding Chapter 7 draws together themes which cut across these case studies and presents wider findings which have future implications for how we approach these and similar works as accounts of travel and exploration in the mid-Victorian period.
Figures
1.1 The Communications Circuit

R. Darnton, ‘What is the history of books?’ Daedelus, 111 (1982), p.68
1.2 ‘A New Model for the History of the Book’

Chapter 2

Contexts, Methods and Sources
The previous chapter discussed the major theoretical currents informing this thesis and identified key themes and questions requiring further research. This chapter explores the application of these research questions in a particular historical and geographical context, namely that of mid-Victorian geographical publishing. The first section will address this context directly, examining the contours of what we might broadly identify as geographical publishing in this particular period. Leslie Howsam argues that ‘A knowledge of the history of the book trade and its major turning points is an essential starting point for understanding the history of an individual book, author or publishing house’. However, while many recent studies have examined the historical development of publishing and the print trades in Britain we still have relatively scant understanding of the connections between nineteenth-century geographical knowledge and the evolving publishing industry. Identifying the people, institutions, genres and formats which helped to constitute geographical publishing in this period helps to shed greater light on this question. Mapping the contours of geographical publishing as a particular category within a much broader print trade also emphasises the fluid and often contested nature of geography. A study of works, people and practices which might fall under the banner of geographical publishing, even if limited to the mid-Victorian period, could fill this thesis many times over. However, as this overview will highlight, the production and dissemination of various forms of geographical knowledge in this period was largely (though not exclusively) associated with various forms of travel, exploration and discovery, providing a rationale for concentrating on this particular subset of geographical publishing within this thesis.

There are several possible routes through the field of travel and exploration publishing. The methodology adopted in this thesis focuses upon reconstructing the publication, circulation and consumption of four publishing projects in order to offer a broader commentary about the role of publishers and the publishing industry in shaping forms of geographical knowledge associated with travel and exploration. The second section of this chapter thus outlines the basis for this approach, placing it in the wider context of alternative approaches to book historical research. The third section introduces the four case studies, the rationale for their selection and their role

---

within the thesis. The fourth section surveys the range of archival and print and sources used in this study, indicating their potential in illuminating the production, circulation and reception of publishing projects such as those examined in the remaining chapters of the thesis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the uses of electronic sources and their implications for the study of the historical geography of print culture in the nineteenth century.

2.1 Context: Mid-Victorian Geographical Publishing
The Royal Geographical Society (RGS), founded in London in 1830, was not the first, nor the only, nineteenth-century institution to promote geographical research and enterprise. Nor did the RGS function as a formal institution in the same way as the likes of the Royal Society. Rather it acted as 'an information exchange, an arena in which different kinds of knowledge were accommodated without necessarily being reconciled'. In the second half of the century, however, the RGS became the largest scientific society in London and the most prominent and influential body attempting to regulate the production and circulation of geographical knowledge. For this reason it appears to be a logical starting point for exploring the nature of the relationship between geography and the publishing industry during the nineteenth-century. However, focusing on institutionally-endorsed publication alone risks underplaying the extent to which commercial and philanthropic incentives also drove the trade in geographical publications. What follows, then, considers not only how print was central to the aims and operation of the RGS but also the larger market surrounding geographical publication, and the extent to which these two spheres were intertwined. The nature of the interaction between publishers, authors, editors and readers suggests that there was rarely a rigid division between institutionally-endorsed publishing and more avowedly commercial or 'popular' publication.

2 Recent research has highlighted the role of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in promoting geography at this time, for example, (alongside geology in Section D from 1831 and with ethnology in Section E from 1851). See C.W.J. Withers, D. Finnegan and R. Higgitt, 'Geography's other histories? Geography and science in the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1831–c.1933', *Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers*, 31 (2006), 433-451 and C.W.J. Withers, *Geography and Science in Britain, 1831-1939: A Study of the British Association for the Advancement of Science* (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2010).


The conditions under which the RGS came into being indicate the extent to which the production, collection and dissemination of printed materials was built into the constitution of what would become the most significant regulator of geographical knowledge in Victorian Britain. On May 24th 1830, at a meeting of the Raleigh Travellers' Association, a resolution was passed which saw the creation of a society whose principal concern was to be the 'promotion and diffusion of that most important and entertaining branch of knowledge, Geography'. The formation of the Geographical Society of London reflected more than the aspirations of an elite dining club. The pages of the Literary Gazette, for instance, had for some time previously been used to promote the idea of a geographical society:

It is a great desideratum among our literary and scientific associations. Our numerous travellers returning home would continually bring novelty and information; and the meetings could not fail to be of the most agreeable and instructive kind. We are persuaded it only needs three or four active and influential persons to originate such a plan, in order to ensure its perfect success.

This call for action from the Editor, William Jerdan, published in May 1828, was followed up in September of that year with a letter from William Huttmann of the Royal Asiatic Society:

No country is so deeply interested as England in the acquisition of a correct knowledge of the physical, moral, and political geography of every part of the world; yet, while we have societies for the cultivation of almost every other branch of knowledge, we have none for the cultivation of that science on which our political and commercial prosperity so greatly depends.

Huttmann envisaged a society which would promote and facilitate the collection and exchange of geographical knowledge, knowledge which was intimately linked to travel and exploration in his eyes. Jerdan and Huttmann garnered further support for their cause leading to the preparation of a prospectus for a London Geographical Society:

---

Society which was summarised in the *Literary Gazette* of May 8th, 1830. However, they were beaten to their goal by another group consisting of eminent travellers, naval officers and scientists including Francis Beaufort, William Henry Smyth and Admiralty Secretary John Barrow, who chaired the meeting of the Raleigh Club at which the resolution to form the Geographical Society of London was passed.

Both groups had proposed similar institutions but it was widely accepted that Barrow’s involvement would be crucial to making any society successful. The six-point prospectus which he and his associates had prepared outlining the aims of the new Society emphasised the connection between travel and exploration, and the production of new geographical knowledge. Firstly, it was to fall to the Society to ‘collect, register and digest and to print ... such new interesting and useful facts and discoveries as the Society may have in its possession, and may from time to time acquire’. Secondly, as well as commissioning works itself, the Society would build up a stock of ‘the best books on geography – a complete collection of maps and charts ... as well as all such documents and materials as may convey the best information to persons intending to visit foreign countries’. Thirdly, the society would gather ‘specimens of such instruments as experience has shown to be most useful and best adapted to the compendious stock of the traveller’. Fourthly, continuing the emphasis upon equipping travellers with the necessary knowledge and materials, the Society would itself ‘prepare brief instructions ... pointing out the parts most desirable to be visited, the best and most practicable means of proceeding thither, the researches most essential to make, phenomena to be observed, the subjects of natural history most desirable to be procured, and to obtain all such information as may tend to the extension of our geographical knowledge’.

---


final two points expressed a desire to 'correspond with similar Societies' and 'to open communication with all those philosophical and literary societies with which Geography is connected'. By enacting these six principles, the newly-formed Society hoped to regulate how geographical knowledge was produced and disseminated, notably through print.

The new Society sought to promote geography as a subject of public as well as scientific interest, especially in the context of exploration. This vision, guiding both the development of the Society and the promotion of geographical research, reflects the heterogeneous character of geography in this period. While promoters of other subjects sought to carve out a niche for themselves by developing and demonstrating specialist expertise, geography under the impetus of the RGS rapidly became a 'science of synthesis', drawing insights from other fields and repackaging them in such a way as they might contribute to a 'general science of the earth and its inhabitants'. The desire of the RGS to be at the heart of an information exchange between explorers, scientists, government officials, foreign geographical societies and the wider public at large brought vast swathes of information flooding through the Society's headquarters. As Driver explains,

Knowledge about exploration was transmitted during this period through a wide range of different channels: formal reports (in the shape of narratives, maps, charts and tables) presented to government departments such as the Admiralty or the Foreign Office; papers given to an increasing number of specialist scholarly, scientific, missionary and philanthropic societies; books describing and illustrating voyages and travels, intended for a wider audience; journal and magazine articles reviewing, and sometimes promoting, the work of exploring expeditions; and imaginative literature of all kinds, including adventure stories and juvenile fiction.

In other words, print was crucial to facilitating the flow of geographical information within and beyond the Society, a fact which its founders clearly recognised.

---

Geography was not just a subject to be written and read about: travel in general and field observation in particular played a central role in the acquisition of geographical knowledge, especially through exploration. Yet, at the same time, 'the idea of exploration was freighted with multiple and contested meanings, associated variously with science, literature, religion, commerce and empire'. Claims to knowledge on the basis of observation in the field had to be verified in the metropolis, and so print became a crucial means of constructing a case for or against the acceptance of particular claims. This was especially true in the context of expeditionary travel. Indeed as Richard Thornton asserts in the context of African exploration, ‘Had the great Victorian travellers not written anything, it would not be said today that they had “discovered” anything’. Geographical texts then can be understood as important ‘articulations of practices’, crucial to constructing, communicating and contesting claims to knowledge, especially where those claims were the result of travel and exploration. Print did not simply validate the work of individual members of the Society though: it also helped to establish the RGS as an important scientific institution more widely, as Barnett confirms: ‘The publications of the RGS were ... integral to its scientific credentials, which depended upon the knowledge it produced being open to rational public scrutiny’. 

This fact was recognized by the RGS Council who rejected the offer of ‘one enterprising weekly journal to be allowed to report [its] proceedings’ in favour of establishing its own publication outlet although Jerdan’s Literary Gazette continued to report on the Society’s meetings in an unofficial capacity. From 1831, following discussions between the Council and publisher John Murray II (who was also a founding member of the Society), the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society operated as an important channel for disseminating news of the Society’s

19 Driver, Geography Militant, 2.
21 Driver, Geography Militant, 8.
work both to other members and the wider public, carrying texts of papers read before the Society, lists of recently published works, ‘miscellaneous’ geographical information and from 1838, an annual survey of geographical researches. Scaled back during the 1840s the *Journal* was revived along with the Society’s fortunes during the 1850s and 1860s as Roderick Murchison in particular vigorously promoted the utility of geographical and cartographic knowledge in advancing British interests abroad.  

24 Papers on Africa and the Polar Regions, for instance, abounded as the public became captivated by the quest to locate the source of the Nile and the ongoing search for Franklin. The *Journal* also reflected the increasing interest in regulating travel and observation, epitomized by the inclusion of the Hints to Travellers sub-committee report of 1854 (as discussed in Chapter 4).

In the latter half of the 1850s, under the influence of Francis Galton, the Society established a second periodical. *Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society*, was published in parts before being bound into volumes corresponding to the sessions of the Society (October through to June) so that they might provide a more up-to-the-minute account of the Society’s undertakings. The *Proceedings* were handled by map-publisher (and Society Fellow) Edward Stanford while Murray continued to publish the *Journal*. The content of the two publications overlapped although the *Proceedings* with its focus upon maps, letters and progress reports had a distinct function.

In the later decades of the century the focus within both the *Journal* and *Proceedings* began to shift for, as Middleton points out, ‘By the 1870s, primary exploration of the habitable continents had reached a stage when the individual traveller was giving way to the engineer, the homesteader, the missionary and the merchant’ and so the emphasis began to shift away from reporting new “discoveries” towards considering how the geographical information collected thus far could be put to use.  

25 Together these publications provide an important insight into the operations of the Society, reminding us in particular of the heterogeneous character of geography and the fact that while mapping the world was a central concern for the Society this did not always have to involve direct experience, with

---


theoretical geographers including James MacQueen and William Desborough Cooley also making a significant contribution to this project. However, while scholars have focused upon the content of the periodicals, less attention has been paid to the conditions surrounding their immediate production, and distribution as well as their wider reception beyond the scholarly community. In his 1930 study celebrating the centenary of the Society, for example, Mill remarked that

If space permitted it would be interesting to relate the incidents of the earlier years of the Journal, the loyalty with which copies were laid before His Majesty and the little Princess Victoria for their approval and education, the pride with which a second edition of the earlier issues was called for, the chagrin when the publishers declined to warehouse the accumulating piles of later numbers when the public demand was over-estimated, the bickering as to the commission payable to the august publisher, the experiments with an independent editor whose dilatory ways the publication far in arrear, and the difficulties as to the distribution to Fellows.26

More than eighty years later, these and many other important stories have yet to be told.

The Journal and Proceedings of the RGS though were, of course, not the only periodical publications involved in the promotion and dissemination of geographical information. The relationship between the Society and the wider periodical press deserves further consideration in this context. Recent work has highlighted, for instance, that influential RGS Fellows regularly wrote geographical articles for the wider reading public both prior to and during their associations with the Society. John Barrow, a prolific contributor to Murray’s Quarterly Review, has received most attention in this respect as several studies have lately examined the way that Arctic and African exploration was portrayed in the periodical press during the nineteenth century.27 In particular, Cavell has highlighted that it was not only the

expensive quarterlies which have traditionally dominated such discussions which carried news of geographical “discovery” but also a much wider range of general and specialist periodicals, encouraging us to widen our focus significantly. Similarly, it is important to consider not only how self-designated geographers and travellers utilised the periodical press but also the much wider range of authors who popularised (if not heroicised) geography in this way through general literary publications targeting a wide range of readerships.

Returning to the RGS, some of the most influential Council members were also involved in editing geographical works intended for non-specialist audiences. The activities of Francis Galton and Clements Markham, to take the most prominent examples, will be subject of subsequent chapters (5 and 6 respectively). However, these individuals were certainly not alone in attempting to introduce the wider reading public to knowledge obtained through travel and exploration. H.W. Bates, for instance, edited *Illustrated Travels: A Record of Geography, Discovery and Adventure*, for publisher Cassell, Petter and Galpin between 1869 and 1874 while he was Assistant Secretary to the Society. Scholars have yet to investigate the conditions under which Bates took up this role, the extent to which he exerted his control over the publication or the responses it provoked or indeed to ask broader questions about the role of such periodicals in shaping nineteenth-century geographical imaginations (something which Chapters 5 and 6 attempt to redress).

The influence of RGS Fellows in shaping how geographical knowledge was put into print extended beyond well the periodical press. While the *Journal* and *Proceedings* were its primary publication channels, the production and publication of maps was also central to the Society’s operation. In the context of exploration they were a crucial tool for those undertaking fieldwork but also a primary means of attempting to demonstrate claims to “discovery”. A significant number of prominent cartographers and map-publishers were among the Society’s Fellowship with several occupying influential positions on the Council. They were responsible for producing and publishing cartographic works for Society-sponsored expeditions, its publications and the Map Room in addition to their private commercial undertakings

---

28 Cavell, *Tracing the Connected Narrative*.
(which often overlapped considerably with the Society’s activities of course). Edward Stanford is a case in point. During the 1850s he became a Fellow of the Society (1853), undertook the publication of the *Proceedings* (1855) and founded Stanford’s Geographical Establishment (1857). As Herbert explains, the firm also came to own the maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge and prepared works for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, the National Society, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Palestine Exploration Fund, and the school board of London. Similarly, John Arrowsmith occupied a place on the Council between 1851 and 1868 and was one of the most prolific contributors to the Society’s publications, (producing 181 maps for the *Journal* over 43 years). As well as producing maps for the Society directly, Arrowsmith was also responsible for a number of the maps which accompanied the commercial narratives which invariably followed expeditionary travel, including that within Livingstone’s *Missionary Travels* (see Chapter 3). The firm of Alexander Findlay is another such example. The elder Alexander Findlay was a founding member of the RGS while his son was elected as a Fellow in 1844 and went on to serve on the Society’s Council. The younger Findlay was in charge of the firm from 1858 and was heavily involved in charting the Arctic and Africa, providing advice as to Franklin’s likely location and supplying maps for Burton and Speke’s 1858-59 expedition in search of the Nile sources. He was also a highly-regarded publisher of hydrographical works producing a series of navigational guides between 1869 and 1875. These and many other cartographers and map-publishers besides played an important role in facilitating travel and exploration but also in providing means of disseminating the expanding store of geographical information at their disposal.

---


Many map-publishers including those associated with the RGS were heavily involved in producing educational works. Although some historians of geographical education herald the 1870 Education Act as marking the beginning of a sustained attempt to publish geographical texts for school children, it is clear that publishers were exploiting this market much earlier than the advent of mass education. Prior to the nineteenth century the encyclopaedia, gazetteer and the grammar were all intended to provide readers with access to geographical information and such forms persisted in the present century. From the 1830s, Longman led the development of a trade in general textbooks, including the *Manual of Geography* by William Hughes (who appears in Chapter 6 in relation to his role as editor of the popular periodical *Our Ocean Highways*). Whereas school teachers had traditionally authored their own textbooks, with the expansion of fee-paying education as well as state funding came the expectation of standardisation of teaching. This market expanded further after 1862 with Robert Lowe’s Revised Code. Among those houses to take full advantage of the increasing educational demand were Oxford University Press, Meiklejohn & Son, Thomas Nelson and Son and J.M. Dent who expanded into growing colonial markets. Several publishers also produced maps and atlases specifically for use in educational contexts including George Philip and Son which specialised in map-publishing and geographical educational works (see Chapter 6). Philips like many other firms incorporated the latest ‘discoveries’ and theories into their works, producing for instance, ‘the first general map of the Arctic Regions’ displaying McClure’s discovery of the North-West Passage as part of series of large-scale maps by the likes of Bartholomew, Petermann and Hughes which were combined to form the folio-format *Imperial General Atlas*.

However, despite the growing number of such works, the leadership of the RGS expressed increasing anxiety about the state of geographical education. Such

---

concern was unsurprising given the uneven quality of educational textbooks, atlases and maps. Although some publishers produced highly regarded works (Murchison applauded Somerville's *Physical Geography* in particular)\(^{38}\) others took advantage of technological innovations to produce cheap, low-quality reprints of existing maps. George Cruchley, for instance, exploited this revisions market from the 1830s onwards giving customers the opportunity to choose between black and white or coloured maps, offering a mail order service and even printing on handkerchiefs for those that desired it, perhaps as a means of distracting from the poor quality of the maps themselves.\(^{39}\)

The expeditions which inspired so many of the periodical articles, atlases and maps discussed so far were also the source of scores of published exploration narratives. Thus, although expeditions had long spawned printed outputs, as Cavell suggests, ‘individual separately published narratives written by explorers themselves became the dominant form only towards the end of the [eighteenth] century’.\(^{40}\) That is not to say that there was no longer an appetite for older-style accounts of travel, however. In 1847, the Hakluyt Society was established with the remit of printing and disseminating ‘rare and valuable voyages, travels and geographical records’.\(^{41}\) Markham argued that these historical records were important sources for contemporary geographers:

> This is a legitimate part of the work of geographers. For the narratives of travellers and navigators make us acquainted with the earth, its inhabitants and productions; they exhibit the growth of intercourse among mankind, with its effects on civilization, and, while instructing, they at the same time awaken attention by recounting the toils and adventures of those who first explored unknown and distant regions.\(^{42}\)

---


\(^{39}\) D. Smith, ‘Cruchley, George Frederick (1796/7–1880)’, *Oxford Dictionary of National Biography*, (online ed.) (Oxford University Press, 2006).

\(^{40}\) Cavell, *Tracing the Connected Narrative*, 16.


The RGS and the Hakluyt Society were closely linked throughout the nineteenth-century. More generally, as Markham's comment suggests, travel writing was conceived as an important contribution to geographical knowledge.

The publication of travel and exploration narratives was a core part of the business of some of the best known nineteenth-century publishers. Several well-established publishing houses augmented their reputations by producing scores of expensive, lavishly illustrated volumes, with John Murray in particular dominating the field. As Riffenburgh explains, the books published in the 1850s and 1860s 'were based on tales of danger, bravery, and heroism, but the authors also frequently became propagandists, intertwining throughout the adventurous happenings passionate arguments for their causes and using scientific, religious or humanitarian reasoning to intensify their appeal to the sympathy or indignation of the readers'.

This has led some scholars to focus on the extent to which expeditionary narratives were integral to a broader culture of empire. Recent scholarship has highlighted the fact that these published accounts were not simply records of the facts as the author saw them 'on the spot'. The work of Finkelstein, Bridges and MacLaren for instance, draws attention to the process of 'writing up' that occurred between the moment of being in the field and that of publication. Highlighting disparities between different versions of a text also renders problematic the association between authorship and authority. Published accounts repeatedly claimed that their authors alone were qualified to recount the discovery and collection of geographical knowledge because only they had first-hand experience of their encounters. Although they did not display the imprint of the RGS, they were often publicly endorsed by Council members and attracted significant attention from other Fellows. Indeed one of the

43 Riffenburgh, The Myth of the Explorer, 42.
challenges which any explorer-turned-author would need to deal with was how to satisfy a variety of different groups simultaneously. Publishers and their employees had a significant impact in this respect, offering travellers 'literary assistance' to ensure that their works were appealing enough to encourage large sales but not so polished so as to suggest that anyone other than the named author had had a hand in their preparation. Achieving this balance was important because from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, authors of expeditionary accounts sought to establish a link between simplicity of style and veracity of content, explaining that while they lacked the literary talents of professional authors, they were nevertheless qualified to speak the 'simple truth'. Therefore, as Cavell explains, 'Any obvious attempt at literary effect was equated with artifice and insincerity, while some awkwardness or dullness in the writing was not only acceptable but seen as welcome proof of a book's authenticity'.

Recent work has moved from comparing field notes and journals with manuscripts and published texts to paying greater attention to how this pre-publication process of revision allowed publishers to shape responses to these texts. Moreover, works like Cavell's *Tracing the Connected Narrative* place expeditionary texts within a broader publishing network, highlighting the fact that readers did not only encounter these narratives in book form. The expensive, lavishly illustrated volumes published by the likes of Murray and Blackwood were beyond the reach of much of the reading public ensuring that periodical reviews, libraries and piratical publishers also played an important role in extending the reach of such works (as discussed in Chapter 3).

Works which were well received in the wider press could often provoke criticism within the geographical community. As the century progressed it became increasingly important to demonstrate that one was a credible contributor to knowledge, not simply by appealing to first-hand experience, but also by showing that claims to knowledge were based on standardised methods of observation and

---

46 Cavell, *Tracing the Connected Narrative*, 18-19, 78-79.
notation. This was not unique to geography, but rather was part of a more general shift towards regulating and standardising fieldwork across all branches of the sciences. Consequently, a genre of instructions for travellers developed as institutions began to prepare guides for their members. However, such guides did not simply present a confident, unified approach to data collection and recording but rather were produced in response to a growing anxiety about the quality of knowledge being produced through observations in the field. As Chapters 3 and 6 highlight, there was considerable debate within the RGS over the form that instructions for travellers ought to take and also over which individuals should be encouraged to undertake geographical research. This context also inspired a sub-genre of guides for travellers which were produced not necessarily with the official endorsement of institutions like the RGS, Admiralty or Ethnological Society but by men who were closely linked to such societies. Chapter 4 considers one of these manuals, The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries, which have yet to receive the kind of attention that has been directed towards institutionally-endorsed publications. The nature of the relationship between these two strands of instructional texts warrants further consideration (as discussed in Chapter 4).

The tourist guidebook was another important sourcebook for those travellers who preferred more leisurely tours of Britain and the continent (not to mention those that were happy to remain in their armchairs of course). The travel guides that would prove to be a staple for a number of publishing houses in the nineteenth century were a decided break from guides that had appeared previously and an important means of shaping the geographical knowledge of middle-class travellers. Whereas travel had been highly fashionable during the eighteenth century, the heyday of the Grand Tour, such an excursion was so reliant upon the services of servants that the wealthy rarely had to concern themselves with the mundane practicalities of travel. Between 1820 and 1850, however, the infrastructure required for cross-continental travel improved dramatically. As travel took on a new meaning in the nineteenth century, however, a market developed for precisely the kind of guide that could assist the traveller who was intent on maintaining their independence (in contrast to the ordinary tourist) yet
still required practical guidance, inspiring a new form of guidebook. The genre was in this sense borne out of necessity.

While John Murray, who dominated the English guidebook market with the firm's series of *Handbooks*, acknowledged that the guidebook itself was not a new phenomenon, he was critical of his predecessors' failure to communicate what was unique about a given location. In highlighting features that supposedly represented the essential character of a place, Murray and other publishers of similar guides were actively involved in creating senses-of-place, reducing locations to a set of identifiable features, while reinforcing the distinction between 'home' and 'away'.

By providing instruction on the minutiae of travel the publisher-authors of such books were able literally to 'script' the encounter between traveller and the landscape, to use Derek Gregory's analogy. While Murray was disdainful of the package tourist, others were more willing to exploit the market that this form of travel presented. Printed guides were an integral part of Thomas Cook's tours which began in 1840 and Cook would use the periodical press to advertise forthcoming excursions, with such notices sitting alongside large numbers of advertisements for products and services designed for the specific needs of different kinds of travellers. Indeed as the periodical press became more variegated during the second half of the nineteenth century so too did attempts to distinguish between different types of tourists.

As the volume of literature published grew so too did the number of people that travelled for leisure, in a self-perpetuating cycle. However, the growth of accounts of leisurely travels in which authors attempted to establish their travels as different (and therefore superior) to those that had been published hitherto soon attracted criticism. Reviews regularly poured scorn on those who were conceited enough to judge their trifling travels worthy of publication, yet of course, the very
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fact that they were being reviewed at all helped to promote them. Although literary scholars have considered the role of these texts in shaping particular geographical imaginations, adopting a ‘book history’ approach to this vast body of literature (which is characterised less by a distinctive form or genre and more by a shared purpose) allows us to problematize the notion of authorship and reception as is being done elsewhere for expeditionary travel writing. As well as providing concrete examples of how authors, editors and publishers prepared such volumes for publication by focusing on the pre-publication lives of a set of texts, as Chapter 3 demonstrates, it also allows us to make connections between other publishing formats and contexts as well as offering more nuanced accounts of reception. Moreover, as this thesis will demonstrate we should not assume a rigid distinction between touristic or literary travel writing and the forms that expeditionary travel inspired. While the RGS may not have publically endorsed literary travel or the accounts it produced, several of its own Fellows undertook and published accounts of both expeditionary and touristic travel (as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5).

This discussion of geographical publishing began with the Royal Geographical Society, highlighting how print and publication were enshrined within the remit of the Society from the outset. It then introduced the wider marketplace for geographical works (a discussion which included periodicals, instruction manuals, expeditionary narratives, maps and atlases but which could easily be extended further if space allowed, considering a variety of other genres which contributed to geographical knowledge in the period including missionary writing, technical reports and children’s literature, for example) and highlighted the importance of travel and exploration in inspiring a wide range of different forms of geographical writing at this time. By considering specific institutional and commercial forms of geographical publishing, this section has drawn attention to the relationship between different publishing contexts. Rather than offer an institutional history of geographical publishing focused upon the RGS, this thesis moves in and out of this particular institutional context, examining the connections between it and different forms of commercial and popular geographical publishing.
Temporal Focus

This thesis is concerned primarily with the middle decades of the Victorian period: the four publishing projects which provide its focus span the years 1855-1878. This period is of significant interest in the context of geographical publishing as several developments coincide which allow print to become central to the way that claims to geographical knowledge were constructed, circulated and contested not simply in relation to the 'discovery', exploration, and mapping of hitherto 'unknown' places but also with regards to the more leisurely and mundane forms of travel which were undertaken by the expanding and increasingly mobile middle-classes. In both cases, travel and travel writing served to fuel one another, with print increasingly seen as a means of legitimating travel but also serving to inspire and facilitate future travels.

Print was able to obtain such a central place because a series of transformations combined to create the conditions necessary for both the widespread production and consumption of printed materials. Technological advances such as the development of printing factories, the adoption of high-speed presses, telegraph lines, and the expansive railway network (covering 2,000 miles in 1844 and 7,500 miles in 1852\(^5\)) improved the means of production and distribution while the mid-Victorian commitment to 'self-improvement' created a demand which would first match and then out-strip the current technological capabilities. Literacy rates increased while social reformers fought for the repeal of the so-called taxes on knowledge which, they argued, served to bar the working classes from improving literature. As Hampton explains, mid-Victorian reformers believed in the educational capacity of the press, arguing either that the press could act as a force for good by encouraging free discussion which would lead to the acceptance of 'the common good' or that it could be used as a more persuasive device to convince the working classes of what that 'common good' was\(^5\).\(^4\) The removal of several barriers, beginning with the repeal of pamphlet duty in 1833, followed by the window tax in 1851, advertisement duty in 1853, newspaper tax in 1855 and finally paper duty in 1861, coupled with improvements in living standards and wages ensured though that wide-scale leisurely reading was a genuine prospect by the mid-Victorian period.


This resulted in a marked increase in both the scale and scope of works published as publishers targeted increasingly specific readerships. As Davis remarks, 'between 1840 and 1870, whilst the British population rose by 40 per cent, the number of books published annually rose by 400 per cent.'\(^{55}\) Periodical publishing also grew at an astonishing rate in response to the growing market with John North estimating that some 125,000 new periodicals were published during the course of the nineteenth century.\(^{56}\) However, whilst literary scholars have long since explored the implications of these developments for publishers, authors and readers of fictional works, and historians of science have made notable inroads for their own field, as yet we know little about the nature of geographical publishing in these mid-Victorian decades or how the widespread interest in travel and travel literature was fuelled by or indeed helped to fuel the expansion of the publishing industry at this time. This thesis springs from the recognition that the middle decades of the Victorian period were characterised by significant changes in patterns of production, dissemination and consumption and seeks to understand how publishers and the wider publishing industry attempted to shape geographical understandings in this period, a period which was also marked by an expansion in middle class travel facilitated by the railway network, improving living standards and wages and a desire for 'self-improvement'.

### 2.2 Methodology: Case Studies of Travel and Exploration Publishing

The subject of travel and exploration publishing can be approached from a variety of methodological vantage points. In what follows, I consider various methods for the analysis and interpretation of the processes of production, circulation and reception which lie at the heart of the framework outlined in the previous chapter, focussing in particular on bibliometric book history, institution-focussed publishing histories, studies of reading and authorship and the individual book as an exemplar.

---


Bibliometrics

Bibliometrics or quantitative book history focuses upon identifying patterns, trends and relationships which can yield significant insights into the historical production, circulation and consumption of printed goods. Production and distribution costs, print runs, advertising budgets, authors' payments, sales figures, and so on, can all be quantified where sources allow and can be used to confirm or contradict existing assumptions about particular aspects of the publishing industry and/or establish hitherto unexpected patterns, trends and relationships. The research Simon Eliot presents in *Some Patterns and Trends in British Publishing 1800-1919* for instance, has allowed scholars to speak much more precisely about the rise in output. Eliot's analysis suggests that production did not rise steadily over time but rather 'experienced surges in the 1840s and early 1850s, a loss of momentum in the late 1850s, 1860s and early 1870s, and acceleration again from the late 1870s to 1913. This clearly encourages us to consider why this pattern emerges and to how individual publishers, authors and titles both contributed to and were influenced by these fluctuations. This work also produces significant insights into subject publishing, pricing structures and periodical publication. Quantitative studies can also reveal much about the business strategies deployed by individual publishing houses as Eliot's work on Macmillan demonstrates.

However, there are clear limits to the kinds of insights that quantification can yield. Indeed Eliot himself has argued that statistical studies must be combined with detailed case studies which capture 'the texture and taste of bookmaking humanity'. The explanatory power of quantitative analyses largely depends upon the nature of available data. Some datasets might be too unwieldy to deal with in their entirety necessitating a sampling strategy while others might be very small.
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and/or incomplete, unclear or unreliable.\textsuperscript{61} It is therefore important to consider how and why bias may have been introduced into calculations and it is for these reasons that Joshi contends that ‘Like all data, statistics ought to be regarded as approximations at best, only as good as the tools to retrieve and manipulate them, and therefore only provisional until different or better statistics – or different or better methods of historical inquiry – emerge’.\textsuperscript{62}

As yet, we know relatively little about the quantitative history of geographical publishing in mid-Victorian Britain. Eliot’s study of the British publishing industry in the period 1800-1919 offers some limited insights. Analyzing the content of Bibliotheca Londinensis between 1814 and 1846 he remarks of the subject distribution of titles, ‘Surprisingly close behind “Religion” comes “Geography, Travel, History and Biography” at 17.3%’. He goes on to explain that ‘This catch-all category cannot be broken down much further but, roughly speaking, Geography, History, Voyages and Travels seem to have taken up about three-quarters of this category and Biography and correspondence the other quarter’.\textsuperscript{63} Eliot’s material in this study did not provide insights into subject classification for the period 1846-1869 and it was necessary to use Publishers’ Circular for the years 1870-79 which makes comparison problematic. However, in the latter data set, Eliot reports that ‘Geography, Travel, History and Biography’ moved into third place behind ‘Juvenile Fiction’ and ‘Religion’, now occupying a 12.4% share of titles published.\textsuperscript{64} These figures are a useful starting point when considering the relative popularity of different subjects. However, as Eliot himself notes, the classification systems used in these and other publications are not necessarily directly comparable. Moreover, it is problematic to work with figures such as those provided by Eliot when we are not provided with a clear explanation as to how categories and sub-categories have been defined – what distinguished ‘travel’ from ‘geography’ for instance, and should we categorise atlases and schoolbooks as ‘educational’ or ‘geographical’? These are the kinds of questions that we need to bear in mind when devising categories for analysis or using pre-defined data sets. Quantitative analysis, then, should be seen as provisional and partial although it clearly poses significant
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analytical potential especially in relation to fluctuations over time and increasingly space too, through GIS applications. Overall, it remains clear that explaining the underlying drivers for observed changes in the historical geography of the book will require both quantitative and qualitative approaches.

**Institutional Histories**

The publishing house history has long been and remains a common approach to publishing history. However, many such histories are commissioned by the firms in question themselves with the aim of commemorating anniversaries and ultimately they are, in Sutherland’s words, ‘mercenary, uncritical, and self-serving’. In these cases, publishing house histories are expected to share the vision of the firm’s management, reinforcing accepted narratives of triumph and innovation, ‘list[ing] the house’s famous writers and splendid books so that future readers would appreciate the firm’s contribution to literature’. Such studies which by their nature tend to focus upon long-established, highly successful firms, often lack archival grounding, building instead on the recollections of former employees.

However, publishing house history at its best provides a route to re-examining the successes (and failures) of firms asking why and how decisions were made by specific individuals with reference to the wider historical and geographical contexts of which these firms were part. Howsam’s study of Kegan Paul, for example, demonstrates the value of an approach which combines both bibliography and biography, investigating what she calls the ‘duality of imprint: the publisher’s imprint upon a list of books: and publishers’ personalities, the imprint of their taste and judgment on the culture in which they lived’. This approach allows her to offer a broader analysis of the way that the Kegan Paul imprint built its reputation, linking a database of the works recorded in the firm’s archives to a biographical study of the

---


key decision-makers. It is worth noting, however, that Howsam's coverage of the firms which made up this imprint is somewhat uneven, with publisher Nicholas Trübner in particular receiving only limited attention. This is not a critique of this scholarship but rather a comment about the extent to which such studies reflect the available archival source materials. While published records and titles themselves can tell us much, they can only go so far.

As Howsam's work shows, where archival records are available, publishing house history can open up avenues of research beyond questions of production. As publishers' livelihoods depended on their ability to predict the market, she suggests that the decisions they made tell us much about the demands of contemporary readers.69 From this perspective though, the focus naturally falls on what was read (or at least what was printed) rather than how particular works were read. As discussed below, research in publishers' archives may provide useful insights into both actual and intended readership but these sources often come up short when it comes to understanding the nature of the reading experience and the responses it elicited from particular individuals or groups of readers.

Alternatively, publishing history might be approached from the vantage point of scientific or governmental institutions which played important roles within particular parts of the market for books and periodicals. In the case of geographical publishing in Victorian Britain, for instance, it would be possible to consider the relationship between the Royal Geographical Society and the wider publishing industry by examining the texts which the Society commissioned, promoted and loaned as well as those it endorsed or criticised, both in public and private. Providing an analysis of the publishing activities of an institution like the RGS would rely upon many of the same sources used to investigate the histories of publishing houses, augmented by the Society's own records – in this case, correspondence, journal manuscripts, referee reports, council and committee minute books. Considering the variety of publishing projects that the Society became involved in over the course of a defined period would improve understandings of the nature of the associations between knowledge-promoting bodies like the RGS and commercial publishers. It would also highlight the connections and contradictions between officially sanctioned narratives and so-called popular publishing.

However, there is a danger that an institution-centred approach would fail to capture the degree to which the purpose and content of particular publishing ventures were subject to discussion and debate within the Society. Moreover, as noted above, the vision of geography that the Society promoted needs to be seen in a wider context, alongside the interests and perspectives of commercial publishers, other societies, government bodies and the wider reading public. If the Society is the starting point for analysis of production, replication and circulation, there is a danger that those texts and formats that did not travel through the Society in some form or another, however important or influential they might have been among other reading groups, are excluded from the narrative. Although this thesis concentrates on literature associated with travel and exploration, it is important to recognise that many widely-read geographical works were not produced by or for self-identified geographers. Publishers of children's books, textbooks, missionary narratives, maps and atlases, and more technical works produced for the purposes of maritime and terrestrial survey, all deserve consideration as producers and disseminators of geographical knowledge in their own right.

Reading and Reception

The study of readership, reading and reception has attracted a great deal of scholarship in both literary history and the history of science. Works such as Altick's *The English Common Reader* have considered broader patterns of reading, providing important insights into what was read during the nineteenth-century.70 However, as discussed in Chapter 1, more recently attention has turned from what people read towards how they read, both in terms of particular practices of reading and in terms of locating specific responses to named texts (and increasingly, by named readers).71

Despite repeated calls to identify 'real readers' rather than simply 'imagined', 'ideal' or 'intended' ones, it remains the case that detailed empirical studies of these so-called 'real readers' are still relatively few in number. The main barrier remains the nature of reading itself and the kinds of traces it leaves behind. As Keighren's recent study of Ellen Semple's *Influences of Geographical Environment* highlights,

while some works undoubtedly do inspire plentiful musings in letters, diaries and margins, many more do not. Indeed Howsam argues that

Reading is such a private act, the connection between reader and author so evanescent and intimate, that a satisfactory history of readership may never be possible. A preferable way of making connection is to focus on the publishers, the men and women who had it in their power to accept manuscripts, transform them into books, and offer them to the marketplace.

The extent to which a lack of evidence of individual reading experiences hinders attempts to reconstruct responses to specific titles will continue to be debated for some time. However, what is more important here is Howsam’s suggestion that the concerns of studies of publishing houses naturally extend into questions about audience. It is an important point to make because while some might complain that viewing readers as an extension of publishing history underestimates the importance of reading, histories of readership which fail to consider the extent to which decisions made in the publishing house (by publishers, editors and authors) come to bear upon readership are surely just as problematic.

Authors and Authorship

As demonstrated by many literary studies, questions of production, replication and reception can also be addressed by focusing upon an author’s publishing career, including relationships with publishers and other technicians of print. This approach potentially encompasses a wide range of genres, formats, publishers and target audiences, depending on the specific contours of the career in question. Rather than celebrating the individual genius of that author or assuming that their readers interpreted their texts in predictable ways, this approach would need to acknowledge the collaborative nature of publishing, considering how different author-publisher relations contributed to success or failure at given moments within the longer publishing trajectories of both the author and the publishing house in question. Considering how a set of works was replicated and received in print also provides scope for further analysis in relation to the specific nature of a particular work,
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market conditions, author-publisher relations, intended audience and so on. However, as Haynes warns, author-centred studies can unintentionally reproduce the notion that great authors are overwhelmingly responsible for the creation of great texts.\(^{74}\) In the Victorian context, studies have tended to focus on the most celebrated novelists and dramatists, perpetuating the perceived importance of certain canonical authors. However, historians of science have also shown through studies of Victorian popularisers of science in particular, that studying groups of authors, including less well-known figures, can effectively challenge received wisdoms.\(^{75}\) Author-centred studies, then, can potentially shed much light on the relationship between particular individuals and the wider apparatus of the publishing industry. However, they can also result in biographies which overestimate the important of authorial intentions both within and beyond the publishing house, resulting in publishers and authors being viewed implicitly or explicitly as corrupting influences rather than integral cogs within the publishing machine.

**Exemplary Books**

Although Howsam notes that ‘It is perhaps surprising how seldom the history of the book takes the form of the history of a book’, the challenges faced by those studies which do follow this approach to the individual book as exemplar go some way to explaining why this is the case.\(^{76}\) *Victorian Sensation* has already been discussed at length in Chapter 1 but it is worth reiterating that in order to reconstruct the publication, replication and reception of *Vestiges*, Secord had to pick apart a vast number of archival and published sources, situating each within their respective historical and geographical contexts. Such sources are rarely found within easy reach (despite the proliferation of electronic resources), if at all. Indeed, as with those studies which focus primarily upon reading, Secord’s work (with its desire to put readers on an equal footing with publishers, editors and authors) hinges to a large extent on being able to locate substantive evidence of reading and reception.
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Although Secord admits that 'Most readings leave little or no trace – an ownership signature or a few pencil marks' he remains convinced that scholars may actually be overwhelmed by an abundance of material rather than a lack of it: 'the first half of the nineteenth-century, when gossipy personal letters and private diaries coexisted with steam printed books and cheap magazines posted by rail, is probably richer in sources for the history of reading than any other period'.\textsuperscript{77} However, it remains to be seen whether similar sources can be located both for other titles and other periods. Secord has noted that 'the handful of scientific books that became sensations have left more identifiable traces than comparable works of fiction, history and poetry': so the challenge is 'not to find detailed records of reading, it is locating them for a specified title'.\textsuperscript{78} Many publishers built their businesses up not on repeated sensations but rather steady, modest sales of genres such as educational textbooks or tourist guidebooks. While there is undoubtedly an argument to be made these kinds of works also deserve attention, it remains open to question whether they are capable of supporting the same kind of extensive analysis as their more sensational counterparts.

\textbf{Thesis Methodology}

The overarching aim of this thesis is to consider the role of publishers and the wider publishing industry in shaping geographical understandings associated with travel and exploration. The methodology underlying the case studies presented in this thesis effectively combines aspects of several of the approaches whose merits and limitations are discussed above. Building in particular upon studies of individual titles, the remaining chapters focus upon four mid-Victorian travel and exploration publishing projects. While considering wider questions relating to production, dissemination and consumption, they pay particular attention to the way that publishers acted as intermediaries at various points in the publishing process, including the point of consumption. Rather than focusing upon a single publisher, author, format or genre, this approach allows for a wider consideration of the ways in which print was implicated in constructing, communicating and contesting claims to
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knowledge. Although these studies are not presented as statistically representative of mid-Victorian geographical publishing as a whole (a quantitative study of broader patterns and trends within this field of publishing has yet to be undertaken), they nevertheless provide an opportunity to consider points of comparison and contrast, opening up further avenues for research in the process. There is of course a trade-off to be made between breadth and depth and undoubtedly this study could have gone further in its analysis of each of the individual cases (a fact which the conclusion will reflect upon). However, by extending the history of an exemplary book to different formats, genres and publishing contexts, this thesis seeks to make a significant contribution in methodological as well as substantive terms.

2.3 Case Studies: Selection and Rationale

The previous section weighed the advantages and disadvantages of a number of different approaches to book historical research and concluded by suggesting that the aim of this thesis would be best served by an approach which centred upon a series of case studies of exemplary publishing ventures. This section gives further weight to that claim, offering justification for the use of case studies in general and for the use of these four case studies in particular by explaining the selection process before going on to discuss the role of each case within the thesis.

The decision to use case studies as a route into the wider field of travel and exploration publishing was arrived at following a review of literature concerning publishers, authors, texts and genres lying broadly within the contours of geographical publishing. This review became the basis for the compilation of a spreadsheet designed to identify themes, genres, texts and individuals warranting further research. This spreadsheet confirmed that in order to understand the role of publishers and the wider publishing industry in shaping geographical understandings in this period – the central aim of the thesis – it would be necessary to undertake more focused research into a limited number of examples. However, the selection of particular case studies would have significant implications for the kinds of questions that this thesis could ask. It would have been possible, for example, to confine the focus of the thesis to a single publishing house, author, genre, price bracket or format, enabling intensive study of the development of one particular strand of publishing. However, such a structure would have had its own limitations. Adopting a narrower focus on works of common format or for a single reading community
would have placed limits on the attempt to consider how different audiences engage
with a particular text or to explore the wide variety of printed forms which a single
work could occupy. In a study of a single genre there would also have been less
scope to follow the linkages between different publishing projects and to consider
cases where genres intersected, such as in the case of Galton’s writings on *The Art of
Travel, The Art of Campaigning*, and *The Handbook to Switzerland*. The desire to
consider such intersections was a determining factor in selecting a range of case
studies which were sufficiently distinct but nonetheless shared sufficient
commonalities (an author or a publisher, for example) to allow for comparison.

The four case studies which form the focus of the remaining chapters were
selected in order to provide different routes into the broader field of mid-Victorian
travel and exploration publishing. Each of them offers an opportunity to address
issues specific to the particular case study in question, while also enabling links to be
made across different publishing contexts, formats and genres. This is an important
point in itself, especially as regards publishing formats which have often defined,
and limited, the significance of previous studies. As Fyfe remarks, ‘Although there
are exceptions, book history and periodical history are all too often pursued
separately, and this has increased the perceived differences between books and
periodicals’. For this reason, the selected case studies are situated at various points
along the book-periodical continuum, examining in turn a single-volume
expeditionary narrative; a travellers’ instruction manual; a multi-authored book
series; and finally a magazine. The analysis of the production, circulation and
reception of these texts emphasises the importance of publishers as intermediaries
and of publishing more widely as a means of constructing, communicating and
contesting claims to geographical knowledge.

However, it was still necessary to delimit the field of possible case studies.
The aforementioned spreadsheet was suggestive of several possibilities, not least
because it also served to highlight the potential of relevant archival collections,
providing a starting point for thinking about which cases were both significant and
achievable from a more practical perspective. On the basis of my scoping of the
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field, and in light of the research questions outlined in Chapter 1 (section 1.4), I thus identified four publishing projects - a single travel narrative, a manual, a series and popular periodical - which warranted further investigation. In three of these four cases, visits to the relevant libraries and depositories confirmed that there would be sufficient material, published and unpublished, to extend existing understandings of geographical publishing in this period. However, one of the provisionally selected case studies - the periodical *Illustrated Travels*, edited by Henry Walter Bates, Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society - proved more troublesome in archival terms. In principle, this presented an opportunity to explore the connections between the Society and more commercial attempts to popularise geography, while the illustrated nature of the periodical added a further dimension. However, early attempts to find relevant publisher's records drew a blank and this gave rise to concerns about the viability of the case study given my objectives. For this reason, I then began to explore potential alternatives in the field of periodical publishing, including the *Geographical Magazine*. This case was similar to *Illustrated Travels* in so far as it was edited by an influential figure within the RGS and so therefore continued to present an opportunity to question the supposed divide between so-called 'popular' and 'professional' publishing. As discussed below, locating archival material still proved to be problematic but material within the RGS archives suggested that it was a more viable case study than *Illustrated Travels*.

Returning to the case studies which were selected, the most celebrated of all mid-Victorian exploration texts was David Livingstone's *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*, the focus of Chapter 3. First published in 1857 by John Murray, this work achieved notable commercial success and unsurprisingly it looms large in the extensive biographical literature on its author. Its contents, style and structure have been repeatedly mined by scholars seeking recover Livingstone's intentions in order to support competing characterizations of the author as missionary, medic and man of empire, for instance. Exceptions to this biographical approach are to be found in more recent studies, for example in the work of Barringer and Koivunen who have considered the multi-authored nature of the
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illustrations within the 1857 edition of *Missionary Travels*. However, there remains much more to be said about the text, the collaborative nature of its production and the paratextual devices which constituted both this and subsequent editions.

Turning to matters of reception and replication, the remarkable commercial success of *Missionary Travels* prompts a set of further questions concerning competition and copyright, as rival publishers and authors sought to capitalise on the hunger for news of Livingstone's travels. Similarly, because there was a market for his narrative beyond Britain, this case also prompts a consideration of the international circulation of travel narratives, a theme which has gone almost entirely unremarked until now. It has already been suggested that widely-read texts are the most likely to leave behind accessible evidence of reading and this chapter does indeed explore the reception of this work, both within and beyond Britain, primarily through the medium of reviews. The fact that *Missionary Travels* was so widely reviewed (and that these reviews are increasingly accessible today) means that it is possible to consider how specific reviewers received this work in ways consistent with their own political, religious, social and geographical positioning.

The house of John Murray is today probably the best-known of all the Victorian publishers in the field of travel and exploration, not least because it sought to publish works that in some ways set the standard not just for travel publishing but for the manner of travel itself. Chapter 4 considers another Murray publication, Francis Galton's guide for explorers, *The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries*, first published in 1855. Unlike expeditionary narratives which were designed to report details of completed journeys made by individual authors, instruction manuals were much more open-ended and in principle more collaborative productions. They both shaped and were shaped by multiple journeys, with their authors incorporating newly gathered insights into the practicalities of travel into the first and subsequent editions. Success in these instances, then, was measured not by immediate impact but rather by sustained sales over a much longer period. Works like *The Art of Travel* (which was revised and
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reissued eight times between 1855 and 1872) therefore provide a route into considering the importance not only of book history but also edition history.

Furthermore, instructional guides raise important questions about the nature of authorship. In the case of expeditionary narratives, it was first-hand experience that differentiated the traveller-turned-author from others and rendered them alone qualified to re-tell their story in print. But not all forms of publishing in the field of travel and exploration carried the same expectations. Francis Galton’s investment in a number of publishing ventures, designed for different audiences, make The Art of Travel an especially enlightening case. Examining some of the author’s wider publishing activities raises questions about the extent to which particular editions of The Art of Travel were marked by his involvement in both commercial and RGS-sanctioned projects. These considerations also bring the multiple audiences for such a work into view. The Art of Travel provides ample opportunity to consider how material originally published within Galton’s manual was revised and repackaged with different audiences in mind. This case also reminds us that published texts could also inspire non-textual outputs. Extending the book historical approach beyond print highlights how knowledge moves not only through a range of print spaces but also from print into spaces of speech and display.

Another of Galton’s projects was the series Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel, published in three volumes by Macmillan and Co. between 1861 and 1864, and this provides the focus of Chapter 5. Each volume consisted of a set of essays from different authors offering new accounts of travel from around the globe. This project provides an opportunity to further explore the collaborative nature of authorship and more specifically, to consider the significance of the serial format for Galton and his publisher at this particular point in time. This case encourages us to consider why the serial format was chosen and to consider the challenges and opportunities it presented in this particular context. These are important questions because as both Howsam and Fyfe have recently argued, book series have received much less attention than the three-decker and part publication of novels and it is
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unclear how the form related to genres other than fiction. This chapter considers how the format both enabled and constrained both publisher and editor in their desire to communicate accounts of travel in a specific way.

The mode of production of the book series also highlights the collaborative nature of authorship and the often fraught relationship between editor, publisher and contributors. From the title and remit of the series to the contents of individual essays, published volumes were at every point the outcome of a set of negotiations and compromises. By considering the way that the series was reviewed, we can also glean insights into the specific modes of reading associated with book series. *Vacation Tourists* was variously understood as a set of distinct essays, a collection of volumes and as a linear series. In attempting to consider how this publication was produced, replicated and received, Chapter 5 also highlights the challenges associated with applying a methodological approach originally developed for a single-authored title to a multi-authored, edited venture such as this.

Further along the book-periodical spectrum lie the quarterly, monthly and weekly serials which for many literary historians constitute the heart of the Victorian publishing world. As Chapter 1 noted, recent work by historians of science has also demonstrated the importance of the periodical format to the production and circulation of scientific ideas. Indeed as Dawson and Topham remark,

> The periodical press ... was without doubt the primary means of cultural circulation in the nineteenth century, and, in most cases, had a greater impact, and reached far larger and more diverse reading audiences, than books.  

Yet we still know relatively little about the production, circulation and reception of geographical knowledge through periodical publications, whether institutionally-sanctioned or more avowedly commercial ventures. Cavell’s recent study of the connections between nineteenth-century Arctic narratives and the periodical press not only confirms the close relationship between these forms of publishing but also prompts us to consider the periodical as an object of study in its own right, not as a

---


sourcebook of facts awaiting recovery. A publication such as the *Geographical Magazine*, which provides the focus of Chapter 6, also presents an opportunity to consider how fluid the boundary could be between so-called ‘professional’ and ‘popular’ periodical publishing projects. Due to the close association between the magazine and the Royal Geographical Society, this case illuminates a range of attitudes towards the popular periodical press at this time. Considering how the venture evolved from its early days (under the title *Our Ocean Highways*) as a supplement to the publication which eventually became the blueprint for the Society’s own *Proceedings*, reveals how the vision behind the magazine changed over time as it moved through the hands of various publishers, proprietors and editors. It also raises wider questions about the intended and actual readership of the periodical.

2.4 Sources: Reconstructing Publishing Histories

The ability to reconstruct the history of any publishing project is determined to a large extent by the availability of source materials as well as the nature of the publication itself. The final section of this chapter introduces the main archival, published and electronic resources that have been utilised in the preparation of this thesis, organised under the headings of production, replication and reception which provide the overall interpretative framework. In so doing, it sheds light on the specific ways in which these aspects of publishing history are approached in each substantive case study. Additionally, this discussion reminds us that the same historical sources can often illuminate several parts of the publication chain simultaneously, suggesting that it is difficult in practice to maintain a neat separation between questions relating to production, dissemination and consumption.

Production

*Publishers’ Archives*

Publishers’ archives can present rich insights into the pre-publication lives of texts and their various material forms. While their precise arrangement may differ from firm to firm, publishers’ records share a common purpose: to record facts, figures
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and other materials relevant to the everyday functioning of the business including profit and loss accounts, legal agreements and authors’ correspondence and manuscripts. As such they can provide a wealth of information about the economics of publishing but also about the collaborative nature of this industry, one of the central concerns of this thesis.

Chapters 3 and 4 draw heavily upon one of the most extensive publishing archives in Britain, that of the house of John Murray (now held in the National Library of Scotland). Consisting of over 250,000 items arranged in eight series including business and legal correspondence, incoming correspondence, outgoing correspondence and author-publisher correspondence, the John Murray Archive (JMA) spans the period 1768 to 1920. The business and legal papers subset of the archive includes materials such as copies ledgers, customer ledgers, sales catalogues, copyright registration forms, and estimate books all of which provide a sense of the day-to-day demands associated with running a modern publishing house. Ledgers, for instance, can provide information regarding individual print runs, detailing the work and costs associated with particular editions in detail. Not only do they offer an insight into the labour involved in putting a work into print but they also reveal the identities and specific roles of the many individuals who helped to shape such works before they left the publishing house as well of course as revealing the monetary value placed upon their involvement. (The entry for *The Art of Travel* in Copies Ledger E which is shown in Figure 2.1 provides an insight into the kinds of information found within such sources.) Account books contain running records of payments made to authors providing an insight into both the initial contractual conditions under which publication took place and the ongoing fortunes of a volume over a longer time period. Estimate books reveal the initial expectations of the publisher in terms of the material form that a work would take and the costs associated with that production (Figure 2.2 shows Murray’s estimates for *The Art of Travel* and *Missionary Travels*).

---

The value of the material within these business papers is multiplied when viewed alongside the correspondence files which reveal something of the nature of author-publisher relations. Often it is the correspondence that helps to explain why the decisions evident in the business papers have been taken. For instance, the correspondence can reveal insights as to why a published work differs in significant aspects to that detailed in an estimate book. Similarly, correspondence can provide additional explanation as to how an author came to be associated with the firm or the process under which a manuscript was compiled and revised.

The JMA was the primary source of information regarding the pre-publication life of Missionary Travels. Ledgers, accounts and estimate books reveal the extent and nature of the initial financial investment Murray was willing to make in this instance, highlighting the cost of materials and labour while also allowing us to attribute particular aspects of the finished product to specific individuals whose involvement remains unacknowledged in print. Combining quantitative sources with letters and manuscript proofs enhances our understanding of the production process further. To give one example (illustrated by Figure 2.3), both letters from Livingstone and manuscript proofs within the JMA provide insights into how the dedication for Missionary Travels was shaped by multiple hands. Yet the JMA also prompts a series of questions that go well beyond the archive itself. For instance, the ledgers and correspondence pointed to markets for Missionary Travels beyond Britain but failed to reveal anything of the nature of the arrangements between Murray, Livingstone and various publishers overseas. Investigation into the American edition led to further research in the archives of Harper and Brothers, microfilmed at the British Library. However, this material served mainly to confirm the conditions under which the plates were obtained from Murray and offered no further insights into print runs, etc, reminding us of the uneven nature of archival coverage.

The JMA also provides significant insights into the pre-publication life of The Art of Travel. Again the various ledgers and account books are important sources along with the estimate books. Together these materials make it possible to reconstruct something of the multi-edition history of Galton's manual, revealing the size of print runs, the costs of illustrating, printing and binding volumes and so on. However, the JMA contains relatively little correspondence relating to The Art of Travel nor manuscript proofs, so that while it is possible to reconstruct part of the
production process from the ledgers and accounts, it is more difficult to understand the nature of the author-publisher relationship for this case on the basis of these sources alone. Even within a publishers’ archive as extensive as the JMA coverage can be uneven.

The archives of Macmillan and Co., central to the study of *Vacation Tourists* presented in Chapter 5, are divided between Reading University and the British Library. The collection at the British Library covers both nineteenth and twentieth centuries and occupies 1,250 volumes. It includes business and legal papers, manuscript records, letter books and a substantial collection of incoming correspondence. Reading University meanwhile is home to 60,000 incoming letters spanning the period 1875 to 1967. Material pertinent to *Vacation Tourists* was found in the outgoing letter books and correspondence collections at the British Library. Although the lack of ledger material prevented a similar reconstruction of print runs and production costs as was possible with the Murray volumes, the large collection of incoming and outgoing correspondence make it possible to recover much information about the difficulties associated with producing an edited book series. Discussions between Macmillan and Galton concerning everything from the remit and title of the series to minute editorial details are found in the two-way correspondence. Likewise the letters not only reveal sales figures for particular editions of the series but also afford an impression of what Macmillan and Galton felt about individual contributors, essays and volumes. Indeed the correspondence reveals significant insights into the everyday stress and strain of publishing in ways which ledgers and account books could not.

These reflections point to some of the challenges associated with working with publishers’ archives. While some have been destroyed or lost, others are highly selective in their coverage or not publicly accessible. Moreover, as Weedon notes, these were (and many continue to be) commercial businesses, meaning that ‘many British publishers’ archives are dispersed and correspondence and other material may be found in the archives of another firm, for instance, the firm that took them over, their bank, their solicitor, in the personal archive of the manager or family who began the firm’. Further, it is not uncommon to find that letters pertaining to the
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publication of the firm’s most successful ventures have been weeded out of the main correspondence body. As a consequence, a single archive will rarely hold all the answers to questions relating to the production of a particular volume.

This is especially true when the venture in question has passed through a number of publishing houses. The subject of Chapter 6, *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine*, was published variously by Edward Stanford, T. Pettit and Co., George Philip and Son and Trübner and Co. between 1870 and 1878. In this instance, it proved difficult to find any sustained archival trace of this project in the publishers’ archives themselves. In the case of Stanford, there is no real archive to speak of for the period concerned as ‘huge quantities’ of the firm’s records were disposed of when the firm moved premises in 1901. Following the sale of the firm to George Philip in the 1950s, a further collection of papers was destroyed, ensuring that ‘A series of business letters from the second Edward Stanford written between 1892 and 1917 is the only real source of background information that we have’.91 Similarly, while a library of works bearing the George Philips imprint is housed within the Royal Geographical Society, the firm’s business records have been lost in the intervening years following a serious of mergers.92 Trübner and Co. joined the firm of Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. in 1889 and so it is within the larger Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd Archive at UCL that we find their remaining business papers. The Trübner material within this larger collection runs to 5 volumes of publication books (1851-1897), 8 volumes of publication account books (1854 – 1893) and 3 catalogues ([1869], 1882, 1883 all of which are on long-term loan to Routledge). While there is much evidence to be found of other well-known Trübner periodicals within these volumes, the *Geographical Magazine* and its earlier titles have not left the same trace, again highlighting that coverage within individual publishing archives can be uneven.

---

Correspondence and Personal Papers

Publishers’ archives though provide just one route into the production process. Correspondence and archival collections relating to individual authors and editors can prove particularly informative even in cases where substantial material is available in an appropriate publishers’ archive. That said, it is important to recognise that the politics behind archival compilation and preservation mean that some kinds of individuals are more likely to leave archival traces than others, significantly constraining research possibilities. Even where such archival sources are available, they are often diffuse and not always catalogued in detail.

The personal correspondence of David Livingstone and Francis Galton reveal significant insights into the nature of authorship, highlighting in particular the challenges faced by travellers who turned their hand to writing for publication. Livingstone’s correspondence, though spread across a number of institutions, is relatively easy to access. The National Library of Scotland holds one of the largest collection of Livingstone material (including both manuscript originals and microfilm copies of collections held elsewhere) while other significant collections are increasingly accessible electronically through the Wellcome Trust’s Livingstone Online project.93 Letters such as those from Livingstone to naval captain Henry Toynbee and RGS Secretary Norton Shaw significantly extend our understanding of how such individuals came to shape Missionary Travels in ways which were rarely acknowledged.

The principal collection of Francis Galton’s papers and correspondence, held in UCL Special Collections, affords similar insights into the construction of The Art of Travel. The Galton Archive is catalogued in three parts: personal and family papers, scientific papers, and correspondence. Within the personal papers and correspondence one finds not only an explanation of the rationale behind Galton’s various publishing projects, including The Art of Travel, but also in this case information regarding the practice of compiling, testing and editing the various hints and suggestions contributed by other travellers. However, Vacation Tourists has left a much less visible trace in the Galton Archive. This may reflect the fact that letters have been lost or removed from the archive or that correspondence relating to the

93 Livingstone Online, Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at UCL,
venture was channelled through Macmillan's publishing house. *The Art of Travel* may be more visible within the archive because Galton had a much greater personal investment in this venture as the principal author and editor of the work. It is also worth noting that while there is a large collection of correspondence within the Galton Archive, many letters have been pasted into letter books to preserve the signatures of the author rather than the specific contents, leading to what in other respects seems a rather arbitrary collection.

**Institutional Collections**

As has already been noted, it is common to find archival papers and correspondence relating to individual authors and publishing ventures scattered across various archival depositories. Where there are strong links between an author and their work and particular institutions, the archives of those establishments can also yield further insights. Many of the authors, editors and publishers featured within this thesis enjoyed a close relationship with the Royal Geographical Society, making it an obvious repository to investigate. In the light of the lack of a substantial publishers' archive, the Fellows' Correspondence and Administrative Papers are crucial to understanding the rationale behind the *Geographical Magazine* in particular. Council and Committee Minute Books reveal much about the relationships between key figures within the RGS and the publication, including how Editor Clements Markham sought to promote the periodical within the Society while acting as RGS Secretary. Examining the Fellows' Correspondence for the same period helps to flesh-out the discussions recorded in the Minute Books and provides a greater impression of the fraught nature of the debate surrounding the role of popular publishing in conveying geographical knowledge in this period. The chronology of works provided in Appendix I emphasises the extent to which the publishing projects considered in this thesis overlapped at this time.

**Published Volumes**

In order to reconstruct the publishing history of the four publishing projects considered within this thesis, it was necessary to locate copies of the published volumes, in multiple formats, various editions and different languages as each case demanded. These volumes tell us much not only about how these four sets of texts came to market but also about the conditions surrounding their production. They also
provide concrete evidence of the outcome of the pre-publication decision-making process. While archival records might point to squabbles between authors, editors and publishers about the form and content of a work, it is often only possible to determine how disagreements were resolved by consulting the published works themselves. In the case of *The Art of Travel*, for example, the published copies of these editions revealed the nature of the revisions made to successive editions, while the Murray archive contained ample information regarding production costs and print runs. Furthermore, while the Galton Archive includes letters from fellow explorers offering insights for inclusion in future editions, it is the published volumes themselves that reveal the extent to which Galton edited these contributions before offering them under his own name.

To differing degrees, the editors and authors of publications studied in this thesis offered their readers an account of the origins and making of the work in question. Frequently these accounts were partial, hiding as much as they revealed. Nonetheless editorial contributions to *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine* reveal important information about the role of the periodical’s publishers and other individuals connected to the venture. The title pages too were an important means of tracing the publication’s evolution as it moved through different hands, providing a firmer sense of when particular publishers and proprietors took charge and enabling wider reflection on the implications of such transitions.

**Circulation and Replication**

Chapter 1 introduced Secord’s concept of ‘literary replication’, which helped to explain how texts operated in the marketplace, drawing attention to the variety of different ways that readers could encounter a given text. Many of the sources which reveal insights into the pre-publication lives of the projects considered in this thesis also yield significant information about their replication. These sources make it possible to reconstruct the wider markets in which these works circulated and to consider how each venture was positioned in relation to a range of other materials designed to convey information of travel and exploration. Furthermore, these sources reveal how publishers, authors, editors and others within the wider print trade sought to target these publications at specific groups of readers through the periodical press in particular.
Publishers' Archives

The publishers' archive does not cease to be of use once we move our focus out of the publishing house and into the marketplace. Publishers' obligations did not end once an initial print run was sent to market. Rather, distribution networks had to be maintained, advertising kept up and sales carefully monitored. Like their authors, publishers also kept a watchful eye on the reviewing press in order to gauge future demand. While it is clear that not all such activities will be recorded in the remains of every publishing archive, many hold useful insights into the ways that texts operated within a broader print market.

In the case of Missionary Travels, for instance, the Murray archive raises questions about the international circulation of Livingstone's narrative and also about the circulation of pirated editions within Britain. Ledgers and correspondence within the Murray archive also presented an insight into the relationship between The Art of Campaigning and The Handbook for Switzerland, both of which were completed by Galton while he was in the process of preparing editions of The Art of Travel. Additional materials within the Galton archive draw attention to the connections between these various publishing ventures. Likewise the Macmillan archive reveals that several of the contributions which eventually appeared within Vacation Tourists had been prepared with other outlets in mind, including the firm's own Macmillan's Magazine. Such snippets remind us that these ventures were part of a longer publishing career for many of the authors concerned and, particularly in the case of the periodical titles, encourage us to consider how these contributions relate to their other activities.

Periodical Press

The periodical press provides insights into the circulation and replication of these publishing ventures in a number of ways. Firstly, through consideration of advertising it was possible to identify how particular works were targeted at specific groups, to recognise which volumes were classified together and to discover where particular publications could be accessed under what terms. Advertisements, placed variously by publishers, booksellers and proprietors of circulating libraries, encourage us to consider how works were strategically positioned and repositioned over time and (printed) space and consider the motives behind such actions. Secondly, reviews within the periodical press act as evidence of reception and of
replication, as attempts to communicate knowledge of a particular work to other readers who may or may not go on to enjoy a subsequent extended encounter with another form of the same text. Periodical reviews also served to suggest links between different published works, whether intended by their authors or not. Thirdly, it was possible to consider how material within these publications moved through a variety of different print spaces, including other contemporary periodicals. The movement of material was traced in a variety of ways, including using electronic search tools, focusing upon connections identified within various archives, adverts and periodical reviews. In the case of the *Geographical Magazine*, for example, a case study of how the controversy surrounding Henry Morton Stanley was covered in a range of periodicals helps to demonstrate how material circulated in accordance with both the particular allegiances of editors and authors but also how this movement was shaped by the periodical format and rhythm.

*Published Volumes*

The published volumes demonstrate how these texts physically circulated in the market and so also provide important clues as to their relationship with other rival publications. Bringing together multiple editions of *The Art of Travel*, with the *Handbook to Switzerland, Hints to Travellers* and *The Art of Campaigning* served to clarify the possible links between these publications at specific points in time. This was also true of *Vacation Tourists* and *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers*. While reviewers could point towards possible connections, the nature of any linkage could really only be ascertained by studying the volumes themselves. Similarly, it was only through periodical advertisements that it was possible to pin down which piracies were causing Murray and Livingstone such concern. The many translations which were located using the Bibliography of Scottish Literature in Translation (BOSLIT) allowed further questions to be raised about the ways that the narrative was repackaged for different markets, both by authorised and unauthorised publishers.94

94 Bibliography of Scottish Literature in Translation (BOSLIT), National Library of Scotland,
Reception
In order to investigate questions concerning the reception of geographical works, it is clearly necessary to follow these works out of the publishing house. In this thesis, the problem of readership is approached from a variety of angles depending on both the nature of the publishing venture and the available sources. Rather than offering generalised accounts of how imagined readers might have read a book or a periodical, this thesis considers both the intended audience for these works and the specific responses of identified readers. Seen in this way, issues of reception may be approached through a variety of sources, including publishers' archives and material in print, as well as archival evidence from individual readers where it exists.

Intended Readership
Publishers' archives can reveal much about both the intended and the actual audience for a work. Author-publisher correspondence dealing with the preparation of both textual and paratextual materials in particular often directly acknowledges the perceived expectations of the groups they wish to target. Even where traces of such discussions do not survive within the archive, one can glean evidence of the intended audience from the form and contents of the published volumes themselves. As Secord's work indicates, inferences about the social composition of particular markets for print can often be drawn from the material construction of books and periodicals. Previous research has considered how specific textual and paratextual devices encourage particular ways of reading and specific interpretations of the work as a whole.95

Sales figures and print runs meanwhile can provide evidence about the ongoing commercial success (or otherwise) of particular ventures. However, it is important to recognise that the number of copies printed does not necessarily map straight-forwardly onto copies read: some purchased copies might have remained unopened, gathering dust on bookshelves while others may have been shared among a great many individuals. Furthermore, there were multiple sources of information about the contents of these ventures in addition to the published works themselves.

Advertisements, for instance, reveal further insights about the perceived readership for these titles while also providing examples of how potential readers could come to ‘know’ a work without picking up a copy: adverts regularly quoted passages from and/or favourable reviews of, the published work in question. Many advertisements for *Missionary Travels*, in particular, highlighted how booksellers would explicitly target specific groups such as reading circles or those seeking gifts for children. Additionally, adverts for circulating libraries which named *Missionary Travels* specifically not only reveal specific locations in which the work would have been available, they also suggest that the work was sought-after and considered suitable for their customers. Library catalogues also constitute valuable resources in this respect.

'Real Readers'

Information regarding the intended and perceived audience for a particular publishing project becomes more insightful when considered alongside evidence relating to specific responses. Such evidence can help to explain how interpretations varied across time and space, being deeply embedded within specific historical and geographical contexts. However, as desirable as it might be to recover the first-hand responses of a wide range of readers, this endeavour is very much constrained by the accessibility of source materials, as noted in Chapter 1. While there are no doubt countless insights into the reading experience of particular individuals tucked away in letters and diaries in archives far and wide, the difficulty lies in locating them.

Chapter 4 includes the most explicit discussion of individual responses to a publication that do not come from periodical reviews. The evidence on the ways that Richard Burton and James Collins used Galton’s *Art of Travel* may not, however, have come to light had it not been signalled within the catalogue to the extensive Galton Archive at UCL. While I may have come across Burton’s personal copy of Galton’s manual or evidence of his use of it in editing the *Prairie Traveller*, I certainly would not have sought out botanist James Collins had his very own ‘vade mecum’ not found its way into the Galton collection. Moreover, as wonderful as it can be to find such examples of the direct experience of readership, individual responses can no more stand for wider patterns of reception than periodical reviews can. In both cases, they need to be treated as situated responses and contextualised accordingly.
Furthermore, remembering that nineteenth-century reading practices often involved more than a solitary interaction between a reader and a material text, the problem remains: how are we to access more sociable textual encounters based not simply on silent reading but on talking and listening?\textsuperscript{96} Chapter 4, for example, highlights how Galton's manual formed the basis of a series of lectures for soldiers at Aldershot. Reconstructing responses to these lectures posed specific challenges in addition to those associated with building up a picture of responses to printed editions. The very nature of both the lectures and practical course, and the audience that it attracted made it difficult to locate printed evidence of reception.

\textit{Periodical Reviews}

In the absence of systematic evidence of individual reading experiences, periodical reviews provide an alternative route into considering how particular works of travel and exploration were received. While Cavell acknowledges that 'Periodical writers undoubtedly had ideological aims, and their representations of themselves as readers are not simple mirrors of reality', she also argues that 'If the evidence to be found in periodicals is treated with proper caution and sometimes read against the grain, it seems entirely appropriate to use it as a means of approaching the question of reader response'.\textsuperscript{97} Similarly, Topham notes that while reviews have been widely considered as evidence of the responses of individual reviewers, they can also provide insights into wider 'communities of readers'. In making this argument he is following the work of Chartier who argued that such communities were identifiable by what he termed 'reading ability' and 'norms and conventions of reading that ... define legitimate uses of the book, ways to read and the instruments and methods of interpretation'.\textsuperscript{98} Additionally, Chartier suggested that 'the expectations and interests that various groups of readers invest in the practice of reading ... determine the way in which texts can be read and read differently by readers who do not have the same


\textsuperscript{97} J. Cavell, \textit{Tracing the Connected Narrative}, 35.

intellectual baggage or relationship with the written word'.

Topham contends that 'reviews were themselves subject to an active process of reading shaped by the practices of the reading community, and they must be read in that light'.

Periodical reviews were targeted towards increasingly specific groups of readers who were assumed to share the same values and expectations and so, while acknowledging that readers did not necessarily agree wholeheartedly with the opinions expressed in the publications they read, wider conclusions can nevertheless be drawn from individual reviews. Reviews must, of course, be understood within the context of the publications in which they appear but also in relation to a wider culture of reviewing.

It is also important to note that different sorts of publishing projects are often associated with different kinds of reviewing strategies. While Missionary Travels was the subject of many lengthy review essays, often including substantial extracts from the text, the periodical ventures considered in this thesis attracted more limited commentary. The publicity surrounding the publication of Missionary Travels encouraged frequent and substantial reviews (which in turn served to perpetuate interest in the volume). However, it is important to remember that works with this kind of public impact were not the norm: plenty of travel and exploration texts made important contributions to knowledge without daily recognition in the periodical press. Works like Galton’s The Art of Travel, for instance, prompted extensive comment but were certainly not reviewed as widely as Missionary Travels. Different formats too lent themselves more or less readily to review. In the case of Vacation Tourists, reviewers would regularly mention one or two essays in detail before offering a general impression of that volume or even the series as a whole. As reviewers foregrounded different essays according to their own preferences, it proved difficult to compare and contrast the responses offered in different reviewing publications. In the case of a more frequent serial publication such as the Geographical Magazine, there was a tendency to simply ‘notice’ the appearance of the latest issue highlighting at most one or two feature titles. Rarely though did reviewers attempt to comment upon the value of the venture as a whole. Periodical


reviews can act as valuable routes to reception then but it is important to bear in mind the different challenges associated with researching single- and multi-authored works in this way. In the case of the Geographical Magazine, it proved difficult to locate either extensive reviews of particular issues or evidence of individual responses to specific articles. The question of reception can be broached from a number of other angles, however. On the one hand, Minute Books and Fellows' correspondence from the RGS revealed a long running debate over the value of the publication and the knowledge within its pages, providing insights into responses to the Magazine within the Society. Published advertising materials and the issues of the Magazine itself also offered information about sales and circulation while it was also possible to gather insights about the intended audience for the different versions of the periodical from these sources.

2.5 Electronic Resources

The potential of periodical reviews as a source and subject of research has been transformed by the recent development of electronic resources designed to enable broader insights into nineteenth-century print culture. While the use of electronic media for conducting, disseminating and consuming research has become commonplace in academia more widely, the proliferation of digital editions of indexes, databases and related materials all designed to make the periodical archive more accessible is especially striking. Work in the field of digital humanities has encouraged book historians and historians of science to think critically about the uses and implications of electronic resources in historical research, though historical geographers have not engaged much in these debates.\(^{102}\) It is still relatively rare, as Stauffer notes, to find reviews of digital content within scholarly journals.\(^ {103}\) Yet the

---

\(^{102}\) See the special issue of Journal of Victorian Culture 13 (2008) and P. Leary, 'Googling the Victorians', Journal of Victorian Culture 10 (2005), 72-86 for an introduction to some of the main concerns surrounding both the production and use of electronic resources in nineteenth-century research.

\(^{103}\) A.M. Stauffer 'Digital scholarly resources for the study of Victorian literature and culture', Victorian Literature and Culture 39 (2010), 293. Exceptions though are to be found in the Journal of Victorian Culture which now includes a Digital Forum within each issue and NINES which promotes and publishes peer-reviewed digital content relevant to nineteenth-century research,
impact of these technologies on the future landscape of historical research should not be underestimated. As Thomas contends,

digitisation is currently reshaping Victorian studies, constructing a canon of what is, and should be, made available and, by implication, what is, and what should be, studied. In effect, digitization is creating an idea of what Victorian culture is.\textsuperscript{104}

For this reason if no other, such sources need to be approached in the same critical light as others occupying more traditional formats.

To date, research into nineteenth-century periodical publishing has largely been shaped by the availability of a limited set of finding-aids. 'Until recently, the invaluable \textit{Wellesley Index of Victorian Periodicals} (1966-89) has largely defined the canonical list of titles used by scholars'.\textsuperscript{105} In addition to the Wellesley Index, which attributed authorship to articles published in 43 mainstream periodicals, other notable aids include \textit{Palmer's Index to The Times} (which helps to explain why this newspaper is repeatedly used to represent nineteenth-century opinion \textit{en masse} despite its relatively limited circulation) and Poole’s \textit{Index to Periodical Literature} which offered subject listings based on terms used in the titles of articles appearing in 479 British and American periodicals.\textsuperscript{106} However, these indexes only begin to scratch the surface: John North, compiler of the \textit{Waterloo Directory of English Newspapers and Periodicals}, estimates that some 125,000 periodical titles were published in this period.\textsuperscript{107} These titles were increasingly targeted towards highly specific groups of readers, and often appealed to individuals who would not have been catered for by the more celebrated monthlies and quarterlies. Accessing the breadth of periodical literature published in the period has for a long time proved difficult as many of these ventures were short-lived and therefore, as Mussell and Paylor note, ‘if they survive at all, it is usually in small, fragmentary runs, often

\textsuperscript{107} Dawson and Topham, ‘Science in the nineteenth-century periodical’, 6.
housed in unexpected places'. Digitisation promises to make such sources newly available to a large number of researchers.

**New Resources: New Research Questions?**

As the number and range of periodicals, newspapers and books which are indexed and rendered searchable online proliferates so too do the possibilities for research into a much wider sample of publications and their readers. The scope and aims of current digitization initiatives relevant to nineteenth-century print vary considerably with some focusing on indexing content while others offer facsimile images of pages with or without the ability to carry out in-depth searches. There are disadvantages and advantages associated with each approach. However, it is clear that the volume of material that has now been rendered accessible electronically has significantly altered the research environment for scholars of nineteenth-century print in recent years: as Topham explains, '[T]he capacity [electronic resources] provide for locating references to individuals, institutions, publications, events and concepts can circumvent weeks, months, or even years of painstaking research, and thus make possible research projects that were previously unthinkable'.

Within the context of this thesis, electronic resources were crucial to identifying the connections between publishing contexts, titles, authors, editors, publishers, readers and institutions which each chapter outlines. (Appendix II provides more information about the specific electronic resources used in the course of my research). Being able to follow each publishing project through a number of different print spaces including periodical advertisements, reviews, articles and multiple editions was fundamental to understanding the role of print and publishing more generally in fashioning understandings associated with travel and exploration.

However, it is not only the growing quantity of print sources available that allows us to ask new questions. Digitization has resulted in greater access to a wider range of printed materials rendering it possible to ask new questions about how knowledge was packaged in accordance with the conventions of different genres and the perceived expectations of specific readers. To give just one example within this


thesis, electronic resources located materials which provided significant insights into the wider circulation of *Missionary Travels*, especially in pirated and translated editions, revealing that there was a long overlooked publishing history surrounding Livingstone's narrative which extended far beyond the celebrated 1857 Murray edition (as discussed in Chapter 3). Several digitization projects offered new insights into the Murray editions too though by providing the necessary tools to locate and analyse a wide array of published reviews, including a number which were explicitly aimed at groups which have traditionally been under-represented in historical accounts. \(^{110}\) By contextualising these reviews it is possible to draw out similarities and differences between reviewers’ responses and also to suggest why certain reviewers or groups of reviewers might have responded in specific ways. As well as highlighting the importance of factors such as religion, political affiliation, gender and class in shaping how particular texts were reviewed, digitization has also encouraged researchers to reconsider how geography impacted the way that particular ideas circulated within and beyond Britain.

**New Resources: New Methodologies?**

For all the rhetoric of new research possibilities, in practice many scholars continue to use periodical databases in particular for a relatively limited set of ends, continuing to view the periodical as a source of information about specific contexts, issues or events, rather than as an object of study in its own right. As Mussell explains, ‘Digital resources, because of the way they have been designed, facilitate the mining of their contents for information, and so will consolidate the idea of the press as an undifferentiated mass of content from which to abstract choice portions’. \(^{111}\) There is some concern then that researchers will be encouraged to pluck passages of text out of their original contexts in order to bolster a particular argument. This criticism is certainly not unique to users of digital content: it is
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\(^{110}\) Part I of Gale Cengage’s 19\(^{th}\) Century UK Periodicals series, for instance, is dedicated to ‘new readerships’ and provides access to a selection of periodicals designed for women and children and also to a number which take humour or leisure and sport as their focal point. These and other projects including *British Library Newspapers I and II* have widened access to regional titles providing greater opportunities to consider the spread of responses to particular events. See Appendix II for full details of these and other electronic resources used in this thesis.

important not to romanticise the virtues of the pre- or non-digital research environment as if it necessarily brought researchers closer to the reading experience of Victorians. While modern libraries may contain large numbers of bound volumes, the majority of nineteenth-century readers would have encountered unbound issues complete with their wrappers, covers and supplements which are often removed prior to binding.\footnote{112}

Both Topham and Mussell have argued that it is necessary to develop new methodologies which take into account the specific challenges of using digital resources for historical research.\footnote{113} While digitization has undoubtedly extended research possibilities beyond the narrow canon of publications which have dominated scholarship until recently, it remains the case that the publications which are most accessible are not necessarily those that were most influential or widely read in their day. A host of contingent factors mean that some publications lend themselves to digitisation more readily than others while the specific agendas of content providers and funding councils also guide not only what is digitised and when but also who gains access to that content and under what terms. This has both theoretical and methodological implications, shaping both the materials open to investigation and also the wider research environment in which this work is conducted. As Appendix II illustrates, while some projects are freely accessible to anyone with internet access (SciPer, Nineteenth-Century Serials Edition, Internet Library of Early Journals, Internet Archive, Project Gutenberg, Google Books, for instance), many others are only fully available to subscribed users (Periodicals Archive Online, 19th Century UK Periodicals, Proquest Historical Newspapers, and so on). At a time when research budgets are being squeezed across the board, expensive institutional subscriptions stand as real barriers to widening access to these resources: digitization certainly does not always equate to democratization.

Furthermore, questions of access aside, it can be difficult even to identify which resources are available. The number of digitization projects appears to be growing exponentially and while many such ventures are high-profile collaborations between research institutions and commercial partners, there are many other smaller

\footnote{113} Topham, ‘Accessing the content of nineteenth-century periodicals’, 25; Mussell, ‘Ownership, institutions, and methodology’, 94.
projects resulting from individual efforts. Furthermore, in the case of large commercial ventures, publishers often decide to integrate existing tools into new products which provides greater functionality but also often results in multiple gateways to the same resources. While many Victorian-related websites including the Victoria Research Web and Victorian Web contain lists of electronic resources and websites, it remains a challenge to locate a definitive and up-to-date list of what is available. The British Library's list of electronic resources is a useful starting point for subscription resources in particular, but many of the freely accessible collections utilised in this thesis were located following internet searches and recommendations from colleagues.

Once identified, it is important to consider what exactly the various electronic publishing ventures offer in terms of content, coverage and functionality. Most, if not all, electronic resources contain sections on editorial policy which can reveal significant insights into the decision-making process surrounding the production of these research tools. While content providers might shout about what is gained through digitization we must also pay attention to what might be lost or hidden. Key questions include whether wrappers, advertising supplements and other ephemera have been removed prior to digitization; whether the whole print run has been included or simply those issues which fall within the remit of the project; and whether this was the only edition of the publication to appear or one of several. It is important to consider whether we are comparing like for like when we bring together materials accessed through different gateways. Moreover, users should acknowledge that digitization projects produce new digital editions of particular copies of works, not exact replicas of hard copy originals. Many of the maps originally published within nineteenth-century translations of *Missionary Travels*, for instance, have been removed prior to or while being digitised for sites such as Google Books and the Internet Archive. This reminds us that the utility of sources will inevitably vary, depending on the specific aims of a research project. In the course of research undertaken for this thesis, the vast majority of books and periodicals discussed at length were consulted in both digital and hard copy. The inclusiveness and

---

114 See for example, Gavan Tredoux's burtoniana.org and galton.org which provide access to digital facsimiles of the published writings of these explorers (accessed 01/06/2011).
exclusiveness of individual databases and indexes can vary in important ways as do cataloguing strategies. Again these are not issues unique to electronic repositories but as Mussell notes, if we examine such editorial decisions, we are better placed to use these materials in an effective and critical manner.115

Different electronic resources have been constructed to serve different purposes. As Topham points out, for example, the design of the Wellesley and Poole's Indexes which are both now available electronically makes them less well equipped to provide insights into the presence of particular subjects within the periodical titles they cover.116 The Waterloo Directory certainly goes further in this respect, in both coverage and sophistication, allowing users to both browse and search according to their own specific criteria. The Science in the Nineteenth Century Periodical index though has been designed specifically with this aim in mind, drawing upon the expertise of historians in order to manually index the presence of science within a set of non-specialist periodicals. As Mussell and Paylor note, this allows this particular resource to produce quite different insights: 'Whereas the other indices treat the archive (however they define it) as a resource from which data must be extracted, SciPer – while doing something similar – foregrounds the role of the periodical in constituting this information'.117

Users of electronic resources are increasingly able to combine such indexes with searchable databases of facsimile images of individual pages which may help to overcome some of the fears about such resources encouraging a dramatic de-contextualisation by abstracting material from its original position within the issue as a whole. Viewing what was printed alongside a particular article or commentary can prove enlightening, helping to highlight how complementary or contradictory content could often be juxtaposed within a single issue or even page. Searches rely upon OCR software to convert words on the printed page into electronic 'hits' and so the accuracy of searches will always be determined to some degree by the sophistication of the available software. As Patrick Leary notes, too many returns can be debilitating and researchers need to develop new approaches to searching efficiently and effectively: 'Learning to refine searches using Boolean logic and

115 Mussell, 'Ownership, institutions, and methodology', 98.
116 Topham, 'Accessing the content of nineteenth-century periodicals', 21.
other technologies is an art in which all online researchers are obliged to acquire some proficiency.\textsuperscript{118} A certain amount of time then has to be built into the research process to allow researchers to familiarise themselves with the particular characteristics of individual databases. Where researchers simply 'jump into' searching they are more likely to remain oblivious to such limitations, equating lots of search results with comprehensiveness.\textsuperscript{119}

* * *

This chapter has explored how the conceptual framework introduced in Chapter 1 might be applied to the specific context of travel and exploration publishing in the mid-Victorian period. It has also evaluated various methods and approaches that might be utilised to shed light on the production, dissemination and consumption of a select sample of Mid-Victorian texts. The four case studies have been introduced, as have the sources and methods used in researching each of the chapters to follow. All that remains is for the reader to embark on their own journey into the world of mid-Victorian travel and exploration publishing.

\textsuperscript{118} Leary, 'Googling the Victorians', 81.

\textsuperscript{119} J. Mussell, 'Ownership, institutions, and methodology', 96-97.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 5</td>
<td>Balance Clarifying</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 15</td>
<td>Balance Clarifying</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Proceeds Out of England</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance Clarifying</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance out of England</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance out of England</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance out of England</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance out of England</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 30</td>
<td>Balance out of England</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Extract from Copies Ledger E, John Murray Archive, MS42730, National Library of Scotland
2.2 John Murray’s Estimates: Galton’s *Art of Travel* (1854) and ‘Livingstone’s Journals’ (1857), John Murray Archive, MS42721, National Library of Scotland
DEDICATION.

SIR RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON,

Professor of Geology in the University of Edinburgh,

For an Authentic Account of the Physical Conformation of the African Continent,

First given at the Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society in 1852, three years before the Author of these Travels recognised it as a Continent.

In further evidence of sincerity and for the liberal support which he has always given to the Author's researches and labours, I have the honour to be, with the highest respect and esteem, Sir Roderick Impey Murchison, Your humble servant.

Dedicated, with this expression of appreciation, to the Author of Missionary Travels, for the invaluable services he has rendered to the science of exploration, and for the valuable information he has imparted respecting the physical conformation of the African Continent, as I have reason to believe it to be a Continent.

Sir Rod. I. Murchison, K. B.

[signature]

2.3 Sources from the John Murray Archive: Livingstone’s Dedication in Missionary Travels

Left and Centre: Extract from D. Livingstone to J. Murray, August 24, 1857, MS42420

Right: Manuscript proof, MS42431
Circulation and Reception:

*Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*
This chapter examines how publishers and the publishing industry helped to shape the way that knowledge arising from travel and exploration was produced, disseminated and consumed in particular print spaces. More specifically, it takes published exploration narratives, the dominant form of travel publishing since the end of the eighteenth century, as its focal point. Narrative accounts of exploration during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were bound up in debates about authorship, authority and authenticity, particularly in the wake of the controversy surrounding the volumes associated with Cook’s voyages in the 1770s. By the end of the eighteenth century, there was an expectation that exploration would give rise to first-hand narrative accounts based upon direct personal experience. However, the fact that travellers themselves rarely excelled in literary endeavours though presented publishers with a dilemma: how to render a volume commercially appealing while also maintaining its status (or at least appearance) as an authentic, authoritative account based on first-hand experience.

As the market for travel books expanded during the mid-nineteenth century so other challenges presented themselves, threatening to undermine the authoritative status of the published exploration narrative further. The expensive, heavily-illustrated volumes published by well-established houses such as John Murray and Blackwoods were beyond the reaches of large sections of the increasingly literate public, a fact which the growing number of periodical publications dedicated to working- and middle-class readers recognised. These publications fed the demand

2 The first published narrative of Cook’s voyages was prepared by John Hawkesworth. Although based upon Cook’s own journals, it was to vary significantly from the accounts offered by those who were present on the journey, including that of Cook himself. On the controversy this event sparked and its impact upon subsequent exploration narratives see G. Williams, “‘To Make Discoveries of Countries Hitherto Unknown’: The Admiralty and Pacific exploration in the eighteenth century” in A. Frost and J. Samson (eds.), *Pacific Empires: Essays in Honour of Glyndwr Williams* (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1999), 13-32; J. Cavell, *Tracing the Connected Narrative*, 15-19 and I.S. MacLaren, “From exploration to publication: the evolution of a 19th-century Arctic narrative” *Arctic*, 47 (1994), 43-53.
for information about travellers and their adventures through articles, extracts and reviews which were prepared with their highly specific readerships in mind. In some instances, publishers and authors would even plagiarise or pirate whole volumes in an attempt to benefit from the success of a particularly sought-after volume. Such publications played an important role in producing, disseminating and contesting claims associated with travel yet the relationship between these publications and the exploration narratives they discussed has received little attention. Examining the production, circulation and consumption of published accounts of travel though highlights the strategies used to convince readers of the authenticity of particular editions, the wider range of print spaces implicated in battles over authority and the extent to which decisions taken in the public house influenced the responses of particular readers.

Using David Livingstone’s *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa* as an exemplar4, this chapter raises wider questions about the nature of author-publisher relations, about the relationship between authorship, authority and authenticity and about the reception of published exploration accounts. Section 3.1 explores the production of the first edition of *Missionary Travels* pointing to the collaborative nature of authorship and the strategies used by Murray and Livingstone in order to render the explorer’s manuscript publishable yet still credible as an authentic unadorned account of his adventures. From here we follow *Missionary Travels* into three different marketplaces exploring the circulation of Livingstone’s narrative in Britain, America and Europe (Sections 3.2-3.4). This account indicates that books of travel regularly crossed national and linguistic borders and also that authorised editions were supplemented and sometimes undermined by competitors. Finally, Section 3.5 explores a selection of the English-language reviews which appeared in the years immediately following the publication of *Missionary Travels*. Bearing in mind the points made in Chapter 2 concerning the use of reviews as a route to reader response, the number and breadth of publications which carried reviews of this particular exploration account is striking (see Appendix III). This prompts us to consider how Livingstone’s narrative was presented to different readerships through the periodical press.

---

4 D. Livingstone, *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa Including a Sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa and a Journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; Thence Across the Continent, Down the River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean*, (London: John Murray, 1857).
David Livingstone was already a household name when he returned to England in December 1856. Throughout his sixteen-year residence in Africa, the newspaper and periodical press had kept the reading public up-to-date with his missionary activities and geographical 'discoveries'. The fanfare that Livingstone met with upon his return, largely orchestrated by President of the Royal Geographical Society, Roderick Murchison, only served to heighten public interest in the explorer and his adventures. There was a clear market therefore for a publication recounting his years in Africa, a fact which was not lost on publisher John Murray III. On 5th January 1857, only three weeks after the explorer had returned from Africa, Murray gently prodded Livingstone to make a decision about whether his firm would have the privilege of publishing his much sought-after narrative. In order to secure a manuscript Murray had offered to bear 'the whole cost of publication including engraving of map, plates & all other incidental expenses, bearing whatever risque there may be' in return for one-third of each edition's profits. Murray was not familiar with Livingstone's literary qualifications (or lack thereof) when he made this offer. Rather his calculations were based solely on the perceived market for the narrative. As he explained to Livingstone, the standard of writing required to render a work of publishable quality could easily be achieved with outside assistance if necessary: 'Should you need any literary assistance or advice in the preparation of your MSS for the press I should have no difficulty in procuring it for you'. This form of collaboration was commonplace, as Withers and Keighren have recently argued, being considered part and parcel of the investment required to produce a commercially viable product.

When Murray learned from Murchison that 'offers had been made ... by other persons', the publisher bettered the terms of his original proposal, offering a two thousand guinea advance to be paid once the work was published. Murray hoped that this would convince Livingstone that his firm had both the financial capability and

---

5 J. Murray to D. Livingstone, January 5, 1857, Outgoing Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS41912, National Library of Scotland.
6 J. Murray to D. Livingstone, January 5, 1857, Outgoing Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS41912, National Library of Scotland.
7 Withers and Keighren, 'Travels into print'
the desire to 'promote [his] interests at least as much as any other publisher'.

Although Livingstone had privately expressed doubts as to his ability to produce a publishable narrative, he nevertheless accepted Murray's terms. It was clear from the outset though that transforming his field notes and journals into a manuscript was going to be a considerable undertaking. Although Livingstone had written letters for publication this was the first substantial piece of writing he had undertaken and his lack of experience proved telling. After a period of struggling to make headway under his own steam, Livingstone tried dictating passages to one of Murray's employees. However, this too was to frustrate the explorer who found that he was 'quite unable to dictate continuously or give a connected narrative without seeing the preceding parts of the sentence'. Simply deciphering his own notes was to prove a significant challenge for Livingstone. As explained in the published preface, 'Greater smoothness of diction, and a saving of time, might have been secured by the employment of a person accustomed to compilation; but my journals having been kept for my own private purposes, no one else could have made use of them ...'.

Murray and his literary advisors were of course on hand to assist Livingstone. On several occasions, they successfully convinced Livingstone to alter the content, style or tone of his manuscript. The published narrative began, for instance, with 'a personal sketch' of the author, included, at the suggestion of 'several friends, in whose judgement I have confidence' on the grounds that the 'reader likes to know something about the author'. Livingstone revealed that Mr Binney, one of Murray's assistants, had also shaped the content of the author's history so that the explorer might appear honest, hard-working, self-educated and crucially, religious but not over-zealous with it:

He advised a few sentences on the change in the feelings in my history without which many religious people would set the book down as merely intellectual affair and that I was not a religious missionary at all. I do so in 4 or 5 sentences. I then state that I will not refer to the religious feelings again nor the evangelistic labours which impelled me this will take away the handle which some might use against it.

---

8 J. Murray to D. Livingstone, January 19, 1857, Outgoing Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS41912, National Library of Scotland.
9 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, March 27, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
10 Livingstone, Missionary Travels (Murray, 1857), v.
11 Livingstone, Missionary Travels, (Murray, 1857), 1.
12 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, April 29, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
Livingstone was not always so happy to follow the advice of Murray’s editorial staff, becoming increasingly anxious about the amount of influence others were allowed to exert over his manuscript. While he acknowledged his own shortcomings as an author, in his view the fact the Murray’s advisors did not share the explorer’s first-hand experience of the field rendered them only partially qualified to comment on his manuscript, particularly as it would be he and not they that would be called to account for the book’s content after it left the publishing house. Livingstone became particularly vexed by the revisions offered by the reader Milton and complained to Murray that ‘The liberties he has taken are most unwarrantable and I cannot really undertake to father them’. Livingstone reasoned that his ‘letters written to the Geographical & Missionary societies [were] popular’ so there was no basis to suspect that a narrative written in the same voice would not prove so. The corrections that the reviser encouraged amounted to nothing more than ‘namby pambyism’ in Livingstone’s eyes and he encouraged Murray to get rid of him accordingly. The author complained that he had obtained favourable reviews from influential figures such as Roderick Murchison, Richard Owen of the Royal College of Surgeons and Whitwell Elwin, editor of Murray’s own Quarterly Review. Livingstone reasoned therefore, that his narrative was ‘more likely to be popular and saleable as it was than if diluted or emasculated as this man [Milton] has impudently presumed to do. It is therefore both to your advantage & mine that I reject in toto every change introduced in red ink. The explorer was adamant that both his content and writing style did not deserve the criticism which it had been subjected to. He drew upon the recently published narrative of Elisha Kent Kane in his defence and argued that ‘Many of the corrections already put in are not given in Kane’s and my book will be read by persons in much the same position as to intelligence as the readers of his’. While Livingstone claimed that he did not wish to appear ‘cantankerous or unreasonable or difficult to deal with’, he was also unwilling to

13 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 30, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
14 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 30, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
15 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 31, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
16 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 31, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
'succumb to make the work a mere primer'. He complained that the revisions were 'quite abominable' and went on to express his fear that 'it will even now partake of too much of the penny primer character', revealing that he was desperate that his work should not be made too popular and subsequently dismissed as mere entertainment. By entrusting subsequent revisions to Norton Shaw, editor of the Royal Geographical Society's *Journal*, Livingstone could not only hope to garner support and insight from someone who had 'some sympathy with African travel' but who was also used to preparing publications for the same learned audience that Livingstone hoped to reach out to.

Of course, Livingstone's narrative was not the only task that required preparation and revision prior to the publication of a book of his travels. A title sheet, dedication, preface, appendix, two maps and a complete set of illustrations all had to be prepared, with work on these elements progressing alongside that on Livingstone's own text (see Figure 2.3 for the preparation of the dedication). These elements were subject to as much negotiation and debate as the narrative text itself. For example although both maps were attributed to John Arrowsmith in the contents page, they were in fact the product of many hands. The first mapped Livingstone's journey through the African continent while the second gave a more detailed view of the route taken between 1849 and 1856. Arrowsmith was expected to construct maps based on the figures recorded in Livingstone's observation book; however, doubting the accuracy of some measurements, he suggested that the explorer might 'suppress' some of them. Livingstone insisted that he did not 'like any thing like "cooking"' but nevertheless contacted Astronomer Royal Thomas Maclear and Henry Toynbee in the hope that they might make sense of the 'mass of confusion' within his notebook which he privately confessed was 'in fact a history of my gropings in calculating my positions in the most simple humdrum manner'.

That the maps which were drawn up by Arrowsmith were not based solely on Livingstone's own calculations is also evident from the published maps themselves.

---

17 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 31, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
18 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 31, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
19 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 31, 1857 and June 3 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
20 D. Livingstone to H. Toynbee, August 20, 1857, MS 7329/16, Wellcome Library.
21 D. Livingstone to H. Toynbee, August 22, 1857, MS 7329/17, Wellcome Library.
Like all European explorers in Africa, Livingstone had relied upon local expertise and testimony to gather topographical information, a fact which was acknowledged within one map with the inclusion of the following note:

Rivers, Outlines of Lakes, &c. delineated by uncontinuous lines, and also, Names written in hairline letters; shown generally the amount of Oral Geographical information which Dr Livingstone collected from intelligent Natives with whom he conversed during his travels across Africa.22

Livingstone is here characterised as the expert able to interrogate witnesses and distinguish between reliable and unreliable information. This contributes to the overall effect which the maps, observation tables and other similar devices are designed to achieve, namely the authentication of Livingstone as scientific explorer.23

While collaboration was essential to ensuring that Livingstone’s narrative was both intellectually rigorous and commercially viable, it could also pose significant practical challenges for the publisher. Cantankerous authors were testing enough, but as the case of Missionary Travels illustrates, there were several other parties involved, notably cartographers, artists, publishers’ readers and writing assistants. Upon finding that some advance subscribers had begun to withdraw their commitment to purchase the book on account of the long delay in publishing, Livingstone was eager to inform Murray that it was Arrowsmith and not he that was holding up the proceedings. As he remarked,

I hope if you are losing some subscribers you are getting others. No effort will be spared in getting on as quickly as I can I have given Arrowsmith everything - I get duplicates from Maclear and he said nothing about an occultation I expected. Arrowsmith might have the proofs from Kalai Eastward in addition he is famed for being late and blaming every body but himself for it.24

Livingstone of course was responsible for his fair share of delays. The difficulties he had with composing his manuscript have already been alluded to but he also

---

22 J. Arrowsmith, ‘A map of Dr Livingstone’s route’ in D. Livingstone, Missionary Travels (Murray, 1857).
23 Wisnicki makes a similar argument. However, his discussion of what he terms ‘strategies of authentication’ is based solely on his reading of the published narrative and therefore fails to consider the extent to which individuals other than Livingstone shaped such features. A.S. Wisnicki, ‘Interstitial cartographer: David Livingstone and the invention of South Central Africa’, Victorian Literature and Culture, 37 (2009), 255-271.
24 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, July 11, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS 42420, National Library of Scotland.
repeatedly sought outside counsel when he disagreed with Murray's advice, further holding up progress. For instance, he discussed the possibility of publishing the observations which had been the basis for his maps (and the subject of so much confusion) with Roderick Murchison, Thomas Maclear and Henry Toynbee. All three agreed that there would be interest in them and Murchison had suggested that the RGS would be willing to publish them. However, Livingstone was concerned that this might detract from the value of his own book and so decided to encourage Murray to include them. Murray was less convinced, offering instead to print 250 copies that might be obtained separately by those who had an interest. Livingstone though was not keen to yield to his publisher's better judgement and sought advice once more from Toynbee: 'In these circumstances what is to be done. Shall we give them over to the Royal Geographical or Astronomical Society. I should like the Admiral's opinion: 12,000 [copies] is a serious expense though it would only be two sheets.' In the end, a compromise was secured as Livingstone managed to convince Murray to include a table of longitude and latitudes at the end of the book, presenting a fuller discussion of his measurements in the RGS Journal instead. This instance echoed many others involving debates over both the form and content of the book's paratexts and text and demonstrates not only how delays could occur as the character of such features was negotiated but also of the extent to which Livingstone was mindful of the need to balance Murray's understanding of the economics of book production with the expectations of the scientific community. For all the editorial work that went on to transform the explorer's notes and journals into a publishable product, it would, after all, be Livingstone alone that would be called to account for the book's content once it was published, a fact which he clearly recognised.

25 D. Livingstone to H. Toynbee, August 20, 1857, MS 7329/17, Wellcome Library.
26 D. Livingstone to H. Toynbee, [August 22-27, 1857], MS 7329/70, Wellcome Library.
3.2 Missionary Travels in Britain: Challenges to Livingstone’s Authority

When the much anticipated first edition of *Missionary Travels* (Figure 3.1) finally went on sale in Britain for one guinea, John Murray struggled to keep up with demand. The first printing of 12,000 copies sold out immediately. By mid-December, the publisher was using advertisements to inform the public that 25,000 copies had now been printed and to reassure those still searching for a volume that ‘a fresh delivery of this work will be ready next week, when Copies may be obtained of every Bookseller in Town or Country’.28 That there was a real demand behind these advertisements is clear from a letter sent from Livingstone to his publisher on Christmas Day, 1857:

> Yesterday on passing through Manchester a friend of mine wishing to have my autograph in the copy of the book sent round the town & searched for it in vain. He got it at last by offering 2/6 to any boy who would procure it for him. I think it well to mention this and also that the new ones have not yet reached Glasgow.29

The efforts of Murray and Murchison to create a demand for Livingstone’s narrative in advance of its publication proved highly effective. However, the public appetite for knowledge of Livingstone’s travels proved to be double-edged: a handful of rival authors and publishers attempted to exploit Livingstone’s popularity and the delay between Livingstone’s return to England and the appearance of the official narrative. As early as January 1857, for instance, Livingstone protested in *The Times* that the recently published *A Narrative of Livingstone’s Discoveries in Central Africa from 1849 to 1856* (Figure 3.2) was entirely unauthorised despite the claim of publisher George Routledge that the work was accompanied by a map ‘revised by himself’.30

The explorer sought to convince the public that he had certainly given no other person either the information or the authority to justify such an announcement as that of Messrs. Routledge and Co.; and assuredly no honest man would distort the fact of having pointed out on a faulty map my line of route to friends in private into “a map revised by himself.”31

---

28 *Notes and Queries* 102 (1857), 483; *The Times*, (December 23, 1857), 15.
29 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, December 25, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
The preface of the Routledge volume revealed that what they called 'the first authentic narrative of the important explorations of the Rev. Dr Livingstone' had been compiled from a set of the explorer's letters which had been leaked to the *British Banner* by Ebeneezer Prout of the London Missionary Society. The same preface also contained an admission that the publishers were aware of Livingstone's intention to author his own narrative. However, they did not see this as reason enough to abandon their own publication, commenting that 'The world will accept gladly the further history upon which the great explorer is now engaged, and the public taste will, in the meantime, be stimulated by the pleasing and naturally recorded narrative here presented.' Routledge thus tried to claim that they were assisting in establishing a market for Livingstone's book and in so doing, helping the explorer 'to advance the true interests of civilisation, science, commerce, and religion, in the vast interior of the great African continent'. Livingstone, however, was concerned that this and other similar publications were damaging his reputation as readers took at face value their claims that they were endorsed by the explorer. On one occasion for instance, Livingstone complained to Murray, that

> in the Times this morning the mistake is put on my shoulders and my friend Prout is no doubt ready to swear that corrected by myself is true. I having merely glanced at the newspaper thing & pointed out that it was all wrong about the Zambesi. After this "Save me from some of my friends".

Routledge was not alone in attempting to pre-empt Livingstone's own narrative. Houlston and Wright, another London-based publishing house, published an account by Henry Gardiner Adams of *Dr Livingstone: His life and Adventures in the Interior of South Africa: Comprising a Description of the Regions which he Traversed; an Account of Missionary Pioneers; and Chapters on Cotton Cultivation, Slavery, Wild Animals, etc. etc* (Figure 3.2). Although Livingstone had no direct involvement with

---

32 Finding his personal correspondence in print encouraged Livingstone to think twice about how much information he would divulge in future. He explained to George Rough, former Lord Provost of Dundee, for instance, 'that considering the unscrupulous use which has been made of my letters already it is still advisable to refrain from answering lists of questions'. D. Livingstone to G. Rough, April 15, 1857, David Livingstone Papers, MS 20312, National Library of Scotland.

33 *A Narrative of Dr Livingstone's Discoveries in South-Central Africa, From 1849 to 1856* (London: Routledge and Co., 1857), iii.


35 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, February 2, 1857, David Livingstone Collection, DL 2/15/1, Royal Geographical Society.
the work, Adams claimed in the preface that ‘The extraordinary interest which is felt by the reading public of this country, as well as the whole civilised world, in the adventures and discoveries of Dr Livingstone, renders any apology for the appearance of the present volume altogether unnecessary’. The author made the case that the public appetite for knowledge of Livingstone and his discoveries obliged those with information to present it to as wide an audience as possible. Adams supplemented the materials that had been released by Livingstone and his associates with ‘other and independent sources, to give the narrative proper coherency, and to convey to the mind of the reader a clear impression of our traveller’s labours and perils in the cause of Christian civilisation, and present to them a true picture of the wild regions he explored’. It is noteworthy of course that Adams, a man with no apparent personal experience of African travel, deemed himself qualified to judge exactly what constituted ‘a true picture’. Livingstone himself certainly did not appreciate Adams’ account. On March 21, 1857, the Athenaeum carried a letter from the explorer complaining of ‘the host of pirates’ who had ‘upon the strength of some few extracts from certain letters of mine, collected without my consent or knowledge, have published what they are pleased to call a ‘Narrative of my Travels Livingstone also drew attention to what he called the ‘artful wording’ of advertisements designed to suggest that such works had been sanctioned by himself with Adams’ work in particular bearing the brunt of his dissatisfaction. He singled out one notice which claimed that ‘Dr Livingstone’s Life and Adventures have now assumed a tangible form’ and that ‘Mr H.G. Adams has been entrusted with the labour of love of seeing the good work through the press’. Livingstone made it quite clear to the Athenaeum’s readers that he was acquainted with neither Adams nor his publishers. A week later the periodical published a response from Houston and Wright who professed that they were equally offended by the advertisement which Livingstone alluded to. The publishers explained that they had been enlisted to act as ‘agents’ by Henry Adams and that in accordance with a frequent practice in the trade as regards agency books, we took no charge

36 H.G. Adams, Dr Livingstone: His life and Adventures in the Interior of South Africa: Comprising a Description of the Regions which he Traversed; an Account of Missionary Pioneers; and Chapters on Cotton Cultivation, Slavery, Wild Animals, etc. etc. (London: Houlston and Wright, 1857).
37 Adams, Dr Livingstone: His life and Adventures, vii.
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39 D. Livingstone, Athenaeum 1534 (1857), 375.
whatever either in drawing up or sending out advertisements*.40 The advertisement which had prompted such outcry though remained unclaimed, with Adams also refuting that he was its source. The author, however, failed to see Livingstone’s cause for complaint, highlighting that his own name appeared prominently on both title pages and argued therefore, that ‘no one can be misled as to the authorship’ (Figure 3.2, centre and right). Indeed Adams appeared to suggest that Livingstone’s reaction had been excessive, asserting ‘I regret that a few words in an advertisement, neither written nor issued by me, and which were withdrawn as soon as discovered capable of perversion, should have called forth Dr Livingston’s remarks*.41 Livingstone though was convinced that he had been wronged, claiming that ‘The denial of advertisements is instructive as even the authors of them start back from the deception practised when they see it presented to their own eyes in print in its naked deformity’.42 The fact that the work was composed of material already published did little to calm Livingstone either, who instead reasoned, ‘The other parties are I think equally guilty for I was never asked whether I would permit my letters to be published in a collective form by either the "Banner" Snow - or the L.M. Society’.43 To make matters worse, Prout, who had been responsible for supplying the Banner with Livingstone’s letters, had assisted Adams in the preparation of his book. Such collusion, Livingstone’s sister had reasoned, was ‘a case of "Satan reproving sin"’.44

By the time that Missionary Travels was published, readers had long had access to several different sources of information regarding Livingstone and his travels. These included the explorer’s published letters, public lectures and the volumes outlined above. Murray and Livingstone attempted to distinguish their narrative from the others on offer by promoting its status as the only ‘authentic account’ based on the explorer’s own journals, aware that other publishers were taking advantage of the unforeseen delay in publication.45 Sales figures suggest that
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40 D. Livingstone, Athenaeum 1534 (1857), 407.
41 D. Livingstone, Athenaeum 1534 (1857), 407.
42 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 8, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
43 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 8, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
44 D. Livingstone to J. Murray, May 8, 1857, Incoming Correspondence, John Murray Archive, MS42420, National Library of Scotland.
45 A draft of the preface for Missionary Travels included a ferocious attack on those responsible for rival accounts of Livingstone’s travels. Livingstone decided to suppress it on account of its being ‘too fiery’. The published version still tackled the issue, however, serving both to remind readers that this was an authorised account and also acting as a warning to those who might intend to plagiarise the
this tactic proved effective, as did promising that the work would be available shortly even before a draft manuscript was complete, as one reviewer confirms:

Those of our readers who have not seen Dr Livingstone's work, will doubtless be anxious to hear something of a book so full of interest. Long has "The Row" waited for it; month after month has its publication been postponed; but if we may judge by the extent of its sale (which has reached twenty thousand) this delay has acted rather as a stimulant than as a damper to the eager expectation alike of the commercial, the literary, the scientific and the Christian man.46

Thus although rival accounts caused Livingstone and Murray much angst and were widely circulated themselves, they also served to publicise the authorised edition and the fact that Missionary Travels was widely lauded as the only 'authentic' account of Livingstone's journeys seemingly helped to ensure that the explorer's own account triumphed.47

3.3 Missionary Travels in America: Battling 'Pirates' Abroad

Competition with Livingstone's narrative of his travels was not confined to Britain. In America, for example, there were several home-grown alternatives to the authorised edition. In the spring of 1857, while Livingstone battled with Routledge and Adams, another author, John Hartley Coombs, was also preparing his own account entitled Dr Livingstone's 17 Years' Explorations and Adventures in the Wilds of Africa (Figure 3.3).48 Dated February 4, 1857, the editor's preface explained that 'It seldom happens that a traveller is unwilling to be the historian of his own adventures' yet Livingstone had, according to Coombs 'in the most unequivocal manner, expressed a determination not to give, at the present time, any written account of his African researches, from under his own hand'.49 Echoing Routledge and Adams, Coombs revealed that he had felt obliged to fill this void and drew attention to Livingstone's 'utmost willingness to answer any inquiries relative to the incidents of his long and weary pilgrimage' as if to imply that this amounted to an
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47 'Livingstone's missionary travels', Gentleman's Magazine and Historical Review, 3 (1857), 623.


49 Coombs (ed.), Dr Livingstone's 17 Years' Explorations and Adventures, 4.
implicit endorsement of the venture. Of Coombs himself though, we learn relatively little, for as the preface made clear, he did not ‘feel under any obligation to declare what motives influenced him to undertake the task of collecting all the facts connected with Dr Livingstone’s travels which could possibly be obtained from authentic sources’. Coombs was eager to impress upon his readers though that he would ‘derive no pecuniary advantage whatever from the publication’. Thus, in keeping with his presentation as ‘editor’ rather than ‘author’ of the work, Coombs presented himself as someone charged with compiling and arranging material already in circulation so as to bring Livingstone’s discoveries to as wide an audience as possible. The use of ‘authentic sources’, it appears, ought to confirm to readers that this too was an ‘authoritative’ and reliable production.

The extent to which the work circulated in Britain is unclear, although it was certainly compiled in London and with the British public in mind in the first instance. What is more certain though is the fact that the work found an audience across the Atlantic, appearing under the imprint of both J.T. Lloyd & Co. of Philadelphia and Bronson and Fobes of Chicago in 1857. If Lloyd’s adverts are to be believed, the firm had received advance orders for 80,000 copies of the work which retailed at 50 cents for the paper edition and $1.90 for the cloth bound edition. Those willing to sell the book on behalf of Lloyds could also make a substantial profit as the firm offered the book to agents at half its retail value. While we might question the credibility of such advertisements, as Finkelstein points out, ‘typically, American editions were three or four times larger than British print-runs (which averaged 750-1,000 copies per impression), and prices a third or a quarter less’. By the time Livingstone’s own narrative made it into the American marketplace then, just as in Britain, there were already alternative and unauthorised accounts in circulation. It is likely that relatively few copies of Murray’s costly edition of Missionary Travels made it across the Atlantic. The combination of the high retail price of books in England and tariffs imposed on imported works discouraged book buyers from importing large quantities of English books. This is not to say, however, that works by English authors did not feature prominently in the
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American book trade during the mid-nineteenth century. In fact American readers had long consumed British works. Prior to the 1820s, there was a large export market in books from Britain travelling to America. However, as Feather notes, during the 1820s, the economic base of the trade in books expanded as the American population grew and dispersed across the country encouraging the reprinting of British books in America as an alternative to importing editions published across the Atlantic. Indeed in the ensuing decades reprints flooded the American market, depriving British authors and publishing houses of a valuable source of revenue. While some of the more established firms such as Carey and Lea of Philadelphia or Harper Brothers of New York made courtesy payments in order to compensate British authors, there was no legal obligation for an American firm to do so. Both America and Britain had enacted domestic copyright legislation, yet there was little legal protection to British authors beyond British soil. Of course those firms that did make agreements with British publishing houses would often be rewarded with first access to the sheets or stereotypes for the work they sought. Thus, as McVey notes, ‘Publishers were more notable for cooperation than for pirating’. Such cooperation was beneficial to both sides. In America, being the first to publish a sought-after British book carried obvious advantages while in Britain, such an agreement at least offered the author some form of compensation. Additionally, as Feather reasons though, by encouraging the exact reprinting of the British edition, these agreements helped to ensure that readers across the Atlantic encountered a work in the same form that was originally intended by its authors and publisher.

In 1838, the British Parliament had passed the International Copyright Act designed to ‘afford protection ... to the Authors of Books first published in Foreign Countries, and their Assigns, in cases where Protection shall be afforded in such Foreign Countries to the Authors of Books first published in her Majesty's Dominions ...’. Yet without any kind of reciprocal legislation in America, the Act could still not prevent American publishing houses producing their own rival reprints. And as much as British publishers protested about their piratical ways,
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legally, they were not doing anything wrong. Attempts to enact some kind of international copyright agreement with the United States appeared increasingly futile and by the end of the 1840s, hope had all but been abandoned. However, this was not to say that the mass reprinting that had characterised the early decades of the century continued unabated. Indeed as Tebbel notes, many houses had suffered as rival firms flooded the market with cheap reprints, attempting to undercut one another. Publishers realised though that excessive competition was threatening the survival of the book trade and so by the 1850s, the trade in reprints had declined significantly.\(^{58}\) Additionally, many of the country’s reputable publishing houses showed a willingness to compensate British authors in return for access to advance sheets of their works. More importantly though, through ‘courtesy trade agreements’, the more respectable American houses agreed not to reprint a British work if another house had already produced an American edition.\(^{59}\) Such agreements though depended on the good-will of individual publishing firms and still offered relatively little protection for foreign authors.

In the case of *Missionary Travels* it was Harper and Brothers, one of the longest-established and most reputable American publishing houses, which would secure access to the advance sheets of Livingstone’s work, allowing the firm to ensure that the Harper and Murray editions appeared simultaneously (Figure 3.3). Harper and Brothers, established in 1819, had built up a reputation for producing such works with Joseph Henry Harper contending that ‘their catalogue was where one naturally turned for books of travel and exploration’ in this period.\(^{60}\) Certainly the firm were willing to pay a high price to ensure that they would be the first to introduce the American public to Livingstone’s narrative, with the company’s records revealing that Livingstone received £200 in return for the advance sheets.\(^{61}\)

With no formal Anglo-American copyright agreement, of course, such an outlay could easily be recouped so long as less scrupulous rival publishing houses did not attempt to undermine their sales by producing their own reprints of the work once it was readily available in the marketplace. While ‘courtesy agreements’
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\(^{61}\) Priority List, 35, Archives of Harper and Brothers, Reel 22, British Library.
generally ensured that reprinting was kept to a minimum in this period, from the perspective of smaller firms without hard-fought after reputations to defend, there was still much to gain from issuing their own editions of English works already in circulation. Certainly J.W. Bradley showed little professional courtesy to either Harper or Murray, producing its own edition of *Livingstone's Travels and Researches in South Africa* (Figure 3.3). Although more of an abridgement that an exact reprint, the Bradley edition could easily be confused with that offered by Harper. The title pages of both works were similarly arranged, displaying almost identical titles followed by Livingstone’s name and credentials as well as a prominent picture of a magnified tsetse fly. Indeed the only notable difference between the two pages, besides the imprint, was that the Bradley edition indicated that it was ‘from the personal narrative of David Livingstone’ rather than simply being *by* the explorer. Moreover, ‘a historical sketch of discoveries in Africa’ was also added to that narrative offered in the Bradley volume. At first glance, though there was little to differentiate the volumes and it would surely have been difficult for a reader coming across both for the first time to identify which edition had Livingstone’s authorisation and which did not. The fact that Bradley presented themselves as ‘the American publisher’ also served to suggest that their edition was that which had been sanctioned for circulation on that side of the Atlantic. By comparison, as Harper had simply let Livingstone’s own preface introduce the volume rather than adding their own ‘publisher’s preface’ some readers could be forgiven for thinking that this edition was simply an unauthorised reprint.

Apparently aware of the potential for such confusion, Harper began inserting notices into other works on their books warning potential readers of the presence of ‘several spurious editions’ in the marketplace. Using language almost identical to that used by Livingstone and Murray in their attacks on Routledge, Adams and Houlston and Wright, these notices criticised the ‘artful advertisements’ which were being used to suggest that Livingstone had authorised the production of the rival works. Moreover, the publishers informed readers that ‘Dr Livingstone repudiates them entirely, and wishes it to be generally known that the present work is the only
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authentic narrative of his Adventures and Travels in Africa'. The publishers though were eager to communicate that their own edition was not only authoritative but also highly regarded by the critics. Thus the notice contained short extracts from reviews which had appeared in influential publications such as the Boston Post, the New York Observer, the N.Y. Courier and Enquirer as well as the Athenaeum. While we will return to the reception of the work later in this chapter, it is worth noting that the particular extracts that Harper chose to advertise the book tended to emphasise its wide appeal and accessibility. For instance, the Literary Gazette's readers were told that the text 'addresses itself to large and numerous classes - the great religious world, the commercial world, the scientific'. Similarly, the Boston Post was quoted as remarking that the work was 'At once scientific, literary, and religious, it deserves to be read and studied by all classes'. Meanwhile the N.Y. Commercial Advertiser commended the 'remarkable narrative, distinguished throughout by the modest character of true merit. Clear, concise, unaffected, and fluent, it charms the reader, and bears him along irresistibly, securing his attention from first to last'. That Harper chose to celebrate these facets of the work over others is noteworthy in light of the claims made by Bradley in their edition of Livingstone's Travels and Researches.

While their own preface acknowledged that Livingstone's 'personal narrative is the most important and interesting of all that have yet been published' and asserted that it would 'prove the most influential on future discovery', the Bradley volume nevertheless claimed that 'by omitting a considerable amount of scientific matter and minor details' its publishers had constructed a work 'more acceptable to the general reader'. While Livingstone's contribution to the fields of geology, meteorology, zoology and geography were praised, these were deemed to be of particular interest to 'scientific inquirers' only. Thus, Harper's adverts in emphasising that all readers

would find the volume both interesting and accessible, attempted to undermine Bradley’s claim that their own abridged version was uniquely suited to a general reading audience.

Bradley launched their own counter-attack on Harper, inserting a double-page spread of ‘Notices of the Press’ into several of their own works. Unable to claim that their edition had the author’s own stamp of approval, Bradley instead let ‘respected journals of the country’ make their case for them. The periodical extracts they chose to advertise their volume though praised several different aspects of the work. Some, for instance, focused upon the material qualities of the book, with the *United States Journal* commenting ‘The work is finely illustrated, well-printed, and firmly bound thus answering in every respect, the demand for a popular and a cheap edition’.70 The reviewer distinguished between ‘popular’ works and those that were ‘cheap’; it was not simply the case that this version of Livingstone’s narrative should be widely read because it was inexpensive, the reviewer suggested, but rather its popularity was connected directly to the work’s content. The *Daily Democrat*’s reviewer also praised the fact that the publishers had rendered the work affordable for a wide range of classes ‘by leaving out a mass of dry scientific details, which are only of use to a very small class of the community, and which actually make the narrative department, now so extremely charming, tiresome and uninteresting’.71 Thus, the reviewer was happy to accept the publisher’s assessment of which parts of Livingstone’s narrative were most important, despite the fact that Livingstone himself believed that he alone ought to be allowed to tell his story. Rather than fundamentally altering Livingstone’s narrative, the reviewer suggested that the publisher had in fact done something of a public service. Although the *Temperance Monitor* did allude to the controversy that had surrounded the publication, the reviewer suggested that any complaints directed towards Bradley had been inspired by economic motives:

That this work is a work of merit, is proved by the war waged upon it by the various publishers, who have raised the cry of “spurious edition,” hoping this false alarm would draw off the public from the cheap edition of J.W. Bradley, of Philadelphia; but we rather guess that those who want to obtain this excellent work know their own interests well enough to get not only the cheapest edition yet published, but at the same time get all the important facts of the narrative, which, in the English edition, is sold for six dollars.72

Thus, the reviewer also upheld the general consensus that nothing of value had been lost when Bradley decided to omit ‘incidental details and scientific matter’.73

These reviews serve to highlight that even though Bradley’s volume was not endorsed by Livingstone, it was nevertheless deemed worthy of review by several American publications. This suggests that the appetite for knowledge of the explorer’s discoveries extended far beyond Britain and was such that readers were necessarily concerned by whether particular editions were authorised by Livingstone himself. In Britain, John Murray as well as Livingstone had taken to the periodical press to argue that only a narrative directly endorsed by the explorer himself should be considered authoritative: in America, however, it was left to Harper to defend the value of Livingstone’s work. The American publishers had everything to gain by continuing to promote the assertion that any work produced without the explorer’s explicit involvement was inherently inferior. By contrast, both Coombs and Bradley adopted a different tactic contending that their respective works were valuable because they were accessible to a wide audience, both because they presented a version of events which was inexpensive and easily understood but also because although they were based on other sources which Livingstone himself had endorsed. Bradley enjoyed considerable success with their own narrative with the edition being reprinted in 1858, 1859 and 1860. Although Harper would still go on to sell ‘nearly thirty thousand copies ... at three dollars per copy’ the firm’s official history revealed that Bradley’s abridgement had interfered considerably with the authorised edition.74

Thus in America as in Britain, Livingstone was not the master of his own story.
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3.4 Missionary Travels in Europe: Reserving the Right of Translation

The appetite for knowledge associated with African exploration in general and David Livingstone in particular was not only confined to the Anglophone world. Like many contemporary English-language travel narratives, Missionary Travels was translated into several European languages soon after its publication. Although these translations have hitherto received little scholarly attention, they provide another route to examining the relationship between authorship and authority for, as Rupke writes,

Translators relocate books, taking these away from the intellectual control of authors, repossessing the texts, possibly in the service of very different purposes than those for which they were originally intended. Such alterations of meaning can be effected by new, additional prefaces, by footnote commentary, by other additions such as illustrations, by omissions, and most fundamentally, by the very act of cultural relocation.

Translation then regularly involves transformation, not only of textual meaning but of the physical construction of books as printed objects. Translators therefore must be considered alongside publishers, editors, authors, readers and reviewers when we consider how knowledge is made and remade as print travels.

Within the confines of this chapter the discussion of the translations of Missionary Travels must necessarily be limited to a select number of exemplars: Livingstone’s text was published in several French, German, Danish and Swedish editions before the end of the 1850s, all of which deserve significant study in their own right. In what follows, French and German renditions of Livingstone’s narrative are considered, in order to explore what happened to Livingstone’s authority as his narrative was repackaged in different cultural contexts. Although the Murray archive itself reveals relatively little about the negotiations which lead to the production of authorised French and German-language editions, examining the legal frameworks supposed to govern the international trade in books in conjunction with the translated editions themselves can tell us much about the wider circulation of Livingstone’s narrative.

75 The accounts of several nineteenth-century European travellers were also translated into English, the most prominent of which being Heinrich Barth’s five volume Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts, 1857-1858) (also published in 3 volumes by Harper and Brothers of New York, 1857-1859).

While the passing of the 1838 Copyright Law had failed to bring about a reciprocal copyright agreement between Britain and America, it proved more effective in establishing bilateral agreements with individual European states. Together with the amendments made in 1844, which included the extension of protection to works produced in the whole of the British Empire, this legislation provided the basis for a series of agreements between Britain and the German states, the first of which being signed with Prussia in 1846. A series of other agreements followed between different European powers until, as Feather explains, ‘there was gradually developing a network of reciprocal copyright protection which covered much of Europe’. In 1851, an Anglo-French treaty was finally secured after a compromise was reached over translated works. This legislation protected authors against unauthorised translations providing strict conditions were met. Firstly, the title page of the original work had to indicate, as Missionary Travels did, that the right of translation had been reserved. Additionally, to secure protection, works had to be registered both in Stationers’ Hall in London and at the Bureau de la Libraire at the Ministry of the Interior in Paris within three months of publication. There were restrictions too upon the time frame in which a protected translation could be published, with part of the translation having to appear within a year and the whole not more than three years since publication. With its attention to translations, the 1851 Anglo-French agreement prompted an alteration to domestic law and in 1855, the Anglo-Prussian agreement was also amended to afford works produced in the German state the same protection. Nonetheless, while this legislation was designed to curb the trade in unauthorised translations there remained a band of ‘enterprising’ foreign publishers who would seek to provide what we might call indirect translations or abridged accounts for non-English speakers.
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German-Language Editions

Numerous publishers were keen to take advantage of the avid appetite for translated travelogues among German speakers. During the nineteenth century, as Tautz notes, translated accounts of travel were an important source of 'geographical, mercantile, and scientific knowledge of the world' not least because the 'German principalities ... rarely participated in the colonial undertakings of their European neighbours'. The demand for German-language travel literature remained high throughout the nineteenth century although the preferred style of travel-writing changed over time. For as Sidorko's work on German accounts of Balkan travel highlights, nineteenth-century writers were influenced by Humboldt and thus 'combined natural scientific observations with ethnological, archaeological and linguistic insights'. More generally, as time went on, 'purely scientific reports were gradually replaced by journalistic accounts'. As in Britain and America then, there was a growing market for narrative accounts of daring exploration.

Leipzig publisher Hermann Costenoble negotiated an agreement with Murray in April 1858 which gave him the 'exclusive right of translation into German' along with a set of clichés [printing blocks] for the 45 woodcuts which would appear in his edition of Missionary Travels in exchange for £100. This sum was paid entirely to Livingstone as Murray had agreed to surrender all profits from foreign editions to the explorer. Indeed as Murray put it to Costenoble, he acted only as the 'Friend of Dr Livingstone' in brokering the deal. However, Murray appeared less than friendly subsequently when a disagreement over the registration of copyright arose. Although the exact cause of the dispute is unclear, less than a month after Costenoble was granted the right of translation, Murray warned him that he had obtained 'from Leipzig, full evidence of the full & exact registration of Dr Livingstone's Copyright in Saxony' and complained that 'under the circumstances your proceedings have not been creditable & I warn you that in the event of any infringement by you of Dr
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Livingstone's rights, I shall take legal measurements to obtain justice'.

It is not surprising to find that Murray fiercely defended his author for as he later explained, he believed that 'An author's book is like a weaver's web – if you let foreign pirates take his property with the same justice you might cut off so many inches from the weaver's broadcloth on its way to market' and 'To stop a pirated copy therefore is no more then to arrest a pickpocket'.

Irrespective of this disagreement, however, Costenoble did go on to publish a two-volume translation of Livingstone's narrative titled *Missionsreisen und Forschungen in Süd-Afrika während eines sechzehnjährigen Aufenthalts im Innern des Continents* (Figure 3.4). Philosopher and psychologist Hermann Lotze, who had already prepared an edition of Charles J. Andersson's *Lake Ngami or, Explorations and Discoveries During Four Years' Wanderings in the Wilds of Southwestern Africa*, for the German market undertook the translation. Echoing Rupke's earlier assertion that it is not only the text that is transformed in the process of translation, several paratextual features were altered, repositioned or omitted in the preparation of this new edition. The title page for instance dispensed with Livingstone's affiliations and the image of the tsetse fly which was used to emphasise the scientific quality of the work. Similarly the dedication which highlighted Livingstone's personal connection to Roderick Murchison was also removed. The preface had allowed Livingstone to directly address questions of authorship and authenticity in ways entirely conventional in English exploration narratives, apologising for his failings as an author but at the same time indirectly claiming that the unpolished character of his narrative was testament to its veracity. In his role as translator, though, Lotze assumed responsibility for the literary value of the new text having been employed to render Livingstone's narrative accessible to a particular audience. While he retained the introduction in which the explorer reminded readers of his humble background and famously claimed that he would rather walk across Africa again than write another book, Livingstone's more
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personal preface was relocated to a less prominent position in the second volume. While translation offered Lotze the opportunity to stamp his own authority upon Livingstone’s text, he also had to ensure that it remained convincing as an ‘authentic’ account. Hence the importance of the prominent declaration on the title page that this was an ‘Autorisierte, vollständig Ausgabe für Deutschland [Authoritative and complete edition for Germany]’, a fact which Costenoble’s advertisements also always emphasised.

However, holding the exclusive right of German translation did not mean that Costenoble’s edition circulated without competition. In 1859, a fellow Leipzig publisher Otto Spamer produced a volume dedicated to Livingstone, der Missionär. Bearing the full title Erforschungsreisen im Innern Afrikas. In Schilderungen der bekanntesten älteren und neueren Reisen insbesondere der großen Entdeckungen im südlichen Afrika während der Jahre 1840 – 1856 durch Dr David Livingstone (Figure 3.4), this work was not an attempt at a direct translation but rather offered its readers an overview of African exploration to date, before focussing on Livingstone’s adventures in particular.91 Nevertheless, such works may have proved more appealing to some German readers than Costenoble’s authorised translation. For one reason, this book ran to only 296 pages making it considerably shorter than Costenoble’s two-volume tome. While there was less text, the work was heavily illustrated with ninety-two in-text illustrations, seven full-page illustrations and map of Africa. The obligatory portrait was also present. While the illustrations were clearly based on those that had appeared in Costenoble’s edition (and Murray’s previously), those responsible for Spamer’s, as well being arguably less skilled than the original craftsmen, had also taken it upon themselves to alter the images.

This is clear in the case of image that originally appeared under the title ‘Lake Ngami, discovered by Oswell, Murray, and Livingstone’. Rather than depicting the moment the three men ‘discovered’ the lake in 1849, as the title suggests it ought to, the engraving actually shows Livingstone admiring the lake with his wife and children while an African servant brews tea in the foreground. The image was constructed by combining portraits of Livingstone and his family with the

91 Erforschungsreisen im Innern Afrikas. In Schilderungen der bekanntesten älteren und neueren Reisen insbesondere der großen Entdeckungen im südlichen Afrika während der Jahre 1840 – 1856 durch Dr David Livingstone [Researches in Central Africa and descriptions of the most famous ancient and modern travel, in particular the great discoveries in Southern Africa during the years 1840 – 1856 by Dr David Livingstone] (Leipzig: O. Spamer, 1859)
artist Alfred Ryder's drawing of the lake, made in 1850. While Livingstone had indeed returned to the lake that year, the scene that he described in his letters and journals differed markedly from that shown in the book. In reality both the pregnant Mary Livingstone and the explorer's children were constantly ill: yet, as Tim Barringer notes, 'In 'Lake Ngami' the archetypal roles of the Victorian middle-class household are enacted: Livingstone, the paterfamilias, is at the top of a pyramid comprising his wife, children, servants and possessions. Mary Livingstone is seen enacting the stereotypical role of “Angel in the house”, caring for the young and the sick'. However, in the version of this scene in Spamer’s book, Livingstone, is depicted by his children’s side beckoning instructively towards the Lake, rather than standing protectively over his wife’s shoulder (Figure 3.5). Similarly, Mary Livingstone now stood watching over the black servant brewing tea in the centre of the picture. While such changes were relatively subtle we should consider the implications of and reasoning behind such alterations. The fact that the images were plausibly similar, although not identical, to those appearing in Costenoble’s edition, may have served to convince readers that they would not miss out consulting the shorter, cheaper, version provided by Otto Spamer. Certainly several reviewers pointed out that while the book might be specifically aimed at younger readers, there was much to recommend it to the public at large.93

Costenoble, though, claimed that Spamer’s book was the product of plagiarism, prompting a public dispute which gave rise to Spamer publishing advertisements comparing his firm’s book with the ‘so-called authorised translation’ of his rival. In these advertisements Spamer claimed that he would not personally engage in a debate over the value of either work but would instead leave the matter to two geographical authorities.94 A review in Petermann’s Mitteilungen, the most influential German geographical periodical of the period, was quoted as a means of

94 Spamer produced the following pamphlet in order to respond to charges that he had plagiarised Livingstone’s narrative: Vehme oder Justiz? Appellation an die öffentliche Meinung im Betreff eines Gutachtens des Leipziger Sachverständigen-Vereins I. Section vom 10. November 1858, wodurch dieselbe den Inhalt des angeklagten Buchs: "Livingstone, der Missionär" etc. für gesetzmäßig erklärt und dennoch dessen Verleger aufs empfindlichste an der Ehre krankt, eine Streisschrift zu seiner Rechtfertigung und im Interesse des gesammten deutschen Buchhandels geschrieben von Otto Spamer. (Leipzig, 1859) [Not seen].
demonstrating the worth of his account for public education and entertainment. What Spamer failed to reveal, however, was that these comments appeared within a longer review which concentrated to a larger degree on Costenoble’s edition. The reviewer had much praise for the authorised translation, commending its high standard in the light of Livingstone’s own peculiar style of writing and its value as the only complete German version of Livingstone’s narrative. In his own comments on Costenoble, Spamer quoted the *Berliner Zeitschrift für Erdkunde* which was rather less positive about the worth of the translation. This reviewer suggested that since English was the common language of geographers, it was not so much a direct translation that was required but more a volume which reorganised and clarified the contents of the original for the wider reading public, something which Lotze’s volume failed to do. Although Spamer did not reproduce them in the advertisement, the publisher also alluded to a list of ‘ridiculous and incomprehensible’ translations which the reviewer had highlighted in the full article. Through the selective use of periodical reviews, Spamer thus attempted to convince potential readers that Costenoble’s ‘authorised’ version was not necessarily more instructive that his own ‘independent’ work. What this episode highlights is that Livingstone’s authority over his narrative was further challenged in the German context both because of issues inherent in translation and because of the failure of copyright legislation to deter the publication of rival versions of the same narrative.

**French-Language Editions**

The circulation of *Missionary Travels* in French-language editions further testifies to the significance of the transnational market for narratives of travel and exploration. Publisher Louis Hachette, one of France’s largest publishing houses at this time, began negotiating terms for the production of a French translation of *Missionary Travels*.

Travels before the English edition had appeared, although it would be 1859 before *Explorations dans l'intérieur de l'Afrique australe* would appear in print (Figure 3.6). Hachette's translated edition was published as a single volume and, in fulfilment of copyright regulations, indicated on its title page that it had been 'ouvrage traduit de l'anglais avec l'autorisation de l'auteur' [translated from English with the author's permission]. The translator was identified as Henriette Loreau, who was responsible for translating a number of well known works into French for Hachette, including travel books. In 1862, for instance, she was responsible for Richard F. Burton's *Voyage aux grand lacs de l'Afrique orientale*, and in 1866, David and Charles Livingstone's *Explorations du Zambèse et de ses affluents*. Periodical reviewers regularly singled out Loreau for specific praise before going on to applaud Livingstone's merits as an explorer. Charles-Louis Chassin told readers of the *Revue de l'Instruction Publique de la Literature et des Sciences*, for instance, that the French edition was beautifully printed and illustrated and would be a work of lasting value, being consulted often by those interested in geography, natural and human history while the fidelity and clarity of Loreau's translation was specifically praised. Similarly, the *Bibliotheque Universelle Revue Suisse et Etrangère* claimed that Loreau had successfully conveyed Livingstone's unique style of writing combining perfect simplicity with a remarkable talent for description. The result, the reviewer claimed, was a popular book which would be sought after by all ages and class of readers. La Tour du Monde's review, though, did not discuss the merits of the translation in relation to the Murray volume, instead providing bibliographic details for both English and French editions before noting that Livingstone's narrative had now sold 50,000 copies across both countries.

98 L. Hachette to J. Murray, October 5, 1857, John Murray Archive, MS40500, National Library of Scotland.
further emphasising that the interest in Livingstone’s narrative went far beyond his native country.  

As elsewhere, this interest would give rise to rival accounts often aimed at children or other readers who might find the authorised volumes inaccessible. Author Henry Paumier, for instance, took advantage of the time between the appearance of the English and French editions to construct *L’Afrique ouverte ou une esquisse des découvertes du Dr Livingstone* (Figure 3.6). The book was published in 1858 by Meyrueis and included within the *Nouvelle bibliothèque des familles*. At only 132 pages long and heavily illustrated it was aimed primarily at younger readers and at only 1 franc, it was more accessible than Hachette’s volume. Although not a direct translation, Paumier’s book clearly drew heavily upon that published by Murray. It began by recounting Livingstone’s humble upbringings before summarising his African adventures which were illustrated by a fold-out map and several images based around those in the authorised English edition. One such illustration was that recreating Loandan hairstyles. Livingstone had discussed and illustrated these in *Missionary Travels* and Paumier too included illustrations which were strikingly similar despite the fact that his text only made fleeting mention of the topic (Figure 3.7). That Paumier dispensed with much of the scientific detail offered by Livingstone in his original text may have reflected the readership he had in mind. Indeed although not reviewed as widely as Hachette’s, his book was received favourably in a number of publications, precisely because it summarised what were perceived to be the most interesting (i.e. adventurous) elements of *Missionary Travels*. Although there is no evidence to suggest that Paumier’s volume sparked the same controversy that similar English and German works did, this case reinforces the earlier claim that in practice, Livingstone and Murray could not retain absolute control over either the text or the illustrations within *Missionary Travels* or its authorised translations once they were in the wider marketplace.
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3.5 Reviewing *Missionary Travels*

This chapter has so far highlighted the tension that existed between the need to produce commercially appealing accounts of travel and the expectation that such volumes should be written by explorers themselves, resulting in collaborative practices of authorship which were widespread through usually unacknowledged in print. Examining the circulation of Livingstone’s narrative has also revealed that the explorer’s ability to control how stories of his discoveries spread in print was challenged by a number of rival authors and publishers. How different readers actually responded to these texts remains to be seen. Sales figures, multiple reprints and editions tell us something about the popularity of works recounting Livingstone’s adventures but they do not capture the nature of readers’ engagements with particular editions. As George Thornton suggested not everyone who bought copies of *Missionary Travels* went on to read the work and those that did might not have been so interested in the words on the page:

> African explorers have overstocked the libraries with journals and travels – no one ever reads or buys them. Dr L’s book had a wonderful sale – the pictures did it – but I have never met anyone who had read the book through tho’ it is very interesting.107

The remainder of this chapter addresses questions of reception, focusing specifically upon reviews of *Missionary Travels*, featured within English-language periodicals between 1857 and 1860. These reviews, although not unproblematic as sources of evidence as discussed in chapters 1 and 2, were an important means of communicating and debating the contents of Livingstone’s text, particularly given that many more readers would have had access to periodical titles than to the first volume produced by Murray.108 We cannot treat periodical reviews as straightforward routes to the responses of their authors, however, for as historians of Victorian literature have noted, many mid-nineteenth-century reviewers were
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increasingly self-conscious about their role as critics.\textsuperscript{109} They wrote for particular audiences but were also constrained to some degree by the conventions of the periodicals they wrote for and were often subject to editorial revision themselves. Furthermore, as Brake argues, ‘some mid-century critics, particularly those who regarded themselves as professionals, had many authorial personae; and of those who ... had ‘views’ that were decided, publicly articulated, and acknowledged, few associated themselves with a single periodical or a single point of view at any one time’.\textsuperscript{110} The convention of publishing reviews which were unsigned afforded authors the freedom to vary their style, tone and content according to the demands of different periodicals. Anonymity also had benefits for periodical editors: as Brake suggests, it helped to create a coherent ‘corporate identity’ which compensated for the heterogeneous character of journals constructed of a variety of articles on different themes by numerous authors.\textsuperscript{111} Additionally, many periodicals were of course owned by publishers of books ensuring that anonymous reviews would often act as a vehicle for promoting their latest outputs to readers, booksellers and libraries alike.\textsuperscript{112} As a result, published reviews combine the personal responses of writers with the perceived interests of their readers and also the nature of the periodical titles in which they appeared. Within this chapter, reviews are used to examine how and why \textit{Missionary Travels} was presented to particular audiences in highly specific ways depending upon the periodical title within which they appeared and the broader political, social and religious contexts in which their authors wrote.

\textbf{Reviewing Conventions}

Different periodical titles had their own reviewing conventions which significantly shaped the style and length of treatment that \textit{Missionary Travels} received. Some simply noticed recently published works as a long list of titles accompanied by one or two lines of commentary. The \textit{Evangelical Repository’s} assessment of \textit{Missionary Travels}...
Travels, for instance, ran to only four lines and stated simply, 'While Dr Livingstone is rather a doer of things to be written about than a writer, the value of the book, in its department, will not easily be over-estimated. And the intrinsic interest of his discoveries and adventures elicits and sustains interest in his narrative.' Although short, such notices nevertheless provided readers with valuable information, encouraging them to seek out particular works over others. In the case of the Quarterly Journal of Prophecy, for instance, a short notice was deemed an appropriate means of alerting its readers to Livingstone's book, a work which the periodical's readers might otherwise overlook. As the note explained, 'Though this work does not fall strictly within our province, nor contain views of missionary work quite in accordance with our own, we cannot forbear adding our testimony to the value and interest of the volume'.

One means of offering readers a greater insight into a work without necessarily extending the amount of critical commentary offered was through the use of extracts. Even where extracts were accompanied by no commentary at all, the selection of particular passages over others or the re-positioning of parts originally disparate alongside one another could be highly suggestive. Many religious periodicals adopted this approach with the Monthly Christian Spectator, for instance indicating its intention to 'give some of the most noticeable parts of this book, which is undoubtedly the book of the season'. Their review was intended to provide sufficient information about and material from the book itself so as to satisfy those readers that could not afford a guinea to purchase a copy and so would 'stoically wait till it comes to 'their turn in the Book Society'.' The Home and Foreign Record of the Church of Scotland argued that it was not wholly appropriate for a periodical of its kind to offer critical evaluations of works lately published but explained to its readers that while 'We cannot venture in the Record to give critical notices even of works like Dr Livingstone's ... at the same time, extracts bearing on
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the life and labours of missionaries would seem to be more appropriate, although few remarks or none should accompany them.116

By contrast many other periodicals – the established monthlies and quarterlies in particular – would weave a series of extracts into a piece of criticism, affording the reviewer a greater opportunity to pass judgement on specific aspects of the text. Derek Roper and Janice Cavell have referred to this as ‘the “guided tour” method of reviewing’.117 While this was an approach deployed in relation to a variety of literary forms and genres, the travel narrative, often divided into chapters dedicated to particular stages along a route, was particularly suited to this method of reviewing. Indeed some reviewers used the structure that such a method encouraged to divide their review into two or more instalments.118 In such cases, readers would have a week, fortnight or month to digest each stage of Livingstone’s journey before the reviewer would reveal what happened next. This encouraged readers who could not access a copy of the book itself to obtain the next issue. However, such reviews could also benefit those that were already in possession of Missionary Travels. As a reviewer for Fraser’s Magazine suggested for instance,

There are very few of our readers who will not at some time read this work, or a portion of it, for themselves. We need not therefore speak of it any great detail. But we think they will find it rather difficult to follow the thread of the narrative, which is broken by innumerable digressions. It may be of service to them therefore to know the outline of Dr Livingstone’s journeys before they begin to read his work.119

Such reviews then were explicitly designed to prepare readers in advance of their own encounter with a copy of the text.

Some reviewers did not see the need to rely heavily upon extracts. The piece in the North British Review, for example, explained that ‘The unusually high circulation to which [Missionary Travels] has attained, and the copious extracts of stirring adventure and hairbreadth escapes, which have been made from it by the newspaper press, while testifying to the deep interest taken by the nation in the work
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to which Livingstone’s life is devoted, also render it unnecessary that we should
dwell on features of his work, with which all our readers are familiar’. Similarly,
many of the quarterlies revealed that they fully expected their readers to supplement
the material provided in their reviews by consulting a copy of the volume itself. For
instance, the British Quarterly Review noted its determination not ‘to follow Dr
Livingstone’s footsteps in detail’, reasoning ‘That would be superfluous for the
volume, though bulky, is one which will be read from cover to cover by all who may
have the opportunity of feasting upon it in a leisurely way’. Many less affluent
readers though would not, as has already been noted, enjoy this privilege.

Following the initial flourish of reviews dedicated to Missionary Travels, a
number of periodicals featured comparative reviews, placing Livingstone’s narrative
alongside one or more other recently published works of travel or exploration. That
appearing in the North American Review, for instance, brought together ten different
works on African exploration published between 1856 and 1858. As well as
Missionary Travels, the article featured works by the likes of Richard F. Burton,
Charles Andersson and Henry Barth which allowed the piece to address wider issues
concerning the African continent as a whole rather than focussing on a particular
region as traversed by an individual explorer. Indeed, as the reviewer explained, ‘It is
not our purpose, in this article, to take special notice of any of these works, either in
the way of praise or of fault-finding. The chief value and common merit of them all
is that they give information concerning Africa, - information on which we can rely,
and which in every case we can understand’. Thus, such reviews went further than
simply synthesising an individual book and encouraged readers to think more widely
about the relative contributions that different works made to some of the most
pressing issues of the day.

Even those comparative reviews which were relatively more modest in scope,
discussing only two or three works at a time attempted to leave their readers with a
broader impression of the implications of such works for the future of Christianity,
commerce and civilization in Africa. The New Englander, for instance, considered
Missionary Travels alongside Barth’s Travels and Discoveries in North and Central
Africa, comparing how each explorer had prepared for their journey, the routes they
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had followed and the subsequent volumes they had produced. By way of conclusion, the reviewer offered readers a numbered summary of the main observations that ought to be drawn from the works. Livingstone and Barth's narratives were shown to make three common arguments, testifying to the productive potential of Africa, the evil of the slave-trade and finally, that Christianity would only thrive in Africa once the slave-trade was abolished and commerce established. By suggesting that two renowned explorers had presented identical arguments, the reviewer sought to present a strong case in favour of pursuing the suggested course of action in Africa. Indeed, in the conclusion of the piece, the reviewer demanded that readers, 'as intelligent Christians, conscious of the blight which slavery casts upon our own land, stand ready to aid by our sympathies, and our contributions, the work of civilization now germinating in Africa, and to cause that were the mart is established, the Cross to be planted'.

While the different reviewing methods indentified here may to some degree have required reviewers to conform to the established precedent of the reviews section for which they were writing, the very fact that different styles of review existed serves to remind us that reviewers, as much as the readers they hoped to address, could approach texts in very different ways. The practice of 'reviewing' a work meant different things in different print spaces. As a consequence, the extent to which a reviewer could explicitly express their personal opinion about a work could vary markedly from one publication to another.

Recurring Themes

*Missionary Travels* gave rise to a range of responses in a broad spectrum of periodical titles. While we might expect to find reviews of the work in geographical publications, Livingstone's book also provoked comment in periodicals which specialised in literature, theology, politics and science as well as 'general interest' titles as Appendix III highlights. These periodicals occupied a range of formats from expensive Quarterlies to monthly and weekly magazines and daily newspapers. The reviews they carried were aimed towards various reading publics including Livingstone's fellow travellers, scientific communities and men, women and children up and down the social ladder, however, while individual assessments of *Missionary*
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*Travels* could vary dramatically within these periodicals, reviews nevertheless cohered around a limited set of themes. These included Livingstone’s skill as an author, Livingstone as a scientific explorer, Livingstone as a missionary and the prospect of bringing Christianity, commerce and civilization to Africa. Examining each of these topics and the way that they were addressed within different periodicals emphasises the extent to which decisions made within the publishing house shaped reviewers responses but also how particular religious, political and social contexts could influence the presentation of *Missionary Travels* to particular readerships.

**Livingstone as an Author**

Considering how reviewers discussed Livingstone’s qualities as an author helps to assess whether the steps taken by Murray and his advisors to render the work readable but still convincing as an authentic account proved effective. Murray and Binney, as discussed earlier, had convinced Livingstone to include a ‘personal sketch’ at the start of the narrative in the hope that it might be used to communicate the widespread appeal of the text. Their efforts in editing the piece to ensure it set the desired tone appear to have been rewarded as several reviewers referred to this section at length in evaluating the literary merit of *Missionary Travels*. The *Dublin University Magazine*, for example, drew a connection between the character of the man and that of the book, noting ‘The same plainness, simplicity, and unstudied truthfulness which individualise the manners of the man himself in public and private have stamped his book and sealed [it] as genuine’.124 In fact a great number of reviews remarked upon the ‘plainness’, ‘modesty and simplicity’ of both the narrative and the man.125 The *Rambler*, meanwhile, reminded its readers that the explorer was ‘very modest about his style: he owns himself to be perfectly inexperienced’, and praised the fact that ‘his African experiences’ were ‘told with vigour if not with refinement’.126 The *Colonial Church Chronicle* was also full of praise, informing readers that, ‘All is pleasingly told, in a happy and easy style; and there is certainly little need for his apology, that his seventeen years’ residence
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among the natives had almost made him forget his native tongue"\textsuperscript{127} while the \textit{Athenaeum} proclaimed that \textit{Missionary Travels} was 'a book not so much of travel and adventure as, in its purport and spacious relation, a veritable poem'.\textsuperscript{128}

However, not all reviewers were impressed by Livingstone's style of writing. \textit{Blackwood's Magazine}, for instance, informed its readers that 'This is the story of a remarkable man, but otherwise it is not a remarkable book; and it is to the credit of this generation which loves "style" so much, and is so greatly influenced by literary graces, that a work so entirely devoid of both should, nevertheless, have attained so remarkable popularity'.\textsuperscript{129} Similarly, while the \textit{Critic} determined that the book was 'invaluable as a repertory of fact' it nevertheless suggested that it had 'little merit as a literary performance'.\textsuperscript{130} However, the reviewer from the \textit{Scottish Congregational Magazine}, pointed out that Livingstone had 'gracefully' acknowledged his own shortcomings as an author in the 'modest preface' and suggested that the 'missionary traveller and discoverer' ought not to be judged according to the same criteria as established authors.\textsuperscript{131} For many, a less polished style was to be praised for it suggested a lack of 'working up'. Notwithstanding the fact that Livingstone had consciously attempted to make his narrative both 'popular' and 'saleable', reviews such as that in the \textit{British Quarterly Review} concluded that 'his blunt elliptical style shows, at any rate, that the author is careless of effect, and in a traveller's narrative it is much to know that you may trust your man to the very letter of his tale. There is no brag about the book'.\textsuperscript{132}

It was not only Livingstone's writing style that was scrutinised: the arrangement of material within \textit{Missionary Travels}, something which Livingstone had himself struggled with, was for some a source of disappointment. The \textit{Critic} complained, for instance, that 'The notes of the journey seem also to have been very loosely kept; for distances are hardly ever given, and there is very seldom a date to guide us by'. Moreover, as the reviewer explained,

only eighteen pages after the start (which occurred in April 1850) we find ourselves, in the end of June 1851, when Dr Livingstone and Mr Oswell discovered the river Zambezi. ... Another page and a half
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brings us down to Cape Town again and to the month of April 1852
(It is astonishing how quickly the good doctor gets over both time and
space)\textsuperscript{133}

This reviewer expected Livingstone’s narrative to resemble something more akin to
a diary, taking the reader along the route traversed at a steady and predictable pace.
Similarly, although the \textit{Spectator} concluded that ‘taken altogether, the book is
original, attractive, and important,’ the reviewer nevertheless argued that the
arrangement of the work could have been significantly improved had it been divided
into ‘three distinct parts like the acts of a drama’ with separate sections on
geography, natural history and ‘native character’\textsuperscript{134}.

By contrast the \textit{Monthly Christian Spectator} believed that the slightly
haphazard arrangement was further testament to the work’s authenticity arguing that
‘We would rather have Livingstone as he is, ... without any “tidying” or
“gentlemanizing” from men who have braved no dangers, and made no sacrifices,
such as those detailed in this altogether marvellously instructive and religious
book’.\textsuperscript{135} The reviewer therefore echoed Livingstone’s assertion that he was best
qualified to prepare his narrative. Other reviewers though admitted that they
suspected that \textit{Missionary Travels} bore the mark of more than one individual. The
\textit{American Church Monthly}, for example, noted that ‘The book, we admit, shows
somewhat of clap trap in the getting up’ but argued that ‘whatever blame may be due
on this score should in fairness be set down to the publishers, not to the author, who
discovers no symptoms of a wish to pass for one iota more than he is worth’.\textsuperscript{136} This
was an important distinction to make for if the publisher was seen to be responsible
for the ‘getting up’ of the work rather than the author, readers could retain a certain
degree of faith in the truthfulness of the narrative.

\textit{Livingstone as Scientific Explorer}

The degree to which Livingstone could be trusted as an author had a direct bearing
on the extent to which \textit{Missionary Travels} would be regarded as extending
geographical knowledge and scientific understanding more widely. However, it was
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not simply the trustworthiness of the published narrative that was questioned. Reviewers also contemplated the degree to which Livingstone ought to be considered qualified to undertake such explorations in the first place. Again the personal sketch proved an important feature. The United Presbyterian Magazine, for example, suggested that too few works of travel provided such information as could assist readers in determining whether an explorer was 'reared and qualified for their task'. The Christian Remembrancer, meanwhile determined that Livingstone's biography displayed a life-long pursuit towards self-improvement and commented that 'A traveller, like a poet, must be born so; indeed, a traveller, to earn the name, must be a poet – must have the ardent love of nature, that aspiring after unseen, unexplored beauties and wonders, that power of abstraction from the immediate and visible pursuits or ends of life which are the foundation of a poetic mind'.

Livingstone's early life was held to display all such characteristics.

While the Dublin University Magazine claimed that Livingstone's contributions to geographical knowledge would provoke 'unanimity of opinion' on account of his having 'unquestionably accomplished much', it was clear that in other circles, 'an ardent love of nature' was not enough to qualify one to make contributions to the various branches of science. The New Englander claimed that it was no wonder that Livingstone's 'generalizations in respect to the structure of the continent, and the connection of the water-courses, are received with some distrust', for instance, as he been neither 'educated as a traveller or a geographer'. The North British Review also emphasised that first-hand experience alone was not enough to render an explorer's claims reliable, highlighting instead the importance of being 'scientifically fitted for the task'. The American Church Monthly, however, argued that although Livingstone was 'not overstocked with scientific preparation,' he could nevertheless improve scientific understanding of the regions through which he traversed. In fact, the reviewer even suggested that a lack of formal training in scientific observation may have been to the benefit of Livingstone's narrative:
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And indeed it may well be questioned whether if the author had been more of an adept in scientific detail, the effect would not have been to impair the interest and value of his work as a book of travels. For no man can be master of all the sciences; though one may be competent to serve as a feeder of them all, or at least to several of them; 142

Likewise, the North American Review was willing to overlook the fact that Livingstone was ‘not strictly a scientific traveller’ on account of his being ‘a very watchful and close observer of all things around, above and beneath him’. It is interesting though, of course, that the reviewer should deem themselves qualified to pass such a judgement, even asserting boldly that ‘No botanist could be more observing or accurate’. 143 Yet, the Christian Observer, epitomised the view held by many periodicals when it claimed that ‘Geographical discoveries, however interesting they may be in themselves, are surely greatly enhanced, when they are looked upon not as the end itself, but as the means to an end’. 144 Unsurprisingly, this and many other religious periodicals therefore encouraged readers to view Livingstone’s discoveries as a ‘prelude to missionary exertions’ and thus shied away from providing in-depth analyses of the geographical information contained within the work. 145

Livingstone as Missionary

Livingstone’s credentials as a missionary explorer though were also the subject of much debate amongst reviewers. The Colonial Church Chronicle, for instance, bemoaned the fact that the work was ‘found to contain less matter of a strictly Missionary character, than its name would have led us to expect’. 146 Yet, in sharp contrast the Presbyterian Magazine claimed that ‘throughout the whole book, there shines forth a Christian’s faith and a Christian’s joy’. 147 Meanwhile, the Dublin Review determined that Livingstone was ‘the most accomplished, and it is almost as
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of course to say, the most liberal of African explorers' and testified that the
explorer's work had 'borne candid testimony to the complete success of the Jesuit
and Capuchin missionaries in the Portuguese settlements'.148 The review praised the
fact that Livingstone had 'taken a somewhat more rational approach' to missionary
endeavours than 'is usually done by men of his class who play at missions in distant
and savage countries'.149 Yet his more pragmatic approach coupled with the account
that Livingstone presented in the personal sketch, caused the reviewer to conclude
that 'no one ... could say that missionary labours were his principal occupation, or
missionary zeal his great incentive'.150 Nevertheless, the reviewer found much
material worth discussing. While the explorer’s contributions to science and
commerce where considered to be ‘incontestable’, material relating to missionary
enterprise received a much more considered response. Although the review was
generally positive, its author clearly sought to avoid endorsing Livingstone’s own
brand of Christianity, reminding readers that the periodical could hold ‘no faith in
Protestant missionary enterprise, and expect nothing from it in the way of missionary
results’.151 As a result, the piece did not recommend that its readers should attempt to
obtain a copy for closer study. Instead, the reviewer explained that they did ‘not
think that Dr Livingstone’s work can be too widely diffused amongst Catholics, or
too seriously read by them at home and abroad’.152 By contrast though, another
Catholic periodical, the Irish Quarterly Review, contended that there were ‘only two
passages at all objectionable’ to followers of the Catholicism and argued that the
explorer’s Protestantism should not overshadow ‘the energy, perseverance, and self
denial with which Dr Livingstone prosecuted his travels’. Indeed, the reviewer
preached tolerance between different branches of the Christian faith, asserting that ‘It
is to be hoped that the antagonism between these two churches will not render of no
effect the attempt to civilise the poor natives’.153

148 ‘Recent African Explorations’, Dublin Review, 44 (1858), 159.
149 ‘Recent African Explorations’, Dublin Review, 44 (1858), 172.
153 ‘Livingstone’s travels and researches’, Irish Quarterly Review, 7 (1858), 1213.
Livingstone's religion was rarely discussed without reference to the relationship between his faith and his beliefs about the commercial potential of Africa and, consequently, the degree to which the African population might be 'civilized'. Many reviewers discussed the implications of the description of the social and physical conditions provided in *Missionary Travels*. Although many heralded the fact that Africa represented 'A vast theatre ... open here to commercial and Christian enterprise',\(^{154}\) others were more sceptical, noting in particular that the slave trade was an ongoing barrier to both commerce and civilisation. The *Southern Presbyterian*’s review, for example, focused specifically on the 'subject of Slavery as an institution existing in Africa, and of Christian Missions as they have operated in that country under Dr Livingstone’s observations and through his own agency'.\(^{155}\) The reviewer concluded that *Missionary Travels* provided 'a very meagre account from a man who resided 16 years in Africa, and crossed the continent more than once, respecting slavery and the slave trade in Africa'.\(^{156}\) The reviewer also complained that the little information that Livingstone did give in this respect was scattered throughout the volume echoing earlier complaints about the structure of the book. In contrast, *De Bow's Review* presented a remarkably close analysis of the contents of both Livingstone’s and Barth’s expeditionary narratives. With regard to *Missionary Travels*, the reviewer informed readers that,

the word *slave* occurs seventy-three times, without enumerating the synonymous word *servant*, which occurs almost as frequently. The word *slave-trade* is mentioned twenty-two times, while there are numerous other words and modes of expression conveying the same idea which have not been noted. The word *slavery* is repeated thirteen times, and *slave-market* five times. All these words or expressions are used in speaking of the domestic concerns of the country, and of the families and tribes where he went.\(^{157}\)

Such commentary not only provides a further example of how different reviewers practiced the art of reviewing but also points to how different interests came to bear upon how reviewers interpreted the same text. While the Tory *Blackwood's*

---

\(^{154}\) ‘Dr Livingstone’s travel’s in Africa’, *Theological and Literary Journal*, 10 (1858), 658.


Magazine had concluded that 'Dr Livingstone's enterprise is not a purely missionary one' but rather 'a directly anti-slavery expedition', by contrast, the American periodical De Bow's Review offered a different assessment, reflecting its role as 'the South's semiofficial spokesman'. During the 1850s De Bow's advocated the view that slavery was integral to Southern prosperity and increasingly argued that slaves should be imported from Africa in order to assist the South in staving off the advances of the richer North. De Bows' reviewer used Missionary Travels to support this argument, presenting Livingstone's descriptions of African slavery to their own readers 'for the purpose of showing what kind of people the Africans are at home, in their own country; and those who have seen negroes in America, where they are represented as groaning in their bondage, can compare and contrast the two people'. While Livingstone himself condemned slavery and the slave trade, this reviewer surprisingly claimed that the explorer had provided enough evidence to suggest that the transportation of slaves would be a positive step forward. This assessment went against the expectations of several reviewers including those in the American North. The Ladies' Repository for instance noted that

[Livingstone's] detestation of slavery, with which he was often brought into contact, is genuine and intense; and the way he shows the identity of African with American pro-slavery logic and ethics is terribly withering though it is always quietly and in good temper. I think, however, our southern friends will be compelled to put the book into their Index Expurgatorius.

The Northern equivalent of De Bow's Review, Hunt's Merchant's Magazine and Commercial Review, confirms that not all commercially-focused periodicals interpreted Missionary Travels in the same way. Hunt's had relatively little to say on the issue of the slave trade and instead focused upon the physical barriers to trade with Africa, ultimately concluding that 'the geographical configuration of Africa was not favourable to commerce'. Indeed, alongside the slave trade, the climate of the continent was said to be one of the greatest barriers to civilization and commerce.

158 'The missionary explorer', Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 83 (1858), 394.
Even though reviewers were convinced by Livingstone’s testimony as to the fertility of vast swathes of the continent, they doubted whether Europeans could thrive in the tropical climate. The Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal, for example, informed readers that ‘The climate is mortiferous to the white race. This seems to be rendered certain by all the experiments made. The author suffered twenty-seven attacks of fever’. As a result, the reviewer posited that ‘The labour therefore of getting up a civilization for this part of Africa and of carrying it on must be performed by Africans themselves’. Such an assertion was echoed by the North American Review which stated that ‘This objection of the climate will in itself prevent Africa from becoming a dependency or a colonial possession of any European power’. Moreover, the reviewer contended, it was not only settlement which the climate would deter with trade also suffering from ‘this hindrance’.

Yet, for many, leaving the African population to ‘get up a civilization’ for themselves was not a serious option. The vices of Portuguese slaves were taken as evidence that individuals of a higher moral code would be needed to ensure that those in the interior were ‘protected from injustice and demoralization by foreigners’. The Theological and Literary Journal argued that only if such protection was provided, would the indigenous population ‘rise into the sphere of civilisation, embrace the gospel, and become a great, a cultivated, and a happy people’. While the Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal had claimed that there was little hope of Europeans overcoming the climatic conditions to such a degree as to required to establish a civilized trading community, the Ladies’ Repository drew a comparison between current experiences of white explorers in Africa and the conditions endured by early settlers in the New World:

Does [Livingstone] attribute these [fevers] to any permanent miasmatic causes in the interior? Does he tell us that the Makololo tribes, the Balonda tribes, or the tribes about Lake Ngami suffer from fevers more generally than the English people do, or than we Americans do? Did not the first white explorers of the new world suffer hard fevers along the Mississippi, the Ohio, the Hudson, the Connecticut? 
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This reviewer encouraged readers to think more positively about the future of Africa by reference to the history of their own settler societies. Yet not all reviewers shared the desire to see Europeans effectively policing the continent. In particular, assertions as to the need to 'protect' the native population provoked suspicion in some quarters, especially in American periodicals. While Livingstone had claimed that commerce and civilization would be key to spreading Christianity, the *Southern Presbyterian Review* disputed both 'the necessity and advantage of commerce and trade to the success of the gospel in Africa'.\(^{170}\) In addition to their critique of Livingstone's credentials as a missionary, the reviewer further noted that 'The Apostle Paul, a far greater missionary than Livingstone, says nothing about "traders" going with him to discharge his obligations to the Barbarians'.\(^{171}\) Livingstone's motivations as well as his authority were challenged: 'As a faithful British subject he sympathises with the wish of all good Englishmen that British commerce and manufactures may still flourish the world over'.\(^{172}\) He thus stood accused of using *Missionary Travels* to couch his argument for further British expansion in humanitarian language.

*Missionary Travels* then, provoked a wide range of responses from periodical reviewers. While many of the reviews, irrespective of format, addressed similar themes, the opinions expressed by individual authors could vary dramatically. Although the particular alignment of a publication in terms of politics or religion could significantly influence how reviewers presented Livingstone's book, it was not the only determining factor. *Missionary Travels* inspired a variety of interpretations, as is clear from the breadth of reviews that the book inspired.

* * *

This chapter has examined the production, circulation and reception of the most famous mid-Victorian travel narrative, *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*. In so doing, it has raised a number of general points which have significance beyond this particular case. Firstly, it has highlighted that authorship was a


\(^{171}\) 'Critical notices. *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa*, *Southern Presbyterian Review*, 10 (1858), 640. (Emphasis in original)

collaborative process shaped by the desire to produce a commercially attractive narrative which was also convincing as an authentic account of personal experience. By following Livingstone's book into various different marketplaces, this chapter has also considered the wider range of print spaces implicated in circulating knowledge about and from *Missionary Travels* and also considered the strategies used by a range of publishers and authors as they attempted to convince readers that their particular publications were authoritative sources. While piracies and abridgements of travel narratives have received relatively little scholarly attention to date, the case of *Missionary Travels* suggests that they could play an important role in engaging readerships which may not have access to authorised editions. Furthermore, the international circulation of *Missionary Travels* also reminds us that texts often crossed national and linguistic boundaries, requiring scholars to consider the mechanisms by which authorial authority was both protected and challenged at a distance, questions which are often overlooked. Finally, the reviews of *Missionary Travels* shed light on the extent to which this seminal text was interpreted and debated within the pages of a wide variety of different publications. This section indicates decisions made within the publishing house often had a tangible impact upon the assumptions that readers made about the value of the text. It also highlights that reviews cohered around a set of common themes although exact responses were often shaped by the affiliations of the publications in question. For significant conclusions to be drawn therefore it is important to examine a wide range of responses in a variety of periodicals.

Taking perhaps the best-known of all mid-Victorian texts about travel and exploration as its focus, this chapter has presented an analysis of the production and circulation of a text using the framework outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. Notwithstanding the celebrity of its author, the reputation of its publisher and the large volume of scholarship already devoted to *Missionary Travels*, I have sought to make the case for a new perspective on the circuits of print culture in the realm of travel and exploration, focussing especially on the role of the publisher and other agents in the production of the work, and its circulation in various forms both nationally and internationally. In the following chapters we consider less well-known works, including books, book series and periodicals, using some of the same tools, in order to develop this perspective further.
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represented in No. 2. While others, as in No. 3, weave their own hair on pieces of hide into the form of buffalo-ears, or,

as in No. 4, make a single horn in front. The last type given are frequently met with, but they are by no means universal.

Many tattoo their bodies by inserting some black substance beneath the skin, which leaves an elevated cicatrix about half an inch long; these are made in the form of stars, and other figures, of no particular beauty.
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Instructions for Travellers from Travellers: *The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries*
Examining mid-Victorian exploration narratives from the vantage point of book history and geography can reveal much about the role of print and print technicians in the production and circulation of geographical knowledge. While the previous chapter has demonstrated that there is still much to be understood about even the most well-known exploration narratives, this genre is only one of many forms of travel publishing. The previous chapter considers instructions for travellers, arguing that examining the production, circulation and reception of this particular genre of geographical publishing can provide insights into the nature of geographical inquiry in this period. Although existing work on nineteenth-century instructions for travellers has begun to shed light on the role played by manuals commissioned by scientific societies and institutions, much less attention has been paid to the work of more avowedly-commercial publications. We are yet to fully comprehend the rationale behind these volumes or the ways that particular audiences were targeted by authors and publishers, for instance. Similarly, how different groups of travellers put these manuals to use requires further investigation.

Using Francis Galton’s *The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries* (Figure 4.1) as an exemplar, this chapter raises important questions about the nature of authorship and authority in relation to this form of travel publishing, the role of scholarly and scientific institutions in sanctioning particular instructions for travellers and the relationship between this and other influential forms including the tourist guidebook and military training manual. This case also presents an opportunity to consider the diverse audiences for commercial instructions for travellers and to examine how particular individuals and groups used the information within these manuals to prepare for their own travels. The chapter places *The Art of Travel* within three contexts associated, respectively, with the Royal Geographical Society, the British Army and the publishing firm of John Murray. Considering how Galton and his publisher packaged and repackaged material in response to these contexts allows us to consider how *The Art of Travel* itself travelled through different print spaces. Examining these forms reveals something of the collaborative nature of authorship but also of the intended audiences for the work. Considering how *The Art of Travel* was read (or perhaps more appropriately was used) within these overlapping contexts provides an indication of the responses to the work amongst particular groups.
4.1 The Art of Travel: A Manual for 'all who have to rough it'¹

On New Year's Day, 1855, Charles Darwin wrote to Francis Galton to express his faith that the newly published The Art of Travel, or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries would enjoy not necessarily a large sale but certainly a long one.² Darwin's expectations proved correct: between 1855 and 1872, John Murray published five separate editions of Galton's manual, printing 7000 copies in the process.³ This does not make The Art of Travel a 'bestseller' by contemporary standards: as the previous chapter noted sales of Missionary Travels reached 30,000 in just five years. However, as Koivunen notes, publishers regularly attempted to minimise potential losses by limiting the initial print runs of travel and exploration works to between 750 and 1,250 copies.⁴ In this respect, The Art of Travel was altogether typical (Murray printed 1000 copies of the first edition). However, what was less typical was the work's steady, sustained success over a longer period: 1500 copies were printed of the second edition in 1856, 2000 of the third in 1860, 1500 of the fourth in 1867 and 1000 of the fifth in 1872.⁵ Considering how both Galton and Murray positioned The Art of Travel in relation to the three contexts explored within this chapter goes some way to explaining why this particular example of instructions for travellers enjoyed such longevity.

Galton claimed that the idea for The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries was inspired by personal experience. Reading about and undertaking foreign travel had convinced him of the need for a compendium of advice to assist travellers in 'the then unknown parts of the world'.⁶ He noted, for instance, that numerous travellers would report overcoming similar hardships in the field, hardships which might have been avoided had they only been more familiar with the writings of their fellow travellers. Galton explained in a lecture for soldiers at Aldershot that it was this realisation that prompted him to begin actively collating

---

¹ F. Galton, The Art of Travel or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries, First Edition, 1855, iii.
² C. Darwin to F. Galton, January 1, [1855], Letter 1267, Darwin Correspondence Project Database. Darwin's annotated copy of The Art of Travel is now held within Cambridge University Library.
⁶ F. Galton, Memories of My Life (London: Methuen, 1908), 169.
'the experiences of all rude nations, and of as many travellers as [he] could' during his African travels of 1850-52. Upon returning to England however, the explorer's attentions were diverted away from the travellers' manual towards producing a more conventional narrative for publisher John Murray. In his memoirs, Galton claimed that he soon after found himself feeling 'rather unsettled', longing 'to undertake a fresh bit of geographical exploration, or even to establish [him]self in some colony'. However, the explorer instead became immersed in the work of the RGS, actively contributing to the Society's Council and many committees whilst also taking a keen interest in its publications. From this vantage point, Galton began to look again at developing the volume that would become The Art of Travel.

Galton consulted colleagues within the Society and began searching through published works in order to supplement the insights provided by his own travels. These researches further convinced Galton that 'narrators have been baffled by difficulties under circumstances which, though unusual to them, are very common to people in other countries'. He envisaged a structure which would allow for a discussion of issues which travellers in a variety of environments would all have to deal with, irrespective of the specificities of the particular circumstances they found themselves in. Thus, Galton constructed chapters discussing water, fire, bivouacking, clothing, cookery, matters of discipline, defence and so on.

It was no small task to compile such a volume. Nonetheless, by January 1855, the first edition of The Art of Travel, or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries was ready for publication. With stocks of the first edition quickly depleted, Murray offered Galton the opportunity to revise the book rather than reprinting what was already in place. The explorer seized this chance to expand many existing chapters, in some cases inserting more detail and in others adding new hints, whilst also adding an index to ensure that readers could quickly locate

7 F. Galton, Arts of Campaigning: An Inaugural Lecture, Delivered at Aldershot, on the Opening of his Museum and Laboratory in the South Camp (London: John Murray, 1855), Galton Papers, 69, University College London, 11.
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13 F. Galton, The Art of Travel, 1855.
14 Copies Ledger E (1846-1876) John Murray Archive, MS42730, National Library of Scotland, 318, 362, 399,
information on a precise topic of interest. As well as increasing the length of the book, the new material for the second edition in 1856 ensured the work was less biased towards African travel, something Galton highlighted in the preface: ‘In [this edition] are included the experiences, not alone of one kind of country, but those of the Bush, the Desert, the Prairie, the Water-side, and the Jungle’. Galton felt that the work’s value was now ‘greatly increased’ and professed to Murray that he was ‘far more satisfied with it than [he] should have been if [his] interleaved copy had simply been printed off’.

A further opportunity to improve The Art of Travel was presented four years later when Murray commissioned the third edition. Unsurprisingly, revision again resulted in expansion. Galton’s descriptions became ever more detailed and precise. The chapter on bivouacking, for instance, now contained an analysis of the roominess of particular styles of tents and the appropriateness of different materials that revealed something of Galton’s obsession with mathematical puzzles and statistics. However, the arrangement of the book remained by and large the same as that published four years previously.

The fourth edition, published in 1867, was significantly restructured as Galton attempted to incorporate a wealth of insights brought back from the field since 1860. By 1867, Galton revealed, the contents had ‘outgrown the system of classification [...] first adopted’. As a result, he explained that it was now ‘necessary to recast the last [edition], by cutting it into pieces, sorting it into fresh paragraphs and thoroughly revising the writing – disentangling here and consolidating there’. Despite its increasing size though this re-organisation would mean there was much to recommend the latest edition. The structure was more logical, beginning with a section on ‘preparatory enquiries’ followed by one on ‘organising an expedition’ before moving onto the stores that one should take into the field, for instance. Although these chapters were not entirely new in terms of content, the re-arrangement gave the work a different feel, suggesting that it ought to be consulted

16 F. Galton to J. Murray, November 30, 1855, Acc. 12604/1435, John Murray Archive, National Library of Scotland.
17 ‘Estimate Book’, John Murray Archive, MS42721, 245
at length prior to embarking on a journey instead of being a problem-solving guide primarily for use in the field. This structuring would be maintained in future editions with the fifth of 1872 featuring only six extra pages detailing ‘Colomb and Bolton’s flashing signals’. Moreover, it was decided that the preface to the fourth edition should simply be reprinted and inserted prior to the main text alongside a short note explaining that despite the addition of the aforementioned material, the new edition did not ‘materially differ from the fourth’. Indeed, although the work would be reprinted several times in subsequent years, this would be the last time that Galton prepared new material for inclusion.

4.2 The Royal Geographical Society and the Art of Exploration
Throughout the publication’s history, Galton appealed for assistance from fellow travellers. In 1855, the first edition invited readers to contribute their own hints as might be included in subsequent editions. By stipulating that any such material must be derived from ‘actual experience’, the author implied that the information included within the present volume had also been gathered through first-hand encounter. Where no other source was given, a reader might reasonably assume that Galton himself had learned the value of a particular practice whilst in the field. Subsequent editions though would require Galton to clarify the extent to which he could be considered an authority on the ‘The Art of Travel’. In the 1856 edition, Galton explained that he had returned from Africa with his ‘own stock of experiences [which had] been steadily increased by those of other travellers, which [he had] made a point of re-testing, so far as [he] could find opportunity’. Galton realised that whilst Tropical South Africa (1853) might have proven his credentials as a credible voice on African exploration, it did not necessarily make him an authority on travel and exploration more widely. Consequently, he concluded his appeal for ‘remarks, sketches and corrections as would appear [...] likely to add to the value of

20 Galton, The Art of Travel, 1856, iv.
22 In September 1876, 1000 copies were printed. In September 1883 another 1000 copies were made and in September 1893, 750 copies were printed. ‘Copies Ledger G’, (1870-1904) John Murray Archive, MS42732, 301; ‘Copies Ledger H’ (1879-1934) John Murray Archive, MS42733, 201, 246.
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the work' by reiterating the fact that he was 'most anxious to test them thoroughly and to turn them to account'.

Galton thus positioned himself as an independent examiner whose task was to evaluate suggestions gathered from a wide range of sources. In 1867, for example, he explained, 'I searched through a vast number of geographical works, I sought information from numerous travellers of distinction, and I made a point of re-testing, in every needful case, what I learned or read by hearsay'. Thus, 'experience' was not necessarily gained in a far-off location but rather could be attained by replicating and testing a practice at home. However, this line of argument left Galton open to charges of plagiarism. Indeed it was an accusation that he had 'cop[ied] largely from an American book, called 'The Prairie Traveller,' (Figure 4.2) by the then Capt. Randolph B. Marcy' that prompted him to clarify the extent to which he had personal experience of applying the arts detailed in his book. The following insertion stands out as an attempt to protect himself from future charges of wrongdoing:

[...] I have been indebted for information to a very large number of authors and correspondents, yet I am sorry to be unable to make any acknowledgements except in comparatively few instances. The fact is that the passages in this book are seldom traceable to distinctly definite sources: commonly more than one person giving me information that partially covers the same subject, and not unfrequently my own subsequent enquiries modifying or enlarging the hints I had received.

Galton thus claimed his work was valuable not because he had ‘discovered’ all of the hints and suggestions he offered under treacherous conditions. Rather it was because he compiled, edited and tested material from a wide range of sources. By making this distinction, Galton in effect justified borrowing material from other sources so long as one could show that a practice described elsewhere by another author had been replicated and judged to be useful by someone whose own experience qualified them to do so.

24 Galton, The Art of Travel, 1856, iv.
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Learning to Look: Some Hints to Travellers

The debate that Galton entered into regarding the origin of his materials and the extent to which he could be considered an expert in *The Art of Travel* relates to a wider set of concerns revolving around the relationship between observation, credibility and truth. At this time, a number of commercial ventures competed with institutionally-led works like the RGS’s *Hints to Travellers* and later the Anthropological Society’s *Notes and Queries* in aiming to provide comprehensive guidance on observation in the field.  

These publications, as Felix Driver contends, reflect the fact that there were a number of different visions of what could and should constitute ‘scientific travel’ at this time. Travel brought with it an inevitable problem: whereas research conducted in a laboratory was reasonably easy to replicate and thus verify, research taking place in the field, which was always somewhere ‘out there’ in the case of exploration, meant that replication and verification were beyond reach for the majority. The publication of sets of instructions for travellers, however, could be seen as a possible means of regulating the practice of travel and the collection of data in the field by aiming to ensure that claims to knowledge would at least be based upon evidence gathered through the deployment of a standard set of techniques.

J.R. Jackson's *What to Observe; or, the Traveller's Remembrancer* of 1841 was designed to ‘point out to the uninitiated traveller what he should observe, and to remind the one who is well informed, of many objects which, but for a remembrancer might escape him’ and aimed to ‘excite a desire for useful knowledge by awakening curiosity’. ‘Useful knowledge’, in Jackson’s eyes, could be obtained from many types of travel but crucially, ‘only when travellers shall have learnt how and what to observe’. Jackson was not the only author to pursue this line of reasoning. In relation to the 1849 edition of John Herschel’s *Manual of Scientific Enquiry* it was noted that members of the Admiralty ‘do not consider it necessary

---


31 J.R. Jackson, *What to Observe; or, a Traveller's Remembrancer* (London: James Madden and Co., 1841), iii, iv.

that this manual should be one of very deep and abstruse research. Its directions
should not require the use of nice apparatus and instruments; they should be plain so
that men merely of good intelligence can act upon them ...’.33 Each of the essays
within Herschel’s manual contained advice on how and what to observe but also on
how to record information gathered in the field. However, as Driver points out it was
not unknown for the advice given by the available manuals to conflict, only raising
more questions regarding how field research ought to be conducted and recorded.34
Moreover, as a multitude of fledgling institutions sought to establish themselves and
the numbers and range of people participating in so-called scientific travel increased,
so too did the anxiety over the degree to which travellers’ claims could be trusted.35
This anxiety was heightened by the fact that authors and publishers were
increasingly able to target their own guides at a wide range of readers, increasing the
number of voices preaching as to what exactly travel should aim to accomplish and
how it should be carried out to meet these ends.

Placing *The Art of Travel* alongside the RGS’s own attempt to produce
instructions for travellers highlights that these concerns had an impact upon both
institutional and commercial approaches to educating novices in the ways and means
of conducting and recording field research during the mid-nineteenth century. That
the RGS should determine to produce their own set of guidelines in the form of *Hints
to Travellers* (first published in 1854) is seen by Driver as a direct response to, and
an attempt to manage, this problem. The publication evolved out of a series of
discussions which followed Galton’s request that the Society consider providing ‘a
formal list of instructions’ for travellers.36 As a sub-committee report of 1853
considering the proposal highlights, there was a notable degree of disagreement as to
the form such a publication should take but also as to who the intended audience
ought to be: ‘a few general remarks of an elementary nature, would be superfluous to
an individual of moderate attainments, while it could not possibly impart the

33 J.F.W. Herschel, *A Manual of Scientific Enquiry; Prepared for the Use of Officers in Her Majesty’s
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necessary qualifications to one who had no other knowledge of the subject'.

Moreover, the sub-committee, which included Galton, acknowledged that 'differences prevail among experienced travellers themselves, not merely as to details of observations, the degree of accuracy to which it is advisable to aim, & other matters, but as to whether particular instruments should be carried or not'. It was thus agreed that the Society 'should not lend the authority of its name to the formal publication of such very meagre & elementary matter as fall within the comprehension of persons who do not posses some previous attainments in physical or mathematical science'. Hints to Travellers therefore needs to be viewed as a compromise between 'the desire of the Council to encourage enterprising individuals in the exploration of unexamined countries' and the perceived need, 'in times of increasing precision in every department of scientific research, to countenance the hasty accumulation of [...] valueless results'.

Unlike The Art of Travel, Hints to Travellers did not begin as a stand-alone manual. Instead it consisted of five papers grouped together within the Society’s Journal. The essays emphasised the proper use of trustworthy instruments alongside the need to methodically document measurements and observations. Galton’s own contribution was a paper discussing the best 'outfit for an explorer' ‘in any part of the world, who desired the means of bringing back as good geographical determinations, generally speaking, as explorers over large tracts of land have ever yet succeeded in obtaining'. Whilst the Hints to Travellers sub-committee had determined that ‘the unscientific and unpractised traveller, must be left to his common sense’, Galton clearly felt that the Society had a responsibility to educate novices, addressing his discussion of the instruments that should be used in the field to the ‘professedly inexperienced observer’.

With the initial editions of the both these publications appearing in quick succession, it is logical to conclude that it was perhaps the reluctance of the RGS to

37 JMS/21/20, 'Hints to Travellers' Sub-Committee Report (1853), Royal Geographical Society.
38 JMS/21/20, 'Hints to Travellers' Sub-Committee Report (1853), Royal Geographical Society.
39 JMS/21/20, 'Hints to Travellers' Sub-Committee Report (1853), Royal Geographical Society.
40 Driver contends that was an attempt to distinguish Hints from other popular guides at the time. Whilst Hints as a title reflected the desire to communicate that it was not a formal list of rules it left the door open for the publication to be confused with popular guides bearing similar titles. John Murray, for instance, had only a couple of years earlier published Hints to Travellers in Portugal, one of the many guidebooks produced by the firm. Driver, Geography Militant, 56.
42 F. Galton, 'Hints to Travellers', 346.
embrace the project of providing instruction for a wide range of travellers that inspired Galton to return to his earlier plan of constructing his own manual. *The Art of Travel* was decidedly less technical in its focus; in fact the only real discussion of using instruments or making observations appeared at the very end of the book where Galton’s contribution to the first edition of *Hints to Travellers* was inserted following a brief discussion of how one could draw a route map. Although Galton acknowledged *Hints to Travellers* he offered no real encouragement to readers to seek out the ‘parent’ publication itself.

However, in the intervening years between the first and fourth editions of *The Art of Travel* the emphasis placed upon the proper use of instruments, accurate observation and standardised documentation shifted significantly. In the 1860 edition of this book, Galton explained that he had included information relating to the instruments necessary to construct a reliable map in order to ensure that his readers could bring back ‘really good results’ suggesting that anyone deploying these hints could make a contribution to knowledge.43 Stressing that documenting measurements methodically was key to such a contribution, Galton repositioned his discussion of writing materials after the list of instruments taken from *Hints to Travellers* and also explained the various record books that should be carried to document measurements as well as detailing his own note-taking practices.

In the thoroughly reworked 1867 edition, Galton was able to communicate more clearly how important he now considered the practice of measuring and observing in the field. He now provided three separate chapters covering ‘surveying instruments’, memoranda and log-books’ and ‘measurements’. Again Galton’s paper from *Hints to Travellers* formed the basis of the section on surveying instruments but the author now made explicit reference to *Hints to Travellers*: ‘I strongly recommend travellers to apply for this second edition at the Society’s rooms; for it is very much improved, and gives a great deal of information upon instruments, that they would find of real value’.44 This not only shows a shift in his feeling towards this particular publication but perhaps also suggests that his own views and those of the RGS more widely, with regard to the extent to which interested novices could be trained to make contributions to geographical knowledge, were beginning to converge.

---

There was then a significant relationship between *The Art of Travel* and *Hints to Travellers*. Both publishing projects were driven by a similar but not identical rationale, clearly designed to help regulate the practice of, and knowledge accumulated through travel but they were not necessarily aimed at the same readership: whilst the question of intended audience was always controversial within the RGS, Galton intended his guide for 'all who have to rough it' whether they were uninitiated travellers or experienced explorers. The fact that Galton pursued the publication of *The Art of Travel* suggests a degree of dissatisfaction with the RGS's own contribution to educating travellers. Yet, the relationship between these ventures is more complex than readership alone as the converging focus of the publications over time highlights. Additionally, both projects can be placed within the wider publishing field of instructions for travellers in which intertextuality took concrete forms especially in the shape of authors' borrowings, the business of editing and practises of readership.

**Intertextuality and *The Art of Travel*: Randolph B. Marcy and Richard F. Burton**

Examining the relationship between Galton's *The Art of Travel* and Randolph B. Marcy's *The Prairie Traveller: A Hand-book of Overland Expeditions* demonstrates the extent to which this publishing field relied upon author-editor-publisher borrowings from existing works. That *The Art of Travel* was reviewed alongside *The Prairie Traveller* has already been remarked upon, with one reviewer suggesting that Galton was guilty of plagiarism.\(^4^5\) However, that reviewer was not the only individual to make comparisons between these two works in print. In 1863 Nicholas Trübner published a new edition of *The Prairie Traveller* designed specifically for the English market (Figure 4.2). Explorer Richard F. Burton, who was already highly familiar with *The Art of Travel* having carried a copy of the second edition on his own African travels (Figure 4.3) edited the volume, at Trübner's request, adding additional notes to the text.\(^4^6\) The resulting publication demonstrates that both Marcy
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\(^{4^6}\) Richard Burton's annotated copy of *The Art of Travel* is contained within the explorer's library, held by the Huntington Library.
and Burton borrowed material from *The Art of Travel* in preparing specific editions of *The Prairie Traveller*.\(^{47}\)

That there should be some overlap between the publications is perhaps to be expected given their shared rationale. First published by Harper and Brothers on the authority of the U.S. War Department in 1859,\(^ {48}\) *The Prairie Traveller* was expressly intended ‘to avail [the young traveller] of the matured experience of veteran travellers and thereby avoid many otherwise unforeseen disasters’.\(^ {49}\) Marcy also shared Galton’s wish to encourage a systematic approach to travel, as he explained:

> The main object at which I have aimed in the following pages has been to explain and illustrate as clearly and succinctly as possible, the best methods of performing the duties of the prairie traveller, so as to meet their contingencies under all circumstances, and thereby to endeavour to establish a more uniform system of marching and campaigning [...].\(^ {50}\)

*The Prairie Traveller* therefore included sections dedicated to stores and provisions, water, the selection of a camp, making fires, fuel, and so on. Marcy, like Galton, drew on his own experiences of life in ‘the field’ and contributions from his contemporaries. Although Marcy’s work did diverge from Galton’s in at least one important way, with *The Hand-Book of Overland Expedition* living up to its name by also offering discussions of different routes and itineraries, these works clearly had much in common.

Richard Burton evidently thought so and suspected that the English reading public, already assumed to be familiar with *The Art of Travel*, might fail to appreciate Marcy’s own contribution to the field of instructions for travellers. As Burton’s preface noted, for instance, ‘The English reader will be disposed to criticise a book which tells so much of what has been already told, and well told too, in the “Art of Travel,” by Mr. Francis Galton’.\(^ {51}\) Burton was eager that readers should not overlook the importance of Marcy’s contribution however. He reminded readers of

\(^{47}\) Burton’s edition of *Prairie Traveller* will be discussed only in so far as it relates to *The Art of Travel*, however it should be noted that Burton referenced a number of other guides in his supplementary notes in addition to Galton’s manual.


\(^{49}\) Marcy, *Prairie and Overland Traveller*, xli.

\(^{50}\) Marcy, *Prairie and Overland Traveller*, xli.

the fate that had befallen English soldiers in Crimea and asserted that more books of this nature could only help to avoid a similar situation in the future. Clearly sharing the belief of both authors that military education ought to include basic survival training and field crafts, Burton claimed that he 'would rather examine officers in the *Art of Travel* than put them through Roman History or even Latin'. Thus, despite being employed to bring Marcy to an English audience, Burton was clearly doing much good for Galton's cause too. For instance, even though Marcy discussed a range of different saddles available to the prairie and overland traveller, including a section on European saddles, Burton nevertheless added, 'For information touching saddles of various sorts, packing animals, tethering, hobbling, and knee-halting, the English reader will refer to Mr. Galton'. For those that did not wish to seek out the suggested volume, however, Burton provided his own thoughts on the 'art of packing' alongside a summary of Galton's conclusions. Whilst Galton's calculations appeared to confirm Marcy's suggestion that the loads packed by Spanish Mexicans were extremely large, Burton saw fit to add that Galton 'probably, never saw the Mexican or Californian mule'. In so doing, Burton rendered both men experts — Galton was the authoritative voice on pack animals used in Africa and Marcy on those he had seen in the American Prairies.

Another example of Burton attempting to manage the differing opinions of Galton and Marcy occurred in relation to the process of jerking meat. Despite Marcy's evident fondness for the practice, Burton cited Galton's reckoning that 'jerked meat loses about one-half of its nourishing properties'. However, by adding that the nutritional loss could be tempered 'if prepared with "ghi" (melted butter), like the Eastern "kavurmeh"', Burton managed once more to preserve the authority of both authors whilst also offering his own input based on locally acquired knowledge.

Burton though was not afraid of challenging Marcy's assertions. Returning to the theme of saddling animals, Marcy described how Norweigians kept their saddles in place using 'a short round stick, about ten inches long, which passes under the
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52 Marcy, *The Prairie Traveler*, 29n.
53 Marcy, *The Prairie Traveler*, 60n.
54 Marcy, *The Prairie Traveller*, 62n.
55 Jerking meat was the process by which meat was cured by cutting it into strips and drying it in the sun.
This explanation had appeared previously in the first edition of the Marcy's book and made no mention of Galton despite the fact that an almost identical description had already appeared in *The Art of Travel*. Marcy could easily have argued, as Galton did in relation to his manual, that such information was widely known and thus there was no need to make reference to that publication in particular. Burton though highlighted that this 'excellent “wrinkle”' had been 'borrowed from the “Art of Travel”', once more suggesting to readers that Marcy was indebted to Galton.

For all Burton's praise of *The Art of Travel*, he was not averse to using his editorial space to highlight points on which he and Galton's opinions diverged. For instance, Marcy recommended that travellers ought always to carry a compass and attach it to a buttonhole when travelling in an area without prominent landmarks. He also advised that bearings should be taken 'when facing toward the starting-point, as a landscape presents a very different aspect when viewing it from opposite directions', advice which Burton was full of praise for. However, despite the fact that Marcy had not explicitly raised the issue of navigating oneself using either the stars or the sun, Burton decided to raise the issue himself, insisting, that '[he could not] agree with Mr. Galton, that there is any difficulty in steering oneself by the stars or the sun a fortnight’s work will conquer that'.

These examples provide evidence of the intertextual borrowings that characterised many instructions for travellers. Burton drew attention to instances where Marcy offered advice which could also be found in *The Art of Travel* and where the two authors disagreed Burton, as editor, would attempt to mediate, passing judgement on which piece of advice was to be followed in which circumstances. In this way, the 1863 edition of *The Prairie Traveller* provides evidence of Burton's role as editor but also of his response as a reader of both Marcy and Galton's manuals. This particular edition is implicated, largely thanks to Burton, in taking *The Art of Travel* to a wider audience, an audience which had set out to consume *The Prairie Traveller* rather than Galton's own manual. For those that had yet to come across an edition of *The Art of Travel*, this would be their first encounter with the text, and for some perhaps the only encounter. Although Burton directed Marcy's
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56 Marcy, *The Prairie and Overland Traveller*, 90.
57 Galton, *The Art of Travel*, 1855, 130.
readers to specific passages in *The Art of Travel*, he also provided snapshots of Galton’s verdicts on various issues, meaning that the need to seek out the other volume was somewhat negated. For those that had prior knowledge of *The Art of Travel* reading the edited Marcy perhaps encouraged them to think critically about the relationship between these two works as Burton and, to a lesser extent Marcy, had attempted to do.

It was not only within the 1863 edition of *The Prairie Traveller* that Marcy and Galton’s texts were brought together. *The Reader: A Review of Literature, Science and the Arts*, a weekly periodical published by Trübner and Co. in which Galton had a significant stake also carried a review of Marcy’s book which Galton himself authored.⁶⁰ In it the explorer noted that he was ‘glad indeed to observe an amendment in the volume in its present form’, complaining that the previous edition ‘made the scantiest acknowledgements of an English volume “The Art of Travel” from which many passages are plagiarised and numerous quotations copied’. Moreover, whilst Burton’s ‘English conscience’ was praised, Galton remained unsatisfied that many ‘extracted passages remain[ed] unidentified’ but nevertheless took heart from the fact that the editor ‘testifies adequately, in his short preface and in his foot-notes to the general indebtedness of the “Prairie Traveller” to the work in question’.⁶¹ Galton therefore used his review, to argue that Marcy’s plagiarism and Burton’s apparent embarrassment at this injustice demonstrated the quality of *The Art of Travel*, ensuring that readers gained as much information about his own book as they did *The Prairie Traveller*. That Galton himself authored this review in another Trübner publication again emphasises the way that authors, publishers and editors were tied into broader networks of production and promotion which were crucial to the success of instructions to travellers.

**Cutting and Pasting *The Art of Travel*: James Collins’ ‘Notes of Travel’**

A scrapbook compiled by the economic botanist James Collins during the latter half of the nineteenth-century which survives in the Galton archive at UCL provides further evidence of how travellers sought to combine the advice offered by several different instructional guides, including *The Art of Travel*. Although he is not as well
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⁶⁰ F.G. ‘The Prairie Traveller’, *The Reader*, 10 (1863), 237-8; Galton Papers 119/1-2, University College London.
known today as Burton or Galton, Collins was nevertheless part of a privileged scientific network. Curator of the Museum of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain and Fellow of the Edinburgh Botanical Society, he was involved in investigations into the viability of commercial rubber production in India, corresponding with numerous travellers in the Amazon region and making regular visits to London’s dockyards in order to gain relevant information. After preparing a series of articles which presented an argument in support of establishing production in India, he was commissioned to produce a report on the subject on behalf of the India Office. Collins subsequently undertook researches in the Peruvian Amazon for the British government and later went on to become Government Botanist in Singapore until 1877.

During the 1870s, Collins compiled his own set of instructions for travellers, an unpublished scrapbook containing excerpts from books, articles, lectures, pamphlets and advertisements alongside handwritten annotations and personal reflections (Figure 4.4). Whether Notes of Travel, as Collins christened his work, was intended to assist Collins on his own travels, or those collecting botanical specimens on his behalf, is unclear. However, this volume demonstrates how the botanist created his own instruction manual by collating, extracting and rearranging published materials, literally cutting and pasting in order to create a new work. Although larger and more unwieldy than The Art of Travel, the format of Collins’ scrapbook reflected its intended function. By collecting the most relevant works together into a single collection, Collins could hope to limit the number of volumes that he might otherwise need to refer to. Indeed it appears that Collins drew inspiration from other publications as to the physical construction of the work making notes on the back of his own contents page which strongly resembled advice that the New Sporting Magazine had recommended to owners of The Art of Travel:

Suggestions being the staple of this publication, and also invited, we shall, in concluding our notice, advise purchasers to order a dozen blank leaves to be appended, and a strong leathern cover to fit it with a deep fitting lappet to be put to it, pockets inside being not forgotten, and it will then be perfectly fit and serviceable as a “vade mecum,” an oil-skin

wrapper in one of the pockets, as a protector against rain or immersion.64

Meanwhile, Collins' own notes read,

'Travellers' Vade Mecum. Clothes, tools, natural history & general Stores & apparatus. New expensive cover for this book & bind it in the same "index" with fresh leaves inserted. The cover with lappets to wrap inside of a large pocket all to be made out of solid leather. This kind of binding would do well for loose note books & a machine to hold [tapes] whilst binding should be made.65

It is reasonable to suggest that Collins may have been a reader of the Sporting Gazette on account of his apparent interest in collecting animal skins. Yet, even if the similarity is only coincidental, here we find evidence of authors attempting to respond to the practical difficulties associated with note-taking in the field: both Collins and Galton clearly understood that it was not content alone that rendered a manual useful.66 Furthermore, following an accumulation strategy that echoed Galton's in many ways, Collins appears to have mined some of the most prominent books of travel and travel-instruction of the day seeking hints and tips that might aid his travels. Thus, the Admiralty Manual, Hints to Travellers, The Art of Travel, Marcy's Overland Expeditions, Skekarry's Wrinkles and Lord's At Home in the Wilderness are all listed in the contents page. However, Collins also made use of a number of works not intended explicitly for the use of travellers such as Garnet Wolseley's Soldier's Pocket Book for Field Service, and Alexander Gordon's Manual of Sanitation. A great number many more publications were also referenced in the course of the manual. Rather than discussing the merits of each of these publications in turn as a reviewer might, Collins replicated the approach demonstrated by Galton and many of the other authors in his list of included works. He thus attempted to codify the materials he collected and established a system into which additional material could easily be slotted. Some publications fitted neatly into particular sections but more often than a not a single work was referenced several times in relation to various different arts of travel. Thus, Notes of Travel

64 'The Art of Travel; or Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries', New Sporting Magazine (1868), 227.
65 J. Collins, 'Notes of Travel' (1871) Galton Papers 114, University College London.

It is evident that Collins was familiar with Galton’s work for both *Hints to Travellers* and *The Art of Travel*. The 1871 edition of *Hints* which Galton edited with Back is inserted in its entirety into Collins’ volume; however it is done so in a way which was not intended by either of its authors. Pages 7-12 appeared amongst a range of other works which made reference to the instruments that a traveller ought to carry into the field. Between each sheet, Collins interleaved blank ones which he used to add additional references and comments. Thus, next to printed descriptions of sextants, for instance, we find Collins’ handwritten reference to *Shifts and Contrivances of Camp Life* by Lord and Baines, drawing attention to Captain George’s ‘double box sextant’ which is not mentioned by Galton and Back.67 On the same page there is also a sketch of the ‘portable observatory’ made by Casella for Baines’, which again is not mentioned in *Hints*.68 Collins used the space between the printed sheets to include information that Galton and Back had omitted, supplementing information within the text. Thus, Collins added an advert for Casella’s Pocket Altazimuth ‘which had been improved and modified by the kind assistance of Francis Galton Esq., F.R.S’. after the piece from *Hints to Travellers*, adding significant information to the discussion of various Altazimuth instruments. Whilst there was only room within the confines of *Hints* to mention in passing the relative merits of the apparatus sold by different instrument makers, Casella’s own adverts detailed a description of their product complete with a clearly labelled illustration, as well as directions for use, comments regarding the degree of accuracy one could expect and a discussion of ‘index and errors’. At the top of the advert, Collins added a scribbled note further noting that ‘This instrument is now made with one lens to the Eye piece instead of two D + E & has a telescope for observing the object ... price 5.10.0’. This highlights that Galton’s work not simply read alongside published guides in various forms but also more ephemeral material like advertising pamphlets.

68 J. Collins, ‘Notes of Travel’ (1871) Galton Papers 114, University College London; Lord and Baines, *Shifts and Expedients of Camp Life*, 29.
Collins clearly valued *The Art of Travel* but rather than providing long extracted passages he more often jotted down a note reminding him to ‘see Galton’ alongside the relevant page number. This was the case when Collins considered the particular types of log books one ought to carry, when he needed to know the weights of the stores he intended to take or when he wanted further information on boats, for instance. It was clear in this sense that *The Art of Travel* would very much be a companion volume to be read in conjunction with his own. Thus although Collins clearly considered that *Hints to Travellers, The Art of Travel* and many other instructional works ought to be ‘read’ together, he developed his own strategies for organising and working with the knowledge that each sought to impart. Whereas the previous discussion of the connections between Marcy’s *The Prairie Traveller* and *The Art of Travel* highlighted author-editor-publisher borrowings, Collins provides an alternative example of the concrete forms that intertextuality can take, literally cutting and pasting in order to create a new text.

### 4.3 Model Soldiers: the Art of Campaigning

Examining the role that *The Art of Travel* played in developing perceptions and practices of expeditionary travel during the mid-nineteenth century reveals one facet of the life of this text. However, to understand more fully how this work shaped alternative understandings and modes of travel, it is necessary to consider how it was prepared for, and presented to, a wider set of audiences. Certainly Galton himself was keen that the work should be viewed as a ‘manual for all those who may have to “rough it”’ and not just those undertaking ‘scientific travel’. The Crimean War made public just how fragile the Army supply chain was but also highlighted the inability of soldiers to fend for themselves when the situation demanded. Those posted to the front endured severe deprivations as a result of extreme weather conditions and a lack of provisions, with many succumbing to the effects of malnutrition and disease. Whilst similar fates had befallen British regiments in the past, the sufferings of the Crimean War were brought home to the British public with a degree of immediacy hitherto unachievable. As Markovits asserts, ‘to an unprecedented degree, the experience of the Crimean War was filtered through print
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70 For a fuller discussion of the breakdowns in support services see J. Sweetman, ‘Ad hoc’ support services during the Crimean War, 1854-6: temporary, ill-planned and largely unsuccessful’, *Military Affairs*, 52 (1988): 135-140.
- not just after the fact as with past wars, when poets, novelists, and historians took up their pens to memorialize the experience, but in real time and by an extraordinary range of writers. The telegraph proved a vital technology in linking the front line at Sevastopol to command centres back in London and Paris and enabled print to become implicated in the communication of knowledge from the battlefield in ways which had hitherto not been possible. Many newspaper publishers and their editors sent ‘special correspondents’ to the Crimea so that they could return news of operations as they unfolded. Yet, reporters did not just concentrate upon military manoeuvres, often relaying information regarding the welfare of the troops. The Times’ reporter, William Howard Russell, proved particularly adept at mobilizing public opinion, reporting from Sevastopol on the disease ravaged and ill-equipped troops who had found themselves unable to cope when supply lines broke down.

Despite the best efforts of the War Office to discredit and contradict Russell’s reports, the fact that the newspapers and other periodicals had combined accounts of journalists like Russell with letters received from soldiers at the front, as well those of concerned individuals at home, ensured that the government was regularly blamed for the ill-preparedness of the soldiers rather than the troops themselves. As a commentator in Household Words was moved to remark, for instance, ‘The English soldier is taught – disciplined – to be helpless.’

Such concern was noteworthy given that the Victorian reading public had shown relatively little interest in the well-being of its soldiers until these events unfolded. Much of this prior disregard reflected the lowly social status of the common soldier. As Branco notes, ‘Generally forced into the Army by starvation and unemployment, the soldier represented the lowest segment of the population. […]
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74 Of course, the printed press was not the only medium through which coverage of the Crimean War was mediated. As well exhibitions of photographs by Fenton and others there were a series of public displays, dioramas and so on designed to evoke and capitalise upon the public response to the situation at Sevastopol in particular. Houston, ‘Reading the Victorian Souvenir’: 353-383.
75 ‘Traveller’s contrivances’, Household Words: A Weekly Journal Conducted by Charles Dickens, 12 (1855), 505.
the enlisted man had a pitiful existence’. Yet, media coverage helped to evoke more compassionate attitudes towards these hitherto overlooked individuals.

**Galton’s School of Instruction: The Arts of Travelling and Campaigning**

This shift in the broad public perceptions helps to contextualise Galton’s personal response to the unfolding war. Reflecting in later life about the conflict, he asserted ‘The outbreak of the Crimean War showed the helplessness of our soldiers in the most elementary matters of camp-life’ and went on to explain, ‘Believing that something could be done by myself towards removing this extraordinary and culpable ignorance, I offered to give lectures on the subject, gratuitously’.

Evidently, Galton’s claim that he was qualified to advise the military on field conduct on the grounds that ‘matters bearing upon this question have been my special study in extended travel, so far as to have induced me to write upon them, quite irrespectively of the present war’ convinced then Prime Minister Lord Palmerston as arrangements were made so that lectures could commence later that summer at the recently established training camp at Aldershot. Between July and September 1855 he gave fifteen lectures dedicated to topics including ‘methods and materials used for lighting fires in the field’, ‘procuring water’, and ‘comfort and shelter in the bivouac’, before returning after Christmas to reoffer the same course, although now condensed into eight lectures (Figure 4.5). Whilst Galton made clear that he intended to ‘follow part of the very same ground that [he had] gone over in the “Art of Travel”’ he also identified the need to pass over topics which were ‘special to the wants of a private traveller’. Additionally, although Galton had keenly noted that he would ‘embrace the opportunity of putting what had been scattered over many pages of writing at different times, into the present condensed
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80 F. Galton, *Ways and Means of Campaigning [Printed for Private Circulation]*, London: T. Brettell, 4 May, 1855, Galton Papers 69, University College London. The circular is not explicitly addressed to Lord Palmerston although in his autobiography, Galton claims that he wrote directly to Palmerston after the War Office failed to reply. Given the following statement it is reasonable to assert, as Karl Pearson also does, that the approach was made in the form of the circular: ‘I must observe, that I send this Circular as a private communication, and to no large numbers of persons’. Galton, *Memories of My Life*, 164; K. Pearson, *The Life and Letters of Francis Galton II: Researches in Middle Life*, (London: Cambridge University Press, 1930), 14, 2n.
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and legible form’ he afterwards revealed that it had taken a significant effort to ‘frame a suitable course of practical instruction and of lectures for those who cared to benefit from them’.

Galton’s reference to the need to frame his course adequately related not only to the necessity of condensing his material but also to the need to present it in an engaging way that would facilitate learning most effectively. He began his inaugural lecture by explaining why his association with *The Art of Travel* qualified him to ‘teach those Arts and Contrivances which stand the soldier in stead when military organisation fails to help him’, noting that unlike soldiers who were taught to depend upon ‘the system’, travellers could only rely upon their own skills and local environment for their survival. Yet Galton cautioned that it was not true that ‘any person who has once roughed it becomes proficient in the art of campaigning’. Instead, he insisted that one needed to acquire knowledge of a range of different environments, something which he assured his audience he had done through compiling *The Art of Travel*.

Galton though, was clear in his mind that spoken lectures alone would not dramatically improve the abilities of troops to fend for themselves in the field. If regiments around the country were encouraged to undertake similar courses of instruction as he hoped, the material would need to be suitable for all ranks of men and whilst officers could be expected to be literate, lower-ranked soldiers often struggled in this department. Moreover, whilst simply listening to Galton’s lectures did not require proficiency in reading or writing, these skills would certainly aid comprehension. As a retired Major testified in relation to Army lectures more broadly in this period,

> Without diagrams and illustrations lectures are of little use as a means of teaching, for the mind cannot always carry away the facts and arguments of the speaker. This if true of university and medical students, and educated people who attend literary institutions, is still more applicable to the private soldier, who, in too many cases, does not absolutely understand the language spoken to him. He must be
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Galton seemingly shared this conviction, preparing a series of diagrams and demonstrations to accompany his spoken text (Figure 4.6). Furthermore, he was adamant that he wished to 'convey knowledge and manual dexterity, for neither without the other will ever be of much avail' and so set up both a museum and laboratory to complement his talks. The museum consisted of a set of sketches accompanied by explanatory notes, as well as a set of reference works while the laboratory was a space in which Galton hoped 'learners might teach themselves'. It was essentially a workshop where the 'motley stock of very simple tools and raw materials, planks, logs, twigs, canvas, cloths, and every single thing necessary for making with the hand' that Galton had used to illustrate his talks was stored (Figure 4.6 contains an extract from the catalogue of the collection). For Galton, it was important that soldiers trialled and perfected arts of campaigning for themselves, believing that practical experience was vital to complete the work that the lectures had begun. Galton understood that working 'in the field' presented specific challenges that book learning could not convey and encouraged his students to work outdoors, explaining that 'In the palisadoed plot of ground, between the huts, you can sit and work just as roughly as you would in the Crimea'. Moreover, Galton encouraged the soldiers to

write to your friends from the Crimea, or from the bush, who take an interest in these things, get hints of original experiences from them, communicate them to me; they will not lie idle, but will at once be turned to account in increasing a store already large, and will remain recorded in pictures or in models for the good of ourselves and all who follow us.

Thus, Galton aimed to turn 'helpless' soldiers into experts who could pass their newly acquired knowledge onto others. By praising the value of the contributions that those currently serving abroad could offer, and asking soldiers to undertake the same kind of research that he had done prior to the publication of The Art of Travel,
Galton acknowledged the limits of his own knowledge and once more demonstrated an eagerness to add to, and test out, that which already formed the basis of his book.

*The Arts of Campaigning on Tour: In Person and In Print*

Certainly, the time spent at Aldershot offered as many opportunities to Galton as it did the troops he worked with. The school of instruction not only allowed Galton to physically reshape the content of *The Art of Travel* (condensing twenty-five chapters into a short lecture series) but also to explore different methods of presenting that material, through talks, diagrams, displays and demonstrations. Additionally, his work in Aldershot fostered connections beyond the camp, enabling him to develop this face of *The Art of Travel* even further. After concluding his work in the camp, Galton presented two lectures from his series before the United Service Institute at Whitehall. Although the *Times* reported that much interest was shown from the assembled audience, the *Quarterly Review* later revealed that Galton ‘went to the museum of the United Service Club at the hour advertised, but as his audience amounted to but one soldier he discontinued his efforts to make known those wrinkles he had acquired with so much suffering himself’. Despite attempts by Galton to present material which was of particular relevance to the military in ways which would prove engaging and instructive, it appears he misjudged his audience.

However, one did not necessarily have to attend one of Galton’s lectures in order to know of them. A selection of newspaper reports, including those of *The Times*, offered second-hand accounts of Galton’s performances, describing both the content of his lectures and his teaching methods. Coverage of these lectures likely did much to promote sales of *The Art of Travel*, with the book receiving as much coverage as his lectures in some instances. In this sense these ‘news items’ acted in much the same way as reviews did. Although the lectures received much praise from the reporters that attended them, they did not receive widespread coverage by any means. Yet there were further outlets for Galton’s work on the ways and means of campaigning, as John Murray, perhaps hoping to stimulate interest in the second set of lectures, published two hundred and fifty copies of the inaugural talk shortly after the first set of lectures concluded. For six shillings, a copy of the opening

lecture detailing the rationale behind the course, its aims, methods and an outline of its content could be obtained.93 It is worth noting that Murray went to the expense of publishing the lecture on ‘very stout paper’ perhaps suggesting that the piece was expected either to pass through multiple hands, possibly as some kind of reference text, or that it was likely to be used in conditions that demanded hard-wearing materials, such as the military training field.94

The Saturday Review provided a commentary that focused on The Art of Travel and Arts of Campaigning highlighting that the lecture published by Murray was read by an audience beyond the camp and, moreover, proved an important means of informing people of what Galton was attempting to institute at Aldershot. Quoting extensively from the inaugural lecture, the reviewer seconded Galton’s faith that the arts of travel could and should be taught to all regiments as the Crimean situation so graphically demonstrated. Much was made of Galton’s method of instruction and also of the fact that ‘his remarks do not apply to officers only, but that all ranks will have an opportunity afforded them of learning useful arts and contrivances’. However, seemingly aware that the lectures had failed to attract a significant crowd – with lectures rarely attracting more than fifteen men at a time – the reviewer expressed a hope ‘that the second experiment, made under more favourable auspices, i.e. with more leisure from field duties on the part of the officers and men, and greater experience in lecturing on Mr Galton’s part – will be as successful as it deserves to be’.95 Whilst the activities at Aldershot were the primary focus of the Saturday Review’s piece, mention was also made of The Art of Travel which, it was noted, would be of interest to ‘any one who is of a Robinson Crusoe turn of mind’. However, the reviewer was firmly focused on the work’s relevance to military education and concluded by claiming that ‘if copies of the book were liberally supplied to regiments ordered out on foreign service, especially in rough countries, many a life might be saved’.96 Thus, although the reviewer had emphasised how important it was that Galton was instructing the arts of campaigning

using a variety of different methods, it was nevertheless felt that the book could also achieve the same end.

Although Galton's lectures ceased in 1856, his role in the education of soldiers continued beyond his time at Aldershot. In July 1857, for instance, he was requested to provide the War Office with ten sets of the models and specimens which he had used to illustrate the arts of camp life. A set, probably containing the materials that had been stored in the Aldershot laboratory had already been presented to the Royal Artillery Institution at Woolwich and it was perhaps seeing this set in use that led to Secretary Major General Peel's request for a further ten sets to be issued at a cost of one hundred and thirty seven pounds, six shillings. Henry Hardinge, writing on behalf of Peel, praised 'the taste and ingenuity evinced by [Galton] in the construction of [the] models' and revealed that he had been instructed to assure Galton that they 'would prove of great benefit to the service' suggesting that they might be destined for other training centres. Moreover, the inclusion of a catalogue with each set that detailed not only contents but how certain specimens might be used made it possible for Galton's teachings to continue without the involvement of Galton himself. Certainly Lieutenant Colonel James Alexander, whose regiment served in the Crimea between May 1855 and June 1856, encouraged young soldiers especially to seek out Galton's models and specimen's held at the Royal Artillery Institution, claiming in his memoirs that they were 'well worth examining carefully'.

97 In addition to those ordered by the War Office, Galton had a further set made for the South Kensington Museum (now the Victoria and Albert Museum). This set formed part of the Special Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus and was exhibited in 1876 within a sub-collection of 'Maps, Globes and Miscellaneous Objects' (item number 3201). In 1914 E. Wheeler Galton presented a set (probably those previously held by the Kensington Museum) to the Royal Geographical Society who displayed the models within their museum but what happened to them from here remains unclear. *Catalogue of the Special Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus at the South Kensington Museum. Third Edition*, (London: George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, for Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1877), 802; Royal Geographical Society, *The Museum*, unpublished catalogue, c.1914, 19.

98 H. Hardinge to F. Galton, July 12, 1855, Galton Papers 69, University College London.

Returning to *The Art of Travel* itself, it is clear that Galton’s time at Aldershot had a tangible impact upon the material within and marketing of subsequent editions of the book. The preface to the 1856 edition, for instance, described Galton’s involvement at the camp and his desire that all soldiers should become proficient in the techniques he described.\footnote{Galton, *The Art of Travel*, 1856, iii-iv.} Moreover, the 1856 edition also provides a visual record of the kinds of diagrams and displays he used with soldiers. The newly extended chapter on water, for instance, was accompanied by an illustration of the apparatus required to distil putrid water. The engraving, the text revealed, was based upon a sketch of a model that Galton had constructed using a soldier’s mess tin.\footnote{Galton, *The Art of Travel*, 1856, 219.} The same could also be said of diagrams on page 56 describing stitches which could be used to make plait mats and roofs. In the accompanying text, Galton wrote,

> Soldiers might be trained to a great deal of hutting practice, [...] if they were drilled at putting together huts whose roofs and walls were made of planks lashed together by this simple stitch, and whose supports were short scaffolding poles dug, as explained (p.9) without spades or anything but the hand and a small stick.\footnote{Galton, *The Art of Travel*, 1856, 8, 56.}

Whilst Galton’s lectures concluded shortly after the 1856 volume was published, and the prefatory notice of his role in military instruction was removed in time for the 1860 edition, these illustrations and the text that accompanied them provided a lasting reminder of this association within the main body of the book.

Certainly there is evidence that *The Art of Travel* continued to be considered as an important contribution to military education beyond 1856. A reviewer for the *Quarterly Review* examined the 1856 edition of *The Art of Travel* as part of a broader consideration of the ‘lodgings, food and dress of soldiers’ published in 1859.\footnote{‘Lodgings, food, and dress of Soldiers’, 162-3.} Positioned alongside were three texts which had conditions in the British Army as their primary focus and James Ranald Martin’s *The Influence of Tropical Climates on European Constitutions, The Art of Travel* was described as ‘one of the most interesting little volumes [the reviewer had] ever read’ with the reviewer claiming that it ‘should be in the hands of every campaigner, whether military or otherwise’. The book was explicitly connected to Galton’s lectures at the United
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Service Club and the events of the Crimea with the author of the review coming to the conclusion that ‘Had our soldiers been acquainted with its content when our commissariat broke down, they would have been able to lighten their miseries in a considerable degree’. The reviewer claimed that Galton’s lecture series had in fact been the basis for the manual but cautioned that the presence of the work within regimental libraries would not be enough to guarantee its widespread uptake by soldiers as ‘The recruit from the agricultural districts will not read such volumes as generally form the bulk of these collections’. Thus although the reviewer had wrongly assumed that the lecture series gave rise to the book, both he and Galton shared the belief that for such material to have an impact, it would have to be presented in ways which accounted for the specific strengths and weaknesses of the target audience.

4.4 The Art of Travel and John Murray’s Handbook Series

Placing The Art of Travel within the context of developments in expeditionary travel and military campaigning furthers our understanding of two faces of Galton’s manual, revealing that the publication both shaped, and was shaped by, attempts by the RGS and British Army to develop a more systematic approach to field conduct. The present section attempts to place The Art of Travel within a third context, namely that of middle-class tourism. Whilst biographers regularly nod to Gabon’s involvement in the production of tourist literature, few scholars have sought to locate The Art of Travel within this genre, despite the fact that John Murray was almost synonymous with the guidebook in this context. This omission is problematic if Lister is correct in asserting that books such as The Art of Travel ‘were published as “Companions to the Handbooks,” for the edification of the same inquiring, intelligent, and discerning Victorian minds as required (if not actually demanded and depended upon) the detailed and accurate information contained in the handbooks themselves’. This section examines the contribution that Galton made to mid-Victorian tourist literature, drawing connections between the form, content and marketing of specific editions of The Art of Travel and particular volumes of Murray’s Handbook series.

104 ‘Lodgings, food, and dress of Soldiers’, 162-3.
Although Galton did not compile *The Art of Travel* with the Continental tourist in mind, John Murray clearly thought that there was something to be gained from advertising the work as part of his *Handbook* series throughout the summer and autumn touring seasons. In July 1855 adverts began to appear for the *Handbook to The Art of Travel – Being Hints and Suggestions Available in Wild Countries* (Figure 4.8). The re-wording of the title marks an obvious effort to present the work to a wider audience. Moreover, by presenting *The Art of Travel*, as part of the Handbook series, this and similar adverts placed by the publisher conveyed the impression that the manual had been constructed *for* the series, and thus, it would be expected to follow the same conventions in terms of both form and content. Yet, there is no evidence that steps were taken to materially alter the work for the tourist market at this point and while customers might set out in search of *Hints and Suggestions* they would find only *Shifts and Contrivances*.

Moreover, those expecting a Murray Handbook might also be surprised to find a Galton book. In order to protect the integrity of the Handbook brand, each guide was published without attributing authorship or editorship to a named individual. Thus, although a note from the editor could be inserted prior to the main title page, and the preface could make reference to 'experienced editors' who had helped to revise particular guides, ultimately the integrity of the work depended on the name of John Murray. Thus, it was rare to see the 'Handbook of *The Art of Travel*' advertised either in its own right or as being authored by Francis Galton. One of the few adverts in which Murray used the alternative name for *The Art of Travel* but did attribute authorship to Galton, appeared not in connection with other Murray *Handbooks* but rather another publication by Galton. Thus, a catalogue entitled *Mr Murray’s Recent Works* dated October 1855 placed an advert for the *Handbook* alongside one for *Arts of Campaigning; Lecture Delivered to the Camp at Aldershot*. However, the advert in question did not entirely break the association with the Murray’s guides, for as well as the use of the alternative title, the advertisement contained a quote from the *Literary Gazette* noting that ‘For travellers and emigrants the book will have a

permanent value, and will be found a useful supplement to Murray's Handbooks'.\textsuperscript{108} Thus, although making it clear that \textit{The Art of Travel} was not a Murray Handbook \textit{per se}, the note nevertheless reduced Galton's attempt at systematising travel, using contributions from some of the most eminent travellers of the day to 'a useful supplement'.

Whether Murray's attempts to position Galton's manual alongside the established Handbook series proved an effective marketing strategy is open to question. Whilst subsequent editions were not heavily promoted within periodical advertisements for the Handbook series, the publisher did not cease his attempts to align \textit{The Art of Travel} with his guidebooks entirely. The third edition of 1860, for instance, was promoted within the annual 'Murray's Handbook Advertiser' of 1861 which was inserted in several Handbooks and contained information regarding products, services and publications which might appeal to those travelling within Britain or Continental Europe.\textsuperscript{109} Moreover, a number of other periodical advertisements contained material extracted from reviews which directly alluded to the utility of Galton's guide as an accompaniment to the guidebooks. A notice placed within the \textit{Reader} of May 1863, for instance, used material from the \textit{Leader}, \textit{Athenaeum}, \textit{Literary Gazette} and \textit{Examiner} to promote \textit{The Art of Travel} under the title of \textit{The Traveller's Companion}.\textsuperscript{110} Thus, whilst Galton may not have set out to compile a manual to complement the Handbook series, the connection between his manual and leisurely travel was repeatedly alluded to over a number of years. Moreover, when we examine Galton's own involvement in producing literature for the tourist market, it becomes increasingly possible to consider how this genre may have had an impact not just on how \textit{The Art of Travel} was promoted but also how it was revised and reshaped in later years.

\textsuperscript{108} 'Mr Murray's List of Recent Works, October 1855' [Advertisements] in \textit{The Newcomes. Cut from the Quarterly Review}, 97(1855), 7.


\textsuperscript{110} 'The traveller's companion', \textit{The Reader} 18 (1863):444
Francis Galton's contribution to Mid-Victorian Tourist Literature

Having seen the third edition of *The Art of Travel* through publication, Galton became involved with a new venture, editing *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel* (the focus of Chapter 5), for publisher Alexander Macmillan. This project found Galton editing a collection of short narratives compiled as a result of short tours in locations as diverse as the Scottish Highlands and Peru but with a decided leaning towards Alpine travel. Whilst working on this three-volume series, and perhaps as a direct result of his involvement in the venture, Murray approached Galton about becoming involved in his Handbook series. In November 1863, shortly after returning from Piedmont, Galton replied to Murray informing him that he had considered the proposal and had 'given 2 or 3 hours to see what [he] could do with the Swiss Guide in particular'. His verdict was that he 'could compress & methodise the Swiss handbook so as to bring it within the compass of a “Knapsack Edition” & make it a very satisfactory volume'. At the same time, however, Galton told Murray that he feared this undertaking would involve 'a great deal of irksome labour'. Despite the fact that Murray had published a tenth edition of the *Handbook to Switzerland and the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont* that same year, Galton was nevertheless certain that editing a further volume would require 'great additions to bring it au courant' to the needs of travellers. As he explained, 'The glories of the Alps were hardly known some years ago, when a large part of the handbook was written & consequently the writer had not that high standard of excellence in their imagination which all travellers now obtain from their excursion to Zermat, the Eggischhorn & the rest'. The guide, much like *The Art of Travel* would be of little use to travellers if it failed to keep up with current discoveries and trends in travel.

---

111 F. Galton (ed.) *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860* (Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1861). I have not included the *Vacation Tourists* series in this discussion because it was not explicitly intended as a guide or a manual to travel in the same way that the Murray volumes were.

112 F. Galton to J. Murray, November 5, 1863; November 8, 1863, John Murray Archive, Acc. 12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.

113 F. Galton to J. Murray, November 8, 1863, John Murray Archive, Acc. 12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.


By January, Galton had commenced work editing the extant Swiss Handbook and preparing a shorter Knapsack Guide to accompany it. He approached the task with the same systematic rigour he had applied to The Art of Travel;

My plan has been this. I break the description of each route into paragraphs of rarely more than 4 or 5 lines in length wherever a lengthened description of anything is necessary, it is fashioned & referred to by a note of reference. In practice, each route requires 2 or 3 of these notes. I thus get the itinerary from A to B, all in less than a page. It is almost as easy to use it backwards (from B to A) as forwards (from A to B).\textsuperscript{116}

With twenty routes already constructed in this manner, Galton assured Murray that the venture was well in hand, noting that ‘one’s ideas of method become more practical by experience’.\textsuperscript{117} Indeed the experience of compiling The Art of Travel should have stood him in good stead, as the task required Galton to integrate his own insights into Alpine travel and those derived from others who contributed notes via Murray with what was already in place. However, despite his prior experience, undertaking the revision of the Knapsack Guide and the Handbook simultaneously would prove somewhat over ambitious. In March 1864, Galton told Murray that he was one-third of the way through the Handbook and asserted that ‘When it is all finished, the Knapsack Guide will follow easily’.\textsuperscript{118}

Yet Galton found that the need to adhere to certain conventions of pagination, paragraphing and spacing disrupted his methodical planning and caused the rate of production to slow.\textsuperscript{119} The Knapsack Guide for instance was printing two columns to a page which presented specific challenges. By February 1865 - months after the Knapsack Guide was published (Figure 4.7) – Galton was clearly increasingly frustrated with the Handbook and wrote to Murray, asserting ‘I cannot give much more time to it, in indexing or in any other way. You will recollect that the arrangement was that I should correct it simultaneously with writing the Knapsack

---

\textsuperscript{116} F. Galton to J. Murray, January 1, 1864, John Murray Archive, Acc12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.
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\textsuperscript{118} F. Galton to J. Murray, March 16, 1864, John Murray Archive, Acc.12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.

\textsuperscript{119} F. Galton to J. Murray, March 16, 1864; April 19, 1864; July 9, 1864, John Murray Archive, Acc.12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.
Guide which I did; but I have gladly given, subsequently, more time to it'.\textsuperscript{120} Indeed even before the experience had reached a conclusion, Galton revealed that he had been convinced of 'the great trouble of writing guide books' and noted that he would not be enticed to give up the 'freedom of a summer tour' to complete another for less than £100.\textsuperscript{121}

Although the process of completing both volumes would not be entirely pleasurable, Galton had set out full of enthusiasm, initially eager to convince Murray of the potential utility of a guide to Switzerland made up of three parts: a knapsack guide, a guide to glaciers, and an appendix of historical information. However, despite having initiated the discussions over the prospect of producing a smaller guide which could conveniently fit in the knapsack, Murray was unwilling to dramatically alter the format of the handbook, which had after all been perfected over many years. Galton had to yield to Murray's wishes: he might have been skilled in the arts of travel, but it was Murray that understood how to marry the demands of the market and the practicalities of commercial publication.

Galton soon found that the demands of the guidebook were not the same as those of an instruction manual, with specific conventions to borne in mind. Nevertheless, it is possible that the experience of working with the pre-determined structure of the Handbook and imposing it upon the Knapsack Guide may have encouraged Galton to think about restructuring *The Art of Travel*. It was, after all, only in 1867, with the fourth edition, that any signification alteration was made to the organisation of the material. At this point Galton almost entirely revised and reorganised the content of the work so that it now sported an arrangement not dissimilar to that which Galton had worked with in the 'introductory information' sections of the *Handbook* and *Knapsack Guide*.

Guidebooks were designed to enable tourists to move easily from A to B to C and back again. Thus, sections dealt with pre-travel preparations such as securing necessary visas before discussing how one could reach one's initial stopping-off point in, in this case, Switzerland. Discussion then shifted towards matters arising once abroad − money, the telegraph system, modes of travelling in Switzerland, Swiss Inns, and so on. Although each location raised certain site-specific issues

\textsuperscript{120} F. Galton to J. Murray, February 7, 1865, John Murray Archive, Acc.12604/1435, National Library of Scotland.
\textsuperscript{121} F. Galton to J. Murray, June 22, 1864, John Murray Archive Acc.12604/1435, National Library of Scotland
which had to be taken into consideration and routes and sites of interest were a mandatory part of the guide, there were also a number of issues likely to arise in all of the locations that Murray’s guides covered. Thus, while we can view the re-arrangement of the 1864 edition as a reflection of Galton’s increased focus upon instruments and accurate observation, one could also argue that there was now a degree of similarity between the arrangement of Galton’s material in *The Art of Travel* and the organisational structure he had followed in the *Handbook* and *Knapsack Guide: The Art of Travel* now also took the reader on a journey over the course of the manual, from ‘preparatory enquiries’ to the ‘conclusion of the journey’ whilst stopping off along the way to consider a number of issues likely to occur along the way. The argument that there is a degree of comparison between *The Art of Travel* and the *Handbook* series is strengthened if we look more closely at the content of Galton’s manual.

*The Art of Travel* in ‘wild & civilised countries’

Whilst Galton had settled on a title that emphasised that the vast proportion of the material within *The Art of Travel* related to expeditionary travel, the fact that one of the earlier titles he considered was ‘The Art of Travel Suggestions of Hints & contrivances to wayfarers in wild & civilised countries’ reveals an awareness that there was a certain amount of material that might prove relevant to Murray’s tourists.122 There was some noteworthy content that clearly carried currency irrespective of which geographical region or mode of travel was favoured. Galton for instance, gave advice on how to enjoy tea without the traditional apparatus:

> Where there are no cups nor teapot, put the leaves in the pot or kettle and drink through a reed with a wisp in it, as they do in Paraquay; if there are cups and no teapot, the leaves may be put in the pot, previously enclosed in a loose gauze or muslin bag to prevent their floating about.123

Moreover, Galton expressly noted that it was advice that was ‘well worth being borne in mind by a traveller in civilised countries, who carries an Etna with him’. Surely following close to obtaining a good cup of tea when away from home was the traveller’s quest to prevent blistered feet and so Captain Cochrane’s remedy of using

122 F. Galton ‘Notebook for 1854’ Galton Papers 56, University College London.
123 Galton, *The Art of Travel*, 1855, 53.
'spirits mixed with tallow dropped from a candle onto the palm of the hand' would likely have appealed to many.\textsuperscript{124} What makes this piece of advice especially interesting in relation to the present discussion, however is that it was sourced from Murray's \textit{Handbook to Switzerland} and first appeared not in 1867 but in 1855, highlighting that the guidebook already had a presence, albeit a minor one which might easily be overlooked by Galton's readers, but a presence nonetheless. This presence certainly grew as time went on for, although Galton would not reference the Handbook, his personal passion for Alpine travel meant that there were a number of references to Switzerland and the Alps that would surely interest Murray's tourists. For instance, the 1867 edition of \textit{The Art of Travel} contained a whole section on mountaineering which included extensive extracts from the 'Report of a Committee, appointed by the Alpine Club in 1864, on Ropes, Axes and Alpenstocks' complete with numerous illustrations, which reflected a much wider interest in and knowledge of Alpine regions in the mid-1860s (Figure 4.8).\textsuperscript{125}

This interest in Alpine tourism and indeed travel more widely was not confined to those with the means to try it first-hand. It is clear that some readers preferred to explore from the comfort of their own armchairs and thus there was also market for providing information within guides that could be transposed onto the home situation. Certainly, there were many instances in which \textit{The Art of Travel} provided such information. One of the strangest perhaps was advice which 'had been practiced in most countries from England to Peru' and involved describing steps to convince a robber that you were ready to surrender your possessions before shooting him dead with the loaded weapon you carried on your person.\textsuperscript{126}

At various points in their respective lives, \textit{The Art of Travel} and works belonging to Murray's Handbook series clearly crossed paths, whether in terms of marketing, formatting or content. Galton's involvement in publishing ventures connected to more touristic forms of travel had a tangible impact upon \textit{The Art of Travel}, increasing its relevance to those intent on visiting more accessible locations. However, several reviewers recommended Galton's manual to their readers from the outset even if their travels 'extend only a little way beyond their own firesides.'\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{124} Galton, \textit{The Art of Travel}, 1855, 170.
\textsuperscript{125} Galton, \textit{The Art of Travel}, 1867, 49-55.
\textsuperscript{126} Galton, \textit{The Art of Travel}, 1855, 64.
\textsuperscript{127} 'How to see the world', \textit{Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature Science and Arts}, 3 (1855), 374.
The Westminster Review, for instance, carried a review of the 1855 edition which noted that ‘Mr Galton in his “Art of Travel” does not profess to give hints for a tour up the Rhine, or a visit to Paris. Travel is with him a more serious affair’. The same reviewer, however, was also confident that ‘there are, nevertheless, not a few paragraphs containing instructions useful to ordinary tourists; as, for instance, the directions for fording a river, and for protecting a boat in rough water’. Likewise, the Examiner’s reviewer noted that although Galton was really using his book to address those tourists who ‘go in for camels, savages and lions’ the work was nevertheless deemed ‘competent also to put some useful ideas into the heads of the men who stay at home’. With a decidedly stay-at-home audience in mind also, the Liverpool Mercury’s ‘Housewife’s Corner’ carried an excerpt of the advice offered in The Art of Travel for blistered feet. However, whether such reviews and advertisements encouraged tourists to take up Galton’s manual and the advice it offered still remains open to some question. Nevertheless, by situating The Art of Travel in relation to the guidebook genre, and specifically to John Murray’s Handbooks, this section adds a further dimension to our understanding of the role that The Art of Travel was intended to perform.

* * *

This chapter has explored three different faces of The Art of Travel, contextualising the development of the work in relation to contemporary concerns within the RGS, the British Army, and the publishing house of John Murray. These contexts of course overlapped in significant ways, and the extent to which it is possible to differentiate one ‘reading’ of The Art of Travel from another should not be over-emphasised. Nineteenth-century authors, readers, reviewers and the published works they came into contact with occupied multiple spheres ensuring that whilst some groups might have predominantly responded to The Art of Travel as an expeditionary guide, a campaign manual or a tourist companion, many others would have been attuned to the fact that this work could simultaneously speak to a wide range of concerns, something which Galton himself had encouraged.

130 ‘Housewife’s Corner’, Liverpool Mercury (September 14, 1855), 11.
Nevertheless, by identifying three different (if undoubtedly connected) ways to position *The Art of Travel*, this chapter has demonstrated that an approach which focuses on both the multi-edition history of a text and its subsequent marketing, circulation and reception in different material forms can reveal significant insights into the ways that geographical knowledge was packaged for, presented to and understood by different audiences. This chapter reminds us of the need to move beyond author-centric histories to consider the wider range of individuals and institutions that helped to shape the understandings of nineteenth-century readers. Working within and beyond particular editions of *The Art of Travel*, provides an understanding of how this text evolved over time, how it was used in specific contexts and how it was incorporated into other print and speech spaces, greatly increasing our understanding of the reach of this text in the process.
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ARTS OF TRAVELLING AND CAMPAIGNING

THE FOLLOWING COURSE OF PUBLIC LECTURES WILL BE DELIVERED AT THE CAMP AT ALDERSHOT, BY FRANCIS GALTON Esq., F.R.G.S. Author of the "Art of Travelling" and of "Expeditions in Tropical South Africa."

The Lectures will commence at Half-Past Seven, and will be delivered on Wednesday Evenings, as follows —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Subject of Lecture</th>
<th>Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Water for drinking</td>
<td>Jan. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>Fire. Breasting</td>
<td>Jan. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Jan. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>The March, Rivers and Roads</td>
<td>Feb. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Crafts and Mechanics</td>
<td>Feb. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11, 12, 13</td>
<td>Bush Manufactures</td>
<td>Feb. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Animals of Draught and Bur-</td>
<td>Feb. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Tents and Hutting</td>
<td>March 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Galton will also be present in the Lecture Room, from 10½ to 12 o'clock, on the Thursday Mornings, where he will be happy to explain any matters connected with the Lecture of the preceding Evening; and to repeat it at 11 o'clock, in the event of there being a sufficient attendance.

LONDON:
PRINTED BY T. BRETTELL, RUPERT STREET, HAYMARKET
1856

4.5 Arts of Campaigning, Galton Papers 69, UCL
CATALOGUE
of MODELS AND SPECIMENS.

FIRES.—

Lucifer Matches, ..................
(of wax.

Burning Glasses, ..................
(teloscope lens.

Sulphur Matches, or bits of stick
with their roots dipped in sulphur
(burnt up piece of tin.

Fire Sticks, ..........................
(drill bow and string.

Flints and their substitutes, ........
(fire stick of oak.

Tinders—1st. Those which are not
convenient to hold,
(grass, ha. sorded in the mouth, and rubbed
with gunpowder, and having grains of
gunpowder scattered about it.

2nd. Under of burnt rag, and how to make it in
the open field.

4.6 Models and Specimens Illustrative of Camp Life,
Catalogue of Models and Specimens, Galton Papers 69, UCL and The Art of Travel (London: John Murray, 1856),
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4.7 Francis Galton’s Contribution to Murray’s Guidebooks
MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR TRAVELLERS.

HANDBOOK FOR DEVON & CORNWALL. Maps. 6d.
HANDBOOK TO THE ART OF TRAVEL.—Being Hints and Suggestions available in Wild Countries. 6d.
HANDBOOK OF TRAVEL-TALK.—English, French, German, and Italian. 6d.
HANDBOOK FOR NORTH GERMANY.—HOLLAND, Belgium, Prussia, and the Rhine, to Switzerland. Maps. 6s.
HANDBOOK FOR SOUTH GERMANY.—THE TYROL, Bavaria, Austria, Baden, Styria, Hungary, and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea. Maps. 8s.
HANDBOOK FOR SWITZERLAND.—The ALPS of Savoy and Piedmont. Maps. 7s.
HANDBOOK FOR FRANCE.—Normandy, Brittany, the French Alps, Dauphiny, Provence, and the Pyrenees. Maps. 9s.
HANDBOOK FOR SPAIN.—Andalusia, Cordova, Grenada, Catalonia, Galicia, the Basques, Aragon, &c. Maps. 2 vol. 8s.
HANDBOOK FOR PORTUGAL—Lisbon, &c. Map. 9s.
HANDBOOK FOR NORTH ITALY.—Sardinia, Lombardy, Venice, Parma, Florence, Mantua, Lucca, Florence, Tuscany as far as the Valt Arno. Maps. 11s.
HANDBOOK FOR SOUTHERN ITALY.—The Two Sicilies, Naples, Pompeii, Heraceanum, Taranto, &c. Maps. 10s.
HANDBOOK FOR CENTRAL ITALY.—Southern Tuscany and the Papal States. Maps. 7s.
HANDBOOK FOR ROME & ITS ENVIRONS. Map. 7s.
HANDBOOK FOR GREECE.—The Ionian Islands, Albania, Thessaly, and Macedonia. Maps. 12s.
HANDBOOK FOR TURKEY.—Malta, Constantinople, Asia Minor, Armenia, Mesopotamia, &c. Maps. 18s.
HANDBOOK FOR OTTOMAN.—Malta, the Nile, Alexandria, Cairo, Thebes, and the Oued and Rivers to India. Map. 18s.
HANDBOOK FOR DENMARK.—Norway and Sweden. Maps. 12s.
HANDBOOK FOR RUSSIA.—Finland & Iceland. Maps. 12s.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.

THE ART OF TRAVEL;
OR,
SHIFTS AND CONTRIVANCES AVAILABLE IN WILD COUNTRIES

By FRANCIS GALTON, F.R.S., &c.,
LONDON: IN TRAVEL IN TROPICAL SOUTH AMERICA AND FORAYS IN THE INTERIOR OF THE ROYAL GEORGIANHOUR.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET. 1867.

The right of Translation is reserved.

4.8 Intersections: Murray's Handbooks and Gabon's The Art of Travel

Chapter 5

Serialising Travel: *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel*
This chapter furthers our investigation of mid-Victorian travel publishing by examining the opportunities and challenges associated with serial publication. Whilst the three-decker and part-publication of Victorian novels has received much attention there has been relatively little work on the significance of book series in particular and serial publishing in general in relation to non-fictional genres in the same period. Howsam defines the series as 'a named, sometimes numbered, group of books with a common theme, usually with uniform binding, and often uniformly priced, appearing under a general title' (as shown in Figures 5.1-5.4).1 Similarly, Fyfe suggests, 'It should be clear that there is an overlap between the genres of 'periodical' and 'book', particularly as exemplified by the “book series”, where each published unit has the form of a book, but is issued as part of a larger, periodic project'.2 In cases where each ‘book’ making up the larger series is itself an edited collection the boundary between ‘book’ and ‘periodical’ merges even further, as this chapter will demonstrate through an examination of Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel. This three-volume series was developed by publisher Alexander Macmillan and editor Francis Galton with the intention of bringing together topical accounts of travels conducted in disparate parts of the world in a form which would both educate and entertain the general reader. The plan was heralded as 'a striking illustration of the prevalent taste for travel and adventure'3 and although the series as a whole did not enjoy the immediate success of Missionary Travels or the longer sustained success of The Art of Travel, the fact that ‘the venture paid its way, but no more’ might be considered as something of an achievement in itself.4 Indeed for every bestseller there were numerous other ventures which achieved less spectacular results. Examining such projects provides further insights into the competitive marketplace for works of travel and in this instance, the specific challenges associated with serial production in particular. The chapter begins by exploring the

---

3 ‘Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860 [Review]’, *North American Review*, 93 (1861), 271.
4 F. Galton, *Memories of My Life*, (London: Methuen and Co., 1908), 187; Simon Eliot identified three categories of prices for books during the nineteenth century: 1d and 3s6d (low); 3d7d – 10s (mid) and 10s+ (high). Even allowing for the fact that most customers would have received a discount on the 14 shilling cover price, Macmillan’s desire to produce a handsome volume had ensured it would likely be out of the reach of many. S. Eliot, *Some Patterns and Trends in British Publishing 1800-1919* (London: Bibliographical Society, 1994), 60.
concept behind *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel*, beginning with the origins and aims of the series (initially conceived as *Cambridge Tours in 1860*) before considering precedents for an annual series bringing together experiences of travel in different parts of the world (Section 5.1). It then examines the practical challenges associated with putting such a plan into print, exploring, for example, the delays that plagued the series and how these threatened to undermine the topicality and originality of the essays within each volume (Section 5.2). The third part of this chapter moves the discussion beyond the publishing house and into the wider market. It explores circulation by examining advertising and sales together with the presence of the series in various different libraries in order to consider where the series might have been encountered and by whom (Section 5.3). Finally, this chapter concludes with an examination of periodical reviews, allowing us to consider responses to the rationale of the series and more specifically, the extent to which Macmillan and Galton achieved their aim of offering new and topical content which was both entertaining and educational (Section 5.4).

**5.1 The Concept and Contexts behind *Vacation Tourists***

Exploring the context of the development of *Vacation Tourists* helps to explain why Macmillan chose to initiate a new serial venture dedicated to travel at this time and why it came to occupy the particular form it did. Seeking answers to these questions once more casts light on the collaborative nature of the publishing process. The seeds of the project which would become *Vacation Tourists* were sown in the autumn of 1860 in conversations between publisher Alexander Macmillan and two Fellows of Cambridge University, William George Clark, who was also University Orator, and John Willis Clark. Both men were eager to publish accounts of their recent travels. However, they found themselves with more information than might be conveyed in a normal periodical article but with insufficient materials for a book-length project. Rather than suggest that the authors make further attempts to condense their writings into periodical articles, Macmillan saw an opportunity to develop a new venture which would cater for traveller-authors in exactly that predicament. The venture which he began to formulate would offer ‘short accounts of journeys and experiences

---

of some travellers during the summer" or, as he put it elsewhere, 'sketches of travel by such travellers as have been doing as much as would usually make up one or two magazine articles.' Macmillan was convinced after consulting a number of other Cambridge scholars that a collection of 'Accounts of Tours by Members of the University might prove interesting and useful to the public' and began to formulate a plan for *Cambridge Tours in 1860.*

Macmillan was well-placed to attract contributions to such a volume having established close connections with the University throughout the 1840s and 1850s. The Macmillan brothers had started as booksellers, taking a shop in London's Aldersgate Street in February 1843. However, as Worth notes, it was not uncommon for booksellers to become involved in publishing during the 'forties and it was a move that the Macmillans quickly made. They took over another set of premises in Cambridge with the intention of dividing their bookselling and publishing activities between the University town and London respectively. By the end of 1843, however, the business had moved entirely to Cambridge. Their premises became 'a little college in itself'. As van Arsdel explains, 'Because the Macmillans had a clear understanding of the personal element in publishing, they saw to it that 1 Trinity Street was a place for easy and convivial exchange of ideas.' The brothers encouraged dons and undergraduates to see their shop (they continued to combine publishing and bookselling) as a meeting place, setting aside a room upstairs to facilitate the coming together of influential and enquiring minds from both within the university and the town more widely. The advantages of doing so were clear, for throughout their early years, the firm relied heavily upon Cambridge-based and Cambridge-educated authors to provide the majority of the firm's output. In 1858 the firm expanded, opening a second branch in London's Covent Garden which

---

7 A. Macmillan to Rev. Blakesley, December 5, 1860, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 78-79 British Library.
encouraged the firm to extend its output. Christianity, education, classical literature, science and mathematics, however, remained the cornerstones of the Macmillan brand. From 1855 the firm began to embrace the market for fiction, publishing works such as Kingsley’s *Westward Ho!* and Hughes’ *Tom Brown’s School Days*, however the Macmillans would not sacrifice their Christian ideals for commercial success. The firm continued to produce texts explicitly for the university market while also initiating a number of periodical ventures. Of these the most successful was *Macmillan’s Magazine* which reflected the Macmillan ethos with content designed to instruct and entertain middle-class readers with some degree of education but lacking the disposable income to purchase the expensive quarterlies on a regular basis. 11

When *Cambridge Tours in 1860* was conceived then, Alexander Macmillan already had access to a large network of potential authors and significant experience of co-ordinating periodical ventures, always keeping a watchful eye over the firm’s output to ensure that nothing was published which might threatens the firm’s reputation. Francis Galton was appointed as editor, his reputation as traveller and author now well established through *Tropical South Africa* and *The Art of Travel* which was in its third edition. The fact that Galton was ‘an old Cambridge man’ himself also did much to recommend him for the position.12 That Macmillan’s close association with members of Cambridge University provided him with easy access to a network of potential contributors does not in itself explain the decision to initiate *Cambridge Tourists in 1860* though. The support of authors was important but to be viable the series would need to attract enough readers to allow it to break even at least. There were precedents however which suggested the proposed venture might prove appealing to both authors and readers alike.

---

Oxford and Cambridge Essays: Setting a Precedent?
Among these precedents were the series of Oxford Essays and Cambridge Essays, published annually by John W. Parker and Son between 1855 and 1858. Each volume contained a set of essays contributed by graduates of the respective universities and covered a range of themes. Altholz argues that these collections helped to establish 'a new genre of publication, the composite volume', sitting between the periodical which was the traditional home of the essay, and the book.13 Clearly 'periodicals' themselves took many forms ranging from daily newspapers to weekly and monthly magazines to expensive quarterlies but what helped to distinguish Oxford and Cambridge Essays from existing periodicals was the decision to name each contributor individually. Although books were more commonly signed, periodical literature was largely anonymous at this time. Proponents of anonymity argued that it afforded writers a degree of freedom to express their true opinions whilst critics complained that it enabled authorship without responsibility.14 The explicit naming of the Oxford and Cambridge essayists against this backdrop was significant. The preface attached to the first edition of Oxford Essays explained that the authors had signed their names by way of indicating that each paper represented the views of that author alone. The common thread running through the papers was their affiliation with the University, not a shared purpose or set of beliefs.15 Whilst individual periodical articles might be assumed to speak to one another, each one helping to constitute the collective identity of the publication in which they appeared, the editors of the Essays made clear that this was not the intention in this instance. The first volume of Cambridge Essays echoed this point, explaining, 'Each contributor, by signing his name, becomes answerable for his own work. We are thus spared the affectation of a perfect conformity of views, which does not, and cannot exist'.16 As Altholz notes, signatures then 'allow[ed] diversity by individualizing responsibility'.17

15 'Preface', Oxford Essays, contributed by Members of the University, (London: John W. Parker and Sons, 1855).
16 [W.G. Clark], 'Preface' in Cambridge Essays, contributed by Members of the University, (London: John W. Parker and Sons, 1855).
17 Altholz, 'Periodical origins & implications of “Essays and Reviews”', 143.
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Alexander Macmillan shared the belief that individual authors ought be accountable for the quality of and opinion expressed in their writings. Indeed it was with the initiation of *Macmillan's Magazine* in 1859 onwards that the challenge to anonymous journalism gained considerable momentum (although signatures would be resisted in some periodicals well into the later nineteenth-century). Certainly Macmillan would strongly encourage contributors to his new series of essays to sign their names. For some authors though relinquishing anonymity was not an attractive prospect. Sarah Austin, for example, had to be reassured that the series was 'really quite respectable' before allowing Macmillan to sign the letters of her daughter, Lady Duff Gordon, which appeared in the third volume of the series. 18 Austin was well aware of the social pressures exerted upon women writers in particular. When her husband had been unable to provide for the family on account of illness, Austin had turned to writing and translation to supplement the family income. Yet, whilst she had work published in the quarterlies, she would become far better known for her translations which would bring greater financial reward but also 'limit the authorship that would have been an affront to her husband, whose own publication record was meagre'. 19

Where authors could not be persuaded to give their name in the new series, Galton was urged to add an alias, a 'Peter, James or John' in order to prevent any appearing like a 'faitherless bairn', as Macmillan put it. 20 In most instances, however, initials were simply substituted, allowing scope for readers to make assumptions about the origins of particular papers while also providing authors with room for manoeuvre. Robert Dalyell's paper for instance was signed R.D. but with an additional note indicating that the author was 'a Former Resident and Recent Traveller among [the Slavonic races]' which his paper discussed to give further weight to the contribution. 21 Authors occupying official roles (as he did in the

18 A. Macmillan to S. Austin, March 24, 1864, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55382, 334, British Library.
20 A. Macmillan to F. Galton, February 18, 1861, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 324, British Library.
Diplomatic Service) had to be wary of laying claim to any writing which might jeopardise their position.

The *Essays* then might be considered as something of a model for *Cambridge Tourists* both in terms of the composite format it adopted and its attitude towards signed essays. Certainly Macmillan made reference to the series in correspondence with several potential contributors informing Arthur Stanley (later Dean of Westminster) and Henry Fanshawe Tozer that they intended to pay 'at about the rate which was paid for the Oxford + Cambridge Essays'.22 Although Macmillan did not explicitly suggest that the new venture would attempt to emulate the *Oxford and Cambridge Essays* directly, by indicating that both projects offered the same rate of remuneration, the publisher implied that a similar standard of contribution was being sought. The fact that the editor of the first volume of *Cambridge Essays* was also William George Clark, whose travel-writing had encouraged Macmillan to initiate the new venture (as he also explained to several possible contributors) also suggests linkages with the earlier series. Indeed Francis Galton too had provided a paper 'on modern geography' for the first volume of *Cambridge Essays*, ensuring that the editor was also familiar with the kinds of essays published in that series.

*Peaks, Passes and Glaciers: A Comparable Venture?*

The *Oxford* and *Cambridge Essays* though were not the only series which might have inspired Macmillan and Galton, however. Published by William Longman, a founding member of the Alpine Club, *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* was launched in 1859 and adopted a similar format to the *Essays*, containing a number of signed essays although grouped around the common theme of Alpine travel (and mountaineering more widely) (Figure 5.5). The first volume was edited by Alpine Club President John Ball and went through four editions within a year of publication.

The preface to the 1859 volume alluded to the fact that the English had long shown an interest in Alpine regions but complained that too often, tourists 'were content to follow in certain beaten tracks'.23 Ball identified a new wave of travellers, however,

---

22 A. Macmillan to A.P. Stanley, December 1, 1860, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 47, British Library.
23 *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers: A Series of Excursions by Members of the Alpine Club*, *Notes on Books: Being an Analysis of the Works Published During Each Quarter by Messrs. Longman and Co.*
who were inspired by a mixture of adventure and scientific curiosity and encouraged travellers to venture along new pathways. However, as Peter Hansen notes, the Alpine Club's exploits in this period regularly promoted the sense of adventure that such physical exertions inspired, not to mention the social climbing that they could also facilitate rather than emphasising the potential scientific contributions that could be made by its members.  

The publication maintained a degree of exclusivity by carrying papers from members of the Alpine Club alone (all of whom gave their name in print). Consequently, Cambridge men also figured large in this publication as a quarter of the Club's membership at this time had attended the University. Ball argued that the value of *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* over other publishing venues carrying accounts of Alpine travel lay with the fact that the format necessarily encouraged writers to condense rather than extend their accounts.

Macmillan and Galton were to offer a similar argument in relation to their own project. They reasoned that the composite form encouraged precision and clarity in writing but without the loss of important detail. Indeed as the preface of the first volume of the new series would explain, encouraging travellers to compress their accounts ‘into the limits of an ordinary magazine article would plainly diminish their value’, suggesting not only that important material might have to be omitted on account of space constraints, but also that a magazine piece might receive less attention given its position in relation to a number of other articles. Galton suggested though that the travel accounts their series presented ‘will be of no diminished value because they are concisely written, are bound within one cover, and are presented in a readable form’.

With their shared focus on travel, signed essays, exclusive authorship and conviction that the composite format would produce more accurate contributions, there were clear comparisons to be made between *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* and that which Macmillan and Galton would seek to establish. Indeed the reviewer for

---

the *St James Magazine* was just one of many to suggest that Macmillan’s series was a direct attempt to emulate the Alpine Club’s series with the review confidently asserting that ‘Mr Galton and his friends, emboldened by the success of “Peaks, and Passes,” bring together a collection of Essays on certain Vacation Trips in 1860’. In fact the article went as far to suggest that the ‘confraternity’ of authors’ contributing to Macmillan’s series was ‘a kind of imitation’ of the Alpine Club itself.  

However, there was at least one significant difference between the two ventures. Whilst *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* was limited to travel in mountainous regions, Macmillan and Galton would attempt to offer the same ‘general’ middle-class reader a wider variety of accounts. Macmillan reasoned that existing outlets for travel literature were failing to satisfy the appetites of ‘ordinary tourists’ who might appreciate ‘handsome’ volumes containing easily digestible essays from different parts of the globe. The series would entertain and educate with a mixture of ‘incident fact and adventure’ while offering the added convenience of providing all the ‘travellings of the year’ in a single volume.

**Reviving an Older Tradition?**

Before moving to consider the challenges that Macmillan and Galton faced as they attempted to put their plan for a new travel series into print, I want to allude to one final context which may have shaped the development of the series. In resolving to bring together accounts of different types of travel in each volume, Macmillan’s new series might also be compared with a much longer-established tradition of travel publishing. As Benedict explains, ‘Literary anthologies are loosely defined as composite works ranging from spontaneous miscellanies of works sewn together to carefully commissioned and designed volumes: all feature texts by several authors, and all require an editor’. This description of the anthology as a collection of works by different authors, joined together in a single volume which is then linked to a wider series then certainly chimes with Macmillan’s intentions for his new venture. In the context of travel publishing, the most famous anthologies are those compiled

---

29 'By Land and Sea. The Travellers', *St James's Magazine*, 1 (1861), 486.
30 A. Macmillan to Prof. Phillips, June 29, 1861, Macmillan Archive, Add. MS55840, 126-7, British Library.
31 A. Macmillan to Prof. Phillips, June 29, 1861, Macmillan Archive, Add. MS55840, 126-7, British Library.
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by Hakluyt and Purchas in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries although there were many later attempts to collate and indeed catalogue tales of travel. These literary collections were not always driven by the desire to collate and reprint older works. Indeed as Benedict explains, literary scholars often distinguish between anthologies and miscellanies on the grounds that the former tended to reprint older works while the latter contained newly published materials. She argues, however that despite this distinction, they ‘are differentiated by the degree of timeliness, not by kind. All are literary collections, sharing the same form and, consequently, reading practice’. Miscellanies of new works often presented materials which had been specially commissioned for that particular series. Although Macmillan was not averse to suggesting that associates might keep his own collection of travels in mind whilst planning their vacations, he advised Galton against providing readers with details of the series’ origins lest ‘the idea should be given that the whole or indeed any of the articles were written or initiated for us’. Of course, it was much easier to argue that the papers had been drawn together ‘at comparatively short notice’ in the first volume of the series than in later numbers however. It was important to do so nonetheless because it widely held that travellers’ writings were prone to hyperbole and embellishment – indeed that was something the serial format was intended to counteract – and therefore any suggestion that contributions had been written with publication in mind served to undermine their status as trustworthy accounts of travel.

As Benedict suggests, anthologies ‘possess a consistent form that induces a particular kind of perusal, and they contain works written for publication. They are the genre of the age of mass print’. While she refers to the heyday of the anthology as located in the eighteenth-century I suggest that we might at least consider the possibility that Macmillan’s plan for a series bringing together timely accounts of travel undertaken in different parts of the world by different authors might signal an


35 A. Macmillan to F. Galton, March 4, 1861, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 310, British Library.

attempt to reinvent the anthology for the age of mass reading. Macmillan would target his volume at the aspirant middle classes—‘ordinary tourists’ he called them—seeking to provide a publication which was both entertaining and instructive. Moreover, by collecting together travels from across the globe he hoped to limit the need for readers to consult a wide number of (potentially inferior) works.

### 5.2 Serial Collaborations: Challenges and Opportunities

Having explored how the concept for the series developed, this section looks in more detail at the challenges faced by Macmillan and Galton as they attempted to put their plan for a new travel series into action. Macmillan and Galton agreed early on that they should aim to go into print by February 1861 and that any subsequent volumes should follow a similar schedule. Both men would draw upon their respective personal and institutional affiliations to attract contributors to the project. Yet, as Galton understood, much of the travel included in the series would likely be seasonal, meaning that enquiries as to potential contributors would not be able to begin until the autumn when ‘Most of the travelling world [would] then have returned’. This left a relatively short window for gathering participants, editing essays and publishing the finished product.

**A False Start: Cambridge Tourists to Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel**

Macmillan and Galton would soon decide that it would not be viable to compile a series along the lines they had imagined. ‘After some enquiry’ Galton reported to Macmillan that he would ‘have difficulty in making a volume such as he would like from Cambridge mens [sic] doings’. Editor and publisher obviously had faith in those contributions that had already been secured and decided that rather than abandon the volume altogether they would ‘widen [their] lens’ and seek ‘contributions from Oxford & other travellers [and] ramblers’. The series was thus renamed *Vacation Tourists in 1860.*

---

37 F. Galton to A. Macmillan, October 24, 1863, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55218, 2, British Library.

38 A. Macmillan to A.P. Stanley, Dec. 1 1860, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 47, British Library; A. Macmillan to H.F. Tozer, December 14 1860, Macmillan Archive, Add. MS55839, 86-87, British Library. *The Times* was instructed to alter an advert announcing the series prior to the publication of Macmillan and Co.’s List of New Works within its classified section. Due to a “stupid blunder”, however, adverts for both “Cambridge Tourists” and the newly named “Vacation Tourists” were published side by side on December 4, 1860. A. Macmillan to F. Galton, December 4, 1860, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 67, British Library; *The Times*, December 4 1860, 12.
The content of the first published volume goes some way to suggesting why the original plan for a volume of Cambridge tours was abandoned (Figure 5.1). Cambridge scholars unsurprisingly made up a significant proportion of that volume. Yet there was also a bias towards travel in mountainous regions with four of the thirteen contributors already members of the Alpine Club (John J. Cowell, Leslie Stephen, F. V. Hawkins, and John Tyndall (one of the few contributors not to have attended Cambridge)). If they had continued to pursue Cambridge scholars alone there was a real possibility that the series would be too similar to *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* to be viable commercially.³⁹

Shortly after Macmillan and Galton decided to seek contributions from a wider range of travellers, the series title was amended once more to *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860*. The additional reference to ‘notes of travel’ was designed to allow for the inclusion of ‘anything having to do with moving about in foreign parts’ within the series.⁴⁰ Such an addition could send an important message to both potential contributors and readers alike. As Steward asserts, from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, it became increasingly common to distinguish between different ‘tourist types’ based upon their particular ‘tastes, preferences and motivations’.⁴¹ Thus, associations were made between particular modes of travelling and levels of respectability, associations which were made and re-made in the printed media which was simultaneously attempting to separate reading communities along similar lines of class, gender and so on. Moreover, different readerships themselves became increasingly eager to differentiate their own travelling behaviours from those of other social classes. James Buzzard argues that ‘tourist’ and ‘tourism’ acquired increasingly negative connotations during the nineteenth century as they became associated with the kind of organised travel that Thomas Cook and others had facilitated. However, when Macmillan requested that Galton stress in his preface that ‘short jottings from other than tourists’ might be included in the series I think he intended to stress that the series was not limited to either

---


⁴⁰ A. Macmillan to S. Austin, December 3, 1863, Macmillan Archive, Add. MS55381(2), 698, British Library.
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predictable package tourism or the kind of elite travels associated with the Grand Tour of earlier decades. Indeed when contributors expressed doubts as to whether their particular travels might be suited to *Vacation Tourists* it was not because they doubted the respectability of the series but rather because of the particular nature of their travels. Galton for instance, reassured a doubtful Charles Mayo that his paper on the ‘The medical service of the federal army’ was indeed suited to the third volume in the series, citing Richard Collinson’s account of nine weeks in Canada and William Durrant’s of the Kru coast, Las Palmas and the Niger as evidence that the series was not ‘restricted by the epithet “Vacation”’ (Indeed the series would become increasingly diverse with each volume as Figures 5.1-5.3 show).

With the series no longer limited to either Cambridge authors or ‘Vacation’ tours, the Royal Geographical Society became an important recruiting ground. Despite Macmillan’s own assertion that he was ‘a poor untraveled homebound man’, he was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in January 1861 following his nomination by Galton. William Spottiswoode, whose brother George provided an account of their travels in Croatia and Hungary for the first volume, supported Macmillan’s election as FRGS as did the aforementioned Richard Collinson. Cartographer Ernst Georg Ravenstein, a long serving member on the RGS Council also supplied maps for the series.

However, expanding the scope of the series did not entirely solve the problem of securing support. Although many offers were forthcoming, it was not uncommon for authors to withdraw from the project, even in the later stages of the production process. Several weeks after being invited to take part in the project, Cyril Graham, for example, advised Macmillan that he would be able to offer a paper on Syria but not until the end of January. Although this would be just two weeks before Macmillan had hoped the series would debut, he accepted the offer, convinced that Graham’s paper would ‘be an important element’ of the first volume.

---

42 A. Macmillan to F. Galton, March 4, 1861, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 370, British Library.
43 F. Galton to A. Macmillan, November 17, [1863], Macmillan Archive Add. MS55218, 16, British Library.
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However, Graham’s late enrolment in the venture meant that there was a degree of uncertainty over the amount of space that each author could be allowed to occupy. As George Kingsley found out, for instance, it was necessary to err on the side of caution rather than risk expanding the volume much beyond the 500 pages that the publisher had in mind. As Macmillan explained to Kingsley,

[... ] we may be obliged now to ask you not to increase in bulk very much more. We must see what the others make as soon as possible but we cannot quite fix Mr Graham as he finds it impossible to give it us before the end of January, when I hope all the others will be printed.46

Graham though would cause significant disruption when he withdrew from the project at the last minute, leaving Roden Noel to step in to fill the gap. Noel had previously offered a paper on Syria but was advised that arrangements had already been made with Graham. Macmillan thus suggested that Noel might ‘divide the article in some way so as to use part of it now [and] the rest might with modification suit some other time or place,’ essentially suggesting that Noel do exactly what Vacation Tourists had been created to avoid.47 However, with Graham’s departure, Macmillan contacted David Masson, editor of Macmillan’s Magazine to obtain a replacement and Noel found his services were required after all.48 It would later transpire that Graham had decided to publish a book on his Syrian travels instead.

The exact reasons as to why authors withdrew from the series were not always clear from the correspondence in the Macmillan archive. However, the case of sinologist Thomas Wade highlights that while signed articles were lauded as a means of opening authors up to scrutiny this was not always a welcome development for the authors concerned, especially if they held an official position. Diplomat and sinologist Thomas Wade for example had agreed to contribute to the final volume in the series but was adamant that his name must not appear in print.49

By January 1864 the paper was well in hand with Galton and Macmillan discussing possible titles in advance of its being sent to the printer (Galton suggested ‘jotted notes in China’ or

47 A. Macmillan to R. Noel, January 1 1861, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55839, 122, British Library.
49 F. Galton to A. Macmillan, Jan. 8 186[4], Macmillan Archive Add. MS55218, 2, British Library
Chinese topics). Although Galton had promised Macmillan that he would try to convince Wade ‘to overcome his scruples’ the author stood firm. Macmillan was seemingly happy to accept the insertion of a pseudonym – ‘photo-sina’ – under the circumstances, explaining to Galton that he could ‘quite understand Mr Wade’s feeling’. It appears, however, that this concession was not enough to convince Wade that appearing in the series would do no harm to his reputation for in March, having again missed their February deadline, Galton concluded ‘we must let off Wade’.

Although Macmillan and Galton were initially convinced that they would have little trouble securing support from authors who wished to write for their composite form, in practice, these examples suggest that they found the process of attracting and retaining authors more difficult than they had anticipated. Indeed while preparations were made for a volume of Vacation Tourists in 1862, Macmillan and Galton found that they could not secure commitments from sufficient authors as might provide the kinds of papers they hoped to publish. They therefore agreed to postpone publication for the meantime and reassess the viability of the series the following year. Although the series was only two years old, it had made sufficient impact for authors and readers to contact the publisher when a third volume was not announced as expected. When a new volume did appear in 1864 it contained travels undertaken between 1862 and 1863. Although this meant it was less topical, Galton explained that ‘It was thought better to delay, until the material at the editor’s disposal had so far accumulated as to call for a new Volume, rather than to force the publication of “Vacation Tourists” to a formal period of issue’. While the travels undertaken were not quite as topical as in previous volumes, Galton assured readers that ‘the present Volume will be found as fully as interesting as either of its predecessors. There is certainly far more variety in its contents’. It was better then, to depart from the planned rhythm of publication than to produce a volume of inferior quality, a sentiment which the Daily News also expressed, saying of the third
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volume ‘It is worth waiting for and he has exercised a wise discretion in not forcing
the publication for the sake of formal periodicity’.55

Attracting and retaining sufficient contributions for each volume was only
one challenge, however. Further delays occurred when Galton and Macmillan’s
‘literary assistance’ was not well-received. Although both publisher and editor had
made it clear to each contributor that they were seeking concise papers offering a
degree of novel information which might interest and educate the ‘ordinary’ middle-
class reader, it was clear that individuals had different ideas of what was required to
satisfy these aims.

Certainly Galton was less than impressed with the letters of Lady Duff
Gordon which were edited for the purpose of publication by her mother Sarah
Austin. His initial assessment of Gordon’s writings from the Cape was that whilst
they largely contained the ‘merest trifles’ and ‘the subject [was] very hackneyed’,
she nevertheless ‘[wrote] with great freshness and there [were] some incidents worth
record’. He suggested to Macmillan that ‘a good short paper’ might be made if her
material was condensed considerably. However, Austin’s reluctance to adopt the
suggested changes marked the beginning of a fierce argument. With neither Galton
nor Austin wishing to deal with one another directly it fell to Macmillan to mediate
between the pair and to seek some form of compromise. As was common,
Macmillan arranged for a third advisor with experience of the region in question, to
offer an additional opinion. Hoets had lived in the Cape and provided an assessment
which was as damming as Galton’s yet Austin was resolutely opposed to making
changes to her manuscript, making only minor concessions. Thus it was mid-
February 1863 before Macmillan and Galton relented agreeing that her piece was
now ‘sufficiently complete to pass as a paper’.56 Galton was still not convinced that
the letters which Austin presented offered sufficient information of interest and value
to warrant publication arguing that the paper offered ‘an imperfect, inaccurate & for
the most part feeble view of the Cape & its manners. She lived an isolated life when
there & saw too little of it to judge; she had not previously read about it & she has
rushed into all sorts of crude notions’.57 Too much time had been spent arguing over
the paper to risk losing it entirely and it was also widely anticipated. However, when

55 Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1862-3 [Review], Daily News Nov. 2, 1864.
56 F. Galton to A. Macmillan, February 10, 1863, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55218, 31, British
Library.
57 F. Galton to A. Macmillan, Jan.7 1864, Macmillan Archive Add. MS55218, 21, British Library.
Macmillan subsequently realised that Austin’s material was still 46 pages above the limit she had been given. Macmillan reopened the debate urging her ‘to make a suitable adjustment’ so that the paper was no longer than 90 pages. Thus, while it was assumed that the serial format encouraged precision, in practice this was rarely the case with both publisher and editor having to make repeated requests to several authors who struggled to keep within the limits they were given. Indeed Macmillan approached Austin again on March 9th encouraging her to cooperate: ‘If you could cut down 6 or 8 pages it would be a relief, and some of the matter seemed to me capable of such compression’. Because the publisher and author were so keen to avoid any further delays, Austin had effectively held them to ransom.

John Willis Clark also highlighted that authors were not always inclined to cooperate with their editors and publishers. Galton questioned some of the material in Clark’s paper on Iceland and cited the recently published work by Commander C.S. Forbes, *Iceland: Its Volcanoes, Geysers and Glaciers* as the reason for his discomfort. However, Clark interpreted Galton’s review of his paper as a sign that his input was no longer welcome in the volume, causing Macmillan much distress: ‘He thinks you mean to reject his article wholly, and is in consequence very indignant, and his friends [...] partake of his indignation’. Although Macmillan reassured Galton that ‘that you are certainly right and he is wrong,’ he also added that ‘in spite of this it is quite clear that unless we mean to risk annoying him and his friends grievously we must put his article in’. Although Galton believed that Forbes’ book had tempered the value of Clark’s paper, Macmillan was convinced that they had no choice but to include it in the series. He explained,

> There would be a peculiar impropriety in not having him in as I told you: for, besides that we asked him to write and this with the knowledge that Forbe’s book was coming, and so have hardly any right to refuse when he has done his best, it was as you remember in a conversation with him the idea originated.

Thus, although Macmillan did encourage the author to alter passages according to Galton’s instructions the publisher acknowledged that they would have to accept it in
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whatever state Clark offered it. He reassured Galton though that because the author ‘gives his name and is a fellow of Trinity’, Clark alone would be held responsible for any inaccuracies it might contain. Thus although the series was intended to both entertain and educate, Macmillan believed that the burden fell upon the author not the publisher or editor to ensure that the information offered in the series was not only original but also accurate. Additionally, he suggested that the ‘one middling article’ would not damage ‘the general character of the volume’ highlighting that while each author might be held responsible for the merits of their individual papers, each volume would still be judged on its overall contribution.

Macmillan’s practice of advertising each volume well in advance of its being completed both privately to potential authors and publicly through the periodical press could help to attract authors and readers to the series. However, it also carried a degree of risk. In January 1861, for example, following the aforementioned disagreement over John Willis Clark’s paper, Macmillan complained to Galton that ‘the same Commander C.S. Forbes who has interfered with the younger Clark’s paper has just published by Blackwood the “Campaigns of Garibaldi” interfering with the orator’.61 Whilst the publisher stopped short of accusing either Forbes or William Blackwood of any intentional wrongdoing, he did highlight that ‘the coincidence is strange as neither book was planned when our plan was announced’.62 Thus while the hasty production schedule could offer authors a relatively quick route to publication, early advertising could encourage others with work in preparation to publish sooner than they might have otherwise. Of course the fact that the publication repeatedly encountered delays heightened this possibility.

Macmillan was certainly keen to do what he could to limit interference with the series, however. Although several contributors would subsequently author articles and books based upon the same travels they recounted in Vacation Travels (with many appearing in Macmillan’s Magazine in particular), the publisher prohibited the reprinting of whole articles in other serial ventures. Bowen, for example, sought Macmillan’s consent to have his piece on Peru reprinted by a ‘Railway publisher’. The publisher replied stating that while ‘It looks very dog-in-the-manger when we are not going to reprint the volume of “Tourists” to be throwing

obstacles in the way of your reprinting your paper’ but nevertheless refused to grant his permission. As Macmillan explained, ‘at least half a dozen others might wish to do the same’ and if this were to happen, ‘the very idea of [the] book would be shattered before it came to a second birth’. Macmillan was also aware that just as the firm ‘still [had] a few copies left unsold’ so too was it likely that there would ‘still be copies in the hands of booksellers who would feel aggrieved at what they had bought as a sort of standard book, being hacked to pieces as a portion of railway library’. Reprinting Bowen’s essay elsewhere would undermine the series’ claim to originality but also threaten its status as a source of high quality articles.

It has already been noted that Vacation Tourists was designed not only to entertain but also educate the middle-classes. However, this had to be achieved within certain limits: the difficulties experienced by the authors in terms of working within the physical constraints of each volume – they were initially allocated approximately 80 pages each – has already been alluded to. Furthermore, Macmillan was reluctant to include illustrative materials unless ‘they would alter interest or clearness in any important degree’. The reasons for this were both financial and practical. As well as increasing the cost of production, charts, maps and engravings could provoke as much disagreement as the text of an essay and thus add considerable time to the process of getting the papers ready for the printers. Macmillan also suggested that illustrations were only worthwhile if they had not appeared in print previously, instructing Galton to inquire as to whether the ‘very curious and interesting’ lithograph of the wooden church of Borgund which Tozer hoped to include in his paper on Norway was really worth the expense. However, Macmillan admitted that if there was a second volume of the series, they would ‘have to go in to the illustrations earlier and try to make them more complete’. Indeed by limiting the amount of illustrative materials the publisher risked incurring
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negative comparisons with *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers* and the numerous book-length accounts to which illustrations were central. The second volume of the series though contained ten maps to eleven papers, a fact which Macmillan eagerly promoted in his adverts. However, after the break in the series, Macmillan seemingly decided that there was too much risk in illustrating a volume which may not sell and so dispensed with maps entirely on the third outing of *Vacation Tourists*.

Macmillan’s initial decision to produce a series dedicated to different accounts of travel from around the world was based on the assumption that the format would encourage precision in writing, providing a venue for authors who had too much material for a normal periodical article (as might appear in *Macmillan’s Magazine*) but not enough for a book-length project. In so doing the venture would, it was believed, appeal to both authors and readers alike, removing the temptation to exaggerate and embellish in order to fill the page. In practice, however, Macmillan and Galton struggled to attract and retain contributors who could offer a range of accounts of travel written in a style which would be accessible to ‘general readers’.

The physical dimensions of the serial essay proved challenging for most authors with their texts often exceeding the limits given by Macmillan, sparking debates between publisher, editor and author as to which material ought to be retained and which dispensed with. Moreover, whilst the annual series was intended to present topical and novel information, the delays which were inevitable given the publication schedule and number of authors involved, threatened to undermine the value of the series in these respects. Certainly Galton had severe reservations about more than one of the essays which went into print.

5.3 Advertising and Circulation

As we have seen, Macmillan and Galton believed that there was demand for a series uniting accounts of different kinds of travel conducted around the globe, aimed at a middle-class audience with a general interest in travel. However, as the previous section has shown, putting this idea into print was more challenging than they might have initially assumed. The remainder of the chapter moves the focus of the discussion out of the publishing house and into the wider market, examining how Macmillan and others presented the series to potential readers.

It was common practice for publishers to advertise forthcoming works long in advance of their publication in the hope of building anticipation. As this chapter
has already noted, this was a tactic deployed in relation to *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel*. Macmillan announced that the series was ‘in preparation’ even before the concept was settled upon with *Cambridge Tourists in 1860* being announced in November 1860. By January 1861, several ‘literary gossip’ columns were claiming that the newly-titled *Vacation Tourists* was imminent despite the fact that the production process was far from completion. These adverts, which emphasised Galton’s involvement as editor, drawing on his reputation as an experienced traveller to lend weight to the new series seemingly proved effective, with Macmillan reporting that ‘people [were] beginning to look for the book’ in February 1861. After failing to meet the advertised publication date, Macmillan again advertised the series but this time in more detail, giving a full list of contributors and the regions their papers surveyed. A similar sequence was followed for next volume in the series although after postponing the third in the project, Macmillan began to re-advertise *Vacation Tourists, and Notes of Travel in 1861* throughout the winter of 1863-4, before finally announcing that a third volume was forthcoming.

Overall, these advertising strategies appear to have paid off. The first volume ‘sold in the London trade about 750 copies the first day’ which Macmillan told Galton was ‘very promising’. By April 6th sales had exceeded one thousand and Macmillan was pleased to report that there was ‘demand more or less every day’. There would not, however, be enough demand for a second print run. Although it is unclear how many copies subsequent volumes sold, Macmillan did admit to Arthur Gordon that the second volume had not been ‘quite so successful as its predecessor’ and revealed that this was one of the reasons that had persuaded Galton to postpone
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the next number in the series.\textsuperscript{77} The failure to publish a fourth volume can only mean that there was not sufficient interest from either authors or readers to warrant the continuation of the series, although Galton suggested that the series did ‘pay its way’\textsuperscript{78}.

Booksellers

Macmillan’s revelation that the first volume of \textit{Vacation Tourists} ‘sold in the London trade about 750 copies the first day’ reminds us that publishers often did not sell directly to readers but rather to other intermediaries. This fact is also emphasised when we examine the range of advertisements for the series in more detail. A number of booksellers promoted the series as a means of attracting custom. James Maclehose, the publisher, bookseller and long-time associate of Alexander Macmillan, for example named the work as one of the ‘New Books for Reading Clubs’ that could be found in his shop in Glasgow’s St. Vincent Street.\textsuperscript{79} Maclehose also advertised the Western Book Club and the New Guinea Book Club and again used \textit{Vacation Tourists} as indicative of ‘the character of the Books in daily circulation’.\textsuperscript{80} Similarly, \textit{Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1862-3}, was one of six publications that D. Wyllie & Son, booksellers of Aberdeen, used to reinforce their claim that they sold ‘all the new Books and Periodicals as soon as published’.\textsuperscript{81} However, as these adverts were placed by intermediaries, neither Macmillan nor Galton could control how they positioned \textit{Vacation Tourists}. For instance, W.S. Simes listed the series as one of many ‘Cheap Books’ which could be had at heavily discounted rates from their store in Glasgow’s Sauchiehall Street. Whilst Macmillan had intended the work to be seen as ‘popular’, even using the word in his own adverts, he had also tried to create a high-quality work. Advertising the series as ‘cheap’ had the potential to undermine the publisher’s intentions as the relationship between ‘cheap’ books and ‘popular’ ones was somewhat unclear, with popular often being used to describe poor quality or tawdry works which would of course have been much less expensive than the kind of books Macmillan was used to
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Bull's Library avoided the potential for confusion by advertising *Galton's Vacation Tourists* as one of the 'Superior Cheap Books' they had for sale. Selling volumes at a reduced price, often as a result of surplus stock being left, potentially extended the audience for the series. Simes, for instance, halved the original selling price to 7 shillings. The dramatic reduction in the price of the work suggests that demand for the work among readers who could afford to pay a higher rate per volume had dropped significantly by the time these adverts appeared. It is interesting to note the positioning of many of these adverts. Readers of newspapers such as the *Examiner* might find an advert for *Vacation Tourists* sitting alongside one for day tickets on the Great North Eastern Railway or for another for maps and guidebooks of various English counties. That adverts for works of travel should be placed alongside those for the means of travel may well be coincidental. However, it was not an uncommon occurrence and even if only a coincidence, it is an interesting one at that. We can though speculate as to whether individuals making travel arrangements were encouraged to seek out reading material for their journeys after seeing such advertising spreads or indeed vice versa.

**Libraries**

It was not only the support of booksellers, however, that Macmillan relied upon to make *Vacation Tourists* a successful venture. In particular, gaining Charles Edward Mudie's endorsement was an important means of extending the work's influence. Mudie's Select Library was the best known of the Victorian circulating libraries. It contained in excess of 600,000 volumes by the time the first of the *Vacation Tourists* volumes appeared and, for a payment of one guinea, allowed customers to borrow an unlimited number of books, one at a time, for a whole year. Mudie also offered a 'First-Class Country Subscription' which allowed readers outside of London to borrow up to fifteen volumes at one time, 'exchangeable (in sets) at pleasure' for a fee of five guineas per annum. As Landow notes, Mudie's lists of the 'Principal New Works' could be seen as a kind of bestseller list. It acted not only to advertise
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that the latest books could be obtained from his establishments but also, in light of
the fact that his Select Library had been established ‘to promote the more general
circulation of the best New Works in History, Biography, Religion, Philosophy,
Travel and Adventure, and the Higher Class of Fiction’, served to reassure readers
that the works he listed were of suitable quality for those interested in a ‘higher
class’ of reading material.87 Mudie is often noted for the impact he had upon the
market in fictional novels on account of his support of the three-decker format but
the initial rationale for the library was to aid the circulation of non-fictional works
especially and even as his collection grew, non-fiction remained an important
focus.88 Because of his buying power – he had purchased 3,250 copies of
Livingstone’s Missionary Travels in 1857, for instance – his support was often
crucial to the success, or otherwise, of a publishing venture.89 Alexander Macmillan
discussed Vacation Tourists with Mudie in January 1861, explaining ‘It is a new
venture for me and may be as good as the fancy comes to the generous public’.90
Keen no doubt to convince Mudie that there might be a demand for the series among
subscribers of his Library, the publisher also noted that ‘There is a good variety –
Naples, Alps, Peru, Russia, Syria, Norway – and all good men. Clark’s on Naples &
Garibaldi is admirable. Sparkling’.91 Although we do not know to what degree,
Mudie did lend Vacation Tourists his support, advertising the series from the outset
as part of his ‘Select List’.

The newly established W.H. Smith & Son’s subscription library also carried
Vacation Tourists, and Notes of Travel. The firm had built up a strong base of book
stalls situated within railway stations, expanding its influence alongside the railway
system. From 1860 onwards these stalls would also offer readers to the opportunity
to borrow books. As Simon Eliot explains, in 1861 the firm was lending titles from
some 177 stalls and it is likely, given their location, that these works were going to
commuters as the volumes had to be returned to the same stall from which they had
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been borrowed.  

Smith’s list of titles in circulation also contained the prices of available volumes, highlighting that readers had a choice whether to borrow or buy works such as *Vacation Tourists* whilst passing through the station stalls. E. Clulow and Son’s Subscription Library based in Derby offered the same terms as Mudie – a single subscription for guinea a year – and also published a list of ‘Principal Works of the Present Season’ that could be had in their establishment. As well as *Vacation Tourists*, their list included a large number of works on travel including *Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, Du Chaillu’s Gorilla Country* and *Bishop Smith’s Japan* but also a range of other scientific, religious and fictional works. Clulow included *Galton’s Vacation Tourists in 1861* in their list of ‘Books for All Readers in Circulation at Clulow’s Subscription Library’. As Macmillan had hoped, the work was presented as being suitable for a general reading audience.

Interestingly, a number of commercial libraries continued to promote *Vacation Tourists in 1862-3* as a ‘New Book of Travel’, throughout 1865 and into 1866, highlighting that even though Macmillan may have curtailed the hard-sell by this point, it remained in the interests of the libraries who had obtained ‘ample supply’ of such volumes to continue to promote them. Additionally, it reminds us that readers could have encountered the series for some time after the initial publication of each individual volume, whether through advertisements, bookshops or libraries.

A number of the public libraries that had expanded since the 1850 Public Libraries Act also stocked *Vacation Tourists*. Derby Town and Country Library, Plymouth Public Library, Birmingham Library, Nottingham Free Library and Cardiff Free Lending Library were among those which stocked the work. These libraries
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provoked debate as to whether they should carry works designed purely to entertain or whether they should prioritise more sober instructional texts so as to facilitate the self-improvement of the masses. Regardless of where such librarians thought the balance between leisure and learning should be struck, we might legitimately expect that there would have been an attempt to uphold the moral integrity of the library’s collections and thus, the presence of *Vacation Tourists* within libraries serving large populations is perhaps a sign of its being sanctioned as accessible and appropriate literature for a mass audience. It is certainly clear that some readers would have had the opportunity to consult this series for free should they have been inclined to do so.

It was not unknown for proprietors of commercial libraries to supplement their incomes by using the same premises to sell books as well as lending them. For example, *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860* headed up a list of sought-after titles which also included Darwin’s *Origin of the Species*, Du Chaillu’s *Adventures in Africa* and Tyndall’s *Glaciers of the Alps*, all of which had been ‘adapted for presents and school prizes’ and could be bought at discount from Mudie’s premises in New Oxford Street and Museum Street, London. The presentation of these works in ‘ornamental bindings’ leads us to ponder the uses such books might have been put to. While the suggestion that they would be ideal school prizes might lead us to assume that were deemed appropriate for a school-age audience, this does not automatically mean that they would have been read by school children or those that received them as presents. As Pearson explains, during the course of the nineteenth century it became increasingly popular to view ‘a library as an appropriate accoutrement for respectable households’. As such grand private collections were amassed in ‘numerous country houses and town house libraries where the books were essentially there as furniture’.
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Whereas the use of the books might not have been at the forefront of these collector’s minds, a range of Victorian clubs and societies dedicated funds to building up libraries around particular fields on the understanding that their use would help to advance knowledge of, and in, the areas in which they specialised. As was noted in Chapter 2, the Royal Geographical Society, for example, had expressed their desire to ‘accumulate gradually a library of the best books on geography – a complete collection of maps and charts from the earliest period of rude geographical delineations to the most improved of the present time’ when it was founded in 1830. The development of the library, which was aided in particular by the formation of a Library Committee in 1853, reflected the areas of geographical research which were prominent at the time. Thus, as Crone notes, ‘it was at first largely devoted to travel, the history of exploration, cartography, hydrography, and classical topography’. The inclusion of *Vacation Tourists* within the library suggested to members that the volumes were considered a trustworthy source of knowledge though at the more popular end of the spectrum. The fact that Galton was editor and a prominent Fellow of the Society with a keen interest in the Library Committee particularly, and that a number of contributors were also Fellows of the society, almost guaranteed that *Vacation Tourists* would be acquired in full by the RGS. However, the appearance of the volumes in some Society libraries is more perplexing, altogether. For instance, the reason for its inclusion in the Library of the Society of Solicitors in the Supreme Courts of Scotland is far from obvious. Whilst we cannot guarantee of course that these books were borrowed from these libraries, or if so, say by whom, their inclusion does give some indication that they were deemed worthy of acquisition.

We also know that a number of libraries beyond the British Isles also stocked the series. While Macmillan would not open their own New York office until 1869, relationships had been forged with J.B. Lippincott & Co., Scribner’s and Pott & Amery some years previously, allowing Macmillan’s publications to be distributed in the U.S. and it is likely that these connections go some way to explaining how *Vacation Tourists* ended up in a number of libraries across the Atlantic. The public

---

libraries of Indianapolis, Boston, City of Fall River in Massachusetts, as well as the Mercantile Library of New York and the Boston Athenaeum were among those stocking at least one volume of the series.\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Vacation Tourists} also found its way to Australia, appearing in the Free Public Library of Sydney and the Melbourne Public Library, for instance.\textsuperscript{105}

\subsection*{5.4 Reviewing \textit{Vacation Tourists}}

In this final section I consider how \textit{Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel} was promoted and critiqued by a range of periodical reviewers during the early 1860s. Chapters 2 and 3 have already discussed the extent to which published reviews can be used as evidence of reception. In this chapter I use reviews to explore how the series was presented to different readerships by reviewers, considering both how writers managed the task of reviewing three edited collections which were part of a larger series and the dominant themes which emerged within them. This approach also allows us to begin to consider whether periodical reviewers shared the same understanding of the series as Macmillan and Galton highlighting the mediating influence of publishers, editors and reviewers in the process.

\textbf{Approaches to Reviewing}

In Chapter 3 I discussed the fact that critics approached the task of reviewing \textit{Missionary Travels} in different ways and described how the reviews cohered around a limited set of themes notwithstanding the different responses that individual reviewers offered. The same argument can be made in relation to \textit{Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel}. However, because each volume of \textit{Vacation Tourists} was a multi-authored work (and part of a larger series), it presented an additional challenge. Many reviewers struggled to simply synthesise and summarise the contents of the work in the space available. Even periodicals which usually offered
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short extracts would have to find a passage which was indicative of the general character of the whole volume. In periodicals which did offer critical commentary even, it was common to find reviewers concentrating on one or two papers only and encouraging readers to consult the others for themselves. This approach to reviewing renders it more difficult to offer a detailed comparison of responses to specific papers although we can consider why certain essays were favoured over others in particular contexts.

Logically, several reviewers chose to foreground essays which spoke most closely to the concerns of the periodicals for which they wrote. The Ecclesiastic's review, for example, chose to focus upon those essays which were 'chiefly concerned with religious matters'. Grieve's paper on 'Church and People of Servia' thus received particular attention with the reviewer noting that 'Our readers will, we think, find much pleasure in learning what vigour the orthodox Church of the East shows in the newly-restored nation of Servia'. \(^\text{106}\) Lady Duff-Gordon's letters were used to chastise the 'liberal view of theology', and readers were warned that although Kennedy 'regards the Turkish empire with a certain amount of favour', he nevertheless overlooked 'their worst vices'. \(^\text{107}\) Although Tristram's paper was deemed of less relevance on account of its being chiefly 'directed to the natural history of the country' the reviewer nevertheless noted that the author 'casually notices several matters of ecclesiastical interest,' and proceeded to describe the insights provided. \(^\text{108}\) Clark's piece on Poland, the reader was told makes 'but small mention' of religious matters and of 'Mr Tyrwhitt, the only other Oriental traveller,' all that could be said was, he 'is altogether secular,' which seemingly rendered the entire contents of his paper irrelevant. \(^\text{109}\) The failure to even mention the contents of the rest of the volume seems to suggest that this reviewer felt that it was their duty to communicate religious matters only.

Similarly, although the Reader, a Christian socialist weekly covering science, literature and art, would also use the series to make a wider argument about the nature of travel, in discussing the contents of the third volume specifically, the reviewer concentrated on contributions by Charles Mayo and Lady Duff Gordon in order discuss the emancipation of slaves. As the paper insisted, 'From America to

\(^{106}\) 'Vacation Tourists', Ecclesiastic, 26 (1864), 400.

\(^{107}\) 'Vacation Tourists', Ecclesiastic, 26 (1864), 408.

\(^{108}\) 'Vacation Tourists', Ecclesiastic, 26 (1864), 409.

\(^{109}\) 'Vacation Tourists', Ecclesiastic, 26 (1864), 409.
slavery is so natural a mental transition that we cannot refrain from quoting from Lady Duff Gordon’s “Cape” a fearful instance of the ingratitude and spirit of revenge exhibited by the negro races when emancipated without proper precautions’. The reviewer was not against emancipation per se but rather argued that it must be carefully managed citing Mayo’s article as evidence that the US Federal army, whilst ‘effectively preventing’ such acts of ‘revenge’ that Duff Gordon had shown possible, had failed to improve the quality of life of those they had professed to liberate. As they reminded their readers, ‘Slavery is a base and bad thing, but an emancipation for mere military or political purposes, involving the destruction of the slave, may be worse’. In such cases then, the value of essays which could be used to support the broader aims of the periodical in question would be emphasised.

Another approach commonly adopted in relation to Vacation Tourists was to use the series as an opportunity to reflect more widely upon the nature and appeal of travel and travel-writing in the period. Several such reviews critiqued the tendency of travellers to flee from Britain before becoming adequately acquainted with the ‘beauties at their doors’ which were amply demonstrated, they claimed, by Kingsley’s paper on Sutherlandshire. The behaviour of certain groups of travellers whilst abroad was another common complaint. Too often, self-important tourists retracing the itineraries outlined in Murray’s and other guidebooks would abandon all sense of propriety, as the Athenaeum complained:

They lay hold of guides, they charge into shops, they suborn hotel waiters, they hold fast innocent gentlemen, whom they meet casually, or to whom they bear letters of introduction, and serve up the results of their intrepidity with a certainty of touch and a complacency of visage which are curious to meet among so reserved as our Englishmen are at home.

Alpine travel in particular was repeatedly singled out by reviewers as being both indulgent and irresponsible, on the grounds that ‘Feats like these are all very well for the élite of the Alpine Club, but they are worse than mischievous for the general English multitude’. Reviewers highlighted that ‘courageous guides’ could find
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themselves risking life and limb to rescue 'some ill-advised tourist' who had endangered themselves trying to establish a 'silly reputation'.¹¹⁴

Indeed the fact that so many tourists returned home convinced that their travels were worthy of publication was another source of annoyance: far too many travel books contained trifling accounts of well-traversed routes, offering no real contribution to knowledge. Indeed as the London Review's commentator remarked, 'Everyone, in fact, who can manage to obtain a fortnight's holiday and an excursion-ticket [...] gives the history of a little tour in an octavo or (happier chance!) a duodecimo volume .... an alliterative title being the only compensation offered for the vapid nature of the contents'.¹¹⁵ However, the Reader suggested that it was rarely easy to identify the quality of a publication by its title alone, noting that

many a book heralded as a 'travel', a record of a work of difficulty and danger, should be reduced to the more humble rank of a mere "tour;" and very many of our male and female wanderers who modestly call themselves tourists have a strong claim to be advanced to the higher dignity of traveller.¹¹⁶

This assertion served to reinforce the hierarchical distinction that many reviewers made between the 'tourist' who retraced the same old routes without contributing anything new and the 'traveller' who understood 'the necessity of experience, and ... the dignity of plodding'.¹¹⁷ Yet, as the Reader's reviewer also insisted, it was difficult to 'define accurately the boundary line which separates the traveller from the tourist, supposing such a line to exist'.¹¹⁸ In this light, the decision to extend the title of Vacation Tourists to include 'notes of travel' appears to have been a wise move. These longer reviews then, provide a sense of the wider context surrounding Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel. While shorter reviews often touched on similar themes they focused much more closely on the series itself, giving a greater sense of whether individual reviewers felt Macmillan and Galton had achieved their aim of providing new information in a form which might entertain and instruct 'ordinary' readers.

¹¹⁶"Vacation Tourists", Reader, 4 (1864), 161.
¹¹⁷"Notes of Travel", The Times. April 4, 1861, 12.
¹¹⁸"Vacation Tourists", Reader, 4 (1864), 161.
The Critics' Assessment

Reviewers disagreed as to whether Vacation Tourists was truly a novel approach to travel publishing. The parallels I drew between Peaks, Passes and Glaciers and Macmillan's series earlier in this chapter were repeated in many periodicals. However, others were convinced that 'The idea of publishing a yearly volume of the fragmentary notes of distinguished tourists [was] one of the happiest literary novelties of the day.'\textsuperscript{119} Indeed some argued that whilst the accounts in the Alpine Club's series might 'pale from sameness', the variety within Vacation Tourists helped to distinguish the series from existing offerings.\textsuperscript{120} Certainly a number of reviewers complained that accounts of Alpine travel were now too numerous to be interesting.

Reviewers routinely debated whether the essay format would produce more trustworthy accounts. Although St James Magazine cautioned that readers must make 'all due allowance for travellers' tales, and the natural disposition to exaggerate whatever is strange and wonderful' when approaching any work in the field,\textsuperscript{121} others shared Macmillan and Galton's belief that composite format would limit unnecessary embellishment and puffing. The London Quarterly Review for example, suggested that 'there is as much real information as is to be found in any ordinary volume of travels',\textsuperscript{122} while the Examiner's reviewer singled out G. W. Clark's essay on Naples and Garibaldi as evidence that the format encouraged precision: 'Had [Clark] chosen to fill three or four hundred pages instead of seventy-five, he must have made plentiful use of 'our landlady, a vivacious, black-eyed Calbrese damsel,' and such like traveller's stuffing. The bits of egotism and idle gossip, which are here quite rare, would have accumulated to the great disparagement of the really useful matter.'\textsuperscript{123}

Macmillan had expressed concern that the value of the series might have been undermined if readers suspected that the essays within the series were specially commissioned. Certainly, the origins of the papers and the involvement of the publisher and editor in their preparation was something which attracted attention. The Daily News suggested that the contents of the second series 'appear[ed] to have
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been written with a more distinct view to publication', for example, but this was seen as a positive development. Indeed the Critic's reviewer revealed 'We cannot help regretting that Mr [J.W.] Clark has not chosen to work his diary into a more readable form' suggesting that some additional 'literary assistance' would have made the material more accessible. However, the Athenaeum's reviewer made a connection between the seemingly chaotic styles of some papers and their apparent authenticity. As was noted of Lady Duff-Gordon's letters, for instance, 'Mrs Austin prefaces these letters with an assurance that they were not written to be published. The fact is self-evident. There is not the slightest trick of authorship in them. They contain some capital nonsense, not a few ramblings and digressions, and just the amount of reference to home which attest to their validity'. By contrast, the same reviewer suspected that W.G. Clark's paper bore signs of invention, noting 'If not himself 'a tremendous converser,' he is a rare reporter of conversations. At pages 7, 8, 9, we find a recollection of explanations offered in discourse, as coherent orderly and consecutive as if they had formed the peroration of a written speech'. Whilst the reviewer stopped short of explicitly questioning the credibility of the contents of these conversations, the reviewer certainly suggested that they had at least been 'written-up' to make them publishable. However, The Times was thoroughly convinced of the trustworthiness of the same author's paper on Poland. The reviewer felt that Clark should not be called upon to state where his information had been derived from on account of his being 'a thoughtful, calmly-judging Englishman,' who 'puts down what he did see, and he accounts for much which he did not see, with a superior share of the light of nature and more than an average candour of spirit' all of which somehow was deemed to guarantee that 'he may be thoroughly relied upon'. Clark's character it seems was evidence enough to prove that his narrative was true to nature.

Despite there being some suspicion that a few essays might have been 'worked up' for publication, reviewers were overwhelmingly convinced that the series offered novel content (if not necessary a novel approach). Indeed the reviewer for the Daily News was happy to express their surprise at finding 'how new, how
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fresh, and how instructive are the observations of the Rev. Messrs. Tristram and
Tyrwhitt on this apparently worn out topic'\textsuperscript{128} while the \textit{North American Review}
praised J.W. Clark and Tozer for their treatment of 'relatively unhackneyed
subjects'.\textsuperscript{129} Similarly the reviewer for the \textit{Critic} applauded Spottiswoode for
venturing into an area which was 'but seldom visited by the English traveller'.\textsuperscript{130} The
\textit{Era}'s critic, however, felt that even greater information could be gleaned from the
second \textit{Vacation Tourists}, which was 'even better than the previous volume' on
account of the inclusion of the maps but also because 'the routes, also, are generally
out of the beaten track'.\textsuperscript{131} In its praise of H.B. Tristram's essay, the notice in the
\textit{London Quarterly Review} echoed this sentiment, highlighting that his paper 'though
devoted to a subject which is worn threadbare' still managed to make a valuable
contribution on account of his ability to 'introduce many items of interest not
noticed by other travellers'.\textsuperscript{132} As the \textit{Era} made clear Galton's 'vacation tourists'
were of a particular breed - 'adventurous and intelligent' - and 'not mere grumbling
tourists', once more reinforcing the notion of a hierarchy of different travellers.\textsuperscript{133}

Although the nature of the series encouraged reviewers to concentrate on one
or two articles in detail or to talk in more general terms about the nature of travel
books, most reviews concluded by offering their assessment of the likely success of
the series in the longer term. Reviewers overwhelmingly felt that \textit{Vacation Tourists}
was worthy of recommendation to their own readers and repeatedly asserted their
faith that Macmillan and Galton had initiated a successful series which would
continue to prosper.\textsuperscript{134} As the \textit{Critic} put it, 'If the \textit{Vacation Tourists} of 1860 receive
that welcome from the public which they undoubtedly deserve, a similar volume will
follow each year'.\textsuperscript{135} Indeed the \textit{Examiner} believed that 'It is to everybody's interest
that this should be,' and was confident that the series would continue so long as
Galton could 'secure the services of as many able contributors as have aided him in
the present instance'.\textsuperscript{136} The \textit{Aberdeen Journal} even suggested that \textit{Vacation
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Tourists would inspire other publishers to experiment with the same format and noted that the current volume 'might serve as a suggestion for a new Quarterly – The Traveller'. However, the North American Review's reviewer correctly predicted that sales would decline with the publication of the second volume in the series, noting that the 'second published under that title, is far inferior in interest and ability to the one noticed by us last year,' and also cautioned that 'unless Mr Galton is more fortunate hereafter in his selection of authors and subjects, he will scarcely be gratified in his hope of seeing a long series of annual volumes'. Although the reviewer was perhaps unsurprised to find that the third volume was delayed on account of poor sales and a lack of appropriate material, others were happy to forgive the delay of the next in the line of Vacation Tourists. As the London Quarterly Review explained to its readers 'though Mr Galton, the talented editor, somewhat disappointed the public by making no sign in '63, few will be disposed to question the wisdom of a delay which has resulted in the production of so fascinating and instructive a volume as is now before us. The British Quarterly Review agreed calling Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1862-3 'an instructive and charming collection'. Indeed, the consensus was that 'So long as Mr Galton can command the talent which has enriched the issues of the past he may calculate with certainty on the growing popularity of the series'. That so many reviewers were convinced that the series would return for a fourth volume perhaps goes to underline that the critical response was not always a good measure of the book-buying habits of the larger public.

Reading and Advertising Reviews

It is clear that both Macmillan and Galton paid attention to what the critics had to say and believed that they carried sway with the book-buying public. As Macmillan assured his editor, 'The Times always goes on working for a fortnight or three weeks
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after the article appears". In this light, it is not surprising then to find that Macmillan was not afraid to recycle favourable reviews, pasting short sections into advertisements once the initial wave of interest had likely passed. Commentary from the Saturday Review of March 23, 1861, for instance, found its way into an advert placed in the May 11 edition of Notes and Queries. Below details of title and editor, Macmillan inserted the following text: ‘The first essential for a book of travels is to be readable, and none of the contributors seem to have lost sight of the obligation. The plan is itself, apart from the excellence of execution, was a good one’. Similarly, Macmillan utilised the power of the critics, to promote Notes of Travel in 1862-3, quoting the Athenaeum's verdict that ‘A volume of travels richer in interest has rarely been published’ in the text of his advert. The suggestion that these insertions were designed to boost flagging sales is bolstered by the contents of Macmillan’s correspondence. If we take the latter example, for instance, around the same time, we find Macmillan openly pushing the publication among acquaintances and encouraging his authors and their associates to do the same. To Tyrwhitt, he wrote, ‘I hope you all persuade all your friends to buy it’ and appealed once again to the favourable verdict offered by the Athenaeum’s reviewer, ‘The Athenaeum says it is a wonderfully good volume – “and say all of us”’. Meanwhile, Macmillan had also appealed to Alexander Duff-Gordon, to ‘tell all [his] friends how well they [would] be repaid by buying it’. That such pleas were being made into late July perhaps reveals that sales of the third, and what would be final volume, had not yet met the publisher’s expectations.

Galton also utilised the sway of the reviewing press in his attempts to swell interest in the work. He summed up the cacophony of praise heaped upon the collection of essays in the preface to the second volume, noting that, ‘The principles upon which this “Vacation Tourists” was designed, and, I may add, the character of the articles it contained, drew forth an almost unanimous verdict of approval, while the good opinion of the critics was practically endorsed by the book-buying

---
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However, the influence of the reviewing press could be double-edged. After the publication of the first volume, Macmillan noted to Galton that although sales had been promising there had been no 'second demand' as yet. Whilst Macmillan said he retained some hope that there might be a second wave of interest from booksellers interested in taking volumes from the firm, he also revealed to Galton that 'were it not for the din of that "Essay of Review" now, I would perhaps be more hopeful', perhaps suggesting that Macmillan knew some would not go on to buy a copy of the work having seen its contents summarised in one of the extended review articles that began to appear soon after publication. Such examples provide further insights into the ways that periodical reviews were implicated in the promotion of new works, highlighting in particular how influential they were understood to be by those producing the works under review.

This chapter presents a case for exploring the relationship between serial publication and the production, circulation and reception of geographical knowledge, using Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel as a case study. In the course of this chapter, I have shown that the publication process associated with serial ventures had much in common with that of book publishing: similar strategies were invoked to ensure that published accounts were both readable and credible as unworked accounts of travel ensuring that publication in both instances required collaboration and compromise, for example. However, this chapter has also explored issues which arose because of the composite nature of the series. As each volume consisted of numerous essays, the pressures of preparing a publishable product were amplified. Moreover, as the project could only proceed at the pace of the slowest author, contributors could hold significant bargaining power. The variety in each volume was seen as a selling point yet it meant that Macmillan and Galton had to call on outside assistance on occasions where the views of the author and editor could not be reconciled. This practice was hardly unique to serial publication but could add further complications to the already fraught production process.

147 F. Galton, 'Preface', Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1861, v.
As in previous chapters, I have attempted to move beyond the publishing house, considering existing precedents for the venture that Macmillan and Galton formulated. I have shown too that the exact nature of the series evolved from Macmillan’s assessment of the market but also of the personal networks of which he and Galton were a part. Moving beyond the conditions in which the volumes were produced I have again underlined the significance of a range of print spaces in circulating knowledge within works of travel, including advertising and library provision. I have also shown that while *Vacation Travels* was widely reviewed, the nature of each volume presented something of a challenge, resisting easy synthesis. Finally, I noted that critics deployed different strategies to deal with the series which influenced how closely they examined individual contributions suggesting once more that there is value in exploring a wide range of reviews. This does not exhaust what is a relatively unexplored topic in the history of publishing. There are, for example, further avenues to explore in relation to both this periodical in particular (its relationship to contributors’ longer publishing trajectories or Macmillan’s subsequent attitude to travel series, for instance) and serial publication in general.
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Chapter 6

‘Popularising’ Travel: From *Our Ocean Highways* to the *Geographical Magazine* in the 1870s
This chapter moves our examination of mid-Victorian travel publishing further along the book-periodical spectrum. Having considered the production, circulation and reception of exploration narratives, instructions for travellers and book series, attention now turns to magazine publishing. This chapter considers the significance of the periodical format at a time when periodical publishing was expanding rapidly in response to advancements in the technologies of production and distribution and the growing market for inexpensive literature among the literate classes. While geographers regularly use periodical literature as a means of accessing nineteenth-century geographical debates, studies of periodicals as objects in their own right remain relatively rare. Literary studies of Victorian periodicals have examined the significance of the format and rhythm of this particular mode of publishing and provided insights into why periodical projects were increasingly attractive to publishers, authors and readers.1 Historians of science meanwhile have explored the development of scientific periodicals aimed primarily at lay audiences and the importance of general literary periodicals as arenas for scientific debate (Chapter 1). Yet, we still have relatively little understanding of how various forms of geographical knowledge were constructed, circulated and contested in the periodical press. Although the Royal Geographical Society's own periodical outputs have been the focus of some study, we do not yet have a detailed picture of how they were produced, distributed or consumed within and beyond the Society (Chapter 2).2 This is significant not least because the argument has already been made that leading Fellows at the RGS were deeply ambivalent about attempts to popularise geography in print.3 The extent to which this ambivalence shaped the form and content of their periodical publications specifically remains open to question. However, we know less still about commercially-driven geographical periodicals in this period. Who were the publishers, authors and readers of so-called 'popular' geographical periodicals? How did commercial attempts to popularise geography sit alongside

3 F. Driver, *Geography Militant: Cultures of Exploration and Empire* (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 2000); Chapter 4, this volume.
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institutional ones? How was ‘popular geography’ defined in specific contexts? This Chapter addresses these issues directly with a view to shedding further light on the complex nature of geographical publishing at this time, considering in particular the specific opportunities and challenges that ‘popular’ periodical publishing could present publishers, authors and readers in the context of travel and exploration.

This Chapter examines a periodical project which explicitly aimed to expand geography’s appeal among the wider reading public in the period 1870-1878. The project began with a monthly supplement to the annual Our Ocean Highways: A Condensed Universal Hand Gazetteer and Universal Route Book. The aims, form and content of the supplement changed over time (along with its title) before it was finally disbanded in 1878 when the Geographical Magazine, as it had become, was sacrificed to make way for a new series of the RGS’s Proceedings. This Chapter examines how this particular periodical project was shaped by a number of proprietors, publishers, editors and authors as they sought to ‘popularise’ geography in different ways (Section 6.1). It also explores the specific challenges and opportunities associated with periodical publishing considering, for example, how the format and monthly rhythm of publication ensured that each issue was both open-ended, looking back to previous issues and forward to subsequent ones while also functioning as a stand-alone entity. It further demonstrates that periodicals were connected to wider publishing networks, being reviewed and advertised in a range of print spaces whilst also acting as sites of synthesis themselves, bringing together materials from a range of published (and unpublished) sources and repackaging it (Section 6.2). Finally, the Chapter concludes by exploring how the RGS responded to this venture, highlighting that the Society as a whole was deeply ambivalent about ‘popularising’ geography through the periodical press (Section 6.3).

6.1 From Our Ocean Highways to the Geographical Magazine

Our story begins in 1870 with the gazetteer Ocean Highways: A Condensed Universal Hand Gazetteer and International Route Book, By Ocean, Road or Rail. First published in 1870 by Edward Stanford, this work aimed to provide valuable information for merchants but also presented itself to the ‘general public’ as a ‘condensed handbook for travel at home and abroad’ containing ‘geographical,
maritime, consular, and parliamentary information’. J.M. Dempsey, manager of the Buckingham Palace Hotel, assumed the role of editor for the first volume in the series before being joined by William Hughes, a well-known promoter of geographical education (see below) to complete a second volume for 1871 (Figure 6.1).

*Ocean Highways: A Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume*

This venture quickly inspired a one-penny four-page monthly supplement which appeared under the title, *Our Ocean Highways: A Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume*, from April 1870 (Figure 6.2). In November of the same year the supplement doubled in length, although the price remained unchanged. A complete run of the *Monthly Supplement* does not survive, nor has it been possible to locate archival material offering further insights into the early life of this venture. As a consequence I have relied upon the limited number of issues which do survive and Clements Markham’s final editorial for the *Geographical Magazine* in 1878 in order to reconstruct the publishing history for this early period. Although it would be fair to assume that Edward Stanford had a role in publishing the early numbers of the supplement, there is no direct evidence to confirm this. The remaining issues confirm, however, that T. Pettit and Co. of Soho Square, West London were appointed printers and principal agents of the work by the end of 1870, and advertising material would suggest that they also published the *Monthly Supplement* for a short time. The content of the publication reflected the concerns of the parent publication and of course, those of editor (and owner) Dempsey. In addition to several pages advertising hotels, steam ship companies and a range of other products and services that might appeal to the traveller at home or abroad, the supplement also contained a ‘log book’ of geographical news and a serialised ‘Home Tour’ presenting a tour of Britain in easily digestible (and perhaps replicable) chunks. A similar ‘Foreign Tour’ provided material for those of a more adventurous bent. ‘Our
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Liverpool Gossip’ meanwhile contained regional news from the port city often particularly relevant to those in the shipping industry. This feature was accompanied by a table of ‘Our Liverpool Ocean Steam Lines’ which gave dates and rates of passage for that month’s ocean crossings. ‘Our Literary Sea Chest’ provided short notices and abstracts of recent works in the field of history, geography and biography. Illustration and maps, however, were notably absent. Advertisements within the supplement itself suggested that this content was well received as by December 1870 it was claiming to have attracted 20,000 subscribers.8

Our Ocean Highways: Geographical Record and Travellers’ Register. A Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume

In July 1871, the periodical expanded to 16 pages and for the next twelve months it appeared under the title Our Ocean Highways: Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume Geographical Record & Travellers’ Register, selling for three pence per issue (Figures 6.3 and 6.4).9 It is unclear what prompted this expansion but it is perhaps no coincidence that map-publisher George Philip and Son took over as publishers from Pettit and Co. in this period.10 Established in Liverpool in 1834, George Philip and Son initially operated primarily as map and atlas publishers. With the acquisition of premises in London’s Fleet Street the business expanded rapidly with the firm becoming one of the principal suppliers of geographical works for schools. From 1865 and 1869 onwards, the firm supplied Australian and New Zealand schools respectively with atlases whilst after the Education Act of 1870, Philips were a principal supplier of textbooks, copybooks, wall maps and school atlases as well as school stationary to the newly-established national schools in England.11 Thus George Philip and Son not only already had prior knowledge of the

9 C.R. Markham, ‘A farewell to our readers’, 301. The July 1871 issue does not survive but Markham provides an account of the transitions during the course of the project. Figure 6.3 shows an advertisement for the August 1871 issue which does not survive and Figure 6.4 shows a later issue (March 1872) with the new title.
10 It is unclear exactly when Philips began publishing the Geographical Record & Travellers Register as the advertisement for the August 1871 issue (shown in Figure 6.3) cites Pettit and Co. as publishers while the February 1872 issue (the next surviving issue) contains a notice stating that subscriptions should be addressed to George Philip & Son. The publisher’s name does not appear on the cover until the periodical is renamed Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record, however.
market in popular geographical works but were also skilled publishers and printers of cartographic materials having made an early investment in power-driven lithographic presses and also enjoying strong associations with well known cartographers such as John Bartholomew, Augustus Petermann and William Hughes.

Whether George Philip's involvement with the series was the catalyst for expansion or not, the extra space permitted more room for advertising but also brought a significant increase in the range and arguably quality of material included. By this time William Hughes had joined Dempsey in editing the annual gazetteer which had given rise to the supplement and he became a regular contributor to the periodical too. As Baigent notes, Hughes was 'an engraver, printer, and map seller, but it is as a pioneer of geographical education that he is best remembered'. Hughes believed that geography ought to be taught not through rote learning but as a scientific subject concerned with the 'nature and distribution of phenomena'. He was responsible for numerous geographical works including several textbooks which were widely used in the teaching of geography at both state and public schools.  

Clements Markham explained in 1878 that William Hughes had supplied a 'good geographical article for each number' of the supplement. Although none of the articles in the magazine were explicitly attributed to Hughes, the supplement contained a series of papers titled 'Down among the Dutchmen' between January and May 1872 signed 'W.H.'. Whether these were the articles Markham was referring to is unclear, however I would suggest these were more likely to be the work of Walter Hamilton who contributed to a number of similar series in subsequent versions of the periodical. The maps which began to appear in the supplement after it expanded in July 1871 hint that Hughes was instead the author of a number of articles signed 'F.R.G.S.'. The maps themselves were definitely the work of Hughes. That appearing in the March 1872 issue for example gave a 'Sketch of Recent Discoveries in Central Africa with the Route to be followed by the Livingstone Relief Expedition' and contained a note indicating that it had been 'drawn expressly for "Our Ocean Highways," geographical record and travellers'
register by W. Hughes FRGS'. Similarly, the May 1872 issue contained a ‘Sketch of Baffin Bay and the Gateway to the North Pole’ again ‘drawn for “Our Ocean Highways” by W. Hughes F.R.G.S’ (Figure 6.5). Both of these examples were designed to accompany an article providing readers with news of the latest geographical discoveries and the progress of ongoing expeditions. Each issue began with such a paper, signed invariably F.R.G.S.. That printed in the March 1872 issue (which did not contain a map) discussed ‘The East: Manchuria and Beloochistan’ but also used the article to tackle the issue of popularising geography in a more direct fashion. Reflecting on a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, for instance, the author noted that ‘The Papers above referred to, replete as they undoubtedly are with matter of interest to the geographer, lacked of necessity the elements of popular interest that attach to discovery’. The article went on to criticise the fact that ‘while the meetings of the Royal Geographical Society are so obviously and deservedly popular, attempts to extend culture of high-class geography through other channels meet with so little encouragement’. Thus for this author at least, Our Ocean Highways not only offered an opportunity to address a more popular audience and to broaden the appeal and receipt of geographical knowledge but also a chance to challenge those who continued to resist such attempts towards popularisation.

Our Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record

The character of the Geographical Record & Traveller’s Register changed significantly in 1872 (Figure 6.6). The annual gazetteer which had inspired it was abandoned after the second volume although the monthly periodical it inspired would survive. From July of that year the periodical was published as Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record. Dempsey continued as proprietor and George Philip and Son as publishers. Clements Markham, Honorary Secretary of the RGS, joined the venture in the role of editor. As well as being an influential figure within the RGS, he had much practical experience of travel and exploration too having served in the Assistance’s search for Franklin in 1850-51 before travelling in Peru in 1852-53. A subsequent post in the India Office would see Markham charged with conveying Chinchona seeds from Peru to India and Ceylon in an attempt to establish
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India Rubber plantations on the sub-continent. Following his return from the Abyssinian expedition, Markham succeeded in having the Geographical Department of the India Office re-established. He thus came to the Geographical Record with experience of travel and authorship but also access to an extensive network of influential travellers through the various offices he held.

The partnership between Philips and Markham marked a new chapter in the project. The periodical continued to be published on a monthly basis but grew in length, scope and price ("consisting of 36 pages in 3 columns, folio (10 being advertisements), price 6d"). Despite the rising cost, however, the publication still aimed to be ‘popular’ in its appeal. Whilst the header on the title page of Our Ocean Highways Geographical Record and Travellers Register had emphasised the international focus of the publication as well its coverage of both territorial and oceanic enterprise from the outset, the title sheets of The Geographical Record also played upon the romance and adventure of ‘discovery’ (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). Although the periodical was perhaps in danger in becoming too expensive for many of its intended readers, the increasing cost of the publication no doubt reflected increases in production costs. Each issue was divided into two parts with the first dedicated to more topical features, articles, reviews, news, proceedings and so on whilst the second part contained running features such as ‘Our Home Tour’ and series carrying titles such as ‘The Threshold of the Unknown’, ‘National Anthems’ and ‘Some Weeks in the River Congo’ (see below). It is noteworthy that whilst the content expanded over time, most of the features that had first appeared in the monthly supplement had been retained, suggesting that the publishers, editor and proprietor were confident that readers would continue to respond well to them. There were areas, however, which Markham and Philips sought to improve. Maps in particular became much more central to the expanded periodical, unsurprising given Philip's and Hughes’ expertise in this area. Every issue had at least one map but some had several more.
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The project would enter another new phase in April 1873 when *Ocean Highways: The Geographical Review* replaced the *Geographical Record* (Figure 6.7). The new title signalled that Trübner and Co. had taken over from George Philip as publisher, although for reasons unknown. Trübner’s appointment as publisher was certainly in keeping with the expressed desire to render geographical information relevant to a wide range of audiences. As Henry Rawlinson noted after the death of the publisher in 1884, ‘Mr Trübner lent himself readily to any measure for advancing and popularizing knowledge’. Nicholas Trübner moved to London from Heidelberg in 1843 and set up business with Thomas Delf in 1851 before being joined by David Nutt shortly after. Trübner and Co. (based in Ludgate Hill) quickly established a reputation as agents for American literature and enjoyed much success with the *Bibliographical Guide to American Literature* which was written by Trübner himself before being published in 1855. However, Trübner’s passion lay with Oriental literature and philology, he himself having studied Sanskrit and Hebrew, and the firm fast became recognised as the principal agent and publisher of this genre.

From 1865, *Trübner’s American and Oriental Literary Record* helped to cement this reputation and was considered an essential guide for scholars working in the field. Indeed Nicholas Trübner’s commitment to publishing Oriental works was such that he was described by William Heinemann as ‘the literary intermediary between Europe and the East’, a description which also reflected the fact that his agents throughout the world were able to locate and bring rare works to London for the firm’s many clients. Yet the firm did not deal in Oriental literature alone, acting as publisher for various scientific societies and government agencies both in Britain and abroad. By the time that Trübner and Co. came to be associated with *Geographical*
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Review, the firm was already publishing a number of other periodicals including the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, the Anthropological Review, the Journal and Transactions of the Geographical Society of Bombay and Transactions of the Philological Society, demonstrating that they were well accustomed to the pressures associated with publishing periodically.

The new chapter in the project’s history which Trübner’s appointment signalled was marked by continuity and change. Dempsey remained as proprietor and Markham as editor. The periodical itself though was extended again and also restructured. Each issue was produced in the imperial 8vo format and consisted of 44 pages in double columns. The two-part structure was abandoned with each number now divided into seven sections: Articles; Reviews; Correspondence; Bibliography; Cartography and Log Book of Geographical News; and Proceedings of Geographical Societies within which, Markham claimed, ‘every branch of the subject finds a fitting place’. However, these sections would not accommodate the kinds of series which had appeared in earlier versions of the periodical. Touristic accounts of travel in Britain and on the Continent, for example, or series dedicated to ‘winter health resorts’ and ‘modern national anthems’ found no place in the Geographical Review. Instead, as Markham explained, articles would aim to engage public opinion’ but also address ‘questions of permanent interest’. Markham was keen to ensure that the periodical made a lasting contribution to knowledge and therefore sought to provide material which would speak to both the wider public and those he identified as ‘the geographers’. After the first 12 issues of the Geographical Review, Markham celebrated the success of what he described as the ‘first attempt to supply a record of all events relating to geographical and kindred subjects’. He called for further support for the venture and attempted to emphasise the practical utility of geographical knowledge. Appealing to a sense of national pride also, he claimed that ‘It would have been strange indeed if, in a great country like England, the birthplace of so many geographers and explorers, and where so vast a number of people depend on the extension of geographical knowledge, a magazine conducted under the plan of
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the *Geographical Review*, should not, in time, have received adequate support'.

Whilst this latest incarnation of *Ocean Highways* was still an attempt to 'popularise' geography beyond the RGS, Markham was not necessarily talking to the same audience as early versions of the periodical. For one, the annual subscription was now 26 shillings when it had started off at 1 shilling 6 pence. Of course this rise is to be expected given the expansion of the periodical but it does mean that the title was automatically less accessible. The argument for popularising geography that Markham offered in the *Geographical Review* was certainly more tactical, based on claims relating to the utility of geographical knowledge rather than a determination to celebrate the excitement of discovery and romance of travel.

The *Geographical Review* attempted to set itself apart from earlier versions of itself and from other periodicals. Markham suggested that E.G. Ravenstein's section reviewing cartographic works, for instance, would not be matched by any other publication in the country. Similarly the 'Log Book' of geographical news was said to contain information which was yet to appear elsewhere. This emphasis upon new information was indicative of a much clearer desire to speak to the geographical community as well as the wider public. However, periodicals routinely targeted highly specific readerships. By trying to speak to both geographers and non-geographers, Trübner and Markham went against this principle. In November 1873 Dempsey approached the RGS in the hope that they might provide financial support for the venture, suggesting that readers were not responding as hoped. The RGS Council decided it would be 'unadvisable' to lend their name to a commercial venture and so rejected Dempsey's proposal. Four months later Dempsey withdrew his investment from the venture. Trübner, Ravenstein and printers Pettitt and Co. stepped in to keep the project afloat and made one final attempt at rebranding the publication. April 1874 therefore saw the publication of the first volume of the *Geographical Magazine* (Figure 6.8).
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By and large, however, the *Geographical Magazine* continued with the same shape and content as the *Geographical Review*. Dempsey had latterly supplied the funds for the venture but the impetus in terms of the content and vision behind the *Magazine* appeared to come largely from Markham and Trübner. The conscious effort to establish the periodical as a publication to be read and treated as a serious source of knowledge for a variety of audiences – more semi-popular than popular perhaps – was very little changed. The previous seven sections were now reduced to six with the removal of that dedicated to ‘bibliography’ but otherwise the structure and content remained much the same. Markham had secured the services of C.E.D. Black for ‘literary work’ and employed William Ronson, whom he would later find work for in the India Office, as sub-editor, whilst Ravenstein continued in the position of cartographer to the magazine. Markham was able to rely upon a raft of naval colleagues including Sherard Osborn, James G. Goodenough, Philip H Colomb for contributions to the magazine. However, he listed his ‘best supporters’ as ‘Dr J.B. Badger, Dr Beke, Sir Henry Yule, Mr Ravenstein and Sir Richard Burton’. With the aid of these contributors the *Magazine* continued to combine articles on topical debates and exploration with features on ongoing research. Markham’s influence on the content was tangible. He later admitted that he had tried to use the periodical to ‘secure some special objects’. Among these were the resumption and continuation of Arctic exploration and the promotion of the Indian Surveys, both of which featured heavily in the *Magazine’s* pages.

Markham drew heavily from an extensive network of friends and colleagues (including many from the RGS but also the India Office and Hakluyt Society, for example) to fill each issue of the magazine. It is likely that he shared several of these associations with Nicholas Trübner. Henry Yule, for instance, was a well respected Oriental scholar, having prepared two works for the Hakluyt Society; *Mirabilia descripta: the Wonders of the East* (1863) and *Cathay and the Wat Thither* (1866) as well as a much celebrated edition of the *Travels of Marco Polo* (1871) which saw him awarded the Italian Geographical Society’s Gold Medal as well as
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the Royal Geographical Society's Founder's medal. In 1875 when he took up a post on the Council of India, he was held to be 'one of the leading authorities on the historical geography of central Asia in general and the history of medieval travel writing in particular' at this time. It is thus highly likely that the strong presence he enjoyed in the pages of the *Geographical Magazine* had to do with the interests he shared with Trübner as much as his association with Markham through the Royal Geographical Society.

Certainly it is clear that Trübner was closely acquainted with Richard Burton prior to his becoming one of the *Geographical Magazine*’s more frequent contributors. The pair first met through publisher William Longman, under whom Trübner had first learned the book trade in the early 1850s and went on to mix regularly in the same circles. Trübner invited Burton to edited an edition of R.B. Marcy’s *The Prairie Traveller* in 1863 (as discussed in Chapter 4) whilst the firm also published the publisher of the *Anthropological Review* and the *Journal of the Anthropological Society of London*, to which Burton was a regular contributor. Burton described the publisher as 'an active and cordial friend' emphasising that they were more than mere business associates. Thus although Markham surely persuaded a number of high-profile names to lend their support to the *Geographical Magazine*, we should not forget that Nicholas Trübner was also a significant scholar in his own right, with a keen interest in, and extensive knowledge of, the geography of the East who likely attracted his fair share of attention too.

With only 1200 subscribers, however, contributions from notable travellers and geographical authorities were not enough to make the *Geographical Magazine* sufficiently profitable. In July 1877 Ravenstein withdrew his investment. The following year, Trübner sought financial assistance from the RGS. The publisher explained that 'notwithstanding all the efforts of the Proprietors, the receipts have never yet been nearly sufficient to cover the expenditure for editorial, printing,
engraving, and other expenses'. As a result, claimed Trübner, 'the Proprietors have reluctantly arrived at the conclusion, that it is hopeless to expect sufficient patronage at the hands of the general public, and they will be forced to discontinue unless they receive assistance from some influential quarter'. The RGS again decided that it would be 'unadvisable' to lend their name to a commercial publishing venture (the reasons for which are explored below). This effectively sealed the periodical's fate and the final issue appeared in December 1878.

Adopting a longer view of this attempt to 'popularise' geography, it becomes clear that the transformation of the periodical from *Our Ocean Highways* to the *Geographical Magazine* resulted in fewer readers. The *Geographical Magazine* came to an end as semi-popular periodical, acting as an unofficial organ of the RGS, presenting specialist knowledge in a form which might instruct and entertain but crucially, at a price which rendered it beyond the reaches of many of those it initially set out to target. This case also highlights the value of exploring the connections between different periodical titles. For example, although the *Geographical Magazine* was presented as a new venture, there were clear similarities with the editions of *Ocean Highways*. This is significant because Trübner and Markham carried their aims and expectations forward from the previous versions of the periodical. At the same time readers also came to the *Geographical Magazine* expecting a degree of continuity. Bearing this in mind helps us to better understand the decline in readership that occurred over the course of the venture: what was popular with publishers and editors would not always prove so with different groups of readers.

6.2 Publishing Travel Periodically

This chapter has so far shed light on the key individuals who helped to shape the content of *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine*, demonstrating that although the periodical was always viewed as an opportunity to 'popularise' geography, this meant different things to different people. This section examines
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how the periodical format was used by those behind the various versions of *Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine* as they sought to bring geographical knowledge to a wider audience, highlighting too that these periodicals were always connected to wider networks of print.

**Topicality and Controversy**

One of the main strengths of periodical publishing, particularly for scientific and other scholarly materials, was its ability to incorporate unexpected or unpredictable events or 'discoveries' apparently 'as they happened'. Whilst book publishing was generally a lengthy process, allowing for much time to pass between the event and the published account of said event appearing, periodicals were able to respond more quickly to topical events because of their quarterly, monthly or weekly publishing schedule. *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine* operated as an arena for debate, as authors contributed their own interpretations of controversial claims to geographical knowledge either in the form of articles or in letters to the editor. This was not uncommon, of course, for as Henson et al. remark, 'periodicals thrived on controversy and intellectual disputes like no other nineteenth-century mode of cultural production' and so there was no shortage of editors willing to let their publications be drawn into battle.36 Markham and Trübner, whatever their personal views on such matters, would have recognised that controversy played out within and between periodicals was unlikely to damage sales or the reputation of their periodicals so long as it was conducted in a gentlemanly fashion.

Throughout the 1870s the *Geographical Record*, *Geographical Review* and *Geographical Magazine* were implicated in attempts to construct, circulate and contest the latest geographical “discoveries”. This is particularly clear in the context of Henry Morton Stanley's expeditions. Stanley came to fame following his infamous 'discovery' of David Livingstone at Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika in October 1871, described in *How I Found Livingstone* which was published the following year by the *New York Herald*. After four months with Livingstone, Stanley returned to England to a furore of criticism. Not only were his claims to have found Livingstone called into question but his geographical measurements were also derided. Markham

was prominent among the critics. The publication of Stanley's account of his meeting with Livingstone received a lukewarm reception within the Geographical Record. In December 1872, an unsigned review of How I Found Livingstone: Travels, Adventures and Discoveries in Central Africa repeatedly suggested that Stanley 'had none of the qualifications of a scientific traveller, and no knowledge to enable him to make a map of a new country' although the reviewer did acknowledge that the explorer had 'described districts not previously known to us'. The reviewer's main objective, however, appeared to be the defence of the Royal Geographical Society. The article complained that accusations made against the Society in The Times were ill-founded and argued that the RGS had recognised the explorer's achievements in full and as soon as was possible. The piece also sought to rectify 'another erroneous statement in The Times' which suggested that Stanley had been awarded the Society's Victoria Medal for his geographical discoveries. As the reviewer reiterated once more, 'Mr Stanley's geographical work, in the absence of all astronomical observation and exact data of any kind, does not entitle him to the medal'. It was rather his 'gallant and splendid' 'relief of Livingstone' which earned him the award. Stanley was thus presented to readers of the Geographical Record as a brave and intrepid explorer but one entirely lacking in any scientific credentials.

Stanley's second expedition of 1874-1877, supported by the Daily Telegraph, caused further controversy. Like many other periodicals, the Geographical Magazine closely examined his dispatches and kept readers updated as to his progress. Readers did not only look to the Magazine for information, they used it to publicly engage in a debate about Stanley's conduct and the geographical "discoveries" he claimed to have made. The November 1875 issue of the Geographical Magazine, for example, published a letter to the editor signed by Richard Burton, dated October 19, 1875. In it Burton claimed that he felt it his 'duty to warn your readers, as I did nearly three years ago, against accepting, without the gravest consideration, the statements put forward by Mr. Henry Morton Stanley in the Daily Telegraph (Oct. 15th and 18th, 1875). Burton critiqued many of Stanley's measurements, taking particular issue with those relating to the Victoria Nyanza heralded, but as yet unconfirmed, as a

37 'Mr Stanley's expedition', Ocean Highways: Geographical Review, 9 (1872), 280-281.
source of the Nile. He also ridiculed Stanley's apparent reliance upon native testimony, noting that 'Every African traveller well knows that the tribes with few exceptions are ignorant, except by hearsay, of the lands lying a few marches from their doors'. This attack was quickly picked up upon by other periodicals too with the *Journal of the American Geographical Society* reproducing Burton's critique of Stanley in full, adding the title 'Critical Review of Stanley's Work' as if to emphasise the nature of the letter. Burton himself was eager to keep the momentum going and perhaps deciding that the monthly publishing schedule of the *Geographical Magazine* was not quick enough for his purposes or maybe simply seeking a wider audience for his claims, he chose the weekly *Athenaeum* to 'complete the statement which [he] made in the Geographical Magazine'. The disputed accuracy of Stanley's measurements continued to attract attention in the *Geographical Magazine* though with E. G. Ravenstein publishing his own contribution to the debate in the next issue. The cartographer responded to three letters lately published in the *Daily Telegraph*. In contrast to Burton, Ravenstein noted that the geographical community had now been 'supplied, for the first time, with authentic information respecting the configuration and extent of the Victoria Nyanza, and its most considerable tributary river, the Shimiyu'. Although the cartographer informed readers that the materials that Stanley had sent from Africa were but 'fragmentary' he nonetheless reported that they were to be regarded with 'such importance and interest' that the details had been included on two maps for readers of the *Geographical Magazine* to digest for themselves. Ravenstein provided a commentary to accompany both maps explaining Stanley's route and describing the peoples and places encountered along the way. Commenting upon the disparity between the measurements made by Stanley and those previously obtained by Speke, Ravenstein noted that 'as the results as far as they have been communicated, differ considerably from those of Speke, and will probably be modified considerably on his register of observations being subjected to a rigid examination, we thought best to discard them for the present'. Evidently feeling far more generous towards Stanley
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than Burton, Ravenstein reasoned that ‘These differences are after all but small when dealing with countries so imperfectly known’.

However, it was not only the veracity of Stanley’s measurements that were debated within the *Geographical Magazine*. The release of dispatches in 1876 describing an attack on the indigenous population on Bumbire Island in Lake Victoria sparked fierce criticism throughout the British press. The *Geographical Magazine* recounted and denounced Stanley’s ‘act of barbarity’ which it could see no just cause for. While the *Magazine* concluded that ‘The details sent home by Mr Stanley in these letters are of geographical importance’ it also warned that ‘Knowledge is dearly bought at the cost of piratical proceedings of this nature’. While the geographical community were quick to criticise Stanley’s behaviour, it did not lead to a formal act of censure by the RGS. Henry Hyndman used the pages of the *Pall Mall Gazette* to call for the Society to take a stand against Stanley’s actions but support was not forthcoming. The fact that Stanley was a not Fellow of the Society and the expedition had not been organised through the Society made this position slightly easier to defend but it did not deter Hyndman from publishing a pamphlet with Henry Yule outlining the case against Stanley. However, many Fellows appeared content to do nothing.

Within the *Geographical Magazine*, the stance adopted in relation to Stanley gradually altered. Although the explorer was ridiculed in 1872 and condemned in 1876, by December 1877, his nine-month navigation of the Congo was being heralded as an achievement ‘of the highest geographical importance’, one which moreover ‘places Mr Stanley in the first rank among African discoverers’. In the issue of March 1878, the *Magazine* carried an article which offered an explanation for this change of heart:
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Mr Stanley’s achievements in Africa have been so great, his services to geographical science are of such extraordinary value, that the occurrence of anything which would appear to detract from his merits as an explorer is much to be regretted.\textsuperscript{47}

Although earlier articles had found him thoroughly lacking the skills and intelligence necessary for making accurate measurements, his maps were now singled out for praise. How though could the \textit{Geographical Magazine} reconcile this praise for Stanley’s discoveries with its condemnation of his methods? The dispatch in which Stanley had relayed the offending events of 1876 was now determined to have been ‘written hastily in the midst of toilsome and exciting work’ and consequently, the author reasoned, did ‘not describe all the circumstances which led to the attack’.\textsuperscript{48} Additional information obtained from Stanley in the intervening period had served to convince the author of the article that it was possible to cast Stanley’s ambush in a different light. The author now conceded that the ‘man on the spot, finding himself surrounded by perils on all sides and responsible for the lives of many followers, must be acknowledged to be the sole competent judge [of whether such force was] ‘an absolute necessary’.

With more space we might delve further into the \textit{Geographical Magazine}’s treatment of Stanley (and how it compared to that of other periodicals).\textsuperscript{49} However, as it is, this case reminds us that some of the benefits offered by periodical publishing could be double-edged in the context of travel and exploration. Chapter 3 highlighted that there could be a considerable delay between an explorer returning home and a book-length account appearing, yet we have seen that articles, reviews and letters could be used to discuss geographical discoveries apparently ‘as they happened’. However, publishing snippets of information as they were received from the field was potentially problematic. The decision of the \textit{Geographical Magazine} to retract its comments condemning Stanley for unprovoked acts of violence highlighted that in the context of travel, publishing periodically could mean publishing without all the facts to hand.
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Serialisation

Periodicals did not thrive on controversy alone, however. There were many less sensational devices that could encourage readers to return to the same title, issue after issue. The reliance of many literary periodicals on the serialisation of fiction is well documented.50 However, as the periodicals considered in this chapter highlight, serialisation was also a tactic that could be deployed by publishers of non-fiction publications in an attempt to encourage readers to make a financial commitment to a number of issues.51 ‘Our Home Tour’ and ‘Our Foreign Tour’ were important features of the *Monthly Supplement* for instance. The ‘home tour’ relayed descriptions of the built and natural environs encountered upon relatively short routes – Bristol to London, Hull to London, via York, Glasgow to Edinburgh and Edinburgh to London for instance – which would have been familiar in principle at least to many readers of the supplement. The very periodicity of the publication of course rendered it a particularly suitable means of relaying short tours for, just as travellers necessarily divided their journeys into manageable sections so too readers could enjoy the latest routes in easily digestible chunks. Serialisation also helped to encourage readers to stay with the publication as it transitioned from *Our Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record & Travellers Register* to *Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record*. Even after the title of the periodical had changed and the publisher had been replaced, for instance, ‘Our Home Tour’ and A.G. L’Estrange’s ‘Mr Fairweather’s Yachting’ continued into July and August 1872 respectively rewarding the loyalty of readers who would have followed these features over many months.

The problem with some serialisations, however, was that whilst they made sense when read as part of a series, they were not necessarily as appealing to a new reader, although it would always be hoped of course, that readers missing earlier parts might be convinced to purchase back issues. By publishing articles that were grouped around a common theme but not necessarily directly following on from each...

other, new readers could be welcomed at any time. There was also the possibility that an individual whose interest would not necessarily be piqued by a publication titled *Our Ocean Highways* might find something in one of these sets of articles to warrant a one-off purchase. Certainly, George Philip appeared to share this hope, advertising individual essays on topics such as ‘winter health resorts’ and ‘modern national anthems’ in their own right as well as the issues in which they appeared.⁵²

Serial parts though were primarily intended to be read together. For this reason authors could hope to use the serial format and the monthly rhythm of publication to build up support for a particular cause over time. Markham, for example, was responsible for a series titled ‘The Threshold of the Unknown Region’ which began in July 1872. The first part in the series explained, ‘The time having come for a renewed effort to complete the exploration of the unknown Polar region, we propose to publish a series of papers which will give a complete view of existing knowledge which separates the threshold of the known from the known’. Markham went on to state that the ‘The series will be completed in ten numbers and by that time we trust that an expedition will be fitted out under the eye of the admiral superintendent at Portsmouth Dockyard’, emphasising that Markham intended to use the *Geographical Record* as a space for promoting his own interests.⁵³ This particular case also highlights that periodicals were not only important proving grounds for fictional literature. Following the completion of the series in the *Geographical Record*, *The Threshold of the Unknown Region* was published as a book, going through four editions between 1873 and 1876.⁵⁴ Although not an exact reprint of the material featured within the periodical, Markham explained in the preface to the second edition that ‘the object of the present volume, which is partly reprinted from a series of articles in “Ocean Highways” is to give the public a correct knowledge of the whole line of frontier separating the known from the unknown region round the North Pole ... to set forth the arguments in favour of a renewal of Arctic exploration by England, and to renumerate, in detail the valuable
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and important results to be derived from North Pole discovery'\textsuperscript{55}, highlighting that the book was very much a continuation of what Markham had tried to achieve within the periodical. Markham though was not the only author to see work from the periodical published separately. Henry Spencer Palmer's series 'The Ordnance Survey of the Kingdom' was published in 1873 by Edward Stanford with a note on the title page indicating that it was 'Reprinted, with permission, and slightly altered from "Ocean Highways". Trübner demonstrated that publishing both books and periodicals could prove advantageous as one format could be used to promote the other. In 1878, for example, he published Rink's English translation of the Memoirs of Hans Hendrik, The Arctic Traveller Serving Under Kane, Hayes, Hall and Nares (1853-1876) which had been already been serialised in the Geographical Magazine from February of that year. Publishers like Trubner might have hoped that the appearance of works in serial form would create a market for the extended form while authors might also have viewed the periodical as a means of reaching a wider audience who could not necessarily afford to purchase books regularly.

The Periodical as a Site of Synthesis

That several series travelled beyond their original publishing context reminds us that periodicals were intricately connected to wider networks of print. Several features of the periodicals considered in this chapter helped to ensure that each issue operated as a site of synthesis, bringing together information from a range of published (and unpublished) sources. The 'Log Book' of news regularly offered readers of the early supplements short snippets from a range of literary periodicals, for example, providing insights into the events and people which were dominating the wider periodical press for those who would not necessarily encounter these periodicals for themselves. 'Our Literary Sea Chest' meanwhile contained short reviews and notices of recently published works. It is noteworthy, however, that while the Monthly Supplement was on the face of it overwhelming geographical in its focus, the publications included in each ‘Sea Chest’ were not necessarily so. Historical essays, poetry, plays, novels and medical works with the 'peculiar experiences' of travellers were regularly noticed in the supplements drawing attention to the connections

\textsuperscript{55} C.R. Markham The Threshold of the Unknown Region, Second Edition (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1873), vii-viii
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between these geographical periodicals and the wider literary sphere. However, after Clements Markham became involved with the project in an official capacity, both the 'Log Book' and 'Reviews' (as they were now titled) became considerably more focused on documenting and debating contributions to geographical knowledge. Each issue of the *Geographical Record, Review and Magazine*, for instance, contained a selection of longer reviews followed by a series of shorter notices all assessing the value of the contribution made by each author. The longer reviews were often accompanied by short extracts or in some cases maps to aid explanation for those that had not already or would not encounter a copy for themselves. Periodical content was also noticed alongside books with Guido Cora's *Cosmos* and Petermann's *Mittheilungen* receiving regular attention. Indeed the reviews sections routinely noticed works published outside Britain, helping to bring English geographers into conversation with their North American and European counterparts (something which the section containing 'Proceedings of the Geographical Societies' also did). Ravenstein's Cartography section was similarly international in its focus raising questions about the international circulation of geographical works, including of course, the *Our Ocean Highways* titles and the *Geographical Magazine* themselves which were 'registered for transmission abroad' and available through several foreign agents (see also Chapter 3).

Just as these periodicals synthesised works published elsewhere, so they also moved through other sites of synthesis, being advertised and reviewed in a range of print spaces. Advertisements within *The Times* and *Athenaeum* for instance, listed the entire contents of a monthly issue while some offered lists of all the maps to be published so far, suggesting that some readers may find the collection of maps as appealing as the textual content. Philips cleverly used the advertising press to imply a formal link with the Royal Geographical Society perhaps believing that this might help to bolster sales among a particular sector of the geographical community, despite the fact that no formal association had been agreed upon. As well as
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advertising the Geographical Record and Travellers’ Register in its own right, the publisher placed additional adverts for ‘The Royal Geographical Society’s Proceedings’ which instructed interested readers to ‘see Our Ocean Highways, the Geographical Record’. Whilst adverts can reveal how publishers wish readers to encounter their works, publishers and authors have less influence over the way that reviewers introduce potential readers to their works. Several periodicals regularly updated their readers when a new issue of the Geographical Magazine was ready and more importantly, indicated which articles were considered to be particularly important. The Magazine was considered alongside general literary periodicals, scientific works or other travel texts, depending on the specific nature of the reviewing periodical. The Examiner of August 1874, for instance, positioned the Geographical Magazine within a larger section of ‘Notes on Monthlies’ which included short comments on publications such as the Contemporary Review, Fraser’s Magazine, Blackwood’s, Macmillan’s and Temple Bar which served to suggest that these magazines might share a common standard of content and appeal to similar audiences. The Geographical Magazine although possessing a narrower focus than the others considered was seemingly not considered so specialist as to be ought of the range of those with a general interest in travel and exploration. The reviewer informed his readers that they would find the Geographical Magazine ‘very ably conducted’ and pointed out ‘an interesting account of Lieut. Cameron’s expedition to Ujiji in search of Dr Livingstone’s Map and Journal’ as being of particular note.

The weekly illustrated newspaper, the Graphic also reviewed issues of the Geographical Magazine alongside other general-interest periodicals such as Temple Bar, the British Quarterly Review and the Contemporary Review although its reviewer noted that ‘The Geographical Magazine caters for a special body of customers’ but that ‘its catering is uncommonly well done’. The Graphic also suggested that ‘Independent of the literary contents which are always interesting, those who take the magazine regularly will gradually acquire a series of maps on a scale not attainable in any ordinary atlas’. Such discussions introduced non-

58 ‘Classified advertising’, The Times, (May 30, 1872), 14; ‘Classified advertising’, The Times, (June 1, 1872), 2.
59 ‘Notes on the monthlies’, Examiner (August 8, 1874), 859.
60 ‘Magazines’, Graphic, (September 18, 1875), 286.
specialist readers to what was seen by the *Graphic* as a specialist publication by emphasising the particular utility of the visual materials accompanying each issue rather than the written content which was more commonly discussed. Other reviewers felt it more fitting to consider the *Geographical Magazine* in specific sections dedicated to science or travel. The weekly *Athenaeum* which addressed a range of topics relating to literature, the arts, politics and popular science usually confined its discussion of the contents of the *Geographical Magazine* to the "Science" section of the periodical, under the sub-heading of "geographical notes". These notes were drawn from a range of sources including the publications of the Royal Geographical Society and the amount of space dedicated to any one publication could vary dramatically from issue to issue depending on whether the contents of a particular article or map struck a chord with the reviewer or not. Some issues would see the reviewer give a small taster of what could be found in the current issue whilst others would provoke a more lengthy consideration of a particular article or map. That the *Athenaeum* and similar publications could play an important role in emphasising that trustworthy and timely information could be obtained from the *Geographical Magazine* is evinced by the pieces that appeared in June 1876 relating to news of Pundit Nain Singh's journey across Tibet. As the *Athenaeum* reported "The details are not yet accessible to the public, but a very brief notice of the journey and map of the route have appeared in this month's *Geographical Magazine*". This story also captured the interest of the Academy's reviewer who was another to regularly update readers as to what the magazine was publishing under the heading of "Notes of Travel". The periodical also offered a detailed account of Nain Singh's journey describing the "really wonderful exploit" for those that may not have read the *Magazine* themselves.

The publications of the Royal Geographical Society were also another means of publicising the material within *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine*. President Henry Rawlinson for instance, marked Markham's appointment as editor of the *Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record* by drawing attention to the fact that "It contains in each number a popularized summary of Geographical facts, such as the progress of expeditions, remarkable travels, and so forth". He also

61 'Geographical notes', *Athenaeum*, 2537 (1867), 799.
62 'Notes of travel', *Academy* (June 17, 1876), 584.
suggested that the periodicals might ‘assist in the spread of information of this character in this country and abroad’ thus serving to further popular interest in their subject area and moreover, ‘under improved editorship’ would now ‘add original articles on Geographical subjects and reviews of all important Geographical works and books of travel’ making a publication which would also be worthy of consideration by Fellows. Later Presidential Addresses considered the content of the Geographical Record in greater detail highlighting that whilst as later discussion shall reveal, not all those within the Society were keen to emulate the particular kind of success enjoyed by this publication, it was nevertheless considered as a valuable resource of geographical information. For example, Rawlinson noted that ‘during the summer months of last year, while public attention was powerfully drawn to the subject of Dr Livingstone’s discoveries in Central Africa and to the remarkable exploit of Mr Stanley, there appeared a valuable sketch-map by Keith Johnston, giving the positions of places mentioned by Livingstone and his routes; and several editorial articles written with great spirit and knowledge of the subject’. The Geographical Record was in this instance considered both timely and authoritative. Several authors writing in the Society’s periodicals also referenced articles and maps previously published in the periodical revealing that although it may have been considered as a popular magazine in a negative sense by some within the RGS, for many it was a legitimate and reliable source of geographical information. The RGS was not the only learned institution though to pick up on the value of the material within the Geographical Magazine in particular with the periodical appearing monthly in the American Naturalist’s list of ‘scientific serials’. The Society of American Naturalists’ journal placed the Magazine alongside a number of other geographical works including the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Petermann’s Geographischer Mittheilungen but also a range of more specialist scientific journals including the Monthly Microscopical Journal and the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. Thus although Ocean Highways may not have been considered to be worthy of review and notice in the same way that the

Geographical Magazine was, the latter certainly benefitted from broader networks of print which carried information about the latest issues to a much wider range of audiences that would likely have encountered the Magazine first hand in a bookshop. Different periodicals presented the magazine in specific ways according to the conventions and interests of the particular publication.

Reading Patterns
How did readers respond to these sites of synthesis? Periodicals offered greater freedom not just in a financial sense but also in terms of how they could be approached. The periodical permits individuals, encourages them even, to consume the material contained within its pages according to their own particular priorities. For some, reading cover to cover may have been the preferred option but for many others, reading would likely take place over a number of sittings and probably in an order which reflected their own particular interests rather than those of the editor or publisher. We might assume, however, that the decision to divide those long-running features from more topical content in the Geographical Record reflected the belief of the publisher and editor that readers might also consume the materials within the publication in this way also. This highlights that whilst the periodical does enable multiple reading patterns, these patterns are limited by certain constraints imposed by the physicality of the printed object. The ability of a reader quickly to locate the material he or she finds most interesting is enabled by the reproduction of that material according to a predictable and continuous pattern. Although the material within each section of the Geographical Review might differ on a monthly basis the fact that the same basic structure of seven sections was preserved, with each issue placed in a recognisable order so that the articles are followed by the reviews followed by the bibliography by the cartography and so on, offered the reader a familiar frame to work around. This device, deployed throughout the run of the Geographical Magazine, was a crucial strategy deployed by the publishers and editors attempting to capture their own share of the market. As Margaret Beetham notes,

The form is mixed and various, but each individual periodical has to maintain a certain consistency of mixture. Every number is different,
but it is still "the same" periodical. This consistency is necessary so that the reader keeps coming back to buy.66

Whilst this is true, it is important to note that those reading individual issues and those reading from bound volumes may have approached the contents of the periodical in different ways. Bound volumes not only package successive issues together making reading across volumes easier by physically placing successive issues next to one another, but they also frequently added or removed material. Additions might include a preface reflecting upon the 'success' of the issues before the reader or an index to allow readers to move easily across different issues, while advertisements or covers might be removed prior to binding. This was case with the Geographical Magazine which supplied those purchasing, borrowing or simply reading the bound volumes of the publication with an extensive list of contents which not only grouped material in the volume according to geographical region but also then sub-divided it according to the particular section it appeared in – maps, articles, reviews, etc. (Figure 6.8) The impact of this was a list that defied the periodicity of the original issues though retained an attention to the structure of the monthly outputs albeit at the level of the region only. Noteworthy, however, was the fact that certain materials could not be neatly divided according to continent and thus 'general' and 'miscellaneous' sections disrupted this attempt at reclassification. Similarly, 'personal memoranda', obituaries and the Proceedings of Societies avoided geographical organisation producing a somewhat idiosyncratic guide in the process.

Yet structuring devices like contents pages or predictable ordering systems were not simply constraints imposed upon readers but could also be read as signs that readers responded well to these particular features of the periodical. For instance, the fact that certain features persisted across different versions of Ocean Highways and the Geographical Magazine may indicate that these were considered (by the publishers and editors at least) as being those that were best suited to meeting the readers' demands. The decision not to include long running serialisations in the Geographical Review and Geographical Magazine could be taken either as a sign that the publisher and editor no longer felt these appropriate means to convey
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geographical knowledge in a respectable fashion or an acknowledgement that the present crop of readers were failing to respond to these features. Certainly it made commercial sense to stick to a tried and tested formula if it appeared to be working.

6.3 An Ambivalent Response: The RGS and Popular Periodicals

Having considered the content and format of Our Ocean Highways and the Geographical Magazine, we now return to the question of the relationship between these publications and the RGS, as introduced in section 6.1. By examining the appeals made by Maurice Dempsey, Nicholas Trübner as well as Clements Markham and the responses they elicited from the RGS Council, we can gain a better understanding of the ambivalent response that commercial periodical publishing could provoke, in particular gaining an insight into why the periodical might be viewed simultaneously as a means of widening geography’s appeal among the general reading public as a potential threat to the authority of the Society.

Clements Markham had long advocated periodical publishing as a means of disseminating topical geographical information. As noted above, he had sought support for a new series of the RGS Journal which would contain ‘not only papers read and discussions, but also papers not read, reviews, bibliography, and geographical news, with fuller map illustration’ before becoming involved with the Geographical Record.67 Markham argued that the kind of volume he envisaged would negate the need for a separate set of Proceedings as currently existed and render the new publication ‘the leading authority in the world on all subjects relating to Geography’.68 However, he failed to attract the support of then President Henry Rawlinson (1871-1873, 1874-1876) or indeed of the Council at large. Although the precise reasons for the widespread reluctance to alter the status quo remain unclear, Markham’s own memoirs suggest that he and Henry Bartle Frere, who would himself enjoy a brief spell as RGS President, felt that opinions could be swayed if a means of demonstrating Markham’s intentions practically could be found. It was Frere’s suggestion, Markham claimed, that he edit Ocean Highways in 1872 with a

67 Markham, ‘A farewell to our readers’, 301.
68 C.R. Markham, ‘Memorandum for the Special Proceedings Committee’ Committee Minute’, November 18, 1878, Correspondence RGS/CB6/1531, Royal Geographical Society.
view to demonstrating that the ‘almost moribund’ periodical could function as a valuable repository of geographical knowledge.\(^{69}\)

The RGS and *Our Ocean Highways: the Geographical Review*

In November 1873, Markham, this time supported by the proprietor of *Ocean Highways* Maurice Dempsey, would again encourage the Council of the Society to reconsider the present arrangements for publishing their own proceedings. Whereas Markham had previously sought to refashion the Society’s *Journal* and abolish the *Proceedings*, he now suggested that the *Journal* as it presently stood might be complemented by *Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record*. Dempsey wrote to the Society offering to include the Society’s *Proceedings* within the *Geographical Record* in return for a commitment from the Society that they would purchase one copy for every Fellow at a cost of one shilling each.\(^{70}\) However, it would be Markham and not Dempsey that would attempt to provide a rationale for the Society becoming involved with a more avowedly popular publication. He was eager to impress upon others that this mode of publishing the Society’s *Proceedings* would allow Fellows and others to receive news of the latest goings on in a much more timely fashion. As he explained, ‘the Proceedings would appear every month, and punctually to the day; so that the reports of papers and discussions would never be a month old, and the second meeting in a month would be reported a week or sometimes a few days after the meeting’.\(^{71}\) For Markham, ‘the most rapid publication of the Society’s Proceedings’ was seemingly the prime benefit of refashioning *Ocean Highways* as the ‘Society’s official organ’, ‘under the name perhaps of the “The Geographical Record and Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society”’. However, it was not the publishing schedule alone that recommended itself in Markham’s eyes. Unsurprisingly, given his own involvement with the publication to date, Markham also reminded Council members that those in receipt of the new publication would also receive valuable ‘articles on geographical subjects, reviews of books and maps, news of interest to geographers, and reports of


\(^{71}\) C.R. Markham, ‘Memorandum for the Special Proceedings Committee’ Committee Minute’, November 18, 1878, Correspondence RGS/CB6/1531, Royal Geographical Society.
the proceedings of Foreign Geographical Societies; besides maps to illustrate some of the papers'.\textsuperscript{72} Markham was keen to stress that in its present form, \textit{Ocean Highways} had already achieved 'considerable circulation on the continent and America' and thus, any improvement which the Society could make would, in his eyes, render the publication 'very influential', vastly increasing the 'Society's power of usefulness' in the process.\textsuperscript{73}

The Council established a 'Proceedings Committee' which included Francis Galton, cartographer A.G. Finlay, Honorary Secretary Richard Henry Major (of the British Museum), Assistant Secretary Henry Walter Bates in order to consider the proposal. Despite Markham's evident enthusiasm for formally linking the \textit{Geographical Record} and \textit{Journal}, he seemingly could not convert others to his way of thinking. On 14 November 1878, the Committee reported that the proposal was to be declined.\textsuperscript{74} Although the minutes of the Committee's meetings do not reveal exactly why it was deemed 'unadvisable' to print the Society's own proceedings with the \textit{Magazine}, the Society's response to a subsequent offer by Dempsey does offer greater insight into attitudes towards both and its own \textit{Proceedings} at this time.

Upon finding that the Society had rejected his proposal to effectively subsidise the periodical in return for dedicating space to their \textit{Proceedings}, Dempsey suggested that the Society might purchase the magazine outright.\textsuperscript{75} Whilst this would alleviate any concerns that might have existed over the degree of control which the Society may or may not have been able to exert over the wider content of the publication whilst still allowing access to an established market, the Council once more decided that the proposal was 'undesirable' and determined instead that it would be 'much more reasonable to enlarge their Proceedings, to make it a monthly publication, to include in it what is now published in the journal, and thus establish a
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well illustrated geographical periodical in which the communications to the Society and general intelligence shall appear with the least possible delay'.76 Thus, despite turning down this and Dempsey's previous offer, the Committee had on the face of it been convinced by the argument that the Proceedings as they currently stood were inadequate and that greater gains could be had from adopting a monthly publishing schedule as well as expanding the remit of the publication. It was not the end in a sense that the Committee had seemingly found unadvisable then, but rather the suggestion that Ocean Highways could be the means to that end. As it was, the Committee subsequently determined that no more money could be found to fund such an expansion of the current Proceedings and so the status quo was maintained for the time being, with Markham continuing his endeavours with Ocean Highways and the soon-to-be-rebranded Geographical Magazine.77

The RGS and the Geographical Magazine

The intervening years saw Ocean Highways and then the Geographical Magazine gradually transformed into the kind of publication that Markham had envisaged in the early 1870s. Yet despite the Magazine's content being generally recognised as being of greater quality and having secured the regular support of 1200 subscribers, it was clear that the publication could not thrive on public support alone and so once more, the proprietors of the Magazine turned to the RGS for assistance. Trübner enquired as to whether it might fall within the remit of the Society and 'their operations for the advancement of Geographical Science, to subsidize the 'Geographical Magazine', in some form or other, and on such conditions as might be approved by the Society'.78 However, the Library and Map Committee reported that they 'unanimously consider it inexpedient to subsidize any magazine not under the direct control of the Council' and the Council accordingly declined Trübner's proposal.79 When one considers the reaction to the approaches made by both Dempsey and Trübner alongside internal proposals to reformulate the Society's own
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publications it becomes clear that the prospect of becoming involved with a commercial publication like *Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine* raised wider issues beyond the question of content and publishing schedule. On the 19th June, for example, the Library and Map Committee not only resolved to reject Trübner’s request for a subsidy but also ‘recommended that the Proceedings be improved by the insertion of additional notices, maps, and other matter, [...] at an estimated cost of £200 to £250 per annum’, highlighting that they were not entirely opposed to seeing the *Proceedings* restructured.\(^8^0\) However, the ensuing discussions surrounding the possible forms that the new publication might take reveal wider anxieties towards publishing for a larger audience at more frequent intervals. The first question to present itself in light of the decision to consider the reformulation of the Society’s publications was how exactly a new series of Proceedings would relate to the *Geographical Magazine*. While the Assistant Secretaries were busy preparing various proposals outlining what form the new venture ought to take, Trübner and Co. contacted the Society requesting that the RGS purchase the copyright of the *Geographical Magazine* if they were intent on pressing ahead with restructuring the *Proceedings*. No doubt informed of the Society’s plans by Markham, the publishers felt that they had a claim to compensation on account of the fact that the newly-envisaged publication would not only prompt Markham’s resignation as editor (in order to avoid any conflict of interest) but also entice readers away from the *Geographical Magazine*. As Trübner explained further, ‘The Magazine is quoted and is considered as an established geographical authority throughout Europe. It has gradually seated a taste for geography in a constituency of several hundred regular subscribers, and it is to be these advantages due entirely to the Magazine that it is now intended that the new series of the Proceedings shall succeed’.\(^8^1\) Of course Trübner failed to mention that public support for the *Magazine* had not been sufficient to make it commercially viable.

Although Markham claimed that he believed the publishers had no legal right to seek compensation – indeed he was careful to stress that the Society was considering whether to purchase the ‘good-will and stock’ of the Magazine rather
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than the legally-charged 'copyright' – there nevertheless was a moral claim to be answered.\textsuperscript{82} The Society's new \textit{Proceedings} would not only target the \textit{Magazine's} readers and thus threaten Trübner's profits but it would also prompt Markham to resign his post as editor – a loss which he eagerly assured everyone would be very great indeed. Markham also suggested that the contribution which the publishers had made to the advancement of geographical knowledge ought to be recognised.\textsuperscript{83} Consequently he recommended that the Council 'sanction the purchase of the goodwill and stock of the 'Geographical Magazine' for the sum of £200'.\textsuperscript{84} Of course, others might have argued that by producing a rival publication the Society were simply partaking in a bit of healthy competition. Certainly Douglas Freshfield's reaction to Trübner's request makes it clear that not everyone within the Society shared Markham's belief that they had a moral obligation to the publishers. As Freshfield put it, 'The suggested payment to the Publishers of the Geo Magazine does not seem to be desirable or justifiable on commercial grounds & is a benevolence I for one should feel unwilling to make such an offering to Publishers which any traveller or author had need'.\textsuperscript{85} Freshfield felt that, if anything, it was the Society that was owed by the publishers rather than the other way around. Having 'had from the Society for nothing valuable time & services of one of its secretaries' Trübner and Co., he reasoned, 'ought to be ashamed to come to us for a gratuity'.\textsuperscript{86} Nevertheless, Markham was successful in ensuring that an agreement was reached between the Society and the publisher with the matter being concluded in Trübner's favour.

\textbf{The New Series of the \textit{Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society}}

While the discontinuance of the \textit{Geographical Magazine} brought to an end one version of the project to popularise geography, debate continued over the form, content, and publishing schedule of the new \textit{Proceedings}. Robert Cust, an Orientalist scholar and prominent RGS Fellow, proposed 'that nothing less than a monthly issue
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of the Proceedings will satisfy the requirements of Geographers interested in the Progress of discovery in every part of the globe', a sentiment echoed by Richard Major and Markham. However, others were more cautious. Freshfield, for instance, suggested that six bi-monthly numbers might satisfy the public and prove a more manageable task for the new editor. His concern stemmed from the fear that hasty publication might undermine the quality of content within the periodical. He was keen to remind others within the Society that the periodical must uphold the integrity of the Society and thus ‘We should I think be careful not to attempt to function as a newspaper & aim always at accurate than at ‘the latest’ news’. Thus while the ability to deliver topical content was one of the primary benefits of the monthly periodical, some doubted whether this schedule would allow enough time for information to be verified before it appeared in print. It was better to exercise caution and publish less regularly than risk printing inaccurate or inflammatory material for the sake of adhering to a regular schedule. It was not only the pace of publishing though that inspired the fear that the new publication would somehow threaten the integrity of the Society. The place of correspondence within the new periodical was something which was heavily debated. Whilst it had been an important part of the Geographical Magazine and had allowed readers to engage directly with those producing the wider content of the periodical, some within the Society were concerned about the implications of allowing ‘controversial correspondence’ in particular to grace the pages of one of their own publications as opposed to the pages of, say, the Pall Mall Gazette or the Athenaeum. Freshfield for instance, was typically cautious and suggested that a right to reply ought to be offered to any parties addressed by a particular letter prior to its publication so that all concerned could ‘state their views & answer to objections once for all [rather] than go on hammer & tongs’. Robert Cust was more wary still asserting that he ‘would lay down the rule once [and] for all that there is no correspondence admitted’.

Similar caution was exhibited in relation to the inclusion of reviews of books and maps. The Secretaries proposed that the new periodical should offer an up-to-
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date record of the most important geographical works published 'with notices of the objects and contents of the more important' but all the while avoiding 'critical notices of books', 'for obvious reasons'. Indeed as Cust noted, it was of paramount importance that any publication bearing the Society's name was not implicated in disputes of a personal nature. As he explained, 'the reviews contemplated, should not only be "not critical", but very cautiously worded, so as to give no reasonable offence, and not drag the Society into any countenances'. Freshfield though wished to draw a distinction between the process of reviewing maps and that of reviewing books. He contended that whereas book reviews almost always hinged in matters of opinion, in the case of maps, any criticism was likely to relate to 'matters of fact' and subsequently he argued that 'remarks on maps must be critical or nothing'. In the end, it was agreed that while the new proceedings would carry both correspondence and reviews, both would be subject to referee and submitted only following a series of checks had determined that their inclusion would not be likely to bring the Society into disrepute. This debate provides further insights as to why the Society was reluctant to finance the Geographical Review and later, the Geographical Magazine. It was one thing to promote its content within its own periodicals, but it would have been quite another to have been held directly responsible for the contents – especially in the light of the Society's prior experience in controversies such as that surrounding Stanley (outlined above).

It was not only the intellectual content of the Magazine that sparked comment. Advertising was another source of concern. The 'hotel and general advertiser' contained within the early supplements of Our Ocean Highways, for example, provided details of hotels, steam ships sailings and products and services which might appeal to readers intent on following up the various tours outlined within the periodical's pages. The RGS position was that such advertisements would be inappropriate for the organ of a learned Society such as itself. Although the decision to restructure the Proceedings was viewed as a means of widening
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90 'Proposals for the publication of a new series of the Royal Geographical Society', Committee Minute Book, 1877-1883, RGS/AP/MB, Royal Geographical Society, 68.
91 R.N. Cust to H.W. Bates, August 10, 1878, Correspondence RGS/CB6/592, Royal Geographical Society.
92 D. Freshfield to H.W. Bates, November 2, 1878, Correspondence RGS/CB6/854, Royal Geographical Society.
93 'Special Proceedings Committee', Committee Minute Book, 1877-1883, RGS/AP/MB, Royal Geographical Society, 67.
geography's appeal (and thus the Society's reach), the Council were keen to ensure that these efforts did not threaten its scientific credentials. However, while the Council resolved that 'for outside covers nothing be admitted except advertising of a literary and scientific character', it soon became clear that the Society's wishes and commercial pressures of the publishing industry were not always compatible. As Edward Duffield Jones, the Society's clerk and accountant bemoaned, 'Purely scientific advertisements seem to be hardly obtainable, and publishers are wary of giving us general literary advertisements; consequently the back page is especially difficult to fill'. Advertising was of course also one of the main sources of revenue for the publication though and so it was imperative that all available space was occupied. Thus, whilst the Society may have looked down upon the way that advertising had been used to flesh out the Geographical Magazine, they came to appreciate that publishing a periodical brought with it specific commercial pressures irrespective of the publication's content.

The intended audience was another source of debate. Whereas Freshfield identified that the proposals for reforming the Proceedings marked 'an attempt to make the Proceedings of a Society popular in form', R.W. Rawson was not convinced that the Society ought to be attempting to target a wider audience beyond the Society itself. As he explained to Bates, 'I wish to keep the publication as essentially a record of our proceedings, to which we might add what we please of interest, without any responsibility to the public'. He was reluctant also to have the phrase "The Geographical Record," in the title too as the Geographical Magazine before it had, suggesting that the phrase would 'make us responsible to the public for inserting in it all that they think they will have a right to expect from us'. Cust was also eager for the new publication to be an organ of the Society in the sense that it communicated their activities to the wider public with minimum feedback. However, others in the Society saw this as an opportunity to reach beyond the

94 'Special Proceedings Committee', Committee Minute Book, 1877-1883, RGS/AP/MB, Royal Geographical Society, 72.
95 Edward Duffield Jones 'Memorandum' May 9, 1879, Correspondence, RGS/CB6/1274 Royal Geographical Society.
97 Rawson W. Rawson to Henry W Bates, July 27, [1878], Correspondence RGS/CB/1870, Royal Geographical Society
Society. Certainly many were keen that the publication should secure all those readers that had previously taken the Geographical Magazine and more besides, with the Society resolving to produce not more than 5000 copies of each issue. Yet, as in the case of advertising, the Society soon found that that the commercial realities of the publishing industry were not always in keeping with their ideals. Edward Stanford, chosen to publish the new Proceedings, for instance, instructed the Society that 1000 copies per month was proving more than enough and suggested that 750 might be sufficient in future. To add insult to injury, he also requested that he 'be allowed to return a proportion of the large number of back numbers I have on hand'. Thus although the Society had been reluctant to take on the role of partner with either Dempsey and the Ocean Highways or Trübner and the Geographical Magazine, they were now finding that the publication of a more popular periodical brought with it certain challenges that they had not necessarily envisaged.

Despite initial anxieties over both the shape and content of the new venture, it was widely acknowledged that the new publication was a marked improvement. Indeed the new Proceedings soon rendered the Journal redundant and it was discontinued in 1880. For Markham, the fact that the Geographical Magazine had given way to the new venture and was widely acknowledged as its precursor served to vindicate his work over the last six years.

* * *

Examining the production, circulation and reception of popular geographical periodicals sheds further light on the nature of geographical publishing in the mid-Victorian period. This chapter helps us to better understand how publishers, proprietors, editors and authors attempted to use this particular form of publishing as a means of promoting particular forms of geography in specific ways. The case of Our Ocean Highways and the Geographical Magazine highlights that popularising geography in the periodical press meant different things to different people. What was popular with publishers and editors would not necessarily be so with readers and while the periodical could be viewed as an opportunity to widen the public appeal of
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98 E. Stanford to E. Duffield Jones, August 7, 1880, Correspondence RGS/CB6/2071, Royal Geographical Society; E. Stanford to E. Duffield Jones, August 11, 1880, Correspondence RGS/CB6/2071, Royal Geographical Society.
geography, it was simultaneously understood as a potential threat to quality of geographical knowledge in circulation. Examining the specific characteristics of the periodical format helps to suggest why this was the case and also demonstrates that periodicals operated within, and relied upon, broader networks of print. Having explored the institutional response to one particular popular periodical project, for example, it is evident that there was not a clear division between institutionally-endorsed publication and 'popular' commercial periodical publishing at this time. This chapter suggests then, that further insights into the nature of geographical publishing and of geography itself can be gained by exploring the conditions surrounding the production, circulation and reception of geographical periodicals.
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6.3 Advertising *Our Ocean Highways Monthly Supplement*

Periodical Prospectus c.1872, John Johnson Collection: An Archive of Printed Ephemera, Prospectuses of Journals 40 (41)
AFRICAN EXPLORATION AND ARCTIC RESEARCH.

Our first business is to direct attention to the paper which accompanies the present book of "Our Ocean Highways," designed to illustrate the geographical position of the countries regarding Dr. Livingstone, and to show the probable course that will be taken by the English government for their relief. There are issued on it, besides the route followed by Livingstone himself in so far as the map is known, during his years of laborious travel, the routes of Burton and Speke in the expeditions of 1858 and 1863, and of Speke and Grant in 1864, with the difference that resulted from their separate journeys, as well as from the journey of Sir Samuel Baker, in 1864. It is given in complete view of the geographical area which constitutes the field of labour for the present "Relief Expedition," and diagrammatically illustrates the present state of geographical knowledge with regard to the great lakes of the East African interior, and the aspect of the problem with regard to the proposed negotiation of the Tanganyika lake with the Natives, which it was a purpose of both Livingstone and Baker to secure.

At a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society held on the 12th ult., on previous record session, the subject of Livingstone was paramount in interest, and additional attention was given to the interest by the fact (already known to the public through the medium of the press) that letters have been received from Sir Samuel Baker. These letters, addressed by the explorer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, and communicated by him to the "Times," make, indeed, no reference to the explorer in whose honor the letter is written, so profusely interested, but they state the fact of Sir Samuel Baker's presence, with a considerable armed force at his disposal, in the Kru district. It is to be noted, that at the beginning of last year, with the immediate purpose of the Kru tribe, and with the intention of being worked out comparatively near to the coast, Sir Samuel Baker has this year been occupied in the improvement of the ancient and famous town of Lagos.

The views which we wish to express, in connection with the subject of our present paper, are as follows: it is our purpose to show the necessity for the establishment of a protectorate over the Orange River Colony, as well as over the Transvaal, and to point out the advantage which would accrue from such a course of action.

The letter contains some of the most important points of interest, and it is evident that the subject of our present paper is a most important one, and one which is of the utmost importance to the interests of the subject.

The letter was written by Sir Samuel Baker, and it was found necessary to put it in the hands of the explorer, in order to secure the result desired.

The letter contains some of the most important points of interest, and it is evident that the subject of our present paper is a most important one, and one which is of the utmost importance to the interests of the subject.
6.5 The maps of William Hughes in *Our Ocean Highways Geographical Record and Travellers' Register* (1872)
Left: ‘Baffin Bay’, *Our Ocean Highways Geographical Record and Travellers’ Register*, 2(2) (1872), 47,
Right: ‘Livingstone Relief Expedition’, *Our Ocean Highways Geographical Record and Travellers’ Register*, 1 (24) (1872), 306
6.6 Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record
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MAPS
The Caspian Sea and Region to the Eastward. (E. G. Ravenstein.)
The Country between Krasnovodsk and Khiva, Showing the Route of Captain Brokeley in 1674. (E. G. Ravenstein.)
Chart of the Discoveries to the East of Spitbergen in 1711. (Professor H. Moseley.)
The Country to the East of Smyrna, Showing the Railways to Aïdin and Alaschar. (C. E. Ashworth, C.E.)
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1. THE CASPIAN AND THE REGION TO THE EASTWARD. (E. G. Ravenstein.)
2. THE GREAT RIVERS OF CHINA. (Professor H. Moseley.)
3. THE BOTANICAL ORIGIN AND COUNTRY OF MyRRH. (D. Haughton, F.R.S.)
4. THE METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF CHRISTIANIA. (Professor H. Mons.)
5. FORMOSA. (T. F. Hickey.)
6. WICHER'S LAND REVISITED.

REVIEWS
"BOKHARA." (Colonel Vola, C.R.)
"THE ATMOSPHERE." (The Second German North Polar Expedition.)
"THE WINDS." (Professor H. Amschell.)
"GEOGRAPHY. LOG BOOK—GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. CORRESPONDENCE.
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"BOKHARA." (Colonel Vola, C.R.)
"THE ATMOSPHERE." (The Second German North Polar Expedition.)
"THE WINDS." (Professor H. Amschell.)
"GEOGRAPHY. LOG BOOK—GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. CORRESPONDENCE.
CARTOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB BOOK—GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. CORRESPONDENCE.

MAP
Map of Mexico showing the Vera Cruz and Mexico Railway. (E. G. Ravenstein.)

MAP
Map showing new Railway line from England to Calcutta. (E. G. Ravenstein.)

MAP
Map showing Distribution of India-Rubber.

MAP
Map of Assam and the Muga Hills.

ARTICLES
I.—MEXICO. (Professor H. Amschell.)
II.—RAILWAY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LONDON AND CALCUTTA. (C. E. Ashworth, C.E.)
III.—WHALE FISHERY IN BAFFIN'S BAY. (D. B. Brown, F.R.S.)
IV.—NOTES ON MR. STANLEY'S EXPEDITION. (Capt. R. F. Burton.)
V.—THE STEPPES TO THE NORTH OF BOKHARA. (Professor A. Vandalay.)
VI.—MAGA HILLS. (Surveying Works of Mr. A. E. Ainsworth, 1871-73.)

REVIEWS
"INDIA- RUBBER." (Near-Admiral Smyth, C.R.)
"CHILIAN SURVEYS." (Near-Admiral Smyth, C.R.)
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PROCEDINGS OF GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETIES AT HOME AND ABROAD.
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW.
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THE CASPIAN, AND THE ROUTE TO THE EASTWARD.
Galley 53 years ago, with purpose to visit Herat, I was told by the "Robb the King" that it was only by a single pass through the mountains that any way to get there can be expected. The road is the same that is now used by the Persians. It is a through route, and the mountains are not so high as to present any difficulty. The mountains are not so high as to present any difficulty. The mountains are not so high as to present any difficulty.

THE COUNTRY BETWEEN KRASNOSVODSK AND KIVHA, SHOWING THE ROUTE OF CAPTAIN BROokesLY IN 1674.

CHART OF THE DISCOVERIES TO THE EAST OF SPITBERGEN IN 1711.

THE COUNTRY TO THE EAST OF SMYRNA, SHOWING THE RAILWAYS TO AIDIN AND ALASCHAR.

OCEAN HIGHWAYS.
THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW.
NEW SERIES, No. 1. APRIL, 1873.

THE CASPIAN, AND THE ROUTE TO THE EASTWARD.
I saw a city yesterday, which is called "Kars-Kiau," or the Kars Sands, and it reaches to the coast by the Gurjat or the Aenat. The city is built on the bank of the river Gurjat, and the coast is about forty yards. It is the only city in the region between Kars and Khiva, that is called "Kars-Kiau," and it is situated on the bank of the river Gurjat, and the coast is about forty yards.

THE COUNTRY BETWEEN KRASNOSVODSK AND KIVHA, SHOWING THE ROUTE OF CAPTAIN BROokesLY IN 1674.

CHART OF THE DISCOVERIES TO THE EAST OF SPITBERGEN IN 1711.

THE COUNTRY TO THE EAST OF SMYRNA, SHOWING THE RAILWAYS TO AIDIN AND ALASCHAR.
THE BASIN OF THE HELMUND.

The basin of the Helmand, including all the numerous rivers and streams which enter into it, forms a vast tract of country, which has long been the scene of great wars and revolutions. Its course is divided into two parts, the upper and lower, which are separated by the river Helmand, which flows for about 350 miles, and then, emerging on the open country, sweeps in a bold curve over the Garmi, and empties its waters into the Sistan Lake. The Helmand Basin is divided into two distinct regions: the mountains, which lie to the north of the Helmand, and the Garmi, which lies to the south. The mountains are covered with deep snow during the winter months, and affording pasture to cattle in the summer. There are numerous passes through the mountains, which are crossed by the river Helmand and other Afghan rivers having their sources from the mountains of the Helmand and the Sistan. Among the most important of these passes is the pass of the Helmand, which is situated on the right bank of the river, and is about 2 miles in length. The mountains are covered with deep snow during the winter months, and affording pasture to cattle in the summer. There are numerous passes through the mountains, which are crossed by the river Helmand and other Afghan rivers having their sources from the mountains of the Helmand and the Sistan. Among the most important of these passes is the pass of the Helmand, which is situated on the right bank of the river, and is about 2 miles in length.

THE GEORGOPHICAL MAGAZINE.

APRIL, 1874.

The map, a portion of which we reproduce, will show the leading features of the Helmand river and its tributaries. The river Helmand, which is divided into two parts by the river Helmand, flows for about 350 miles, and then, emerging on the open country, sweeps in a bold curve over the Garmi, and empties its waters into the Sistan Lake. The Helmand Basin is divided into two distinct regions: the mountains, which lie to the north of the Helmand, and the Garmi, which lies to the south. The mountains are covered with deep snow during the winter months, and affording pasture to cattle in the summer. There are numerous passes through the mountains, which are crossed by the river Helmand and other Afghan rivers having their sources from the mountains of the Helmand and the Sistan. Among the most important of these passes is the pass of the Helmand, which is situated on the right bank of the river, and is about 2 miles in length.
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An outline of the map, A portion of the map, and other materials, which are published in the Geographical Magazine, will show the leading features of the Helmand river and its tributaries. The river Helmand, which is divided into two parts by the river Helmand, flows for about 350 miles, and then, emerging on the open country, sweeps in a bold curve over the Garmi, and empties its waters into the Sistan Lake. The Helmand Basin is divided into two distinct regions: the mountains, which lie to the north of the Helmand, and the Garmi, which lies to the south. The mountains are covered with deep snow during the winter months, and affording pasture to cattle in the summer. There are numerous passes through the mountains, which are crossed by the river Helmand and other Afghan rivers having their sources from the mountains of the Helmand and the Sistan. Among the most important of these passes is the pass of the Helmand, which is situated on the right bank of the river, and is about 2 miles in length.
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Maps.

A portion of the map, A portion of the map, and other materials, which are published in the Geographical Magazine, will show the leading features of the Helmand river and its tributaries. The river Helmand, which is divided into two parts by the river Helmand, flows for about 350 miles, and then, emerging on the open country, sweeps in a bold curve over the Garmi, and empties its waters into the Sistan Lake. The Helmand Basin is divided into two distinct regions: the mountains, which lie to the north of the Helmand, and the Garmi, which lies to the south. The mountains are covered with deep snow during the winter months, and affording pasture to cattle in the summer. There are numerous passes through the mountains, which are crossed by the river Helmand and other Afghan rivers having their sources from the mountains of the Helmand and the Sistan. Among the most important of these passes is the pass of the Helmand, which is situated on the right bank of the river, and is about 2 miles in length.

6.8 The Geographical Magazine

Left: April 1874 issue. Right: Contents for Volume I (1874)
Conclusion
Inspired by recent work in the history and geography of science exploring the connections between print and the production and mobilization of knowledge, this thesis has sought to examine the influence of publishers and the wider publishing industry in shaping geographical understandings at a time when the print trades were expanding rapidly to accommodate new markets for printed materials. The research which provides the basis for the thesis started from the premise that print was fundamental to the process of constructing, circulating and debating the significance of geographical ‘discoveries’ in mid-Victorian Britain. While geographers have long engaged with nineteenth-century texts, they have tended to focus on their content without paying sufficient attention to the conditions surrounding their production, circulation and reception. In this thesis, I have sought to make this case for a wider range of publishing projects in the field of travel and exploration, focusing on a relatively well-defined period (1855-1878).

Having outlined the contours of geographical publishing in this period, I suggest that there is a strong case for using works of travel and exploration as a more specific route into this large and diverse publishing field (Chapter 2). As Withers and Keighren have recently observed in their study of Murray travel narratives, where geographers have sought to combine insights from the history and geography of science and book history in order to re-evaluate geographical texts, they have primarily focused on either production or reception. This thesis approaches travel and exploration publishing from a perspective which seeks to consider production, circulation and reception simultaneously (as explained in Chapter 1). Drawing on a wide range of archival and published sources, I have explored the conditions surrounding the production, circulation and reception of four exemplar publishing projects (in Chapters 3-6). The selection of these projects, as outlined in Chapter 2, allowed close investigation of various contexts and formats of travel publishing, as well as the challenges and opportunities they offered publishers, authors and readers.

I have also sought to highlight the nature of authorship and the ways that authority was constructed and contested in and beyond ‘authorised’ volumes. The relationship between avowedly commercial publishing projects and institutionally-
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1 This is an argument which Withers and Keighren have also made in a recently published paper examining the publication of travel narratives in the period c.1815-c.1857. C.W.J. Withers and I.M Keighren, 'Travels into print: authoring, editing and narratives of travel, c.1815-c. 1857', Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 36 (2011), 560-573.

2 Withers and Keighren, 'Travels into print', 562.
sanctioned ventures has been an important theme. In posing questions about the wider circulation and reception of these four publishing projects, I have scrutinised networks of people and print in order to better understand the marketplaces these texts circulated within, the variety of material forms they occupied and the audiences they attempted to speak to. In exploring different forms of reception, I have also sought to provide new insights into ways of considering responses to these texts and the extent to which decisions made during the production process can be shown to produce tangible impacts beyond the publishing house. In so doing, this thesis has extended our knowledge of these four publishing projects significantly, while also suggesting a rationale for re-evaluating the connections between print, publishing and geographical knowledge more widely in mid-Victorian Britain and beyond.

In this final chapter, I draw out the main arguments made in this thesis, moving beyond the case-specific conclusions offered in each chapter to explore a number of themes which cut across the four publishing projects considered in Chapters 3-6 (Section 7.1). I also discuss the wider theoretical and methodological implications of my research, exploring how we can approach the history and geography of the book and the history of geography in the light of the findings presented here (Section 7.2). Finally, I bring the thesis to a close by signalling possible future directions for research on geographical publishing and print culture (Section 7.3).

7.1 Mid-Victorian Travel Publishing: Themes
This thesis offers a snapshot of travel and exploration publishing at a particular moment in British history. Chapter 1 noted that the print trades underwent significant changes during the nineteenth century and suggested that the market expanded significantly after the middle decades of the century as publishers attempted to cater for new readerships. It also highlighted that do we not yet fully understand how changes in modes of production, circulation and reception shaped the production of various forms of knowledge at this time. Chapter 2 demonstrated that this was certainly true in the context of travel and exploration publishing specifically and geographical publishing more widely. This thesis therefore marks a step towards addressing this issue. It has shown, as stated above, that publishers and other technicians of print shaped the ways that geographical knowledge was produced,
circulated and received in print, although not always in uniform or expected ways,  
and certainly not without some resistance.

The four publishing projects considered in this thesis spanned the period  
1855-1878 and although the analysis has not been strictly confined within these  
dates (Chapter 2 addresses the significance of print from the formation of the RGS in  
1830, for example), this tight concentration upon the middle-decades of the  
Victorian period is crucial to allowing the thesis to make a contribution beyond the  
individual case studies. Although the four publishing projects considered in this  
thesis were distinct ventures, occupying different physical formats with specific aims  
in mind, they also overlapped and intersected in important ways emphasising the  
wider networks of people and print which were crucial to the production of travel  
and exploration publishing in this period. This is significant, for it allows us to draw  
wider conclusions about the nature of travel and exploration publishing in this  
period.

The Wider Victorian Publishing World

Chapter 2 began by identifying the contours of a field we might broadly identify as  
mid-Victorian geographical publishing. Subsequent chapters have offered detailed  
analyses of four particular publishing projects as a means of providing further  
insights into the nature of travel and exploration print culture, as a particular sub-set  
of geographical publishing. As a prelude to offering critical reflections on the themes  
which emerge within these case studies, this section considers geographical  
publishing in relation to the wider publishing world, noting the significance of the  
educational market in particular. This section also considers questions of audience,  
genre, price and availability in general and as they relate to the works which have  
been the subject of the preceding chapters as a means of further situating the case  
studies which form the core of this thesis.

Educational Markets

Educational markets were increasingly significant for many publishers in this period.  
In the context of textbook publishing, from the mid-1830s, Longman were at the  
forefront of the developing trade. Whereas as school teachers had traditionally  
aauthored their own textbooks, with the extension of fee-paying education and then  
state funding came the expectation of standardisation in teaching. From a publisher’s
perspective textbooks were a reliable source of income as demand was perennial. However, profits were not necessary large (between 1836 and 1876, 80 per cent of geography textbooks retailed at 1d-6d) and as Weedon reminds us, ‘Publishers had to work in a market circumscribed by external factors such as curriculum revision, school budgets, racial and religious agendas and political determinants’.3 Robert Lowe’s Revised Code of 1862, for example, extended state education and promoted rote learning which in turn encouraged publishers to produce particular kinds of textbooks. Oxford University Press, Meiklejohn & Son, Thomas Nelson & Son and J.M. Dent were prominent among those that sought to take advantage of this opportunity throughout the 1860s. The Education Act of 1870 would bring a significant number of new publishers into the educational market as school attendance gradually became widespread for the first time.

The universities were also as an increasingly important market for educational works. As Feather explains, ‘Modern history, languages and literature and, above all, the sciences, became an established part of English higher education for the first time’ during the middle decades of the nineteenth century.4 Longmans, Macmillan and Co. and Oxford and Cambridge University Presses were dominant among those that determined to supply the new demand for appropriate textbooks. (Macmillan and Co.’s close connection to Cambridge University was explored in Chapter 5). An extensive market also developed for scholarly journals at the same time, giving rise to well-known titles such as Nature.

However, throughout the middle decades of the Victorian period a much larger educational market extended beyond the publication of works designed to aid formal learning. Commercial publishers, philanthropists and religious societies targeted their own particular brand of inexpensive ‘improving literature’ at the working-classes, continuing the trend which had began in earlier decades with Charles Knight and the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. Educational works occupied many forms (books, book series, periodicals, and pamphlets) and were available at a range of price increments ensuring that both the middle- and working-classes were catered for. Literary journalism was also considered to be a relatively secure profession by the 1860s giving rise to a band of professional

popularizers who made a living from articulating a wide range of subjects including art, literature, history and travel in language suitable for particular groups of the middle- and working-classes. Although the names of these popularizers are often forgotten today, they could reach vast audiences (Cassell’s *Popular Educator*, for example, sold 100,000 copies between 1853 and 1885). In the case of popularizers of science (the group which has received most scholarly attention to date) writers performed an important function, attempting to articulate scientific debates in ways which upheld the religious or secular orthodoxies held by their readers.

**Audience**

The size and range of reading communities which mid-Victorian publishers aimed to cater for increased significantly during the period. Improving literacy rates, better standards of living, the repeal of the so-called ‘taxes on knowledge’, a commitment to self-improvement and several technological advances ensured that print could be produced and consumed on a mass scale simultaneously. The middle-class consisting of individuals with a degree of education and some disposable income was a particularly sought-after market. However, publishers did not simply target an amorphous ‘general public’: with falling production and distribution costs publishers were able to target ever more specific sectors of the populace particularly, though not exclusively, through relatively inexpensive periodical literature. Children, for example, were a significant new audience in the period as inexpensive fictional tales which promoted Christian faith and later secular adventure stories became particularly popular.

The widespread demand for literature among all classes though helps to explain why works like *Missionary Travels* were so heavily pirated. Less scrupulous publishers identified that Livingstone’s narrative would be of interest to many readers who could not afford Murray’s expensive edition nor understand Livingstone’s scientific content and so prepared alternative versions and marketed them accordingly (as Chapter 3 explained). The desire to create a new market lay behind Macmillan’s decision to fashion what he saw as a composite form with *Vacation Tourists*.

---

**Price and Availability**

Although periodical publishing was characterised by more of an entrepreneurial spirit, book publishing remained more conservative in the mid-Victorian period. Production tended to be seasonal, concentrated around spring and after the 1840s and 1850s particularly around Christmas. The books discussed in this thesis followed this logic, although in the case of *Vacation Tourists* the fact that both travel and the book trade were seasonal proved something of a challenge as Chapter 5 illustrated.

Print runs were typically small (between 500 and 1000 copies) in order to minimise risk, limiting the potential for waste or the need for expensive storage space. Even in the case of *Missionary Travels* which would enjoy remarkable sales (see below) Murray followed this principal, only binding printed copies when orders were certain. Mediating risk in this way also helped to keep costs low for buyers. As Eliot's work on pricing structures demonstrates, the cost of books decreased over the course of the century in response to the falling cost of production and distribution. He identifies three categories of books based on different price bands as follows: 1) the low price group (1d-3s6d); 2) the mid-price group (3s7d-10s); and 3) the high price group (10s1d and above). The fact that the average annual income was £27 helps to place these figures in greater context.

Of the books considered in this thesis, the 1857 edition of *Missionary Travels*, with a retail price of 1 guinea, and *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel*, with a retail price of 14 shillings per volume, were clearly in the 'high price' category. This is in keeping with the kinds of books their respective publishers were known for publishing, always aiming at the 'respectable' end of the book market. The 1855 edition of *The Art of Travel* falls within the middle-range category at 6 shillings revealing something about both the relative production costs of these works and the differing market for an instructional text.

Retail prices then reveal something about production costs and also point towards the projected audience for a work, revealing which class of readers would have been in a position to purchase such a book. However, book lending (as opposed to selling) was also a significant aspect of the Victorian book trade. While high
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prices might discourage book buyers they would have less of an impact upon those inclined to borrow books. Public libraries expanded after the 1850 Ewart Act, and by that same year there were already 610 Mechanics Institute Libraries. Edward Mudie's circulating library was the most prominent of the subscription libraries allowing readers to borrow titles for a relatively small annual fee (typically a guinea). Mudie's purchasing power was such that he could determine whether a work proved profitable or not (he purchased £40,000 of stock per annum throughout the 1860s). Each of the books examined in Chapters 3-5 was both purchased and advertised by Mudie, although it is difficult to ascertain exact figures for the number of copies he ordered in these cases.

With regards to sales figures, as Lightman notes, it is useful to distinguish between 'steady sellers' which continue to sell copies for years and even decades after they are first published and 'bestsellers' which sell significant numbers in a short period of time. Lightman offers the following benchmarks as a means of differentiating between levels of success:

- Books that had a print run of up to 10,000 copies [within ten years of initial publication], I would place in the category of moderately successful; those with print runs between 10,000 and 20,000 can be described as being very successful; and those above 20,000 can be referred to as being extraordinarily successful.  

These categories also help to distinguish between works which have become well known in the popular imagination today and those which were actually widely read in the years immediately following their publication. To borrow Lightman's example, while Darwin's *Origin of the Species* might be considered as moderately successful in this schema, Chambers' *Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation* is a clear 'best-seller' despite its relatively lowly place in the present day imagination.

These figures allow us then to look once more at the available sales figures for the books discussed in previous chapters and to place them in the context of book sales more generally. Beginning with *Missionary Travels*, initial sales amounted to 12,000 and had reached 30,000 by 1863 despite a cover price of a guinea suggesting that it is correct to regard it as a 'best-seller'. *The Art of Travel* was published in five editions between 1855 and 1872, with 7000 copies being printed in total (in batches of 1000-1500 as was common) during this period. Sales continued long after 1872 so
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while we might categorise the manual as 'moderately successful' in the immediate aftermath of publication it clearly constituted a 'steady seller' in relation to the wider trade over a longer period. *Vacation Tourists* fared least well of the three book publishing ventures considered in the series with neither volume requiring an additional print run. For this reason it might be considered as 'moderately successful' compared to other books of the period.

With regards to periodical publishing, comment can also be made about the wider market conditions, helping to further contextualise my study of *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine*. Although it is difficult to locate circulation figures for comparable geographical periodicals we might consider that *Nature*, established in 1869, managed to achieve a circulation of 5,000 in 1870 with a price of 4d.\(^{10}\) The *Geographical Magazine*, by contrast struggled to exceed 1200 subscribers in the period 1874-1878 at a cost of between 1 and 2 shillings per issue. At this price the *Geographical Magazine* might also be viewed alongside the general interest shilling monthlies which proliferated in the period and which also carried varying amounts of material connected to travel and exploration. However, the circulation of the monthlies aimed at middle-class readers could vary dramatically: the *Cornhill Magazine* had a circulation of 40,000 in 1864 while *Macmillan's Magazine* had a circulation of around 8,000 in 1870.\(^{11}\) The state of geographical periodical publishing requires further research before we can say with any certainty whether the *Geographical Magazine* was either typical or atypical but certainly the growth in the periodical market more generally in this period certainly indicates that readers of all classes had increasing choice in this period.

**Genre**

The mid-Victorian fascination with self-improvement ensured that there was a strong market for non-fictional genres as well as imaginative writing. Many publishers specialised in a limited number of genres, developing a reputation for particular subjects as well as well particular styles of books (as discussed in relation to John Murray in Chapter 3 and Macmillan and Co. in Chapter 4). Travel publishing was a significant genre for several publishers. Some like Murray and Blackwoods were


\(^{11}\) Ellegard, 'The readership of the periodical press in Mid-Victorian Britain II', 18.
strongly associated with finer examples of the genre whilst others used travel writing as a periodical filler or as a reliable staple, perhaps in the same way as textbooks. Travel writing, particularly when it concerned foreign locations excited the imagination and improved the intellect and thus appealed to many different readerships. Indeed the boundaries of travel writing as a genre were regularly difficult to define, as the four cases explored thus far illustrate, ensuring that works like Missionary Travels could be understood simultaneously as missionary text, scientific and geographic treatise, and adventure narrative according to the particular interests of the reader concerned. Similarly, The Art of Travel was variously a soldier’s handbook, a traveller’s manual, a tourist’s guidebook and a story of adventurous travel depending on where it was reviewed. Macmillan saw Vacation Tourists as a new composite genre but there were clear precedents both in literary circles and in periodical publishing. This thesis demonstrates that while narrative accounts of travel became the dominant form of travel writing at the end of the eighteenth century they were only one among many forms in circulation in the mid-Victorian period.

Publishing as a Collaborative and Creative Process

This thesis extends and refines recent research suggesting that the publication of nineteenth-century accounts of travel was routinely a collaborative and creative process as publishers and editors worked alongside authors to turn field notes and manuscripts into publishable accounts.12 Chapter 3 considered the preparation of David Livingstone’s Missionary Travels, discussing how publisher John Murray and his employees intervened to ensure that the explorer’s manuscript would be accessible and appealing to particular groups of readers and highlighted that such interventions shaped both the narrative and several supporting paratextual devices. However, this chapter also emphasised that collaboration was not always straightforward or harmonious. Drawing on author-publisher correspondence, proofs

and published copies of *Missionary Travels*, I demonstrated Livingstone was at times happy to alter his text in accordance with the wishes of Murray and his editorial assistants, on other occasions he strongly resisted the changes they proposed. *Missionary Travels* was therefore produced through negotiation and compromise as publisher and author sought to strike a balance between producing a commercially viable narrative and one which the explorer could support as an accurate representation of his travels. Certainly Livingstone became increasingly anxious about the extent of influence that others were having upon his narrative. His protests at the 'liberties' taken with his text reveal, I think, that he recognised the creative nature and productive potential of the editorial process. Murray and his staff were not simply rephrasing sentences, replacing and removing words, altering images: they were potentially creating new meanings. This clearly problematises assumptions about the nature of authorship, showing that publishers and editors also exerted a creative force over author's texts. This understanding of the collaborative nature of publication renders narrative accounts of travel and exploration problematic as first-hand accounts of the 'facts as they happened' and encourages us to consider how and why the form and content of such publications was shaped with publication in mind.13

By examining a range of publishing formats and contexts, I have demonstrated that collaboration was not confined to the production of individually-authored narrative accounts of travel (which have dominated recent research). In Chapter 4, for example, I discussed the relationship between John Murray's guidebook series and Francis Galton's various publications offering advice to travellers and tourists. The examination of *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel* offered in Chapter 5 also pointed to the collaborative nature of serial publication. That a multi-authored book series should be highly collaborative is perhaps not surprising but what is especially notable is the nature of that collaboration. Alexander Macmillan and Francis Galton refined the remit of the series together, shared the task of gathering and corresponding with contributors and edited individual papers collectively, ensuring that there was not a clear division of labour between publisher and editor. Again, collaboration was shown to be difficult at times with Macmillan and Galton often disagreeing over submissions to the series. That
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13 Withers and Keighren, 'Travels into print', 569.
the roles of publishers, editors and authors were not mutually exclusive was also
evident in the form and content of the various incarnations of Our Ocean Highways
and the Geographical Magazine presented in Chapter 6. Markham, for example,
edited the Geographical Magazine whilst also contributing numerous articles while
Ravenstein was both cartographic editor and proprietor for a time. This thesis
reminds us then that in the context of various forms of travel publishing, the
categories of ‘publisher’, ‘editor’ and ‘author’ were rarely fixed.14

The nature of collaboration varied between publication projects. Chapters 3
and 4, for example, considered cases where ‘collaboration’ was far from consensual.
The former highlighted that several editions of Livingstone’s narrative were
produced through what we might euphemistically call indirect collaboration where
publishers and authors gathered together the explorer’s published letters and used
them as the basis for their own accounts. Following the publication of the authorised
volume, reprints and abridgements also appeared, repackaging textual and
illustrative materials prepared by Livingstone and his collaborators for new
audiences, regularly without the permission of either author or publisher. Chapter 4
meanwhile discussed the preparation of particular editions of Francis Galton’s The
Art of Travel, focusing less on the influence of John Murray and more on the extent
to which Galton utilised the published and unpublished experiences of other
travellers. Whilst it is not surprising to find that Galton supplemented his own
experiences of travel with information from other sources, it is noteworthy that he
often did so without acknowledging these sources: individual contributors were
rarely named in the text and Galton was presented as the sole author of the work.
Collaboration in this sense was not necessarily consensual and it is not surprising to
find that Galton was accused of plagiarism on at least one occasion.

Collaboration, then, routinely marked published works of travel and
exploration but it took a variety of forms. Moreover, as argued throughout this
thesis, if we are to properly understand the mediating influence of publishers and
other ‘technicians of print’, it is necessary to consider how these texts operated
beyond the publishing house. This means investigating how they were positioned in

14 Withers and Keighren also draw this conclusion from their own research on the travel and
exploration narratives published by John Murray in the period c. 1815-c. 1857: C.W.J. Withers and
particular ways both at the level of the published texts themselves and through a wider network of print; and it also requires us to be attentive to the reception of these texts so that we might judge the extent to which particular readers and reviewers responded as publishers, editors and authors hoped.

‘Authorship’ and Authority

This thesis provides insights into the implications of collaborative authorship by showing how publishers, editors and authors sought to construct (and contest) authority in print. It is routinely suggested that authorship and authority were closely related, with the credibility of travel narratives hinging on their status as first-hand accounts of direct experience of travel (as stated in Chapter 2). Yet this association could be undermined by the interventions of publishers and editors without such experience. Publishers, editors and authors adopted a variety of different strategies in order to demonstrate the authority of their texts. For Livingstone, the authority of Missionary Travels was very much connected to the fact that he alone had first-hand experience of the people and places he discussed in his narrative. He and Murray argued that this was the case whenever possible. The published narrative itself claimed that the explorer alone was responsible for its content and suggested that the unvarnished nature of the text proved that this was the case – a familiar tactic in many nineteenth-century travel narratives.

This thesis demonstrates, however, that authors did not always articulate the value of their texts in relation to first-hand experience of travel. Rival editions of Missionary Travels discussed in Chapter 3 (and above), for example, appealed to a different set of criteria. Some authors claimed that Livingstone had kept the public waiting too long, and therefore it was their duty to pass on whatever information they had at their disposal while others argued that the Murray edition would be inaccessible to the wider reading public, either because of its content or cost and so offered shorter, cheaper editions designed for particular sections of the working class.
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or children, for instance. The value of these volumes, their producers argued, stemmed from their accessibility, not any direct association with Livingstone or the events described in their narratives. In the case of *The Art of Travel* (Chapter 4) Galton admitted that the text was not solely derived from his own experiences of travel. Instead the value of his manual was based upon the fact that his research had enabled him to bring together hints and suggestions applicable to a wide range of travel contexts, something which few other 'popular' instruction manuals had managed to do. Although Galton had not 'discovered' each piece of advice himself, he claimed to have tested suggestions derived from other sources wherever possible.

While Livingstone sought to deny that anyone else had shaped his text, the value of Galton's manual lay precisely in the fact that he had managed to compile, edit and evaluate the work of other travellers before presenting it in a portable form. The authority of *The Art of Travel*, the volume suggested, relied therefore upon Galton's expertise rather than his experience alone.

As explained in Chapter 5, *The Art of Travel* was later used to lend credibility to the *Vacation Tourists* series. Advertisements emphasised that Galton was editor to the series and made direct reference to his instruction manual. Authority in this instance was to be achieved, in part at least, by association. Galton's reputation was not the only factor used to promote the value of Macmillan's new publishing project, however. The publisher sought to convince potential readers that the series was unique in design and content, offering timely accounts of travel from across the globe. Macmillan suggested that the composite form adopted offered as a guarantee that essays would be free from the hyperbole and 'working up' which so commonly characterised works of travel. In this instance then, rather than trying to hide the fact that published accounts of travel rarely recounted simply the bare facts (as Murray and Livingstone did), Macmillan and Galton openly acknowledged that travellers were prone to exaggeration in order to provide a rationale for their own series, with its short-essay format and strong editorial control. Encouraging contributors to sign their essays at a time when anonymous periodical publication was the norm was another strategy which could help to signal the trustworthiness of the series, communicating to readers that each author was willing to take responsibility for the claims they made in their essays. It was also the case, of course, that having well-known men and women of science and literature attached to the series lent further credibility to each volume. In this respect there were clear parallels between the
strategies adopted by Macmillan and Galton and those deployed in relation to The Geographical Magazine and its related titles, as discussed in Chapter 6. Markham’s involvement as editor, for example, helped to lend authority to the venture, among the geographical community especially. Like Macmillan, Markham was also determined that the Geographical Record and the Geographical Magazine should be a unique resource containing topical and novel contents which would appeal to a ‘general’ audience. This thesis therefore suggests that publishers and authors based their claims to authority on different criteria depending on the specific form of the venture in question.

Extended Networks of Print
This thesis also emphasises, however, that the authority of published texts was constructed and contested in a wide variety of print spaces. In addition to authorised editions (and pirated editions), wider networks of print – including spaces of advertising and review – were crucial to positioning and promoting these texts in specific ways, before and after works came to market. Publisher’s advertisements, for instance, regularly contained information about format, content and price which allowed potential readers to draw certain conclusions about the nature of a publication without encountering a copy first-hand. Chapters 3 and 5 emphasised that advertising was utilised by publishers to create a demand for works long before they were ready for publication. However, in the case of both Missionary Travels and Vacation Tourists this was shown to be a strategy which carried a certain degree of risk. In the first instance rivals took advantage of the growing appetite for a narrative of Livingstone’s travels and produced their own volumes when Livingstone failed to meet the advertised schedule. Similarly, Macmillan complained that the novelty of some contributions was being undermined by publishers and authors who had rushed works into print in the gap between announcing the contents of the next instalment and publication taking place. In both instances, advertisements left readers disappointed as publication had taken much longer than the notices suggested. Advertising though did not cease to be important after the initial publication of these volumes with publishers continuing to promote works so long as it was economically viable to do so. Such adverts did not always promote editions in consistent ways, however, with Murray attempting to reposition The Art of Travel as part of his Handbooks series at particular points while Macmillan decided to re-
advertise earlier editions of *Vacation Tourists* as new works before publishing the third edition. Chapter 3 also highlighted that advertising spaces could be invoked to challenge the authority of particular works with American publishers Harper and Brothers, J.W. Bradley, and German firms Spamer and Costenoble preparing notices designed to discredit the value of their rivals’ editions of *Missionary Travels*. These and many other advertisements carried extracts from favourable periodical reviews in order to emphasise the value of one edition over another, highlighting that many reviews performed a function beyond their original publishing context.

Periodical reviews themselves have been an important resource within this thesis. Whilst Chapters 1 and 2 highlighted that it is problematic to assume that reviews represent simply the unmediated opinions of individual reviewers, this thesis has used reviews as a route to accessing broader questions of reception – seeking to understand how reviews positioned particular publishing ventures in line with the conventions of the periodicals they wrote for, the surrounding political, social and religious contexts and, importantly, the perceived expectations of their own readerships. In so doing I have shown that published periodical reviews regularly cohered around a limited number of themes although individual reviewers might adopt different reviewing strategies and/or reach different conclusions about the merits of a particular publication. This provided a basis for comparing reviewers’ published responses and highlighted that publisher’s and author’s attempts to package texts in particular ways to make them more appealing to particular readerships often produced tangible impacts beyond the publishing house. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 demonstrated that reviewers regularly discussed features which had been prepared with the demands of readers in mind. However, these chapters also revealed that reviewers did not always respond in expected ways, highlighting that while publication was clearly collaborative, allowing publishers to exert a mediating influence, reviewers and readers more generally nevertheless retained the power to resist this influence.

*‘Popularising’ Geography*

This thesis also demonstrates that print networks linked institutions such as the Royal Geographical Society with the commercial publishing sphere. Chapter 2 highlighted the significance of print to the operation of the Society from its inception while each of the substantive chapters have indicated that Society Fellows were
involved in publishing, authoring, editing, illustrating, owning and reading publications dedicated to promoting and circulating particular forms of geographical knowledge beyond the Society itself. Chapters 2, 3 and 4, for instance highlighted that publisher John Murray was simultaneously responsible for the Society’s *Journal* and several influential works of travel and exploration. Chapters 4 and 5 highlighted that Francis Galton utilised his connections within the RGS to compile and edit both *The Art of Travel* and *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel*. Chapter 6 meanwhile emphasised that Clements Markham’s association with the *Our Ocean Highways* and the *Geographical Magazine* was directly connected to his vision for the Society’s own publications and for geography more widely. These are just a few of the overlaps which this thesis has highlighted but they serve to remind us that ‘popularising geography’ – a phrase which Society Fellows themselves used – encompassed a diverse range of approaches, crossing between the scholarly, scientific and commercial publishing spheres. Further research is required to understand whether it is possible to identify ‘professional popularisers’ of geography as has been done in the context of the physical sciences in general, and how relationship between geographical societies and other institutions involved in popularising geography.\(^{16}\) However, the cases explored in this thesis suggest that publishing strategies designed to enhance the authority of the RGS sat uneasily alongside those intended to widen the public appeal of geographical writing.

### 7.2 Historical Geographies of Geographical Publishing: Implications

The synthesis offered above has demonstrated that the four case studies at the centre of this thesis permit broader conclusions about the nature of travel and exploration publishing in the mid-Victorian period. This section now moves beyond those case studies to consider the wider theoretical and methodological implications. I begin by reflecting upon the value and wider applicability of the research framework adopted within this thesis before moving on to consider the significance of this research for historians of nineteenth-century geography.

I have approached travel publishing in the mid-Victorian period from a perspective which encourages us think holistically about how knowledge was produced, circulated and received in various printed forms. This has led me to focus
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\(^{16}\) See, for example, B. Lightman, *Victorian Popularizers of Science: Designing Nature for New Audiences* (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2007).
on networks of people and of print, considering how geographical texts were prepared for publication before exploring how the various material forms they occupied were advertised, reviewed, sold, borrowed and read. In so doing I have highlighted that decisions made in the publishing house could produce tangible impacts. However, I have also shown that reviewers and other readers did not always respond in expected ways, at times resisting the interventions made by publishers and other technicians of print. It is only by working at different scales and by following the connections between different individuals and print spaces that I have been able to draw the conclusions outlined above. This approach, as Chapter 1 explained, has been informed by the work of many book historians and historians and geographers of science. In particular, the networked models of Darnton and Adams and Barker provided a means of conceptualising the publishing industry and influenced my decision to try to link together questions about the nature of production with those of circulation and reception. Adams and Barker though, by emphasising that texts could occupy multiple forms (as suggested by their focus on ‘survival’) encouraged me to think more widely about questions of circulation, exploring piracies and abridgements, for instance. However, as I noted in Chapters 1 and 2, it is still more common for scholars to concentrate upon one particular aspect of the publishing process or a particular edition of a printed text rather than exploring the process as a whole. Applying a framework committed to exploring conditions surrounding the production, circulation and reception of texts in the context of mid-Victorian travel and exploration publishing allows us to consider the wider applicability of networked approaches to the publishing industry. As Chapter 1 explained, Darnton’s model of the ‘communications circuit’ (Figure 1.1) focuses on individual agents involved in the publishing process (author, publishers, printers, suppliers, shippers, booksellers, readers and binders) and places them within particular intellectual, economic, social and political contexts while Adams and Barker’s ‘new model for the history of the book’ (Figure 1.2) centred upon five stages which printed objects pass through (publication, manufacture, distribution, reception and survival) and again situates these in relation to the over-arching socio-economic context. In Chapter 1, I explained that Darnton had suggested that there

was really little to separate these two models as any study of the publishing industry would have to consider networks of both printed objects and people. However, my research renders Darnton's modelling of the publishing industry problematic because it shows that the categories of 'publisher', 'editor', 'author' and 'reader' were rarely fixed or mutually exclusive. Focusing upon different stages in the life of a published work, as Adams and Barker suggest and as this thesis does, allows us to view the collaborative nature of publishing much more clearly, emphasising that publishers edited and authored texts and paratexts alongside named authors while reviewers and booksellers were also responsible for promoting and positioning these works in particular ways, not always consistent with the efforts of publishers and authors. It has also allowed us to consider how reviewers and readers like James Collins (in Chapter 4) effectively subverted the intentions of publishers and authors.

However, this thesis also highlights that while these models encourage us to think holistically about the publishing process, in practice, certain stages lend themselves more readily to analysis than others. In the cases I have explored, for example, I have focused on how a variety of publishers, editors, authors, readers and reviewers were implicated in the production of geographical knowledge as works of travel and exploration were produced, circulated and received in various printed forms. I have not, however, considered the role of printers, binders of booksellers, for example, to a significant extent, not because I believe them to be unimportant but because time, space and more importantly, sources have not allowed me to do so. This does not challenge the utility of these models per se but reminds us that they are simplified versions of more complex realities.

The research framework adopted in this thesis also took inspiration from the work of James Secord on the production, circulation and reception of a single published text, *Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation*. As outlined in Chapter 1, Secord was inspired by networked approaches to book history, also emphasising the need to connect questions of production with those of circulation and reception and encouraging us to consider the multitude of forms that texts could come to occupy (indeed his research is not tightly tied to print, highlighting that there is scope to consider whether these networked approaches might be extended to spaces of speech or display). What marked Secord's approach as different, however, was his commitment to reconstructing the reading experiences or 'real' rather than imagined readers. He complained that networked models rarely placed readers on an equal
footing with publishers and authors, for example. While Secord's examination of the production, circulation and reception of Robert Chambers' Vestiges was widely praised, as I noted in Chapters 1 and 2 whether this approach had wider applicability remained open to question. The sensational nature of Vestiges made it ripe for this kind of analysis but some suggested that less controversial or less commercially successful works might not lend themselves to this kind of study. However, this thesis has shown that it is possible to undertake studies of the production, circulation and reception of a much wider range of exemplary publishing projects by combining archival and printed sources with a variety of electronic resources. Electronic resources in particular were crucial to identifying the connections between the publishing contexts, titles, authors, editors, publishers, readers and institutions which feature in this thesis. They made it possible to track particular texts as they moved through a variety of print spaces (including authorised volumes, piracies, translations, abridgements, advertisements, reviews, bookshops and libraries) often highlighting journeys which were quite unexpected. By revealing the pathways that different texts followed beyond the publishing house, these resources opened up new avenues for research. Being able to locate and search a vast number and variety of nineteenth-century periodicals, for example, enabled me to offer considerable insights into the different audiences for geography. Rather than assuming that reviews were direct evidence of reading, I argued that they could be used to understand how particular reviewers positioned geographical texts in line with the established conventions of the periodicals they wrote for, the broader social, political and geographical contexts in which they reviewed and the perceived expectations of their own readers.

The collaborative nature of publication and the mediating influence of publishers, editors and reviewers encourages us to think more carefully about who we write in and out of the history of geography. As Withers and Keighren suggest, we might view publishers and other technicians of print in the same light as the intermediaries who facilitated the collection of geographical knowledge in the field during the nineteenth century. By following texts from the publishing house into the marketplace and into the hands of reviewers and readers, this thesis demonstrates that interventions made within the publishing house were not always invisible to readers and nor were they always effective, with readers and reviewers sometimes responding in unexpected ways. However, that publishers, editors and other
technicians of print attempted to shape geographical knowledge in specific ways for particular readers as a matter of routine and were regularly able to do so is also clear from my research adding weight to the suggestion that we might expand the limits of geography once more to incorporate those that facilitated the construction, circulation and consumption of geographical knowledge through print.

This research has also drawn attention to the breadth of geography's print archive. For example, while celebrated texts such as Missionary Travels did have a significant impact (and in fact, a much wider impact than we have hitherto realised), many readers would have encountered Livingstone's travels in alternative material forms. Piracies, abridgements, translations, pamphlets and periodical articles and reviews were significant sources of geographical information for many nineteenth-century readers, a fact which studies of nineteenth-century travel-writing have largely ignored. By expanding geography's canon beyond authorised and celebrated volumes we can potentially gain a much better understanding of the readerships which publishers, editors and authors targeted at this time. This thesis reminds us that instant commercial success on the scale of Missionary Travels was not the norm, highlighting that other projects achieved more modest but sustained success over a longer period of time (as in The Art of Travel) or simply broke even (as Vacation Tourists did). Exploring different publishing formats and contexts highlights that different forms of travel publishing were not always judged by the same criteria and thus 'success' could be measured in different ways depending on the specific aims of the venture. Doing so also allows us to gain a better understanding of who exactly was involved in publishing geographical texts for a variety of different audiences. John Murray is a familiar figure to those interested in nineteenth-century accounts of travel and exploration but this thesis reminds us that the field of geographical publishing was heavily populated by a number of publishers, editors and authors that we as yet know little about. Exploring the wider field of geographical publishing not only opens new avenues for research but also helps to situate Murray and his texts.

7.3 Geographical Publishing and Print Culture: Future Directions

Having outlined the main conclusions which might be drawn from this thesis and considered the wider implications of this work, it is useful to consider, in conclusion, where this research might proceed in the future. Here I shall consider specifically the potential for expanding the analytical framework adopted in this thesis, firstly in the
case of travel and exploration publishing specifically; and secondly in relation to geographical publishing more widely. Although the primary focus is on the mid-Victorian period, I will also suggest that there is scope to explore the significance of geographical publishing in other geographical locations and chronological periods and to consider whether connections can be drawn between different histories and geographies of geographical publishing.

This thesis has used four exemplary publishing projects associated with travel and exploration in order to consider the connections between print, publishing and geographical knowledge in the mid-Victorian period. These projects have allowed me to explore different contexts and formats of travel publishing involving a number of publishers, editors, authors and audiences. While each chapter has offered significant insights into the production, circulation and reception of the publishing projects concerned, there is scope for further research and analysis in each instance. For example, in this thesis, questions of reception have been framed in broadly geographical and scalar terms. This is most evident in relation to the discussion of responses to *Missionary Travels* within the reviewing presses of Britain and America which is offered in Chapter 3. Here I have identified and discussed different approaches to reviewing as well as providing an overview of the main themes which recurred in the reviews listed in Appendix II. In so doing I have uncovered a long overlooked international publishing history which deserves further consideration, especially in relation to the mediating influence of translators and translations. I have also demonstrated the breadth of reviews that *Missionary Travels* provoked and future research might focus more closely on the authors responsible for these reviews and the publications which carried them in order to throw greater light on how their positionality shaped their interpretations of Livingstone’s narrative, providing a more nuanced insight into reviewers as readers in the process.

However, whilst approach has allowed me to shed new light on the breadth of publications which saw fit to recommend this work and afforded the opportunity to offer some insight into the importance of geography in shaping the content of such reviews, in attempting to construct a coherent narrative from such a number and array of reviews, some of the detail has inevitably been lost. Future work could apply alternative categories and scales of analysis, in order to produce more detailed explanations of how different reading communities responded to this and other works of travel and exploration. If we take those reviews identified in Appendix II,
for instance, the publications in which they appeared might be grouped according to
their political or religious affiliation or ordered by subject matter or arranged by
target audience. It would then be possible to carry out a closer analysis, comparing
reviews within these individual categories. We might thus come to understand in
greater detail how differently (or similarly) *Missionary Travels* was presented in the
Catholic and Protestant presses; how scientific periodicals understood the text as
compared to economic or literary publications or, for example, how women’s and
children’s periodicals prepared reviews with their respective audiences in mind. As
well as examining similarities and differences between reviews within similar
periodicals, analysis might focus more closely on the relationship between reviews
and other materials within a single periodical. In thus tightening the scale of analysis
further, it becomes possible to consider how reviews can contribute to the broader
project of a periodical venture.

Looking beyond *Missionary Travels*, it is certainly true that exploration
narratives have dominated studies of nineteenth-century travel writing, however this
case suggests that new insights can be gained from studying even the most well-
known accounts if approached from the perspective adopted in this thesis. Future
research should focus on how expedition narratives were repackaged in piracies,
abridgements, pamphlets and periodicals in order to shed further light on how texts
could be repackaged in specific forms designed to satisfy the perceived demands of
particular groups of readers who have generally been underrepresented in studies of
geography’s audiences.

In the case of *The Art of Travel* there are also several aspects of the
publishing history which require further investigation. The relationship between *The
Art of Travel* and *The Art of Campaigning* is particularly interesting. I continue to
search for the models and specimens Galton used in his lectures for soldiers in
Aldershot and which were later exhibited in numerous contexts in an attempt to gain
greater insights into the non-textual outputs that this manual inspired, for example.
More widely, this case is indicative of the relationship between commercial and
institutionally-endorsed instructions for travellers and encourages us to look more
closely at the connections between these publishing projects in the context of
geography but also more broadly, in other field sciences and in relation to military
education and training.
The role of book series in promoting knowledge derived from travel and exploration also deserves further attention in light of Chapter 5 which demonstrated that the edited annual presented Macmillan and Galton with particular opportunities and challenges. Examining further examples of this publishing format would help to place Macmillan's decision to initiate the series in greater context and shed light on how prominent this series was in the mid-Victorian period.

Several avenues for further research also emerged while researching the Geographical Magazine and its earlier titles. Again, the wider publishing careers of its contributors might be investigated, in order to explore the relationships between book and serial publication. So too might the relationship between this periodical venture and other commercial geographical periodicals in Britain and abroad at this time. Further research is also required to investigate the overseas circulation and reception of such periodical publications and the publication history of the maps published within them.

Moving beyond the cases featured in this thesis, Chapter 2 acknowledged that there were some forms of travel and exploration publishing which could not be directly addressed through the four publishing projects at the core of this thesis. Research is already being undertaken into the collaborative nature of map and atlas publishing for instance, through Collaborative Doctoral Awards at the University of Edinburgh, for example, while missionary literature and more technical reports, for instance, might also be subjected to similar analysis in the future. Although this thesis attempted to eschew an inward-looking institutional history centred on the RGS, the presence of the Society nevertheless looms large in this account. Future studies might counter this influence by approaching travel and exploration publishing from the perspective of audiences not traditionally represented in histories of the RGS – children's or women's literature perhaps – or by focusing upon publications associated with alternative institutions and societies – the British Association for the Advancement of Society, for instance.\(^{18}\)

As Chapter 2 highlighted, travel and exploration publishing is just one route into a larger field of geographical publishing. There is therefore scope to extend the framework and methodology deployed in this thesis to other forms of geographical publishing. Doing so will allow us to consider whether travel is representative of

\(^{18}\) C.W.J. Withers, Geography and Science in Britain, 1831-1939: A Study of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2010).
geographical publishing more widely or whether the specific nature of travel publishing — regularly attempting to render a world 'out there' knowable for a readership which cannot easily verify claims made within these works — ensures that it is produced, circulated and received in equally specific ways. Examining geographical publishing more widely will potentially allow us to consider how different forms of publishing overlapped: for example, how did map and atlas publishing overlap with geographical textbooks and these with 'popular' children's magazines recounting tales of foreign adventure?

This thesis has emphasised that in the context of travel and exploration publishing, networks of print regularly extended across national and linguistic boundaries. Chapter 3, for example, explored the transatlantic circulation of Missionary Travels and a selection of (authorised and unauthorised) translated editions, highlighting that there was a long-overlooked international publishing history of Livingstone's narrative which deserves further attention. However, even works which enjoyed less spectacular commercial success circulated beyond Britain. In Chapter 5, for instance, I noted that volumes of Vacation Tourists had appeared in libraries in America and Australia raising questions about the international circulation and reception of the series which might be followed up in the future. Chapter 6 also highlighted that editions of Our Ocean Highways and the Geographical Magazine which contained accounts of foreign geographical societies and articles in European languages also circulated through several of Philips' European agents. This thesis, then, has shown that transnational print networks allowed works of travel and exploration to cross national and linguistic boundaries. Further research into the relationship between different contexts of production, circulation and reception will provide greater insights into how geography shaped the ways that particular geographical 'discoveries' were presented and re-presented in print for specific audiences. This means not only considering how British works were imported, reprinted, abridged, translated, advertised or reviewed in foreign contexts but also how works produced in other geographical locations were presented in different parts of Britain through a variety of print spaces.

However, we should not assume that print was always the most significant medium for constructing, circulating and contesting geographical 'discoveries', especially if we are to shift our geographical focus beyond Anglo-American and European contexts. This thesis has highlighted that even within Britain and Europe,
print was not always deemed the most appropriate means of constructing and circulating geographical knowledge. As Chapter 4 discussed, *The Art of Travel* gave rise to a series of lectures (the first of which being published as *The Art of Campaigning*), displays and practical demonstrations suggesting that Galton felt that print was not the sole or even necessarily the best medium by which to instruct soldiers in field craft. Further research might explore the connections between print networks, speech spaces and spaces of exhibition potentially yielding insights into how geographical knowledge was made and re-made as it travelled through different media.

Just as we might expand the geographical limits of this research, so too might we adopt a longer view of the history of geographical publishing. The significance of the chronological focus adopted in this thesis has already been alluded to earlier in this chapter, however, it is important to acknowledge that the publishing projects considered in the course of this research sometimes continued beyond the period discussed in each chapter. While *Vacation Tourists* came to a natural conclusion relatively soon after the publication of the third and final volume in the series there was scope to continue the analysis of the other three projects. Chapter 3, for example, focused on the circulation and reception of *Missionary Travels* in the later 1850s and early 1860s, capturing the immediate response to its publication by publishers, authors and various reviewers. This limit was necessary given the sheer scale of research material available but with more time and space further insights could be gained into the impact of this travel narrative by exploring the production, circulation and reception of the many, many editions of *Missionary Travels* which have subsequently appeared in print.

Similarly, *The Art of Travel* remains in print today, though Chapter 4 focuses primarily on the period 1855 to 1872. In these years, five editions of Galton’s manual were published and although subsequent editions later appeared, no new material was added after this date. Again, we might consider how Galton’s manual was repackaged and received in different historical contexts. Finally, Chapter 6 considered the transformation of a periodical title between 1870 and 1878. Although the end point for the chapter was set by the publication of the final edition of the *Geographical Magazine*, future research might look more closely at the early years of the *Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society*, the periodical which the *Geographical Magazine* made way for. This would allow us to consider whether the
commercial publication actually had a long-term impact upon the format of the Society's periodical outputs.

This thesis makes a theoretical, methodological and empirical contribution to understanding the production, circulation and reception of geographical texts in a particular historical and geographical setting. However, the research also has implications for how we approach geographical publishing in the present day. Publication remains a crucial means of constructing, circulating and contesting claims to geographical knowledge, within an academic context at least. Yet, as for the nineteenth-century, the fact that publishing is so central to our everyday professional existence risks rendering it invisible. Although as academics we talk (even complain) about the pressure to publish as a matter of routine, the extent to which researchers write for publication in particular print spaces and how this impacts the kinds of research which is produced is less commonly discussed. Similarly, although collaborative authorship is commonplace, with peer-review being an important stage in the publication process, the actual processes whereby work is produced are still largely hidden from view. Authors might tip their hat to constructive comments from anonymous referees but how often do we acknowledge which parts of our texts have been shaped by our colleagues and in what ways?

I have suggested that we need to link questions of production with those of circulation and reception. Debates over the future of the physical library, the power of publishers to limit access to our own research and the place of the monograph are already in full flow but we might learn from historical research such as that presented here more about academic geography's readers (who are of course often its authors and peer reviewers too) and their reading practices. It is easy to vilify publishers in discussions over the current state of geographical publishing but it is necessary to acknowledge our own complicity in shaping the way that knowledge is produced, circulated and received through print. This thesis has suggested that it is necessary to consider the publishing industry as a network which includes publishers, authors, editors, reviewers, readers and many other technicians of print. Analyses of contemporary publishing should do the same.

It is clear, however, that mapping a framework developed for use in the nineteenth century onto the twenty-first century publishing scene will not necessarily be straightforward. I have already discussed the fact that categories such as ‘publisher’, ‘editor’ and ‘author’ are problematic in the nineteenth century. But in the digital era, distinctions between these roles have broken down even further. The archival traces left by publication today are not necessarily the same as those of earlier periods either, with word-processing and email correspondence potentially obliterating the paper trail which was unavoidable in earlier periods (although records do not necessarily survive simply because they were once etched on paper). This presents a challenge for researchers interested in contemporary publishing today but also raises questions about how twenty-first century publishing will be integrated into the historical record in the future.

* * *

This thesis makes an empirical, theoretical and methodological contribution to our understanding of the connections between print and the production, circulation and reception of particular forms of geographical knowledge in a particular historical and geographical context, namely travel and exploration publishing in mid-Victorian Britain. This final chapter has provided a rationale and a research framework for extending this research into new publishing contexts, and different periods and places, encouraging us to think seriously about our own roles as authors, editors, reviewers and readers in the process.

---

Appendix I: Chronology of Publications

Detailed below are the main primary publications discussed in Chapters 3 to 6. This chronology includes variant titles, editions and translations associated with the four publishing ventures discussed in each of these chapters but not periodical reviews.

1854


1855

G. W. Clark (ed.), *Cambridge Essays, contributed by Members of the University* (London: John W. Parker and Sons)


F. Galton, *Arts of Campaigning: An Inaugural Lecture, Delivered at Aldershot, on the Opening of his Museum and Laboratory in the South Camp* (London: John Murray)

1856


1857

D. Livingstone, *Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa Including a Sketch of Sixteen Years' Residence in the Interior of Africa and a Journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; Thence Across the Continent, Down the River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean*, (London: John Murray)

H.G. Adams, *Dr Livingstone: His life and Adventures in the Interior of South Africa: Comprising a Description of the Regions which he Traversed; an Account of Missionary Pioneers; and Chapters on Cotton Cultivation, Slavery, Wild Animals, etc. etc.,* (London: Houlston and Wright)


1858


1859

*Peaks, Passes and Glaciers: A Series of Excursions by Members of the Alpine Club* first published by Longman. Edited by John Ball


1860


1861


F. Galton, *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860* (Cambridge: Macmillan and Co.)

1862

F. Galton (ed.) *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1861* (Cambridge: Macmillan and Co.)

1863


1864

F. Galton (ed.), *Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1862-3* (Cambridge: Macmillan and Co.)


1865


*Our Ocean Highways: A Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume* begins in April 1870. Edited by J.M. Dempsey


1872  Supplement to *Our Ocean Highways* is renamed *Our Ocean Highways: Geographical Record & Travellers Register. Monthly Supplement to the Annual Volume*. Edited by J.M. Dempsey

Renamed *Ocean Highways: The Geographical Record* from July 1872. Clements R. Markham takes over as Editor. Published by George Philip and Son. Owned by J.M. Dempsey.


1878  Final issue of the *Geographical Magazine* is published in December. A new series of *Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society* takes its place.
Appendix II: Electronic Resources for Mid-Victorian Geographical Publishing

The following tables contain details of the electronic resources relevant to nineteenth-century publishing and/or travel and exploration which have been used in the course of my research. They include: (1) Online Catalogues, Indexes and Finding Aids; (2) Electronic Full-Text Databases; (3) Collections of Personal Archives and Published Papers; and (4) Additional Contextual Sources Online.

1. Online Catalogues, Indexes and Finding Aids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher/Content Provider</th>
<th>Access/Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athenaeum Index of Reviews and Reviewers</td>
<td>An index of book reviews published in the Athenaeum between 1828 and 1870, including biographical details of their reviewers.</td>
<td>British Library, The Pilgrim Trust, City University</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography of Scottish Literature in Translation (BOSLIT)</td>
<td>An online catalogue of more than 25,000 translations of Scottish literary works covering the period since 1500 to the present day.</td>
<td>BOSLIT, National Library of Scotland</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C19: The Nineteenth-Century Index</td>
<td>C19 integrates 12 nineteenth-century indexes which can be searched simultaneously. It includes British Periodicals, House of Commons Parliamentary Papers, Palmer’s Index to <em>The Times</em> and Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals, 1824-1900.</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (ProQuest)</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Provider/University</td>
<td>Access Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copac</td>
<td>This catalogue allows users to search the holdings of major UK and Irish academic and specialist research libraries, plus the British Library, the National Library of Scotland, the National Library of Wales/Llyfrgell Cymru, and the National Art Library (V&amp;A). It also contains records for other collections of national importance.</td>
<td>JISC, MIMAS, University of Manchester</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missionary Periodicals Database</td>
<td>This database records British periodicals published between the 18th century and 1960s by missionary societies and commercial publishers relating to foreign missions.</td>
<td>The Pew Charitable Trusts of Philadelphia, University of Cambridge, Yale University</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicals Index Online</td>
<td>An electronic index of articles published in the arts, humanities and social sciences. Coverage spans the period 1665 to 1995 and includes more than 6000 journals in a variety of languages.</td>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science in the Nineteenth-Century Periodical (SciPer)</td>
<td>An electronic index to science within 16 British nineteenth-century general periodicals. The database contains entries for over 14,000 articles and references to more than 6000 individuals and 2500 publications.</td>
<td>University of Sheffield, University of Leeds</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scottish Book Trade Index</strong></td>
<td>An ongoing index of names, trades and addresses of those involved in the Scottish book trade prior to 1850. Content can be downloaded as a PDF or browsed online.</td>
<td>National Library of Scotland</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Online Books Page</strong></td>
<td>A continually updated index of books and serials available freely on the internet. The index consists of a &quot;curated collection&quot; which has been reviewed and catalogued by the project staff and &quot;extended shelves&quot; consisting of records containing automatically imported catalogue data from other sources.</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Libraries,</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waterloo Directory of English Newspapers and Periodicals, 1800-1900 (online edition)</strong></td>
<td>This resource provides access to information on 50,000 nineteenth-century English periodicals and newspapers. Content is indexed by title, location, issuing body, people and subject. The online edition includes digital images of 9000 periodical title pages.</td>
<td>North Waterloo Academic Press</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals, 1824-1900</strong></td>
<td>The Wellesley Index provides information about the authorship of articles published within 45 monthly and quarterly nineteenth century British periodicals. The online index incorporates the Curran Index which contains corrections and additions to entries within the original Wellesley Index.</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (ProQuest)</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WorldCat contains records for 1.5 billion items and allows simultaneous searching of the catalogues of member libraries around the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher/Content Provider</th>
<th>Access/Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19th Century British Library Newspapers I and II</td>
<td>Fully searchable digital archive of nineteenth-century newspapers allowing access to a range of UK regional and national titles. It covers a spectrum of political allegiances. Part I contains 48 titles and Part II consists of 22 titles.</td>
<td>British Library, JISC and Gale Cengage</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th Century British Pamphlets Online</td>
<td>Following the completion of a cataloguing project which created records for 180,000 pamphlets held at 21 UK research libraries, this project has digitized 23,000 items (accessible via JSTOR).</td>
<td>RLUK, JISC, University of Southampton</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th Century Masterfile (Launched as Poole's Plus in 1999)</td>
<td>Masterfile combines several indexes to nineteenth-century published books, periodicals, newspapers and scientific reports including Poole's Index to Periodical Literature (1802-1906).</td>
<td>Paratext</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Publisher/Provider</td>
<td>Access Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th Century UK Periodicals I and II</td>
<td>This resource offers searchable facsimile access to a number of nineteenth-century British periodicals. Parts I and II address the themes of 'New Readerships' and 'Empire' respectively.</td>
<td>Gale Cengage</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Newspapers Digitization Programme</td>
<td>Integrated into the National Library of Australia's Trove website, this resource allows users to search and view images of a selection of Australian newspapers published between 1803 and 1955.</td>
<td>National Library of Australia</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Periodicals I and II</td>
<td>This resource provides searchable full text and facsimile images of a collection of periodicals published in Britain from the 1600s onwards. Collection I contains over 160 journals Collection II adds a further 300 titles.</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (ProQuest)</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers</td>
<td>Users can search and view images of a collection of American newspapers published between 1860 and 1922. It also provides information about a wider range of newspapers published in the US from 1690 to the present.</td>
<td>National Endowment for the Humanities and the Library of Congress</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Gallica – La presse quotidienne</strong></th>
<th>Gallica is the digital library of the Bibliothèque nationale de France. It allows users to search and download facsimile images of nineteenth century books, periodicals and newspapers.</th>
<th>Bibliothèque nationale de France</th>
<th>Open Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Google Books</strong></td>
<td>Online search engine allowing users to search and preview millions of books and periodicals. Many nineteenth-century works can be downloaded or viewed online.</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>House of Commons Parliamentary Papers</strong></td>
<td>A full-text searchable digital archive of House of Commons parliamentary papers, 1801 to 2000. (including an index of papers up to 2004)</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (ProQuest)</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet Library of Early Journals (ILEJ)</strong></td>
<td>ILEJ is a digital library of partial runs of six periodicals: Gentleman's Magazine (1731-1830), Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (1757-77), Annual Register (1758-78), Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine (1843-63), The Builder (1843-62) and Notes and Queries (1849-69). Limited browse and search capacity.</td>
<td>An eLib (Electronic Libraries Programme) Project by the Universities of Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester and Oxford</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Johnson Collection of Printed Ephemera</td>
<td>Full-text digital archive of images of ephemera drawn from the Bodleian Library’s John Johnson Collection which covers 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. Items are arranged in five categories: 19th C. entertainment, the book-trade, popular prints, crime and punishment and advertising.</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (Proquest) Bodleian Library, University of Oxford</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSTOR</td>
<td>Users can search and view academic journals and monographs in as well as a range of primary sources. The JSTOR site includes complete runs of journals (and their associated titles) and contains much nineteenth-century material in addition to more recent content.</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nineteenth-Century Serials Edition (NCSE)</td>
<td>NCSE is a freely accessible online edition of six periodicals and newspapers published in Britain between 1806 and 1890. NCSE consists of full page facsimiles and OCR-generated transcripts in addition to a searchable keyword index.</td>
<td>Birkbeck, University of London, King’s College London, the British Library, and Olive Software</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers Past</td>
<td>This site provides access to 63 digitized newspapers and periodicals published in New Zealand between 1839 and 1945.</td>
<td>The National Library of New Zealand</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodical Archives Online</td>
<td>An online archive offering access to digital images of journals published in the arts, humanities and social sciences in the period 1802 – 2002.</td>
<td>Chadwyck-Healey (ProQuest)</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Gutenberg</td>
<td>An online collection of freely-accessible out-of-copyright electronic books. Offers a searchable catalogue and the provision to download in a variety of formats.</td>
<td>Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation, Inc</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest Historical Newspapers</td>
<td>ProQuest Historical Newspapers contains searchable text and facsimile images of British and American newspapers.</td>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illustrated London News Historical Archive, 1842-2003</td>
<td>This is a searchable digital edition of the entire run of <em>The Illustrated London News</em> (up to 2003) and includes full-colour facsimiles of pages.</td>
<td>Gale Cengage</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Internet Archive</td>
<td>The Internet Archive provides access to historical content in a range of digital formats. Content can be downloaded directly or from linked websites including Google Books. A large number of nineteenth-century books and periodicals can be located, although coverage is often patchy.</td>
<td>The Internet Archive</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Nineteenth Century in Print: the Making of America in Books and Periodicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Nineteenth Century in Print: the Making of America in Books and Periodicals</strong></th>
<th><strong>A searchable collection of facsimiles of nineteenth-century books and periodicals published in the United States, primarily consisting of items digitized by Cornell University and the University of Michigan as part of the Making of America project.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Library of Congress, University of Michigan and Cornell University</strong></th>
<th><strong>Open Access</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Times Digital Archive, 1785-1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Times Digital Archive, 1785-1985</strong></th>
<th><strong>A digital edition of <em>The Times</em> covering the period 1785-1985 allowing access to searchable facsimile images of individual articles or complete pages.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Gale Cengage</strong></th>
<th><strong>Subscription</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**3. Collections of Personal Archives and Published Papers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Name</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
<th><strong>Publisher/Content Provider</strong></th>
<th><strong>Access/Address</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>galton.org</td>
<td>Online collection of Francis Galton’s writings, often accompanied by facsimile images. This site also includes some material on biographies of Galton and links to relevant manuscript collections.</td>
<td>Gavan Tredoux (editor)</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burtoniana.org</td>
<td>Online collection of Richard F. Burton’s writings. As well as Burton’s most notable works, this site also contains facsimiles of almost 200 journal articles and pamphlets by the explorer.</td>
<td>Gavan Tredoux (editor)</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Publisher/Content Provider</td>
<td>Access/Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin Correspondence Project</td>
<td>This site provides access to 6000 of Darwin's letters written before 1867 and information about a further 9000 written in the years following this. The letters are accompanied by contextual metadata.</td>
<td>University of Cambridge</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingstone Online</td>
<td>This project aims to provide access to the medical and scientific writings of David Livingstone. Transcripts and facsimiles of many letters have been uploaded but the project is ongoing. The site also contains a catalogue of Livingstone's correspondence and a small selection of contextual essays.</td>
<td>Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at UCL</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Additional Contextual Sources Online

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher/Content Provider</th>
<th>Access/Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NINES: Nineteenth Century Scholarship Online</td>
<td>NINES is an ongoing online project publishing and providing access to peer-reviewed digital research on the nineteenth century. Scholarly journals, archives and databases have been peer-reviewed and integrated into their search platform.</td>
<td>NINES</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Society for American Periodicals (RSAP)</td>
<td>Website containing a number of resources for research into American periodicals including links to freely-accessible collections of full-text magazines and newspapers.</td>
<td>Research Association for American Periodicals</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Victorian Dictionary</td>
<td>As well as an online dictionary designed to provide information about life in Victorian London, this site includes a collection of maps, bibliography and links to relevant libraries, archives and museums.</td>
<td>Lee Jackson (editor)</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Victorian Web</td>
<td>This site contains a wealth of original research papers, bibliographies, links and images relating to Victorian literature, history and culture.</td>
<td>George P. Landow (editor)</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Research Web</td>
<td>This website acts as a guide to scholarly resources which includes materials on a wide range of issues associated with conducting research on the Victorian period.</td>
<td>Patrick Leary (editor)</td>
<td>Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) Online Edition</td>
<td>The online edition of the ODNB provides access to 57,000 biographies of individuals as well as thematic essays and access to the text of the 33 volumes of the original DNB.</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III:


This list provides details of periodical reviews of *Missionary Travels*, arranged by country of publication. It is intended to be comprehensive rather than exhaustive, giving the major reviews in Anglophone periodicals and an indication of the variety of periodicals reviewing the book in English and a number of other languages. It includes many formats of periodicals.

**America**

-------- 'Barth and Livingstone on Central Africa', *New Englander*, 26 (1858), 347-372

-------- 'Book notices. Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa', *Church Review and Ecclesiastical Register* 10 (1858), 596-597

-------- 'Critical notices. Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa', *Southern Presbyterian Review*, 10 (1858), 636-643

-------- 'David Livingstone', *Peterson's Magazine*, 33 (1858), 171

-------- 'Dr Livingstone and his African discoveries', *Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art*, 41 (1857), 384-399

-------- 'Dr Livingstone', *Oberlin Students’ Monthly Devoted to Religion, Politics, and Literature*, 1 (1859), 296-299

-------- 'Dr Livingstone's discoveries', *Southern Literary Messenger Devoted to Every Department of Literature and Fine Arts*, 26 (1858), 134-147
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